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Abstract
Shifting healthcare monitoring techniques from laboratory into real-life scenarios has
always been very challenging. The current shift towards the use of advanced sensors into
everyday objects (e.g., smartwatches) is actively increasing the need for reliable methods
and tools to analyse healthcare information acquired in real-life settings for wellbeing applic-
ations. In fact, the diffusion of wearable sensors has opened new and unexplored scenarios
for Cardiovascular System (CVS) and Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) monitoring in
real-life settings. As such, this thesis aims to develop methods and tools to monitor the
relationship between CVS and ANS in real-life settings via biomedical signal processing
and data-driven machine learning techniques, with the goal of predicting adverse healthcare
events and automatically detecting the onset of unhealthy risky situations. Therefore, to
investigate the relation between CVS and ANS, electrocardiogram signals and in particular
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) were widely investigated in two case studies: acute mental
stress detection and prediction of accidental falls in later-life via HRV.
One of the main limitations of using wearable sensors for the detection of risky situ-
ations in real-life settings is the need to shorten the length of physiological signals below the
standard recommendations, which may cause a loss of accuracy in the detection of adverse
healthcare events. Therefore, this problem was investigated taking as an exemplar mental
stress detection, which is a cogent problem for modern society and it is well-known that
mental stress causes alterations in both CVS and ANS. Through a systematic review of the
literature, it was demonstrated that little attention has been paid thus far to ultra-short
term HRV analysis (i.e., less than 5 minutes) for mental stress detection. Consequently, four
experiments were designed and carried out in real-life and in-lab environments to propose a
systematic method combining both statistical and machine learning methods to select ultra-
short HRV features that are reliable surrogates of 5min HRV features. As a consequence,
this study proved that it is possible to automatically detect real mental stress with 1min
recordings achieving accuracy rate of 88%.
Another limitation of using wearable sensors is the need to improve machine learning
techniques to enhance the prediction of rare events. In order to address this, an unbal-
anced dataset was investigated. In particular, a study was designed to apply data-driven
machine learning techniques to an unbalanced dataset of ECG recordings acquired from 170
hypertensive elderly patients, of which 34 experienced an accidental fall. An experimental
framework for data-driven machine learning techniques to detect rare events (i.e., falls) was
developed to reduce the risk of overfitting problems in unbalanced datasets. This study was
the first proving that short term HRV recordings could be used to identify future fallers
with high accuracy.
This research achieved novel results and significant knowledge advancement for both
the investigated well-being and health problems as well as methodological techniques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Research
1.1 Chapter overview
This chapter introduces the main aspects of the research. It guides the reader
through the explanation of the research topic (section 1.2) and the rationale behind
the research (section 1.3). The main research questions, aims and objectives are
rigorously explained in this chapter (section 1.4). An overview of the methodologies
used during the research is also provided (section 1.5). Lastly, a detailed structure
of the entire thesis is presented to guide the reader through the research (section
1.6).
1.2 Introduction to the research topic
The rapid integration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Inter-
net of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has introduced completely new
scenarios in our lives. Until recently, continuous monitoring of physiological para-
meters was only possible for a short time and in controlled environments such as
hospital and laboratory settings. Today, with developments in the field of wearable
technologies, the possibility of continuous, real-time monitoring of physiological sig-
nals is a reality also in real-life settings (i.e., not hospitals or laboratories, but in
daily-life activities) [12]. These advancements have opened up new opportunities in
the prevention, timely diagnosis, control, treatment of diseases and monitoring in
real-life settings. Nevertheless, the translation of signal processing and data mining
techniques from controlled environments (i.e., hospitals and research laboratories)
into real-life settings using wearable sensors has brought numerous challenges and
theoretical limits. In particular, shortening biomedical signals below the standard re-
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commendations (ultra-short recordings) could lead to erroneous analysis and there-
fore, unreliable information. Moreover, in the real world, some healthcare events
(e.g., strokes, accidental falls) are rarely detected resulting in small and unbalanced
datasets whose analysis via machine learning techniques are still challenging.
Therefore, the current shift towards the use of advanced sensors into everyday
objects (e.g., smartwatches) has strongly increased the need for reliable methods and
tools to analyse healthcare information acquired in real-life settings for wellbeing
applications. In this thesis, novel approaches and tools are developed to reliably
detect and predict adverse healthcare events in real-life settings overcoming some
of the main challenges and theoretical limitations in dealing with real-life data. In
particular, the major problems and theoretical limitations explored in this research
are related to biomedical signal processing and machine learning techniques applied
to real-life settings.
1.3 The rationale of the research
With the proliferation of innovative monitoring technologies, the interest in the in-
teraction between the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and the Cardiovascular
System (CVS) has grown exponentially as it has brought to light the opportun-
ity to continually monitor this interaction using non-invasive biomarkers, providing
significant information on the status of a subject. In fact, measures of autonomic
function -such as Heart Rate Variability (HRV)- can yield relevant prognostic in-
formation. In the light of that, in this thesis, the interaction between the ANS and
the CVS is widely explored via HRV analysis in challenging problems such as stress
detection and fall prediction in later-life.
In fact, the emergence of factors such as the increase in elderly population and
various chronic diseases (e.g., stress) has brought more emphasis on monitoring the
interaction between the ANS and the CVS as a driver to predict adverse healthcare
events, detect well-being problems and recognise primary risks for health.
As a matter of fact, recently, the research area of health monitoring systems
has shifted from simple reasoning of wearable sensor readings (like calculating the
sleep hours or the number of steps per day) to the higher level of data analysis in
order to give the end-user much more information on illness or other factors that
affect health (e.g., stress level).
However, the use of wearable devices collecting physiological signals in real-
life settings has raised many challenges regarding the data analysis process. For
instance, acquiring biomedical signals in time windows below the standard recom-
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mendations has brought new concerns about the validity and reliability of the signal
analysis. Similarly, machine learning techniques present several limitations when
applied to real-life data, for instance to predict rare events.
In light of this scenario, this research through experimental methods provides
novel approaches and tools to overcome some of the main theoretical limitations
mainly regarding signal processing and data-driven machine learning techniques
applied to real-life data.
Different experiments were designed to develop methods and tools facilitating
the prediction of adverse healthcare events and automatic detection of the onset of
unhealthy, risky situations, monitoring the relationship between the CVS and the
ANS via HRV analysis in real-life settings.
The methods and tools presented in this thesis will contribute to the improve-
ment of healthcare wearable sensors.
1.4 Research questions, aim and objectives
The proliferation of wearable sensors (e.g., embedded in smartwatches or mobile
phones) has opened further and unexplored scenarios for CVS and ANS monitoring
in real-life settings. However, the use of wearable devices collecting physiological
signals in real-life settings has raised new questions. In particular, this research
explored and investigated the following questions:
Research Question 1: to what extent can the length of biomedical signals be
shortened without losing their physiological meaning?
Research Question 2: how can current machine learning techniques be improved
to reliably assess the interaction of the CVS and the ANS in real-life settings?
Therefore, the main aim of this research was to develop reliable and accurate
methods and tools to monitor the relationship between the CVS and the ANS in
real-life settings via biomedical signal processing and machine learning techniques
to predict adverse healthcare events and automatically detect the onset of unhealthy
risky situations.
Accordingly, the main objectives were to:
Objective 1 (Obj 1): develop a novel approach to assess the reliability of bio-
medical signals length shorter than the standard recommendations in real-life
settings.
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Objective 2 (Obj 2): develop a pragmatic framework to improve machine learn-
ing techniques for small datasets.
Objective 3 (Obj 3): develop a pragmatic framework to improve machine learn-
ing techniques for unbalanced datasets (i.e., reducing the number of false pos-
itive classifications and overfitting problems to predict rare events).
In order to fulfill these objectives and hence develop methods and tools to monitor
the CVS and ANS relationship in real-life settings, the following case studies were
explored and analysed:
Case Study 1 (CS1): monitoring of cardiovascular and autonomic response to
mental stress in healthy subjects.
Case Study 2 (CS2): monitoring of cardiovascular and autonomic response to
falls in later-life.
As a consequence, the deliverables set to investigate the two case studies and ac-
complish the aforementioned aim and objectives were:
1. for Case Study 1: “the cardiovascular and autonomic response to mental
stress”
(a) to extract the most informative HRV features and study designs to high-
light existing results and pave the way for empirical studies;
(b) to identify existing methods and tools to assess the reliability of bio-
medical signals shorter than standard recommendations (i.e., ultra-short
HRV analysis, below 5 minutes);
(c) to investigate mental stress using shorter biomedical signals (i.e., ultra-
short HRV analysis) in real-life settings;
(d) to carry out experiments demonstrating the relationship between shorter
biomedical signal (i.e., ultra-short HRV analysis) and acute mental stress
in laboratory settings;
(e) to explore and assess the power of real-life and in-lab stress;
(f) to develop an accurate machine learning algorithm for the detection of
mental stress in healthy subjects;
2. for Case Study 2: “the cardiovascular and autonomic response to falls in later-
life”
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(a) to identify the main risks of falls and the existing technologies and tools
to predict falls in later-life;
(b) to analyse the most informative HRV features to predict falls in later-life;
(c) to develop a predictive algorithm using advanced machine learning tech-
niques for predicting falls in later-life.
Table 1.1 summarises the explored case studies, objectives and specific deliverables.
Table 1.1: Summary of the explored case studies, objectives and deliverables.
 
 
Case studies 
 
Objectives Deliverables  My published work 
CS1: mental 
stress detection  
 
Obj1: 
method to 
assess ultra-
short HRV 
1.a: evidence-based 
study designs 
[1], [2]* 
1.b: method selection to 
assess ultra-short HRV  
[3]# 
1.c: analysis of ultra-
short HRV in real-life 
[5]#, [6]*, [7]* 
1.d: analysis of ultra-
short HRV in-lab 
[8]*, [9]* 
1.e: assessment of real 
VS in-lab stressors 
Obj2: ML 
for small 
dataset 
1.f: development of ML 
algorithm to detect 
mental stress 
CS2: prediction 
of  falls in later-
life  
Obj3: ML 
for 
unbalanced 
dataset 
2.a: identification of the 
main risks of falls and 
prevention programmes  
[4], [10]*, [11]* 
2.b: analysis of short 
HRV features to predict 
falls 
2.c: development of 
ML  algorithm to 
predict falls 
ML: Machine Learning; *conference paper; #journal paper under review.
In order to fulfil the aforementioned objectives, five different experiments were
designed and carried out:
Experiment 1 (E1): a dataset of 42 healthy subjects, with more than 7 hours of
Electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings was analysed to investigate the reliability
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of biomedical signals (i.e., HRV) shorter than the standard recommendations
during real-life stress.
Experiment 2 (E2): 128 healthy subjects were enrolled and more than 22 hours
of ECG recordings were analysed to demonstrate the relationship between
shorter biomedical signals (i.e., ultra-short HRV analysis) and acute mental
stress in-lab settings using a cognitive stressor (i.e., Stroop Colour Word Test,
SCWT [13]).
Experiment 3 (E3): 42 healthy subjects were enrolled and more than 7 hours of
ECG recordings were analysed to support the relationship between shorter
biomedical signals (i.e., ultra-short HRV analysis) and acute mental stress in-
lab settings using a different cognitive stressor (i.e., Video Game Challenge,
VGC [14]).
Experiment 4 (E4): the cumulative number of subjects investigated in E1, E2
and E3 was analysed to explore the power of real and in-lab stressors.
Experiment 5 (E5): a dataset of 170 hypertensive subjects, with more than 340
hours of ECG recordings was analysed to identify the most informative HRV
features for the prediction of falls in later-life and develop a predictive al-
gorithm using advanced machine learning for unbalanced datasets.
In order to carry out these experiments, signal analysis of already acquired data and
new acquisitions were executed as specified in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Signal analysis and acquisitions.
Signal Acquisitions & Analysis N° of Sub. Hours of ECGs  Populations 
Analysis of real-life stress data 42 7 h Healthy subjects 
Acquisition and analysis of  in-lab stress 
(SCWT) data 
128 22 h Healthy subjects 
Acquisition and analysis of  in-lab stress 
(VGC) data 
42 7 h Healthy subjects 
Analysis of real-life fallers’ data 170 340 h Hypertensive patients 
 
SCWT: Stroop Colour Word Test; VGC: Video Game Challenge; N˝: Number; Sub.: Subjects.
1.5 Research methodology
The interest in monitoring the relationship between the CVS and the ANS has gained
significant momentum in the recent years as the vast diffusion of new healthcare
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technologies has made it possible to monitor vital signs continuously and therefore,
predict adverse healthcare events and automatically detect the onset of unhealthy,
risky situations in real-life settings. However, in order to decrease the computational
complexity of the models implemented in wearable sensors and to detect adverse
events in real-time, the length of biomedical signals needs to be shortened below the
standard recommendations.
Among the different available non-invasive techniques for assessing the auto-
nomic status, ECG and in particular HRV have emerged as a simple, non-invasive
method to evaluate the sympathovagal balance at the sinoatrial level [15]. In support
of that, it has been used in a variety of clinical situations [15]. As a consequence, in
order to investigate the relationship between the CVS and the ANS, ECG and HRV
were widely explored during this research. The identification of the major problems
and theoretical limitations around biomedical signal processing and data-driven ma-
chine learning led me to define the main research questions and objectives of this
research (section 1.4).
Theoretical limitations regarding the analysis of ultra-short signals (i.e., time
horizon), and machine learning techniques for small and unbalanced datasets were
investigated in two different case studies (i.e., mental stress detection and accidental
fall prediction) as shown in Fig. 1.1. Several experiments were designed and carried
out to develop robust methods and tools using advanced biomedical signal processing
and machine learning techniques. The relationship between the CVS and the ANS
was monitored to detect or predict adverse healthcare events in real-life settings.
Mental stress detection was appointed as an exemplar case study (CS1) to in-
vestigate the shortening of physiological signal length below standard recommend-
ations (i.e., the time horizon) (Obj 1). In fact, mental stress detection was chosen
as a case study not only because it is an important problem for the modern society
and causes alterations in both the CVS and the ANS, but also because an increasing
number of off-the-shelf wearable devices and apps are already using shorter signals
for the detection of mental stress, which has been a growing topic over the years [16–
20]. Moreover, through a systematic review of the literature (deliverables 1a and 1b),
it was demonstrated that little attention has been paid thus far to ultra-short term
HRV analysis (i.e., below 5 min) and that there were not existing methods or tools to
reliably assess ultra-short HRV analysis for mental stress detection. Consequently,
in order to fill those gaps and seek answers to the research questions reported in
section 1.4, four experiments were designed and carried out: stress assessment in
real life (E1) (deliverable 1c); stress assessment in individual cognitive tasks (i.e.,
Stroop Colour Test, E2); stress assessment in a group war scenario simulator (i.e.,
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war rescue mission in competitive and challenging virtual gaming, E3) (deliverables
1d); the combination of both real and in-lab stressors (E4) to understand the power
of real and in-lab data (deliverable 1e). Furthermore, stress assessment in real-
life (E1) led to the refinement of a pragmatic framework for small datasets as the
available data in real-life settings are often limited by the scarcity of good quality
data (Obj 2). Consequently, a classifier to detect mental stress via ultra-short HRV
features was also developed (deliverable 1f).
Regarding machine learning techniques and unbalanced datasets (Obj 3), fall
prediction in later-life was appointed as exemplar case study (CS2), because ac-
cidental falls are one of the best examples of rare events. Through a review of
the existing literature, it was clear that there was a huge gap not only in terms
of theoretical frameworks investigating unbalanced datasets using wearable sensors
during real life, but also in monitoring the CVS and the ANS relationship as a
tool to predict falls in later-life (deliverable 2a). Therefore, an experiment (E5)
was designed and carried out to apply data-driven machine learning techniques to
a dataset of more than 340 hours of continuous ECG recordings, acquired from 170
hypertensive patients (mean age above 55), of which 34 experienced an accidental
fall (defined as an unintentionally coming to the ground or some lower level, not due
to syncope) within three months from recording after the baseline assessment. HRV
features were analysed to identify the most informative features for the prediction
of falls (deliverable 2b). A robust model to predict falls was also developed via HRV
features (deliverable 2c).
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1.6 The structure of the thesis
Chapter1: Introduction to the Research
This chapter provides background information about the growing interest around
wearable technologies in the healthcare industry, opening new scenarios to monitor
the interaction between the CVS and the ANS, but also new challenges and theor-
etical limits that need to be overcome. The focus of the research, the main aim and
research objectives are also presented.
Chapter 2: Background
In this chapter the basic science about the interaction of the CVS and the ANS, the
signal processing and data-driven machine learning techniques used in this thesis
are explored.
Chapter 3: Literature Review on Acute Mental Stress and Falls in Later-life
Chapter 3 presents the state-of-the-art for mental stress detection and fall predic-
tion in later-life via HRV. In particular, the first part of this chapter systematically
reviewed the main HRV features and state-of-the-art study designs to detect mental
stress. Moreover, a review of the existing methods to assess ultra-short HRV is also
presented. The second part introduces a brief overview of the existing main fall
risks, prevention programmes, the existing technologies and tools to predict falls in
later-life. Furthermore, the relationship between the risk of falling and HRV is also
discussed.
Chapter 4: Development of Methods and Tools to Monitor Cardiovascular and Auto-
nomic Response in Real-life Settings
Chapter 4 presents the methods and tools developed to monitor the CVS and ANS
in real-life settings. The first part of this chapter is focused on a novel framework to
investigate to what extent biomedical signals (i.e., HRV) can be shortened (i.e., ă
5min) without losing important physiological information. In other words, whether
HRV features extracted from ultra-short excerpts (i.e., ă 5min) can be considered
surrogates of short term HRV features. In fact, this is the most prominent re-
quirement for wearable sensors to detect or predict adverse healthcare events in
quasi-real-time. The second part of this chapter is focused on defining pragmatic
frameworks to improve machine learning techniques in order for them to cope with
small and unbalanced datasets. In fact, another important issue for establishing a
reliable supervised learning strategy in real-life settings and preventing over-fitting
problems is to properly make use of the available samples, especially when the num-
ber of available samples is small or when one or more classes occur far less frequently
than others.
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The main objectives defined in Chapter 1 are tackled here.
Chapter 5: Cardiovascular and Autonomic Response to Mental Stress
Chapter 5 discusses the cardiovascular and autonomic response to stress, explor-
ing mental stress in real-life and also in-lab environments. The method to assess
the reliability of shorter signals is applied here. In fact, this study proves that not
all the ultra-short term HRV features are good surrogates of short term ones. In
fact, only six ultra-short term HRV features resulted to be good surrogates of short
term ones. Moreover, an automatic classifier to detect acute mental stress is also
presented. The automatic classifier is able to detect stressed subjects with very high
performances, using 3 min HRV analysis, and relatively good performances using 1
min HRV excerpts.
Chapter 6: Cardiovascular and Autonomic Response to Falls in Later-life
Chapter 6 explores the cardiovascular and autonomic response to falls in later-life.
As opposed to the few previous studies investigating HRV in fallers, which were fo-
cused on 24-hour HRV analysis, this is the first study describing the results obtained
with short term HRV analysis, which is much easier and cheaper to be translated
into everyday outpatient clinical practice. This approach is based on the idea that
it is possible to detect constantly depressed ANS status early, which increases the
risk of falling significantly. Moreover, the theoretical framework developed to pre-
dict rare events is applied in real-life settings using wearable devices, enabling the
prediction of fallers with a sensitivity rate of 72% and a specificity rate of 61%.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter 7 reports the major conclusions of the research; it addresses how far the
aims and objectives of this thesis have been met and limitations arising from the
research. Additionally, recommendations are suggested for future work.
11
Figure 1.2: The thesis at a glance.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Chapter overview
This chapter provides background information of relevance to this thesis. It com-
prises a brief overview of the basic science about the interaction of the CVS and the
ANS (section 2.2), a detailed description of HRV analysis and the factors influencing
it (subsection 2.2.1). This chapter also presents a short review of the theoretical
limitations and challenges around biomedical signals processing and the develop-
ment of machine learning algorithms for the detection and prediction of adverse
healthcare events in real-life settings (section 2.3). Finally, the signal processing
and data-driven machine learning techniques applied in this thesis are described in
section 2.4.
2.2 Cardiovascular and Autonomic Nervous Systems
In 1628, for the first time, William Harvey wrote about a link between the brain
and the heart saying: “for every affection of the mind that is attended with either
pain or pleasure, hope or fear, is the cause of an agitation whose influence extends
to the heart” [21]. For the past century, numerous studies have investigated the link
between the CVS and the ANS, finding it to be very complex [22].
The CVS has two primary components: the heart and blood vessels [23]. The
cardiovascular system is subject to precise reflex regulation to supply and reliably
provide oxygenated blood to different body tissues under a wide range of circum-
stances. The activity of cardiovascular control is largely regulated by the ANS [24].
The ANS is part of the peripheral nervous system and controls the function of
many muscles, glands and organs within the body. The autonomic system functions
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in a reflexive and involuntary manner [25]. The role of the ANS is to constantly
fine-tune the functioning of organs and organ systems according to both internal
and external stimuli. It helps to maintain homeostasis through the coordination of
various activities such as hormone secretion, circulation, respiration, digestion, and
excretion [25]. The ANS is subdivided into two separate divisions: the Sympathetic
Nervous System (SNS) and the Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS). Keeping in
mind that both systems work in synergy to maintain homeostasis within the body,
it is important to understand how these two systems function in order to determine
how they each affect the body and the CVS. Both the sympathetic and parasympath-
etic nerves release neurotransmitters, primarily norepinephrine and epinephrine for
the SNS, and acetylcholine for the PNS. These neurotransmitters (also called cat-
echolamines) relay the nerve signals across the gaps (synapses) created when the
nerve connects to other nerves, cells or organs. The neurotransmitters then attach
to either sympathetic receptor sites or parasympathetic receptor sites on the target
organ to exert their effect. This is a simplified version of how the ANS functions (as
shown in Fig. 2.1).
The SNS is commonly known as the “fight or flight” response, which sees the
activation of adrenergic receptors:
• increased sweating;
• decreased peristalsis;
• increased heart rate (increased conduction speed, decreased refractory period);
• pupil dilation;
• increased blood pressure (increased contractility, increased the ability of the
heart to relax and fill).
The PNS is sometimes referred to as the “rest and digest” system. In general, the
PNS acts in the opposite way to the SNS, reversing the effects of the fight or flight
response. However, it may be more correct to say that the SNS and the PNS have
a complementary relationship, rather than one of opposition.
The activation of the PNS is seen in:
• decreased sweating;
• increased peristalsis;
• decreased heart rate (decreased conduction speed, increased refractory period);
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• pupil constriction;
• decreased blood pressure (decreased contractility, decreased the ability of the
heart to relax and fill).
Figure 2.1: Sympathetic and Parasympathetic branches [26]. The ANS is subdivided
into two separate divisions: the SNS and the PNS. Both systems work in synergy
to maintain homeostasis within the body. In general, the PNS acts in the opposite
way to the SNS.
The ANS affects changes in the body that are meant to be temporary; in other
words, the body should return to its baseline state. It is natural that there should be
brief excursions from the homeostatic baseline, but the return to baseline should oc-
cur in a timely manner. When one system is persistently activated (increased tone),
health may be adversely affected. In fact, there are numerous diseases and condi-
tions which result from ANS and CVS dysfunction, (e.g., orthostatic hypotension,
acute and chronic stress, cardiovascular diseases, cognitive dysfunction, Parkinson's
disease) [27]. Therefore, being able to monitor the cardiovascular and autonomic
interaction opens new scenarios for the prediction of adverse healthcare events or
for the detection of the onset of unhealthy situations in real-life settings.
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2.2.1 Heart Rate Variability
Although there are several techniques applicable to the field of autonomic and cardi-
ovascular monitoring, one of the most reliable and non-invasive tools, already in-use
in wearable sensors, is Heart Rate Variability (HRV) [15]. HRV is mainly extracted
from an ECG, which is one of best known and deeply analysed biomedical signals
[28, 29]. Therefore, in this thesis, HRV was selected as the primary biomedical signal
to investigate the translation of biomedical signal processing and machine learning
techniques from the lab in real-life settings.
HRV describes the variations between consecutive heartbeats (Fig. 2.2) [15,
30].
Figure 2.2: Raw ECG trace (from one of the studies) depicting the difference in
duration between heart beats (R wave to R wave intervals).
The rhythm of the heart is controlled by the Sinoatrial (SA) node, which is
modulated by both the SNS and the PNS [31]. Sympathetic activity tends to in-
crease heart rate and its response is slow (few seconds). Parasympathetic activity, on
the other hand, tends to decrease heart rate and mediates faster (0.2 to 0.6 seconds).
The continuous modulation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic innervations
results in variations in venous volume ∆Vv, left ventricular contractility Vc and the
Heart Rate (HR) (Fig. 2.3) [32]. Both the SNS and the PNS are constantly mon-
itored by baroreceptors, which are located on the walls of some large vessels and
can sense the increase in Blood Pressure (BP) caused by the stretching of the vessel
walls. In fact, the baroreceptors convert the sensory environment into neural sig-
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nals, which are integrated by the SNS and the PNS generating afferent information
to activate a response (Fig. 2.3). In particular, the efferent impulses innervate the
heart and blood vessels, causing an increase in HR and in total peripheral resistance
(TPR), which contributes to an increase in the arterial blood pressure (BPa) [33].
Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Cardiovascular Control System. The modulation of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic (vagal) innervations result in variations in venous
volume (∆Vv), left ventricular contractility (Vc) and HR. The efferent impulses, gen-
erated by baroreceptors, innervate the heart and blood vessels, causing an increase
in HR and in total peripheral resistance (TPR), which contribute to an increase in
the arterial blood pressure (BPa). VS : stroke volume; CO: cardiac output.
HRV analysis examines the sinus rhythm modulated by the ANS [30, 31].
Therefore, one should technically detect the occurrence times of the SA-node action
potentials. This is, however, practically impossible and, thus, the fiducial points for
the heart beat are usually determined from an ECG recording. The nearest observ-
able activity in the ECG compared to SA-node firing is the P-wave resulting from
atrial depolarization (Fig. 2.4) and, thus, the heart beat period is generally defined
as the time difference between two successive P-waves. The signal-to-noise ratio of
the P-wave is, however, clearly lower than that of the strong QRS complex which
results primarily from ventricular depolarization. Therefore, the heart beat period
is commonly evaluated as the time difference between the easily detectable QRS
complexes termed the R-R or N-N (normal-normal) intervals. The N-N intervals
are all of the intervals between adjacent QRS complexes resulting from sinus node
depolarizations [15]. In this thesis ECG recordings were free of ectopic and missing
data, therefore, the R-R intervals corresponded to the N-N intervals. HRV is the
measurement of the variability of the N-N intervals [15].
The accuracy of HRV analysis may be affected by the sampling rate at which
the ECG is digitalised and measurement noise (e.g., electrode motion, contact noise,
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electromiography noise) [28]. Therefore, in order to minimise these errors caused
by the use of unstandardised ECG equipment or incorrectly used techniques to
extract HRV features, the minimum sampling frequency rate at which the ECG is
digitalised should be of least 250 Hz and any measurement noise should be properly
filtered following the standard guidelines presented by the ESC/NASPE Task force
guidelines for HRV [15]. More details are given in section 2.4.1.
Figure 2.4: Electrophysiology of the heart [33]. Initial activation of the sinus atrial
node (SA) is followed by atrial depolarisation and contraction, and conduction to
the atrio-ventricular (AV) node. From the AV-node, the action potential is con-
ducted through the common bundle and Purkinje fibres to the ventricles, followed
by ventricular depolarisation and contraction. Finally, the ventricles relax in the
repolarisation phase.
2.2.1.1 HRV Analysis
HRV parameters can be analysed through different domains such as time, frequency,
time-frequency domains and a non-linear domain. HRV analysis can be performed
on 24 hour nominal recordings (defined as long term HRV analysis), 5 minute re-
cordings (defined as short term HRV analysis) or even shorter recordings. In this
thesis, ultra-short term HRV analysis is defined as the analysis performed on HRV
excerpts shorter than 5 minutes.
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Linear time domain feature analysis Linear time-domain features were stand-
ardised in 1996 by the ESC/NASPE Task force guidelines for HRV features [15]. The
time domain analysis is a straightforward evaluation, but the time features do not
show high discrimination between sympathetic and parasympathetic contributions.
The time domain methods are the simplest to perform since they are applied
directly to the series of successive NN interval values. The most evident measure
is the mean value of NN intervals (MeanNN) or, correspondingly, the mean HR
(MeanHR). In addition, several variables that measure the variability within the
NN series are also computed. The standard deviation of RR intervals (StdNN) is
defined as:
StdNN “
gffe 1
N ´ 1
Nÿ
j“1
pNNj ´ N¯Nq2 (2.1)
where NNj denotes the value of the j'th NN interval and N is the total number of
successive intervals. The StdNN reflects the overall (both short-term and long-term)
variation within the NN interval series, whereas the standard deviation of successive
NN interval differences (SDSD) given by:
SDSD “
b
Et∆NN2j u ´ Et∆NNju2 (2.2)
can be used as a measure of the short-term variability. For stationary NN series
E∆NNj “ ENNj`1 ´ ENNj “ 0 and SDSD equals the root mean square of
successive differences (RMSSD) given by:
RMSSD “
gffe 1
N ´ 1
N´1ÿ
j“1
pNNj`1 ´NNjq2 (2.3)
Another measure calculated from successive NN interval differences is the NN50,
which is the number of successive intervals differing by more than 50 ms or the
corresponding relative amount:
pNN50 “ NN50
N ´ 1 ˚ 100 (2.4)
In addition to the above statistical measures, there are some geometric measures
that are calculated from the NN interval histogram. The HRV triangular index is
obtained as the integral of the histogram (i.e., the total number of NN intervals)
divided by the height of the histogram which depends on the selected bin width. To
obtain comparable results, a bin width of 1/128 seconds is usually recommended.
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Another geometric measure is the TINN which is the baseline width of the NN histo-
gram evaluated through triangular interpolation. However, the major disadvantage
of this measure is the need for a reasonable number of NN intervals to construct
the geometric pattern. In practice, recordings of at least 20 min (but preferably 24
hours) should be used to ensure the correct performance of the geometric methods,
i.e., the current geometric methods are inappropriate for the assessment of short
term changes in HRV.
Time domain features are reported in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: HRV features in the time domain.
Features in time domain Units Description and interpretation 
Statistical measures   
MeanNN ms The mean of NN intervals 
StdNN  ms Standard deviation of all NN intervals 
MeanHR 1/min The mean heart rate 
StdHR 1/min Standard deviation of instantaneous heart rate values 
RMSSD  ms The square root of the mean of the sum of the squares 
of differences between adjacent NN intervals 
SDNN index  ms Mean of the standard deviations of all NN intervals for 
all 5 min segments of the entire recording 
SDSD  
 
ms Standard deviation of differences between adjacent 
NN intervals 
NN50 count  ms Number of pairs of adjacent NN intervals differing by 
more than 50 ms in the entire recording. Three variants 
are possible counting all such NN intervals pairs or 
only pairs in which the first or the second interval is 
longer 
pNN50  % NN50 count divided by the total number of all NN 
intervals 
Geometrical features   
HRV triangular index - Number of normal NN intervals divided by the height 
of the histogram of all the normal NN intervals 
measured on discrete scale with bins of 1/128s 
(7.8125ms)  
TINN  ms Baseline width of the minimum square difference of 
triangular interpolation of the highest peak of the 
histogram of all normal  NN intervals 
 
Linear frequency domain features Frequency domain features are also de-
scribed and approved in the HRV guidelines of 1996 [15]. In the frequency domain
methods, a Power Spectrum Density (PSD) estimate is calculated for the NN in-
terval series. The regular PSD estimators implicitly assume equidistant sampling
and, thus, the NN interval series is converted to an equidistantly sampled series by
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interpolation methods prior to PSD estimation. However, almost all of the pub-
lished PSD estimation techniques described in the relevant literature require evenly
sampled data. Pre-processing of the NN tachogram with re-sampling techniques
(such as linear or cubic spline re-sampling) is usually the means of producing an
evenly sampled time series. Re-sampling introduces an implicit assumption about
the form of the underlying variation in the NN tachogram; cubic spline techniques
are often used and assume that the variation between beats can be modelled ac-
curately by a cubic polynomial. The frequency features are extrapolated from an
HRV spectrum, which can be estimated using several methods. Methods for calcu-
lating PSD estimates may be divided into non-parametric and parametric methods.
Four methods to estimate the HRV spectrum are the most diffused in the liter-
ature, two parametric methods: a Welch periodogram [34] and AR methods [35],
and two non-parametric methods: Fourier Fast Transform (FFT) [36] and Lomb-
Scargle periodogram [37]. The two most common methods for frequency-domain
HRV metric estimation are AR spectral estimation and Fourier techniques. It is
recommended using both parametric and non-parametric assessments when evalu-
ating frequency domain HRV features [15]. However, in non-parametric FFT based
method algorithms power spectral estimates are calculated by integrating the spec-
trum over frequency bands computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [38]
of a sequence, or its inverse, therefore, in order to obtain the required frequency
resolution, the main requirement is long term record of data. The FFT suffers from
spectral leakage effects due to windowing that are inherent in finite length data re-
cords [39]. Whereas, in a parametric AR model based power, spectrum estimation
methods avoid the problem of leakage and provide better frequency resolution than
the FFT [15, 35, 40].
Therefore, while the non-parametric methods have the advantage of algorithmic
simplicity and rapidity, the parametric methods produce smoother spectral compon-
ents that can be distinguished more easily, and if the model order is chosen correctly
(usually of the order of 16) this can allow an accurate estimation of the PSD over
very short windows [41]. This is the reason why the parametric (AR model based)
approach is selected in this research as ultra-short records (ď5 min.) are explored.
An example of a PSD using AR methods is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: PSD estimation using AR method from a 5 min excerpt of a healthy
subject under resting conditions. It represents the Very Low Frequency (VLF, 0.03-
0.04 Hz), the Low Frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz) and High Frequency (HF, 0.15-0.4
Hz) band spectra.
The most common features used to characterise HRV spectrum are reported in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: HRV features in the frequency domain.
Features in frequency domain Units Description and interpretation 
ULF  ms2 Ultra low frequency power (less than 0.03 Hz)  
VLF  ms2 Very low frequency power (between 0.03 and 0.04Hz)  
LF  ms2 Low frequency power  (between 0.04 and 0.15 Hz)  
HF   ms2 High frequency power (between 0.15 and 0.40Hz)  
LFnu   nu Normalized low frequency power (LF/HF+LF)  
HFnu   nu Normalized high frequency power (HF/LF+HF)  
LF/HF  - Ratio of the low to high frequency power 
TotPow ms2 The sum of the four spectral bands, LF, HF, ULF and VLF 
Peak Frequency     Hz LF, and HF band peak frequencies 
 
The HF band is generally interpreted as an index of vagal modulation, while
the LF band of both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity [42]. Despite some
controversy, the ratio of the HF to LF absolute power (HF/LF) has been recurrently
used as an index to describe the global instantaneous balance between sympathetic
and vagal nerve activities (i.e., the so-called sympathovagal balance) [15]. The rep-
resentation of LF and HF in normalised units (n.u.) emphasises the controlled and
balanced behaviour of the two branches of the autonomic nervous system. Moreover,
normalisation tends to minimise the effect on the values of LF and HF components
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of the changes in total power [15]. Overall, frequency indices are used in both short
term (i.e., 5 minutes) and long term ECG recordings (i.e., 24 hour Holter mon-
itoring, with sampling frequency up to 1000 Hz). However, some frequency HRV
features can also be analysed in shorter recordings. In fact, records should last for
at least 10 times the wavelength of the lower frequency bound of the investigated
component, and, to ensure the stability of the signal, should not be substantially
extended. Thus, recordings of approximately 1 min are needed to assess the HF
components of HRV while approximately 2 min are needed to address the LF com-
ponent. Occasionally ultra-low frequencies (ULF; ă 0.003 Hz) can also be used to
analyse long-term acquisitions [15].
Time-frequency features HRV can also be analysed considering both time-
domain and frequency domain features and the best results for HRV analysis are
reported by discrete wavelet transform approach [43]. The time-frequency analysis
method provides instantaneous and continuous assessment of HRV during stationary
as well as transition phases of the N-N interval signal. However, power computation
and implementation of those techniques may be problematic when applied to real-
life setting [44]. In fact, these techniques could lose important information regarding
the sympathetic and parasympathetic activations. Therefore, this approach is not
used in this research.
Non-linear features Non-linear techniques are able to describe biological pro-
cesses in a more effective way and they are more sensitive than linear during short
term [45]. The use of non-linear measures represents a growing approach to HRV
analysis. Differently, from linear indices, they are not influenced by non-stationarity
of the signals. For this reason, they are well apt to appreciate how HRV reflects a
chaotic system, like the heartbeat, which is dynamic, non-linear, and rapidly adjust
over time.
Nonlinear properties of HRV are analysed by the following methods: Poincare´
Plot (PP) [46], Approximate Entropy (ApEn) [47], Correlation Dimension (CD)
[48], Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) [49], and Recurrence Plot (RP) [50].
Poincare´ Plot The Poincare´ Plot (PP) [46] is a common graphical repres-
entation of the correlation between successive NN intervals, for instance, the plot
of NNn`1 versus NNn. A widely used approach to analyse the Poincare´ plot of
an NN series consists of fitting an ellipse oriented according to the line-of-identity
and computing the standard deviation of the points perpendicular to and along the
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line-of-identity referred as SD1 and SD2, respectively (Fig. 2.6).
Figure 2.6: Example of Poincare´ plot features for a healthy subject under rest-
ing condition. It is a common graphical representation of the correlation between
successive NN intervals. SD1 and SD2 are the standard deviation of the points
perpendicular to and along the line-of-identity.
These measures can offer useful physiological interpretations as regards ANS
inferences: SD1 and SD2 values decrease following sympathetic stimulation with a
concomitant change of shape in the plot. That is, the points are more scattered when
vagal activity offsets the sympathetic one. At its simplest, a Poincare´ plot offers a
quick visual representation in order to understand the dynamics of a heartbeat data,
thereby helping their understanding and supporting the derivation of inferences.
Entropy Entropy [47] measures the complexity or irregularity of the RR/NN
series. Generally speaking, the term entropy describes the quantity of disorder in a
system. When applied to a sequence, like the heart rate time series, it quantifies its
regularity by averaging the information available. That is, the entropy rate indicates
the level of entropy in a sequence when the sequence grows: if the entropy rate falls
the process can be interpreted as regular and predictable, and vice versa. Entropy
is a useful index for mapping heart rate fluctuations, because it requires relatively
few data points. Moreover, several approaches have been proposed to evaluate both
short- and long-length heartbeat interval series. One of the most popular is Approx-
imate Entropy (ApEn), which measures the degree of irregularity within a series of
data and is recommended when long and noise-free recordings are difficult to gather.
ApEn shows the probability that similar configurations do not repeat. Assuming a
generic time-series (i.e., x1, x2, . . . , xN ) and the inter-beat (NN) interval time series
(NN1, NN2, . . . , NNN ). The algorithm to compute the ApEn of a NN time series
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is developed as follows. A series of vectors of length m (X1, X2, . . . , XN´m`1) is
constructed from the NN intervals as Xi “ rNNi, NNi`1, . . . , NNi`m´1s. The dis-
tance drXi, Xjs between the vectors Xi and Xj is defined as the maximum absolute
difference between their respective scalar components (Eq. 2.5).
drXi, Xjs “ maxa|Xipaq ´Xjpaq|, where X(a) is the m scalar vector of X. (2.5)
For each vector Xi , the relative number of vectors Xj for which drXi, Xjs ď r,
Cmi prq is computed; r is referred to as a tolerance value and is given by:
Cmi prq “ number of drXi, Xjs ď rN ´m` 1 ,@j (2.6)
Then, the index Θmprq is computed by taking the natural logarithms of each Cmi prq
and averaging them over i, namely:
Θmprq “ 1
N ´m` 1
N´m`1ÿ
i“1
lnCmi prq (2.7)
Finally, the approximate entropy is calculated as:
ApEnpm, r,Nq “ Θmprq ´Θm`1prq (2.8)
Several clinical studies [51, 52] have shown that either m=2 or an r between 0.1 and
0.2 times the StdNN are suitable to provide a reliable value of ApEn.
It is important to note that smaller values of ApEn indicate more frequent fluc-
tuations and greater system regularity (i.e., the system is defined as deterministic),
whereas, greater values convey more randomness and system complexity (i.e., the
system is defined as random). The main advantage of this method is the opportun-
ity to assess interactions between distinct systems, such as circadian rhythms and
HRV. Yet, ApEn is sensitive to biases given by small trends in the data. Moreover,
because it relies on a reference threshold to compute the similarity in the data, it
may suggest greater regularity than what might actually be present in the recorded
signals.
Another measure of entropy, Sample Entropy (SampEn), tackles this issue and
provides a reliable estimate of the complexity of a signal, in particular for short
series. While it holds the same overall meaning of ApEn, SampEn depends more
on the given threshold, because it decreases as the threshold increases. The three
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steps used to compute SampEn are described by the following formulae:
Cmi prq “ number of drXi, Xjs ď rN ´m` 1 @j ‰ i (2.9)
Θmprq “ 1
N ´m` 1
N´m`1ÿ
i“1
lnCmi prq (2.10)
SampEnpm, r,Nq “ log Θ
mprq
Θm`1prq (2.11)
SampEn does not depend on N (the number of samples) but relies on the choice of
the parameters m and r, as for ApEn. However, the dependence on the parameter r
here is different: SampEn decreases when r increases. Note that with a high value
of N and r, SampEn and ApEn often provide comparable results.
Other forms of entropy often used in HRV analysis are the Lempel-Zv Entropy
[53], which estimates the numbers of different and repeating patters and generates a
binary sequence, and multi-scale entropy (MSE) [54], which computes any entropy
measure mentioned thus far for each time series, and displays them as a function of
the number of data point in the period examined. However, they are not commonly
used.
Physiologically, it is worth highlighting that the ANS modulates the heart rate
to the constantly changing needs of an individual, and therefore, the heartbeat series
is irregular with high entropy. However, when the cardiovascular system becomes
less responsive to internal or external stimuli, entropy decreases and the time series
becomes more ‘ordered’. That is, entropy indices progressively decrease during
sympathetic activation and can, therefore, offer a more sophisticated appraisal of
the sympathovagal balance and related inferences.
Correlation Dimension The correlation dimension [48] D2 is another method
for measuring the complexity in HRV time series. As for Approximate Entropy, the
series Xi is constructed and C
m
i prq is computed as in equation 2.9, but the distance
function, in this case, is defined as the Euclidean distance (Eq. 2.12).
drXi, Xjs “
gffe mÿ
k“1
pXipkq ´Xjpkqq2 (2.12)
where, Xipkq and Xjpkq refer to the k -th element of the series Xi and Xj , respect-
ively. Hence, the following index Cmprq is computed by averaging Cmi prq over i.
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Cmprq “ 1
N ´m` 1
N´m`1ÿ
i“1
Cmi prq (2.13)
The correlation dimension D2 is defined as the following limit value:
D2(m) “ lim
rÑ0 limNÑ8
logCmprq
logprq (2.14)
In practice this limit value is approximated by the slope of the regression curve
(logprq, logpCmprqq. In the current research a value of m = 10 is adopted according
to the existing literature [33, 45].
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)
measures the correlation within the signal [49]. DFA is a method developed to
differentiate between the internal variations generated by complex systems, such
as heartbeats and those variations caused by environmental or external stimuli.
DFA enables characterisation of the internal correlations of the HRV signal as a
function of a correlation distance. In other words, it allows quantification of the
non-stationary heart rate signal by measuring how its variance is affected by the
length of the heartbeat series. DFA is calculated for several segment lengths, and
it increases when the segment length increases. For this reason, it can be used both
for short- and long-term recordings.
DFA features are calculated following the steps described below.
1. The average N¯N of the NN interval series is calculated on all the N samples.
The alternate component of NN interval series, which is defined as NN minus
its average value N¯N , is integrated:
ypkq “
kÿ
j“1
pNNj ´ N¯Nq k=1,...N (2.15)
2. The integrated series is divided into non-overlapping segments of equal length
n. A least squares line is fitted within each segment, representing the local
trends with a broken line. This broken line is referred as ynpkq, where n
denotes the length of each segment.
3. The integrated time series is detrended as follows: ypkq ´ ynpkq. The root-
mean-square fluctuation of the detrended time series is computed according
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to the following formula:
F pnq “
gffe 1
N
Nÿ
k“1
pypkq ´ ynpkqq2 (2.16)
4. The steps from 2 to 4 are repeated for n from 4 to 64.
5. Representing the function F(n) in a log-log diagram (Fig. 2.7), two para-
meters are defined: short-term fluctuations (dfa1) and long-term fluctuations
(dfa2) as the slopes of the regression line relating logpF pnqq to logpn). HRV
scale-invariance has commonly been observed over a wide range, with a char-
acteristic break at scales around 16 heart beats. Consequently, dfa1 and dfa2
are computed in the ranges of 4´16 and 16´64 n heart beats. Thus, these two
fixed a priori defined scaling ranges are commonly assessed in HRV analysis
[49, 55].
Figure 2.7: DFA example for a healthy subject during resting conditions. It meas-
ures the correlation within the signal through short-term fluctuations (in blue) and
the long-term fluctuations (in red).
Recurrence Plot Recurrence Plot (RP) is another approach performed for
measurement of the complexity of a time-series [50]. RP is designed according to
the following steps.
Vectors Xi “ pNNi, NNi`τ , ..., NNi`pm´1qτ q , with i = 1,...,k, with k “ rN ´
pm´ 1q ˚ τqs, where m is the embedding dimension and τ is the embedding lag, are
defined.
A symmetrical k -dimensional square matrix M1 is calculated computing the
Euclidean distance of each vector Xi from all the others.
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After choosing a threshold value r, a symmetric k -dimensional square matrix
M2 is calculated as the matrix whose elements M2pi, jq are defined as:
M2pi, jq “
$&%1 if M1pi, jq ă r0 if M1pi, jq ą r (2.17)
The RP is a representation of the matrix M2 as a black (for ones) and white
(for zeros) image as shown in Fig. 2.8.
Figure 2.8: RP example for a healthy subject during resting conditions. It is a
visualisation of a square matrix in which the matrix elements correspond to those
times at which a state of signal recurs.
According to [33], the following values of the parameters introduced above were
chosen: m=10; τ=1; r “ ?m˚StdNN, with StdNN defined as the standard deviation
of the NN series. In the RP, lines are defined as series of diagonally adjacent black
points with no white space. The length l of a line is the number of points that the
line consists of.
The following measures of RP are computed: recurrence rate (REC) defined
in Eq. 2.18; maximal length of lines (lmax); mean length of lines (lmean ); the
determinism (DET) defined in Eq. 2.19; the Shannon Entropy (ShanEn) defined in
Eq. 2.20.
REC “ 1
K2
Kÿ
i“1
Kÿ
j“1
M2pi, jq (2.18)
DET “
řlmax
l“2 l ˚NlřK
i“1
řK
j“1M2pi, jq
, with Nl “ number of lines of length l. (2.19)
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ShanEn “
lmaxÿ
l“lmin
nl lnnl, with nl “ percentage of Nl over all the number lines.
(2.20)
The most used non-linear HRV features are shown in Table 2.3 [46–50].
Table 2.3: Non-linear HRV features.
Non-linear Features  Units Description and Interpretation  
SD1, SD2 ms The standard deviation of the Poincare’ plot perpendicular to SD1 and along 
SD2 the line-of-identity 
ApEn / Approximate entropy 
SampEn / Sample entropy 
D2 / Correlation dimension 
DFA: 
dfa1  
dfa2 
 
/ 
/ 
Detrented fluctuation analysis: 
Short term fluctuation slope 
Long term fluctuation slope 
RPA: 
RPlmean 
RPlmax 
REC 
RPadet 
ShanEn 
 
Beats 
Beats 
% 
% 
/ 
Recurrence plot analysis: 
Mean line length 
Maximum line length 
Recurrence rate 
Determinism 
Shannon entropy 
LLE  Largest Lyapunov exponent, used to estimate the chaotic proprieties or 
sensitivity to the initial conditions of RR intervals dynamics. 
LLE (HF)  / Series filtered in high-frequency band 
LLE (LF)  / Series filtered in low-frequency band 
 
2.2.1.2 Factors influencing heart rate and its variability
Demographic factors (e.g., age, sex and disease history), lifestyle factors (e.g., phys-
ical activity, alcohol intake), modifiable risk factors (e.g., hypertension, overweight)
and neuropsychological factors (e.g., stress) have all been shown to influence heart
rate and its variability. Although it is possible to expect certain differences in
baseline (resting) HR and HRV depending on the type of patient or subject, there
are multiple factors that contribute to these differences [56]. Therefore, it is dif-
ficult to categorise or assess subjects without using demographic data and other
factors. The major factors that lead to inter-subjects differences in HR and HRV
(independently of the intra-subject factors) are:
Age: age is one of the strongest factors that influences HRV values. Lower HRV
generally indicates an increased biological age (older). Higher HRV is correl-
ated with increased fitness, health, and youthfulness [57].
Sex: although age and other factors play a stronger role in influencing HRV than
gender, notable gender dependencies of short term HRV indices have been ob-
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served. The depression of HRV with age tends to be more marked in males
and post-menopausal women. Males typically have lower HRV than females
within the same age ranges. This indicates that males exhibit stronger sym-
pathetic tendencies over parasympathetic [57]. The major age-related HRV
differences for both genders are between ranges 35 to 44 years and 45 to 54
years. This suggests that the gender-related HRV differences in the younger
ages are probably caused by the different hormonal situations leading to a
higher sympathetic activity and a lower parasympathetic tone in men and wo-
men. In other words, age-dependent and gender-independent changes in HRV
indicate diminished parasympathetic activation with increasing age.
Disease history: there are many factors contributing to wellbeing and health
status that can markedly affect HRV values. Risk factor conditions and dis-
ease onset lower HRV indicating an autonomic imbalance. Medication and
other factors can artificially skew HRV values, making them not comparable
between individuals. This should be considered when using HRV demographic
data. Also, family history should be carefully monitored, as the subjects with
a parental history of cardiovascular disease or hypertension could show early
symptoms of cardiovascular autonomic impairment [58, 59].
Exercise: exercise immediately induces an increase in HR through a mediated vagal
withdrawal. Less fit, aged or extremely youthful hearts have a higher resting
HR. Training increases the amount of cardiac muscle and stroke volume to
produce a higher maximum and lower resting HR. In fact, high cholesterol
levels tend to be associated with lower HRV [57].
Alchool and dugs: alcohol and drug consumption also have an effect on HRV. Al-
cohol drinkers and drug users have a low HRV, but this effect is reversible when
they stop drinking alcohol or use drugs. It induces an HRV decrease, which
could be related to a sympathetic activation or a parasympathetic inhibition
[60].
Hypertension: it has been hypothesised that in hypertensive patients, an in-
creased sympathetic and reduced vagal are coupled with an enhancement of
vasomotor sympathetic modulation [61]. The severity of hypertension is re-
lated to the severity of impairment of cardiac autonomic control measured by
time and frequency domain analysis of HRV [62]. HRV values have shown to
be lower in hypertensive patients than in normal subjects [63, 64].
Overweight: several studies have documented reduced HRV among overweight and
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obese individuals. In fact, obesity provokes a reduction in vagal tone coupled
with an increase in cardiac sympathetic activity [65].
Circadian Rhythms: these are defined to be variations in biological activity that
appear to have a natural cycle of between 23 and 27 hours, but are often locked
into the 24-hour day-night cycle (due to light exposure) [66]. The day-time
rhythms influence HRV values, as the circadian rhythm in HRV prepares us
for the activities of the day.
Stress: several studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of stress on
HRV. A significant change in HRV has been observed, in particular, many
stress sources induce low HRV [1].
In the light of this, depressed HRV can be used as a predictor of risk after acute
myocardial infarction [67] and as an early warning sign of diabetic neuropathy [68],
stress [1] and risk of falls [4].
Moreover, based on these factors, eligibility criteria for the sample population
enrolled in the studies presented in Chapter 5 and 6 were carefully selected.
2.3 Theoretical limits of biomedical signal processing
and machine learning in real-life settings
The growing interest in monitoring the interaction between the CVS and the ANS via
wearable devices has brought attention to some theoretical limitations and challenges
(Fig. 2.12) in the processing of acquired biomedical signals and in the development
of algorithms for the detection and prediction of adverse healthcare events using
data-driven machine learning techniques.
In Fig. 2.9 is shown the most standard and widely used approach to analyse
data from wearable sensors in order to perform tasks such as detection, prediction
and decision making.
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Figure 2.9: Data analysis for wearable sensor data. Adapted from [69]. The main
steps of the data mining approach consist of: data extraction, data pre-processing
and feature extraction; feature selection and modelling data learning the input fea-
tures to perform the tasks such as detection and prediction
2.3.1 Biomedical signal processing in real-life settings
Biomedical signal processing involves the analysis of information captured through
physiological instruments to provide useful information upon which clinicians can
make decisions [70]. Through a review of the existing literature, several theoret-
ical limitations and problems have arisen around signal processing techniques when
applied to real-life data. The main identified limitations are the following (Fig.
2.12):
• Noise and Motion Artefacts. One of the first limitations regarding physiolo-
gical signal processing is due to noise and motion artefacts. In fact, as most of
the biosensors have an interface to the skin of the subject, an artefact origin-
ating from the movement of the body has major implications for the overall
system robustness from the quality of the data to the transmission flow rate
[71]. As such, artefacts have to be reduced to a minimum and advanced di-
gital signal processing algorithms for noise and artefact reduction should be
developed taking into account behavioural signals (i.e., an acceleration signal).
In fact, although noise and motion artefacts can be controlled to a high degree
in laboratory environments, in real-life settings they represent a big challenge.
• Context Awareness. Another important theoretical limit in the processing
of data in real-life settings is the difficulty in understanding the context in
which the subject is. Human movement monitoring gives information about
body gestures and movements but also important information regarding the
type of activity the subject is doing, mobility and engagement with their
environment. Integrating acceleration signals in wearable devices could bring
an advancement in the processing of the signal. In fact, as also suggested
in [72], analysis of physiological signals is more meaningful when presented
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along with situational context awareness which needs to be embedded into
the development of continuous monitoring and predictive systems to ensure
its effectiveness and robustness.
• Multiple Measurements. Recently, many sensor signals embedded in wear-
able devices are very different in nature, and the inclusion of other sensing
modalities, such as a Global Position System (GPS), audio, camera, or ECG
yield diversify sample rates and data characteristics. In addition, data may
not necessarily be acquired continuously, but rather (depending on demand)
sporadically or with non-uniform sample rates, adding to the heterogeneity
and variety in the data. In fact, signal processing methods for dealing with
non-uniformly sampled data, specifically data containing large temporal gaps,
are not well developed when compared to the methods available for uniformly
sampled data. Also, filtering or smoothing non-uniformly sampled longitudinal
data to remove noise is not a trivial exercise, and interpolation and re-sampling
can lead to false confidence in parameter values where long periods of data are
missing [69].
• Data Visualization. The integration of multiple measurements brings to light
another limit: data visualization. It is quite important for a patient or end-user
outfitted with a variety of sensors or with a single wearable device monitoring
different signals to be able to read the main information coming from the
wearable sensor. However, extracting meaningful information and presenting
this information in a format suitable for physicians, patients and final users
are non-trivial tasks.
• Time Horizon. Another important problem regarding signal processing is the
quasi-real time monitoring performed by many wearable sensors embedded
in smartwatches and mobile phones, which require an ultra-short recording
(below standard recommendations) of the biomedical signals. Nevertheless,
many of the biomedical signals lose reliability and accuracy when signal lengths
go below the standard recommendations. Therefore, great attention needs to
be paid to the processing of ultra-short signal excerpts acquired by wearable
sensing devices in real-settings [69].
• Stationarity. Most biomedical signals are non-stationary implying that their
statistical characteristics do change with time. This is mainly due to the
physiological systems generating these signals. As it is well-known, physiolo-
gical systems are time-varying, non-stationary and non-linear and this makes
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the application of analysis tools, usually made for linear, stationary systems
analysis, to the study of biomedical signals challenging.
• Frequency Domain Analysis. Frequency domain analysis of biomedical signals
is a common analysis used to detect non-obvious anomalies. However, as a
result of the time horizon problem, many applications do not consider the
length of the signals as a limitation for frequency analysis.
2.3.2 Data-mining and machine learning analysis in real-life set-
tings
Data-mining and machine learning analysis are computing processes to discover
and learn patterns in small or large datasets. Good use of data-mining and machine
learning analysis are the key steps to develop trustworthy algorithms able to predict
adverse events and detect the onset of risky well-being situations. Although there
are more advanced machine learning techniques- such as deep machine learning-, in
this research more traditional machine learning techniques are explored. However,
deep learning is a subset of machine learning, and machine learning is a subset of
AI, which is an umbrella term for any computer system able to perform tasks that
normally require human intelligence (Fig. 2.10) [73].
Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning 
Deep Learning 
A computer system 
able to perform 
tasks that normally 
require human 
intelligence.
ML is dynamic and does not require human intervention to 
make certain changes.
DL imitates the 
workings of the human 
brain in processing data 
and creating patterns for 
use in decision making.
Figure 2.10: Artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning.
The choice of using more traditional machine learning lies in the amount of
data available in this research. The typical type of input data for traditional ma-
chine learning approaches are low volume and structured data [74]. Features ex-
tracted from time series or small time series with repeated patterns are generally
used. In fact, the most important difference between deep learning and traditional
machine learning techniques is their performance as the scale of data increases.
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When the datasets are small, deep learning algorithms do not perform as well as
traditional machine learning techniques. This is because deep learning algorithms
need a large amount of data to understand it perfectly. Moreover, deep learning
algorithms heavily depend on high-end machines, contrary to traditional machine
learning algorithms, which can work on low-end machines. Furthermore, deep learn-
ing algorithms take a long time to train because there are so many parameters in a
deep learning algorithm that training them takes longer than usual (Fig. 2.11) [73,
75].
Figure 2.11: Difference between traditional machine learning and deep learning. The
graph represents complexity VS type of data for the traditional machine learning
and deep learning techniques. Traditional machine learning presents low complex-
ity models and it is mainly used for structured, low volume data; whereas deep
learning presents high structural complexity models and it performs better with
unstructured, high volume data.
Therefore, in this research more traditional machine learning techniques are
used and their main limitations are investigated (Fig. 2.12):
• Statistical Analysis. An important phase of data-mining is the use of stat-
istical tools to extract useful information to perform feature selection process
and inform the next steps in the development of machine learning models. The
nature of the physiological data is extremely broad (continues/discrete or nor-
mally distributed/asymmetrically distributed and so on), therefore, great at-
tention needs to be paid to the statistical tools used for each different physiolo-
gical signal.
• Feature selection. An essential part of any classification scheme is feature se-
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lection. Features depend on the signals and can be signal variability indices,
power densities in physiologically relevant frequency bands, signal model coef-
ficients (i.e., autoregressive or lumped models), transfer and coherence func-
tions, or entropies [71]. The number and choice of attributes are critical to the
success of a classifier [76]. The choice of a pertinent small size feature set can
improve the personal classifiers' task and machine learning methods, reducing
the risk of over-fitting. However, the major limitation lies in how to identify
which are the best features and the minimum number of features that can
be extracted from the data in order to make a reliable determination of the
well-being status of the subject. In fact, as also stated in [76], successful ma-
chine learning methods are dependent on the ratio of the number of available
training examples of any dataset, big or otherwise, to the number of features
extracted. Moreover, for complex or novel data sets, little domain knowledge
is available to steer the feature selection process.
• Model Complexity. Another problem is model complexity. Many classification
algorithms are highly complex which could lead to overfitting problems and
they can be computationally expensive. In machine learning, model complex-
ity often refers to the number of features or terms included in a given predictive
model, as well as whether the chosen model is linear, nonlinear, and so on. It
can also refer to the algorithmic learning complexity or computational com-
plexity. A model with a lower complexity is not only easy to implement in
smart devices but will also give lower errors on future real world data.
In the next chapters, model complexity refers to the number of features or
terms included in a given predictive model.
• Rare Events Detection/Prediction. Automated detection and prediction of
rare adverse situations, like a fall, a cardiac event, or some other dangerous
situation could lead to overfitting problems [77]. In fact, due to the relative
rarity of these events, the algorithms reported in the existing literature show
high numbers of false positives [77]. This is a major challenge for scientific
researchers who still try to find robust algorithms to predict rare events in
real-life settings reducing the number of false positives, and overfitting prob-
lems. In fact, frequently the cohort size and monitoring time cannot both be
increased to capture a sufficient number of events in order to obtain statistical
significance and power [77].
• Small Datasets. Small datasets are characteristics of the biomedical engin-
eering domain. In fact, whilst some adverse events are explored on larger
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populations, there are many others that are not. This is mainly due to the
scarcity of good quality data in real-life settings, the complexity and high cost
of experiments, and also due to the miscalculation of sample size in exper-
imental studies, which is mostly computed through statistical methods that
may be unsuitable for predictive modelling. Therefore, a big challenge of
data-mining and machine learning is to develop robust classifiers using small
datasets that will work also on wider samples. As a consequence, the trans-
lation of inadequate algorithms mainly developed in-lab settings, hence using
small samples, to real-life situations using wearable sensors can give mislead-
ing information on the subject's status. In the light of this, it is essential to
built a robust algorithm through validation and testing procedures in order
to investigate the accuracy and the correctness of the proposed model before
being embedded in wearable sensors.
• Dataset Annotation. The process of annotating data is expensive and time-
consuming. Therefore, to confront this challenge, the efficacy of data-mining
and machine learning in an unsupervised context should be investigated using
unlabelled datasets.
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Figure 2.12: Theoretical limitations of applied biomedical signal processing and
data-driven machine learning in real-life settings. Theoretical limitations in the
monitoring of CVS and ANS in real-life settings via wearable sensors were identified
in the two main aspects of data analysis (i.e., signal processing and data-driven
machine learning).
2.4 Data mining
Three types of data mining tasks are predominant in the literature. These three
tasks are: prediction and anomaly detection, which may include the subtask of
raising alarms, and diagnosis where a decision-making process is made to categorise
the data into different groups depending on the diseases.
Fig. 2.13 provides an outline of the three most used data mining tasks in
relation to the vital signs that can be measured by wearable sensors. In this research,
attention is mainly focused on the detection and prediction of adverse healthcare
events in real-life settings as highlighted in red in Fig. 2.13. ECG, which provides
the most rich data, is predominantly used for all tasks in comparison to the other
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types of sensors.
Prediction Prediction is a widely used approach in the data mining field that
helps researchers to identify events which have not yet occurred. This approach
is gaining more and more interest among the healthcare providers in the medical
domain since it helps to prevent further chronic problems and could lead to a decision
about prognosis. The role of predictive data mining considering wearable sensors is
non-trivial due to the requirement of modelling sequential patterns acquired from
vital signs. This approach is also known as supervised learning where it includes
feature extraction, training, and testing steps while performing prediction of the data
behaviour. Predictive models are currently used to predict accidental falls, strokes,
blood glucose levels, mortality prediction and a predictive decision-making system
for dialysis patients [69]. For the sake of unexpected situations and conditions in
environmental health monitoring (e.g.,the home), the difficulty of using predictive
models is higher than controlled places such as clinical units. Therefore, there
are several challenges in predicting adverse healthcare events using experimental
wearable sensor data to perform non-clinical health monitoring (i.e., in real-life
settings).
Anomaly detection Anomaly detection is the task of identifying unusual pat-
terns which do not conform to the expected behaviour of the data [69]. The retrieved
abnormal patterns in physiological data are significantly valuable in the medical do-
main. Anomaly detection techniques are often developed based on classification
methods to distinguish the data set into normal classes and outliers. Some studies
have used domain knowledge and predefined information to detect anomalies for
decision making such as anomaly detection in sleep episodes and for finding stress
levels.
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Figure 2.13: Data mining tasks. Adapted from [69]. It provides a depiction of
each task in relation to three dimensions. The first dimension involves the setting
in which the monitoring occurs (home or clinical settings). A second dimension
shows the main data mining tasks in wearable sensors with respect to the type of
subjects used (subjects in good health or patients with medical records). The third
dimension considers the three main data mining tasks in relation to how the data
are processed (online or offline). The tasks explored in this thesis are highlighted in
red.
As aforementioned, although there are different methods to accomplish data
mining tasks from a combination of deep-learning methods and more traditional
machine learning methods, this research is focused on more traditional machine
learning methods, which are very effective in predicting patient health status and
assessing disease severity.
In machine learning, there are two main approaches, as shown in Fig. 2.14:
• supervised learning, which assumes that training examples are classified (la-
belled by class labels). The predicted algorithm is based on both input and
output data.
• unsupervised learning, which concerns the analysis of unclassified examples.
It is used to discover an internal representation from input data only.
In both cases, the goal is to induce an algorithm for the entire dataset or to discover
one or more patterns that hold for some part of the dataset [74]. In Fig. 2.14,
the most common categories of algorithms used for supervised and unsupervised
learning are reported.
In this research, supervised learning, in particular classification algorithms, are
explored.
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Figure 2.14: Different types of machine learning methods and categories of al-
gorithms. SVR: Support Vector Regression; GPR: Gaussian Process Regression.
Machine learning requires a lot of apriori knowledge and signal pre-processing
in order to extract parameters from the acquired time-series. In fact, in any health
monitoring system, the main steps of a data mining approach consist of: (Fig. 2.15):
1. signal pre-processing and feature extraction;
2. feature selection;
3. modelling data: learning the input features to perform the tasks such as de-
tection, prediction and decision making.
Figure 2.15: Data mining main steps to develop a reliable algorithm for the detection
and prediction of an healthcare event as well as for diagnostic decision-making pro-
cess. In cyan the signal processing steps; in green the data-driven machine learning
steps.
2.4.1 Signal pre-processing and features extraction
Signal pre-processing is the first step in any health monitoring device [69]. It mainly
consists of:
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1. data extraction;
2. signal pre-processing, which includes:
‚ filtering unusual data to remove artefacts (i.e., outliers);
‚ removing high frequency noise, which is the main source of noise due
to electrical activities of other body muscles, baseline shift because of the
respiration, poor contact of electrodes, equipment or electronic devices [78];
3. feature extraction.
Having a robust data pre-processing stage requires adequate information about the
data themselves. In other words, understanding the type of input data is the pre-
requisite of any data processing system in order to handle significant issues such as:
selecting the proper data mining approach, designing and adjusting new methods
and features, and tuning the parameters of the data analysis.
Due to the occurrence of noise, motion artefacts, and sensor errors in any
wearable sensor networks, a pre-processing of the raw data is necessary [69].
Regarding ECG signals, the major noise problems are due to [15, 79, 80]:
1. power line interference (50Hz);
2. electrode pop or contact noise, due to the loss of contact between the electrode
and the skin manifesting as sharp changes in the ECG signal;
3. electrode motion artefacts, due to the movement of the electrode away from
the contact area on the skin, leading to variations in the impedance between
the electrode and the skin causing potential variations in the ECG and usually
manifesting themselves as rapid (but continuous) baseline jumps or complete
saturations for up to 0.5 seconds;
4. electromyographic (EMG) noise, due to muscle contractions lasting around
50ms;
5. baseline drift, usually due to respiration;
6. data collecting device noise, generated by the signal processing hardware, such
as signal saturation.
The signal pre-processing flow for an ECG recording is shown in Fig. 2.16.
In the studies presented in the next chapters, the signal pre-processing is carried
out with the help of specialised software and manually checked. However, for com-
pleteness, the entire process is reported in this section.
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The first step consists of data extraction, artefact identification and correction
of noise and artefacts. The pre-processing of the ECG usually includes at least
bandpass filtering to reduce power line noise, baseline wander, muscle noise, and
other interference components [80, 81].
Figure 2.16: Flowchart summarising the individual steps when pre-processing ECG
signals to obtain data for HRV analysis.
The signal filtering block is broken down into four separate distinct filtering
procedures:
1. 5-15Hz band pass filtering. A low pass filter to remove high-frequency noise
(such as 50Hz mains interference) is followed by high-pass filtering to remove
low-frequency components due to breathing (at around 1Hz or below).
2. Slope information extraction. Differentiating the signal emphasises changes
from the baseline.
3. Squaring. This emphasises the higher frequencies (where the R-peak is to be
found) and ensures that all the data are positive for the final stage of filtering.
4. Time averaging. Integrating the squared signal within a moving window gives
a measure of how the energy is distributed in the ECG and aids fiducial point
localisation.
After pre-processing, the QRS complex is detected in order to derive a meaningful
NN tachogram. The inter-beat intervals or NN intervals are obtained as differences
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between successive QRS complexes. The accuracy of the location in time of each
peak, and hence, the accuracy of the value of each inter-beat interval that comprises
the NN tachogram, is dependent on the sampling rate at which the ECG is digitised.
A minimum sampling frequency of at least 250Hz is required. In the existing liter-
ature, there are many algorithms used for the detection of QRS complex. There are
algorithms based upon amplitude and first derivative such as Moriet-Mahoudeaux's
methods [82], Fraden and Neuman's scheme [83] and Gustafson's algorithm [84];
others based on first derivatives only, such as Menrads' algorithm [85], The method
of Holdinges [86], Balda's method [87] and Ahlstrom and Tompkins' algorithm [88];
other algorithms based on digital filters such as Engelese and Zeelenberg's method
[89] and Okada's technique [90].
However, one of the most common algorithms for detecting QRS complexes is
the Hamilton and Tompkins algorithm [56]. It is, in fact, the algorithm used in the
analysis of the ECG recordings in Chapters 5 and 6.
It applies a set of heuristic rules after carefully removing any noise and artefacts.
The following set of heuristics and rules are applied:
1. A peak (of the time-averaged waveform) is located within a segment of the
time-averaged wave-form. The segment is defined by noting points where the
time averaged waveform exceeds and then falls below a threshold, which is a
fraction of the media n-value of the last 10 fiducial points.
2. The fiducial point is then found by a scan-back procedure, searching back
through the band-pass filtered data for a peak between the points found in
the above step.
3. If the time integrated packet is significantly longer than usual (probably due
to dominant P or T waves) then the length of the window of interest is set
between 150ms and 250ms.
4. Refractory blanking: as a result of the properties of cardiac tissues, there is
a minimum time required to re-polarise. A new peak cannot, therefore, be
detected until at least 200ms have elapsed since the last peak detection within
the time-averaged signal. If a positive detection occurs within this time frame
either the previous or current beat must be false. The algorithm assumes the
latter.
5. If a peak is not detected within a certain fraction (slightly greater than unity)
of the current average NN interval then a secondary search through the band-
filtered data is conducted with lower thresholds on the median filter.
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Once the QRS complexes are identified, abnormal beats are rejected. Since beats
other than normal (sinus rhythm) beats are generated from outside the normal
conduction mechanisms, they are not considered to be representative of autonomic
control mechanisms that manifest the observed variability in the NN tachogram.
The beat-to-beat intervals that do not correspond to the time differences between
two sinus beats must, therefore, be excluded from the NN tachogram [56]. It is
common practice to adjust the NN tachogram in order to remove the effect that
abnormal (non-sinus, ectopic or aberrant) beats would have on estimating HRV.
There are two main arguments for the removal of ectopic beats prior to the calcula-
tion of HRV features. Firstly, heart rate modulatory signals involving the brain and
cardiovascular system act upon the sinoatrial node (SA). Assessments of autonomic
function reflect the ability of this system to stimulate the SA node. Ectopic beats
originate from secondary and tertiary pacemakers and this type of locally aberrant
beat will temporarily disrupt normal neurocardiac modulation. Secondly, an ectopic
beat will often appear late or early with respect to the timing of a sinus beat. This
creates a sharp spike in the NN tachogram which is likely to add a significant power
contribution to the power spectrum at an artefactual frequency. Since HRV ana-
lysis is thought only to be relevant to the timing variations in the sinus rhythm, and
the presence of ectopic beats can cause errors in the calculation of HRV metrics a
robust method for excluding non-sinus beats and artefacts from the NN tachogram
is, therefore, needed [56]. In general, there are two accepted methods for dealing
with the effect of ectopic beats in the NN tachogram. If the ectopic or anomalous
beats are very occasional, they are removed and interpolation can be used to add
a beat where a sinus beat would have been expected to occur. Alternatively, if the
incidence of ectopic beats is high within a given segment then it is preferable to
eliminate from the analysis, the segments of the HRV signal that contain such a
high occurrence. When considering the robustness of HRV analysis to NN interval
error, Malik [91] suggests that sequences with a ratio of NN/RR fewer than 90% are
excluded. However, he also acknowledge that this an arbitrary threshold. In this
research, the ECG recordings were free of ectopic beats and missing data. There-
fore, the RR series correspond to the NN series. An illustrative example on how to
derive NN (or RR) interval series is shown in Fig. 2.17.
When each QRS complex is detected, the so-called normal-to-normal (NN)
intervals (that is all intervals between adjacent QRS complexes resulting from sinus
node depolarizations) is determined (2.17) and HRV features can be extracted in
time, frequency and non-linear domain as described in section 2.2.1.1. The extracted
HRV features can be then input to a data-driven machine learning algorithm to
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detect or predict adverse healthcare events. However, different steps are required to
develop a trustworthy algorithm as described in the next section.
Figure 2.17: An example of NN interval time series. (A) ECG with an event series
of R-peaks, which can also be defined as N-peaks due to lack of ectopic beats. (B)
Interpolated NN interval time series. (C) NN interval time series [92].
2.4.2 Feature selection and data-driven machine learning techniques
Developing a classifier consists of several steps [76]:
1. choosing a method of analysis;
2. feature selection (i.e., choosing a set of features or attributes that will be used
to classify the subjects);
3. training and validating the classifier;
4. testing the classifier;
5. evaluating the classifier and potential errors in the classification.
Each step presents opportunities to introduce bias and error into the process.
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Choice of a method of analysis Data mining techniques have progressed sig-
nificantly in the past few years opening new possibilities for achieving suitable al-
gorithms for wearable sensors. Still, despite these developments, their application
to health monitoring is hindered by the limitations (e.g., unbalanced data) that are
present in data from wearable sensors which create new challenges for the data min-
ing field. The properties of the dataset and experimental conditions influence the
choice of method.
Choice and number of features The number and choice of features are essential
to the success of a classifier. Too many features relative to the number of “events”
(e.g., sick individuals) leads to overfitting, which results in learning the data instead
of discovering the trend that underlies the data. In other words, it is like when
one fits data to a high order polynomial: if the order of the polynomial is too large
relative to the number of data points, a good fit will be achieved but the polynomial
will not capture the trends in the data and have no predictive value for a new set
of data points [76]. As a rule of thumb, more than 10 “events” are needed for
each feature to result in a classifier with reasonable predictive value [76]. However,
many biomedical studies typically involve a small number of subjects, and therefore,
there are limited numbers of parameters that can be used in the development of a
classifier.
Another important issue is the choice of features. For a diagnostic application,
the features must have some bearing on the disease [76]. Therefore, when looking
at physiological data, such as an ECG, only the features that are considered to be
medically significant to clinical phenomena should be included to describe the sig-
nal. By contrast, biomedical engineers often train classifiers using abstract features
of a signal, but a classifier would be useful only if the features capture a signific-
ant amount of medically relevant information, and they are independent and to not
contain confounding variables. For physiological data, using feature selection tech-
niques leads to a reduction in the dimensions of the input sensor data. Three most
common approaches for dimension reduction in the medical domain are: Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [93], Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [94], and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which statistically select the subset of the most
significant features. Other tools for feature selection used in the existing literature
include threshold-based rules, analysis of variance (ANOVA), Fourier transforms,
Wrapper [95] and Relief Attribute Evaluation with Ranker [74]. Although most of
the proposed frameworks in the healthcare domain contain feature selection pro-
cesses, the main challenge is still to balance between the optima feature selection
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methods and their costs for wearable systems.
Training and validation of classifier Training a classifier is the process of
taking content that is known to belong to specified classes and creating a classifier on
the basis of the unknown content. Several existing studies use statistically justified
validation methods such as K-fold or leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO). In these
approaches, the dataset is divided in K-folders or one sample, which is removed from
the training set, the classifier is recalculated using the remaining training set, and
then applied to the holdout samples as a test. This process is repeated in turn for
each member of the training set (K). Some machine learning techniques combine
training and validation of classifiers in one process. However, the classifier cannot
be validated using the same data that are used to develop the classifier in the first
place, which would introduce circularity. In fact, “independence” is a theoretical
construct that impacts on the external validity of the model.
Testing the classifier Testing a classifier involves testing it on a set of subjects
(the testing set) that is independent of the training set. When the dataset is large,
one can simply divide it into a training and testing set (hold-out method) or split
the dataset into more folders designed for different purposes.
The quality of the biomedical engineering literature on these topics is extremely
varied. At the low end of the quality scale, one can find many studies that report
no testing at all, but merely show that the classifier works well on the training set,
which tells nothing about the predictive value of the classifier when faced with new
data. Many other studies lack sufficiently clear description of the validation and
testing methods which enables readers to judge the validity of the work.
Evaluating a classifier and potential errors “Evaluation” means estimating
the error rate of a classifier. The estimates give an idea about how well the classifier
may perform on future unseen cases. After all, its performance on unseen data,
instead of known data, is what really matters. Machine learning divides classification
onto binary, multiclass, and hierarchical tasks. Evaluation of the performance of a
classification model is based on the count of test records correctly and incorrectly
predicted by the model. These counts are tabulated in a table known as a confusion
matrix. As binary classification problems are explored in this thesis, Table 2.4 shows
the general confusion matrix for a binary classification problem.
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Table 2.4: The confusion matrix for a binary classification problem.
    True Condition 
  Total population Condition positive Condition negative 
Predicted 
condition 
Predicted condition 
positive 
True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 
Predicted condition 
negative 
False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 
 
The correctness of a classification can be evaluated by computing the num-
ber of correctly recognised class examples (true positive), the number of correctly
recognised examples that do not belong to the class (true negative) and examples
that either are incorrectly assigned to the class (false positive) or that are not re-
cognised as class examples (false positive) [96]. Table 2.5 presents the most often
used measures for binary classification based on the value of the confusion matrix
[96].
Table 2.5: Measures for binary classification using the nation of Table 2.4.
Measure Formula Evaluation Focus 
Accuracy(ACC) 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁⁄  Overall effectiveness of a classifier 
Precision (PRE) 𝑇𝑃 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁⁄  Class agreement of data labels with 
positive labels given by the classifier 
Sensitivity (SEN) 𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁⁄  Effectiveness of a classifier to 
identify positive labels 
Specificity (SPE) 𝑇𝑁𝑅 = 𝑇𝑁 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁⁄  How effectively a classifier identifies 
negative labels 
Area Under the Curve (AUC) 1
2
((𝑇𝑃 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁⁄ ) + (𝑇𝑁 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃⁄ )) 
Classifier ability to avoid false 
classification 
LR+ 𝑇𝑃𝑅 𝐹𝑃𝑅⁄  Positive Likelihood Ratio 
LR- 𝐹𝑁𝑅 𝑇𝑁𝑅⁄  Negative Likelihood Ratio 
Diagnostic Odds Ratio (DOR) 𝐿𝑅 + 𝐿𝑅 −⁄  It is a measure of the effectiveness of 
a diagnostic test 
 
TPR: True Positive Rate, FPR: False Positive Rate; FNR: False Negative Rate, TNR: True
Negative Rate.
A useful visual tool to evaluate any classifier error is the Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is the plot of sensitivity versus 1-specificity
[97]. A ROC curve is a technique for visualising, organising and selecting classifiers
based on their performance. ROC curves have long been used in machine learning
methods to depict the trade-off between hit rates and false rates of classifiers [98].
ROC analysis has been extended used for visualising and analysing the behaviour of
diagnostic systems [99]. The medical decision making community has an extensive
literature on the use of ROC curves for diagnostic testing [97]. In other words, this
curve plays a central role in evaluating diagnostic ability of tests to discriminate
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the true state of subjects, finding the optimal cut off values, and comparing two
alternative diagnostic tasks when each task is performed on the same subject [100].
A typical example of a ROC curve is shown in Fig. 2.18.
Figure 2.18: An example of ROC curve from one of the studies.
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a very widely used measure of per-
formance for classification and diagnostic rules [101]. In fact, AUC is an effective
measure of accuracy [100].
2.4.2.1 Common machine learning methods
In this section, the most common machine learning methods used in this research are
outlined. Each method is described in technical detail with the most representative
examples of how the algorithm has been applied in healthcare services. In addition,
the usability, efficiency and challenges in applying each technique in the medical
domain are indicated where possible.
Support Vector Machine Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the main
statistical learning methods which is able to classify unseen information by deriv-
ing selected features and constructing a high dimensional hyperplane to separate
the data points into two classes in order to make a decision model [102]. SVM
methodology is very popular for mining physiological data, not only due to its abil-
ity to handle high dimensional data using a minimal training set of features. The
SVM method consists of different kernels such as Radial Basis Function (RBF),
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polynomial, and sigmoidal, which often are combined to model the input data from
multi-sensor features. According to the existing literature, many researches have
shown that the SVM method with a polynomial kernel leads to better results than
other kernels.
Common health parameters considered by SVM methods include ECG and HR.
In fact, SVM has been widely used in medical applications, for example, Hu et al.
[103] used SVM to find out arrhythmia in ECG signals. They applied a binary clas-
sifier version of SVM to categorise ECG signals into normal and arrhythmia classes.
Similarly, other studies developed an SVM method for detecting the arrhythmia
and seizure episodes using ECG signals. In fact, SVM techniques are often used for
anomaly detection and decision making tasks in the healthcare services.
The performance of the method is evaluated with the sensitivity, specificity,
and accuracy of the results, according to the binary measures.
Artificial Neural Networks Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are artificial in-
telligence approaches which are widely used for classification and prediction [104].
The ANNs train data by learning the known classification of the records and com-
paring with predicted classes of the records in order to modify the network weights
for the next iterations of learning [69]. Nowadays ANNs are the most popular ma-
chine learning method used in the medical domain due to its admissible predictive
performance [69]. The prowess of the ANNs is to model highly non-linear systems
such as physiological data and where the correlation of the input features is not
easily detectable. ANNs have also been applied for multi-sensor networks to help
handling the analysis of multivariate data. A version of the ANNs is the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP), which has common been also widely applied in medical applic-
ations. This network puts several individual signal quality metrics as input and
then optimises the number of nodes and hidden layers in validation iterations. For
evaluation of the NN, it employs some common measures as reported in Table 2.5.
There are other variations of ANNs such as Replicator Neural Network (RNN),
which are generally used for anomaly and outlier detection. In fact, a recent study
conducted by Vu et al. [105] proposed a framework to recognise HRV patterns using
ECG and accelerometer sensors.
Overall, ANNs result to be not considered as a portable technique to easily
apply for diverse data sets.
Decision Trees The decision tree method is one of the most significant learning
techniques which provides an accurate discrimination for selected features and an
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efficient representation of rule classification [106]. In this method, the most robust
features have been detected among the selected features for initial splitting of the
input data by creating a tree-like model. There are numerous variations of decision
trees, however, the most used in the medical domain is the C4.5, which deals with
complex and noisy data. The C4.5 algorithm estimates the error rate of initial
nodes and prunes the tree to make a more efficient sub-tree [106]. Another common
decision support system is Random Forest (RF) classification. For the construction
of each tree of the forest, a new subset of the features is usually picked. For selecting
the best tree, the method uses threshold-based rules.
Generally, decision tree methods are limited to the space of the constructed
features as the inputs of the model. So, finding hidden information out of constricted
features would not be recognisable. Furthermore, since the number of features can
impact on the efficiency of the method, decision tree models are not usually applied
to big and complex physiological data. In fact, decision trees algorithms have been
mainly used in medical applications especially with short term data and when few
subjects are available [69].
Na¨ıve Bayes Classifier The Na¨ıve Bayes (NB) classifier greatly simplifies learn-
ing by assuming that features are independent given the class. The knowledge
generated and used by the NB classifier is simply a table of prior and conditional
probabilities approximated with relative frequencies from the training set.
Although independence is generally a poor assumption, in practice a NB clas-
sifier often competes well with more sophisticated classifiers [107]. NB has been
reliably used in many practical applications including text classification, medical
diagnosis, and systems performance management. In fact, the NB method has been
lately used in medical settings to diagnose the location of primary tumours, pro-
gnosis the recurrence of breast cancer diagnosing thyroid diseases and rheumatology,
in which NB performances outperformed other learning techniques. The major ad-
vantage of NB is the reliability of the approximation of probabilities [108].
There are different variations of NB such as Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes (MNB),
which is based on Bayes' theorem (Bayes' rule), with the additional incorporation
of frequency information and a multinomial distribution for each of the features
[109], and the NB network, which removes the bias introduced by the independence
assumptions embedded in the NB classifier [110].
Linear Discriminant Analysis Traditional statistical classification methods (e.g.,
Fisher's Linear Discriminat Analysis (LDA) and Logistic Regression (LR)) have
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been extensively used in medical classification problems [111]. The oldest classifier
still in use was devised almost 100 years ago by Sir Ronald Fisher. Another vari-
ation of LDA is Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), which uses a quadratic
discriminant function. The principle behind both LDA and QDA is that a subject
is classified into the group for which its classification function score is higher. Dis-
criminant analysis is widely used also in the field of pattern recognition, which is
concerned mainly with images. Although it is currently used in medical settings,
its ability is limited due to the randomness of many physiological data acquired by
wearable devices.
K-Nearest-Neighbour Classifier IBK is a different kind of search algorithm
that can be used to speed up the task of finding the nearest neighbours [112].
IBK uses multi-dimensional feature space in which each dimension corresponds to a
different feature. The feature space is first populated with all training data points,
each of which corresponds to a particular class. Unknown windows of sensor data
are represented in the feature space and the IBK classifier is identified using training
data. The value of K typically varies from 1 to a small percentage of the training data
and is selected using trial and error, or ideally using a cross-validation procedure. A
linear search is the default option but further options include KD trees, ball trees,
and so called cover trees. The distance function used is a parameter of the search
method [113].
IBK has been widely used in medical settings to differentiate between everyday
activities, using different biomedical signals such as HRV, accelerometers and skin
conductance.
Overall, the data mining methods described above are mainly used in controlled
conditions and clear data sets, but the efficiency of these is often not tested in real-
life experiments for healthcare applications.
2.5 Conclusions
This chapter informed on the main methodologies employed regarding biomedical
signal pre-processing and machine learning techniques explored in this research. The
interaction between the CVS and the ANS was briefly discussed as it opens new
scenarios for predicting adverse events and detecting the onset of unhealthy situ-
ations in real-life settings. The monitoring of CVS and ANS dysfunction is mainly
measured via HRV, which is one of the best known and non-invasive biomedical sig-
nals. Therefore, HRV was widely explored in this thesis and analysed in the time,
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frequency and non-linear domains, as described in section 2.2.1.1. Moreover, dif-
ferent demographic, life style and neuropsychological factors influencing HRV were
carefully analysed in the following study designs, as they were considered in the
eligibility criteria of the sample population enrolled in the experiments presented in
Chapters 5 and 6.
The main theoretical limits regarding signal processing and data-driven ma-
chine learning techniques used to monitor CVS and ANS response to detect and
predict adverse healthcare events in real-settings were also discussed. Some of those
limitations (i.e., time horizon, feature selection process, rare events prediction, hand-
ling small datasets) are then explored and investigated in more details in Chapter
4, providing novel approaches to overcome them.
More traditional biomedical signal pre-processing and machine learning tech-
niques were briefly discussed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 respectively. In particular,
signal pre-processing techniques applied to ECG signals were reviewed and tra-
ditional machine learning techniques, including feature selection process, were dis-
cussed for binary supervised classifiers used to predict and detect adverse healthcare
events.
More details and applications of these techniques are presented in the next
chapters.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review on Acute
Mental Stress and Falls in
Later-life
3.1 Chapter overview
The previous chapter introduced the main notions regarding ANS and CVS inter-
action; the relevant biomedical signal - HRV- used to monitor the ANS and CVS
relationship; signal processing and machine learning techniques employed in this
thesis and their limitations when applied in real-life settings to predict or detect
adverse healthcare events.
This chapter presents the state-of-the-art for the two case studies: mental stress
detection and fall prediction in later-life via HRV. Relevant gaps for both case studies
are identified.
In particular, the first part of this chapter (section 3.2) aims to provide inform-
ation on the existing study designs to detect mental stress, HRV features and their
pivot values during stress, and the current methods used to assess the validity of
ultra-short HRV analysis (deliverables 1a and 1b).
The second part of this chapter (section 3.3) comprises a brief overview of the
main fall risk factors, a brief description of prevention and prediction programmes,
and a discussion on the existing monitoring technologies used to detect and predict
falls in older people. The existing literature on HRV and risk of falling is also
explored (deliverable 2a).
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3.2 Literature review on acute mental stress detection
via HRV
A systematic review of the literature was carried out to understand the relation-
ship between HRV and ANS during stress, to extract significant HRV features, their
pivotal values and to inform on future study designs (deliverable 1a). As a con-
sequence of the systematic review, since few studies have investigated mental stress
using ultra-short HRV features and even fewer studies have assessed the validity of
the latter, a review of the existing methods to assess ultra-short HRV features as
good surrogates of short HRV ones was also carried out (deliverable 1b).
3.2.1 Stress definition
Stress is defined by the American Psychological Association as “the pattern of specific
and non-specific responses an organism makes to stimulus events that disturb its
equilibrium and tax or exceed its ability to cope” [114]. In particular, mental stress is
defined by Lazarus and Folkman as a form of stress that occurs because of how events
in one's external or internal environment are perceived, resulting in the psychological
experience of distress and anxiety [115].
Mental stress has been investigated in various fields due to its destructive effects
on a daily routine. Stress may cause cognitive dysfunctions, cardiovascular diseases,
depression and may lead to illness and death [116]. There is, in fact, an average
of 50% of employees, who suffer from work stress [117]. Moreover, stress reduces
performance in daily life and particularly in the workplace. This may be particularly
relevant for those jobs that expose workers or other persons to risky situations. This
is the case of surgeons performing long surgeries, in which the loss of attention or
concentration may cause severe effects on the patient, or pilots flying over long
distances, whose stress may be dangerous for them and the passengers [118].
Mental stress influences the ANS, which controls our capability to react to
external stimuli [115]. Therefore, the acute stress may be evaluated with non-
invasive biomarker measurements, which are considered reliable estimators of ANS
status. This is the case of HRV, which is considered a reliable means to indirectly
observe ANS, also in real-life settings. As also stated in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1,
HRV refers to the variations of both instantaneous heart rate and the series of
inter-times between consecutive peaks of the R-wave of the ECG (NN series) [15].
This variation is under the control of the ANS, which through the parasympathetic
and the sympathetic branches, is responsible for adjusting the HRV in response to
external or internal physical or emotional stimuli. A normal subject shows a good
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degree of variation of the heart rate, reflecting a good capability to react to those
stimuli.
In the recent years, several studies investigated how HRV could be used to as-
sess acute or chronic mental stress in healthy subjects or specific groups of patients
of different ages. These studies collected and analysed HRV with different methods
and tools: long (24h) or short term (5 min) registrations were utilised, very few
studies have used ultra-short term HRV analysis (less than 5 min). HRV features
have been extracted from ECG or SpO2 or via other means with a wide range of
devices (i.e., from commercial smartphones to CE marked medical devices for ECG
monitoring, including some advanced biomedical amplifiers). HRV has been ana-
lysed with commercial software tools, sometimes well-validated ones. HRV features
in time and/or frequency have been extracted and both linear and/or non-linear
domains have been explored and different statistical tests, pattern recognition or
data mining methods, have been used to explore the results [15, 117].
3.2.2 Systematic literature review with meta-analysis
The main aim of this systematic literature review was to revise homogeneously
designed studies to provide reliable information about the trends and pivotal values
of HRV features during mental stress and inform future study designs.
Therefore, this review systematically investigated studies published in peer-
reviewed journals and focused on the associations between acute mental stress and
HRV, using short-term and ultra-short HRV excerpts, extracted from ECGs, in
healthy subjects above 18 years old.
3.2.2.1 Methods and materials
3.2.2.2 Search strategy
Relevant studies on the detection of acute mental stress through HRV analysis were
identified and selected by searching on the PubMed and OvidSP databases. Pertin-
ent articles were searched using Boolean combinations of the following keywords or
their equivalent Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms: “Heart Rate Variability”,
“HRV”, “mental stress”, “psychological stress” and “emotional assessment”. The
following criteria were utilised to limit the research: papers published in the last
13 years (since 2004), studies on adult humans (i.e., not animals), not children, not
cancer, not pregnancy.
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3.2.2.3 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for paper selection
After a first screening of the titles and abstracts, studies were considered suitable
for this review if they met all of the following criteria:
‚ paper published in scientific journals with peer review;
‚ paper focused mainly on mental stress investigation using HRV;
‚ the experiments were conducted with a robust design, well described, including
repeated measures in the same group of healthy subjects at rest and during
stress sessions. Studies were considered robust if the acquisition of HRV was
adequately standardised (i.e., stress and rest sessions at the moment of the day
to minimise the circadian effect and with the subjects in the same position);
‚ the study was not focused on chronic stress, and only acute stressors were
used, as defined in [119];
‚ the subjects were humans beings over 18 years old.
Studies were excluded if they:
‚ focused on chronic stress;
‚ utilised HRV analysis on excerpts that were longer than 10 minutes;
‚ enrolled professional athletes and observed them during sport training sessions;
‚ investigated pain perception;
‚ reported HRV features of insufficient quality (i.e., features' units not stated,
inappropriate statistical descriptors);
‚ did not report inclusion/exclusion criteria for sample selection.
3.2.2.4 Paper short-listing, data extraction and outcomes of interest
Following the research strategy described above, all the titles responding to the
chosen keywords were identified. After excluding repetitions (titles indexed both
in PubMed and OvidSp), studies were shortlisted according to inclusion/exclusion
criteria, investigating titles, abstracts and full-papers.
All of the shortlisted studies followed the standard recommendations for ECG
equipment and commercial software used to assess HRV analysis [15]. The ECG
equipment used in the shortlisted studies satisfied the current industrial standards
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in terms of signal/noise ratio, common mode rejection and bandwidth [15]. The
sampling frequency of the ECG equipment ranged from 250 Hz to 500 Hz, which is
considered to be the optimal range [15]. Commercial software used to assess HRV
analysis in the shortlisted studies satisfied the technical requirements listed in the
recommendations of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American
Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology guidelines [15]. HRV features in the time
and frequency domains, both linear and non-linear, were extracted from the papers
included in this review [45, 116, 120–129]. The changes in HRV features during stress
and rest sessions were investigated observing their trends. A trend was represented
with arrows pointing up, if the mean value of an HRV feature was increasing during
the stress session, with respect to the value of the same feature registered during
the resting session. An arrow pointed down was used if the mean value of the
HRV feature was decreasing. Two arrows were utilised for significant changes (p-
valuesă0.05). Since papers reported only parameters for feature distributions (i.e.,
means and standard deviations) the p-values were calculated with a parametric test
(i.e., Student's t-test) and not with non-parametric tests, which in some cases would
have been more appropriate.
3.2.2.5 HRV features
Regarding linear HRV features in the time and frequency domains, the recommend-
ations of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of
Pacing and Electrophysiology guidelines [15] were followed. Therefore, the power
spectrum density features were considered if reported in normalized units or ms2,
for the low-frequency bands (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz) and the high-frequency bands (HF,
0.15-0.4 Hz). When papers shortlisted for meta-analysis reported features in a non-
conventional way, these features were excluded from the pooling or converted into
ms2, if possible. For instance, three studies [125, 126, 128] reported frequency
domain features log-transformed (LFlog and HFlog). These were untransformed
according to [130], using the following formulae:
mean LFms2 “ exppmean LFlogq (3.1)
std LFms2 “ std LFlog ˚ exppmean LF 2logq (3.2)
One study reported frequency features in
ms2
Hz
[123] and therefore its results were
not reported in this review.
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Moreover, according to [15], HRV frequency features (i.e., LF, HF, LF/HF)
calculated in excerpts below 2 minutes were excluded from the meta-analysis. In
fact, it is generally recommended that spectral analyses are performed on recordings
lasting for at least 10 times more than the slower significant signal oscillation period.
3.2.2.6 Statistical analysis and software tools
HRV features were pooled if reported in more than one paper. Standard methods
for systematic reviews with meta-analyses were employed in this study to pool the
HRV features [131]: mean difference (MD) with 95% confidence intervals (95%CI)
and p-values (p).
When the studies report means and standard deviations, the preferred effect
size is usually the raw mean difference (MD). In fact, when the outcome is reported
on a meaningful scale and all studies in the analysis use the same scale, the meta-
analysis can be performed directly on the raw difference in means (henceforth, raw
mean difference). The primary advantage of the raw mean difference is that it is
intuitively meaningful. Consider a study that reports means for two groups (treated
and control), let µ1 and µ2 be the true (population) means of the two groups. The
population mean difference is defined as reported in Eq. 3.3
∆pMDq “ µ2 ´ µ1 (3.3)
After estimating the MD, the variance and the pooled standard deviation are re-
ported in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. Let SD1 and SD2 be the sample standard
deviations of the two groups, and n1 and n2 be the sample sizes in the two groups.
Assuming that the two population standard deviations are the same so σ1 “ σ2 “ σ,
the variance of the MD is defined as reported in Eq. 3.4.
VMD “ n1 ` n2
n1 ˚ n2 SD
2
pooled (3.4)
where,
SDpooled “
d
pn1 ´ 1qSD21 ` pn2 ´ 1qSD22
n1 ` n2 ´ 2 (3.5)
The confidence interval is then calculated as reported in Eq. 3.6.
LowCI “MD ´ 1.96 ˚aVMD,
HighCI “MD ` 1.96 ˚aVMD (3.6)
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Random or fixed effects models were used according to the studies' heterogeneity
measured with a Q statistic test. A significant Q statistic (Eq. 3.7) is indicative of
dissimilar effect sizes across studies and to complement the Q test, the I2 statistic
was also calculated, which provides an index of the degree of heterogeneity across
studies. In particular, I2 indicates the percentage of the total variability in effect
sizes due to between-studies variability, and not due to sampling error within studies
[132]. Percentages of around 25% (I2 = 25), 50% (I2 = 50), and 75% (I2= 75) may
be interpreted as low, medium, and high heterogeneity, respectively [132]. The Q
statistics is given by:
Q “
nÿ
i“1
pMDi ´ θ¯q2
WFi
(3.7)
where,
θ¯ “
řn
i“1WFi ˚MDiřn
i“1WFi
(3.8)
where, WF is defined in Eq. 3.9. The weight for each study was then computed
according to the random or fixed effects models. For a fixed model, the weight (WF )
was calculated as reported in Eq. 3.9.
WFi “ 1VMD , where, i “ 1, . . . n , with n equal to the number of studies. (3.9)
In the case where the model is random, the weight (WR) is calculated as reported
in Eq. 3.10
WRi “ 1VMD ` τ2 , where, i “ 1, . . .n (3.10)
τ2 “ Q´ pn´ 1q
U
(3.11)
Here Q and U are computed as reported in Eqs. 3.7 and 3.12 respectively, namely
U “
nÿ
i“1
WFi ´
řn
i“1pWFi q2řn
i“1WFi
(3.12)
The weight's percentage for both fixed and random effect is calculated as reported
in Eq. 3.13.
%Wi “ 100 ˚ Wiři“n
i“1 Wi
,where n is the number of studies. (3.13)
Differences and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were considered significant if the p-
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value was less than 0.05.
A Software tool was developed to compute these statistics as reported in Appendix
A, section A.1.
3.2.2.7 Matlab tool for meta-analysis
A Matlab tool was developed by the author to support researchers in the extraction
of the main parameters of a meta-analysis study according to the input data (Fig.
3.1). Although several software tools for meta-analysis exist, also free, this is the first
tool developed in Matlab, which is one of the widely used tools among biomedical
engineers. The tool is targeted for researchers having familiarity with Matlab.
The tool is developed to conduct meta-analysis on continuous variables (not
dichotomous variables) and is based on the formulae reported in the section above
(section 3.2.2.6).
Figure 3.1: Pseudocode for the meta-analysis tool.
The main function of the tool is designed to take as input a matrix (Fig. 3.2),
each row is expected to be organised as reported in Eq. 3.14:
IDi, N
T
i , O
T
i , SD
T
i , N
C
i , O
C
i , SD
C
i (3.14)
where n is the number of studies included in the meta-analysis and:
IDi is the row containing the studies' ID (text);
N
T pCq
i is the number of subjects enrolled in the treatment (control) group in the
study i ;
O
T pCq
i is the outcome observed in the treatment (control) group in the study i ;
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SD
T pCq
i is the standard deviation of the outcome observed in the treatment (control)
group in the study i.
Moreover, the first row should contain the header names.
Figure 3.2: An example of input matrix for the meta-analysis Matlab tool. The first
column (IDs) reports the first author and year of publication for each study included
in the meta-analysis. The second and fifth columns (N Treatment and N Control)
report the number of subjects enrolled in the treatment and control groups. The
third and sixth columns (Mean Treatment and Mean Control) report the mean val-
ues of outcome of interest. The fourth and the seventh columns (SD Treatment and
SD Control) report the standard deviation of the outcome observed in the treatment
and control groups.
The output of the tool is given as one plot (a forest plot) and one numerical
row reporting: the total population, heterogeneity (I2) and related p-value, model
(i.e., random or fixed), the effect size, 95%Confidence Interval (CI) and the relative
p-value (Fig. 3.3).
(a) Numerical row reporting the pooled results: the outcome name (StdNN),
the total population (Tot Population), heterogeneity (Isq) and related p-value
(p value Isq), model (i.e., random or fixed), the effect size (MD), the CI (High CI,
Low CI) and the relative p-value (p value CI).
(b) StdNN Forest plot example.
Figure 3.3: An example of output for the meta-analysis Matlab tool.
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According to [131], different formulae are used to calculate the effect size and
its 95%CI depending on: the design of the studies pooled (i.e., randomised or not)
and the level of heterogeneity which affects the way the weights are calculated. A
peculiar feature of the software is the automatic selection of the pooling model.
This is delegated to a sub-function that receives as input the matrix described in
Eq. 3.14 and returns 0 or 1 according to the fact that there is or not a significant
heterogeneity, and therefore, the pool requires or does not require the use of the
random model, based on the p-value obtained with a Chi-square statistical test
using a conventional level of statistical significance (p-value“ 0.05).
The Matlab code was checked for errors and standards compliance through
debugging functions. It was also tested to refine the requirements until the design
was fully functional and no unintended behaviours were encountered. The precision
of the values obtained with the developed Matlab tool was estimated comparing its
results with those from the Open-Meta[Analyst][133], which is a widely used and
validated software tool.
The main function takes as input the matrix specified in Eq. 3.14 and returns
the Forest plots along with the main descriptive statistics. The Unified Modelling
Language (UML) sequence diagram for the tool is represented in Fig. 3.4.
The main function (“CallMetaAnalysis”) calls:
1. “ModelSelection” function, which calculates the level of heterogeneity and
automatically selects the pooling model. The internal functions are:
(a) “Qtest” function, which calculates Q statistics and returns the p-value,
based on the “WeightCalculation” function
i. “WeightCalculation” function calculates the weights of the studies,
based on the fixed model (‘Individual Fixed Weights’)
2. “WeightCalculation” function, which is called again to compute the weights
based on the output of the “ModelSelection” function (i.e., fixed or random
models). Moreover, it also computes the study's individual effect size and
p-value (‘Individual Studies Stat’).
3. “MainStat” function, which computes the main statistics for the pooled value:
pooled effect size, its 95%CI, the total population and pooled p-value (‘Pooled
Stat’).
4. “Forest” function, which produces the Forest plots.
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3.2.2.8 Results
According to the search strategy (section 3.2.2.2), 894 titles were identified, 345
in PubMed and 549 in OvidSp. After removing 279 duplicates, 615 titles were
considered. Of these, 510 were excluded after reading the abstracts as they did not
meet the inclusion criteria. From the remaining 105 abstracts, 77 were removed due
to the exclusion criteria. Finally, 28 full-texts were analysed and among these, 16
were excluded due to inclusion/exclusion criteria. Therefore, 12 studies were finally
considered appropriate for inclusion in the systematic review. A flowchart of the
literature search is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Flowchart of literature search: titles, abstract and full-papers in-
cluded/excluded.
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3.2.2.9 Characteristics of the included studies
The 12 studies enrolled from 12 to 399 subjects each, for a cumulative population
of 785 subjects. Details on population, HRV analysis reported in each study, HRV
length and statistical methods employed to explore significant variations are repor-
ted in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Characteristics of studies included in the review.
Author, Year Subjects 
(Total / women) 
HRV analysis HRV 
length 
(min) 
Significance tests 
Hjortskov et al., 2004 12/12 Time and frequency 3 ANOVA 
Kofman et al., 2006 30/- Frequency 10 t-tests, ANOVA 
Vuksanovic et al., 2007 23/13 Frequency and non-linear 5 t-tests 
Li. Z et al., 2009 399/209 Time and frequency 0.5 ANOVA 
Schubert et al., 2009 50/28 Time, frequency and non-linear 3 ANCOVA 
Tharion et al., 2009 18/9 Time and frequency 5 non-parametric statistical 
tests (Wilcoxon signed rank 
test) 
Papousek et al., 2010 65/53 Time and frequency 3 ANOVA 
Lackner et al., 2011 20/20 Time and frequency 5 ANOVA 
Melillo et al., 2011 42/- Non-linear 5 non-parametric statistical 
tests (Wilcoxon signed rank 
test) 
Taelman et al., 2011 43/22 Time and frequency 6 non-parametric statistical 
tests (Wilcoxon and 
Friedman tests) 
Traina et al., 2011 13/6 Frequency 5 t-test 
Visnovcova et al., 2014 70/39 Time and frequency 6 t-test, non-parametric 
statistical tests (not 
specified) 
 
Only three studies used non-parametric statistical tests, which are specifically
designed to investigate significant differences in features non-normally distributed
[134]. Nine studies [116, 120–123, 125, 126, 128, 129] used ANOVA, ANCOVA
or Student's t-test to investigate how HRV features changed before and after the
stress section. Of these, Traina et al., Papousek et al., and Lackener et al. [125,
126, 128] converted frequency domain HRV features with a log-transform, whereas
the remaining studies directly applied standard statistical significance tests to the
frequency domain features, which are non-normally distributed, being asymmetric
distributions of positive numbers. Another study [122] calculated HF in 0.5 minutes
and therefore, it was excluded from the meta-analysis.
The selected studies reported ECG recordings at rest (resting session) and
during induced mental stress sessions (stress session). Only one study [124] did not
report ECG recordings during the stress session, but the ECG was registered on the
day of a university examination, which was assumed to be the stressing event. This
may generate heterogeneity, as the response to stress may change during or after a
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stress session [135]. Mental stress was induced asking volunteers to perform, under
controlled circumstances, one or more of the following tasks: Computer Work Task
(CWT), Stroop Colour Word Test (SCWT), Arithmetic task (AT), Video Game
Challenge (VGC), Public Speech task (PST), Academic examination (AE), other
Physical-Mental Tasks (PMT). A brief description of each mental task is given in
Table 3.2. Additionally, in one study [127] the subjects were asked to also perform a
physical task. HRV features registered during these physical tasks were not included
in this review since they produced a different kind of response to mental stress tasks
[136].
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Table 3.2: Description of study designs included in the review.
Author, Year Stressor Description 
Hjortskov et al., 2004  Computer Work Task 
(CWT) 
The task consisted of keying in random numbers with the 
dominant hand using the numerical part of the keyboard.  
Kofman et al., 2006  Stroop Colour Word 
Task (SCWT) 
The task required naming the ink colour in which colours’ 
names were printed on a screed being either congruent or 
incongruent with respect to the colour words. 
Vuksanovic et al., 2007 Arithmetic aloud task 
(AT) 
The task required subtracting 17 from 1000. Subjects were 
asked to answer as accurate as possible. They told the results 
after 5 s. 
Li. Z et al., 2009 Video Game Challenge 
(VGC) 
The instructions for video game task ‘Breakout’ have been 
standardized via video. The subjects will lie supine on a hospital 
bed and a monitor 25 inch colour TV was placed 2 metres away. 
Schubert et al., 2009 Speech task (ST) This task involved preparing and presenting a speech in 
response to one of two situations. Subjects had 3 min to prepare 
and 3 min to present their speech. 
Tharion et al., 2009 Academic examination 
(AE) 
The first recording was done on the day of the academic 
examination and the second during holiday. 
Papousek et al., 2010 Academic examination 
(AE) 
Participants were invited to not move legs and hands while 
speaking, to read out the questions loud before answering it.  
Lackner et al., 2011 Arithmetical Task (AT) The task consisted of two triplets of one-digit numbers, which 
were to be added or subtracted. 
Melillo et al., 2011 Academic Examination 
(AE) 
The first record was performed during verbal examination and 
the second one was performed after holiday. 
Taelman et al., 2011 Physical-Mental Task 
(PMT) 
 
 
The task consisted of continuous mental calculation of five 
operations with a two or three digit number, which had to be 
performed without verbal stimulation. Participants used the 
mouse cursor to indicate the correct answer choosing between 
three alternatives. The participants would have been rewarded 
with a movie ticket 
Traina et al., 2011 Arithmetical Task (AT) The task required to subtracting the number 17 starting from the 
number 986. 
Visnovcova et al., 2014  Stroop Colour Word 
Test (SCWT) 
    
   Arithmetic Test (AT) 
 
The task required to read the colours (green, yellow, orange, 
red, blue, purple) on the words displayed on a screen, which 
were congruent or incongruent with the written word. 
(Results not reported in this review) The task required to 
calculate three-digit numbers displayed in different random 
places on the screen into one digit numbers. Subsequently, 
participants decided that the final result was even or odd by 
pushing the keyboard arrow.  
 
3.2.2.10 Trends of the HRV features
Tables 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 report the trends and the values of the HRV features in resting
and stress sessions in the time, frequency and non-linear domains respectively. Ad-
ditionally, these tables report the number of subjects enrolled in each study and the
relative weight of each study during the pooling.
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Time domain features Time domain HRV features reported by the papers
shortlisted for this meta-analysis included: the mean of N-N intervals (MeanNN),
the standard deviation of an N-N interval (StdNN), the square root of the mean
squared difference of successive N-Ns (RMSSD), and a proportion of NN50 divided
by the total number of NN values that differ more than 50ms (pNN50) as shown in
Table 3.3. In all the studies there was a consensus that the MeanNN, pNN50 and
RMSSD decreased during a stress session, although some studies did not demon-
strate a significant reduction of these features. A decrease in StdNN was observed
in the majority of studies [124, 127, 129] with a high level of significance. Only one
study reported contradictory results [123]. In fact, Schubert et al. [123] reported a
discordant increase in StdNN, which the authors justified as due to a slow respira-
tion rate and a relative reduction in ventilation caused by the speech task used to
induce stress in this study.
Table 3.3: Extracted time domain HRV features.
Time domain 
features 
Author, Year Features 
trend 
 
Pooling 
weight of 
meta-
analysis 
N Stress Rest 
mean SD mean SD 
MeanNN (ms) Lackner  et al., 2011 ↓ 1.82% 20 765.31 314.3 837.1 324.5 
 Papousek  et al., 2010 ↓↓ 11.65% 65 617.92 210.0 819.7 244.1 
 Schubert et al., 2009 ↓↓ 9.25% 50 686.49 240.8 808.6 206.2 
 Taelman et al., 2011 ↓↓ 19.98% 43 755.44 134.5 863.5 147.1 
 Tharion et al.,  2009 ↓↓ 12.83% 18 777.40 114.3 867.3 114.0 
 Visnovcova et al., 2014 ↓↓ 41.22% 70 675.99 120.7 847.8 130.4 
 Vuksanovic et al., 2007 ↓ 3.25% 23 740.74 263.2 806.5 249.5 
StdNN (ms) Schubert et al., 2009 ↑↑ 3.50% 50 96.00 86.6 33.20 23.83 
 Taelman et al., 2011 ↓↓ 37.56% 43 35.40 16.4 46.73 19.48 
 Tharion et al., 2009 ↓↓ 8.90% 18 52.40 21.7 74.20 25.93 
 Visnovcova et al.,  2014  ↓↓ 50.05% 70 48.98 17.9 56.23 21.67 
RMSSD (ms) Li. Z et al., 2009 ↓↓ 26.85% 105 55.50 29.6 68.40 37.70 
 Li. Z et al., 2009 ↓↓ 14.61% 84 57.20 36.9 74.20 44.90 
 Taelman et al., 2011 ↓↓ 54.38% 43 19.39 13.8 28.74 16.58 
 Tharion et al., 2009 ↓ 4.17% 18 49.99 31.07 74.03 39.64 
pNN50 (%) Taelman et al., 2011 ↓ 78.43% 43 26.82 16.10 31.83 18.73 
 Tharion et al., 2009 ↓↓ 21.57% 18 20.57 19.04 39.37 23.79 
 
Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) during stress
section (pą0.05).
Frequency domain features Frequency domain HRV features extracted from
the shortlisted papers included: low-frequency power (LF), high-frequency power
(HF) and LF/HF ratio as shown in Table 3.4. Regarding LF, among the 8 papers
reporting this feature, 5 studies agreed that LF increased (3 with statistical signi-
ficance), while 3 reported an opposite trend. Also, for this case, the findings by
Tharion et al. [124] were not consistent with the general trend, probably because
in this study the stress session was recorded during the day of the examination and
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not during the examination session. In addition, Hjortskov et al. [120] also showed
controversial results, which in this case might be explained by considering that this
was the only study in which an introduction session was run before the registra-
tion of the resting and stress sessions. Finally, Taelman et al. [127] also reported
a decreased LF during the stress session, which might also be due to the different
protocol adopted, which consisted of physical tasks before the mental stress session.
Regarding HF, there is consensus, among the different studies, that this feature de-
creased during acute mental stress. Only one study indicated a controversial trend,
which however was not statistically significant [121]. Regarding the LF/HF ratio,
there was a general consensus (5 studies out of 7) that it increased during stress ses-
sion. The remaining 2 studies [121, 124] reported an opposite trend, which however,
is not supported by statistical significance.
Table 3.4: Extracted frequency domain HRV features.
Frequency 
domain 
features 
 
Author, Year Feat. 
trend 
 
Pooling 
weight of 
meta-
analysis 
N Stress Rest 
mean SD mean SD 
LF (ms2) Hjortskov et al., 2004  ↓↓  8.52% 12 1391 1028 1664 808 
 Lackner et al., 2011 ↑  10.16% 20 1339 1205 812.4 649.9 
 Papousek et al., 2010 ↑  14.33% 65 1644 987.0 997.3 598.6 
 Taelman et al., 2011 ↓↓  14.83% 43 466.9 460.2 868.4 641.0 
 Tharion et al., 2009 ↓↓  5.74% 18 1192 723.6 2155 2157 
 Traina et al., 2011 ↑↑  15.36% 13 1241 312.0 511.0 114.5 
 Visnovcova et al., 2014  ↑↑  15.69% 70 607.9 457.7 454.9 380.6 
 Vuksanovic  et al., 2007 ↑↑  15.37% 23 464.0 356.1 387.6 260.3 
HF(ms2) Hjortskov et al., 2004  ↓↓  5.45% 12 1131 718 1776 1092 
 Papousek et al.,  2010 ↓  18.14% 65 668.5 401.5 1097 665.1 
 Taelman et al.,  2011 ↓↓  15.62% 43 552.5 428.0 1005 782.6 
 Tharion et al.,  2009 ↓↓  1.54% 18 1691 2096 2892 2622 
 Traina et al., 2011 ↓  17.91% 13 252.1 263.6 273.1 246.2 
 Visnovcova et al., 2014  ↓↓  11.50% 70 445.9 1082 639.1 1337 
 Vuksanovic  et al., 2007 ↑  9.66% 23 665.1 925.1 595.9 714.4 
LF/HF (-) Hjortskov et al., 2004  ↑ 15.12% 12 1.57 1.09 1.16 0.74 
 Papousek et al., 2010 ↑ 22.90% 65 1.11 0.59 0.01 0.80 
 Schubert et al., 2009 ↑ 19.88% 50 1.80 1.20 1.50 1.11 
 Tharion et al., 2009 ↓ 12.74% 18 1.30 0.80 1.40 1.80 
 Traina et al., 2011 ↑↑  4.61% 13 5.81 2.88 2.57 2.10 
  Vuksanovic  et al., 2007 ↓  4.61% 23 1.07 3.83 1.08 2.92 
 Kofman et al., 2006  ↑ 20.14% 30 1.48 1.02 0.97 0.68 
 
Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) during stress
section (pą0.05).
Non-linear features Non-linear HRV features extracted from the shortlisted pa-
pers included: the Shannon and the Sample Entropy (respectively ShanEn and
SampEn), the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE), the correlation dimension (D2),
short- and long-term fluctuation slope (dfa1 and dfa2), the standard deviation of
the Poincare´ plot perpendicular and along to the line of identity (respectively SD1
and SD2), Recurrence Plot determinism (RPadet) and Recurrence Rate (REC),
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maximal length of lines (RPlmax) and mean length of lines (RPlmean). Finally, the
Approximate Entropy (ApEn) computed with the threshold r set to 0.2*StdNN, to
the value maximising the entropy and to the value computed by Chon [137], and re-
ported respectively as ApEn (0.2), ApEn(rmax) and ApEn(chon) as shown in Table
3.5. Only two features were investigated by more than one study: D2 [45, 123] was
reported as consistently reduced during a stress session (an academic examination
in Melillo et al. [45] and an arithmetical task in Schubert et al. [123]); dfa1 [45,
121] which was reported with significantly opposite trends.
Table 3.5: Extracted non-linear HRV features.
Non-linear domain 
features 
Author, Year Features 
trend 
Pooling weight 
 of meta-analysis 
N Stress Rest 
Mean SD Mean SD 
dfa1 (-) Melillo et al.,  2011 ↓↓ 49.41% 42 1.05 0.44 1.41 0.16 
 Vuksanovic et al., 2007 ↑↑ 50.59% 23 0.97 0.19 0.85 0.19 
D2 (-) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ 45.89% 42 1.65 1.28 2.83 1.09 
 Schubert  et al., 2009  ↓↓ 54.11% 50 3.2 0.33 3.5 0.27 
SD1 (ms) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ - 42 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 
SD2 (ms) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ - 42 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.02 
ApEn (0.2) (-)  Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ - 42 0.99 0.24 1.09 0.13 
ApEn (rchon) (-) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ - 42 0.98 0.24 1.11 0.11 
ApEn (rmax) (-) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓ - 42 1.09 0.17 1.12 0.10 
dfa2 (-) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓ - 42 0.76 0.13 0.78 0.18 
ShanEn (-) Melillo et al., 2011 ↑↑ - 42 3.42 0.39 3.17 0.23 
RPadet (%) Melillo et al., 2011 ↑ - 42 98.75 1.28 98.61 0.86 
REC (%) Melillo et al., 2011 ↑↑ - 42 42.24 12.05 33.46 6.27 
RPlmean (Beats) Melillo et al., 2011 ↑↑ - 42 14.88 6.77 11.09 2.48 
RPlmax (Beats) Melillo et al., 2011 ↓↓ - 42 213.4 136.5 286.7 111.2 
LLE Vuksanovic et al., 2007 ↑ - 23 0.06 0.019 0.06 0.019 
SampEn (-) Vuksanovic et al., 2007 ↓↓ - 23 1.65 0.06 1.77 0.04 
 
Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) during stress
section (pą0.05).
3.2.2.11 Pooled pivot values of HRV features
From the included studies, 8 HRV features were pooled in this systematic meta-
analysis because they were reported at least in two papers: 4 features in the time
domain (MeanNN, StdNN, pNN50, RMSSD), 3 in the frequency domain (LF, HF,
LF/HF) and 2 in the non-linear domain (dfa1, D2). The relative pooling weights
for each study are reported in the Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, for the time, frequency
and non-linear domain respectively. The results of the pooling are reported in Table
3.6, where the trends of the pooled HRV features are also reported.
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Table 3.6: Pooled HRV features.
Outcome Subjects Heterogeneity 
I
2
,p 
Model Units MD 
 
CI95% p-value Trend 
Time         
MeanNN 289 33%,0.17 Fixed ms -142.2 (-168.9;-115.47) <0.01 ↓↓ 
StdNN 181 92%, <0.01 Fixed ms -7.627 (-12.20; -2.97 ) <0.01 ↓↓ 
RMSSD 250 0%, 0.50 Fixed ms -12.03 (-16.78;-7.28) <0.01 ↓↓ 
pNN50 61 65%, 0.09 Fixed - -7.98 (-14.52;-1.45) <0.05 ↓↓ 
Frequency         
LF 264 91%,<0.01 Random ms
2
 156.1 (-157.6;469.8) 0.33 ↑ 
HF 244 62%,<0.01 Random ms
2
 -256.6 (-376.8;-154.43) <0.01 ↓↓ 
LF/HF 211 75%,<0.01 Random - 0.61 (0.14;1.08) <0.01 ↑↑ 
Non linear          
dfa1 65 96%, <0.01 Random - -0.12 (-0.59; 0.35) 0.63 ↓ 
D2 92 91%, <0.01 Fixed - -0.35 (-0.46; -0.23)  <0.01 ↓↓ 
 
Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under stress (p ă 0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) during stress
section (p ą 0.05); MD: Mean Difference CI95%: Confidence Interval at 95%; ‘-’: dimensionless
pooled HRV features.
In Figs. 3.6, 3.6a and 3.6b the Forest plots are reported.
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(a) MeanNN Forest plot.
(b) StdNN Forest plot.
(c) RMSSD Forest plot.
Figure 3.6: Forest plots of the pooled HRV features. MD: Mean Difference; Low
and High represent the range of the confidence interval; p-val: p-value between rest
and stress sessions.
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(d) pNN50 Forest plot.
(e) LF Forest plot.
(f) HF Forest plot.
Figure 3.6a: Forest plots of the pooled HRV features (cont.). MD: Mean Difference;
Low and High represent the range of the confidence interval; p-val: p-value between
rest and stress sessions.
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(g) LF/HF Forest plot.
(h) dfa1 Forest plot.
(i) D2 Forest plot.
Figure 3.6b: Forest plots of the pooled HRV features (cont.). MD: Mean Difference;
Low and High represent the range of the confidence interval; p-val: p-value between
rest and stress sessions.
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3.2.2.12 Models to detect mental stress via short HRV features
Although in the existing literature there are many studies that developed models to
detect mental stress using short term HRV features, only two studies ([45] and [128])
included in this review proposed a model to automatically detect mental stress.
Melillo et al. [45] proposed a model based on Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA), employing three HRV nonlinear features: SD1, SD2 and ApEn(0.2). The
proposed model achieved accuracy, sensitivity and specificity respectively of 90%,
86% and 95% in automatically detecting subjects under stress. These performances
were achieved testing the developed classifier using a 10-fold-cross validation tech-
nique, based on the subjects' exclusions. Traina et al. [128] studied the Pearson's
correlation between the frequency domain features (high and low components of
the power spectrum) before and after the stress session, demonstrating that those
correlations were significant. However, this is partially arguable as the Pearson's
correlation [138] would eventually lie on the assumption that the HRV features are
normally distributed, whereas HRV frequency features are not [15]. This paper did
not develop a predictive model and did not validate the correlation with a cross-
validation technique.
3.2.2.13 Discussion
This first part of this chapter presented the results of a systematic literature review
with meta-analysis of the articles investigating how short HRV features changed
during induced acute mental stress. In this review, 12 studies were shortlisted
and changes in 22 HRV features during mental stress were systematically reported.
Finally, 9 HRV features were pooled.
The results demonstrated that 4 HRV features (MeanNN, RMSSD, pNN50 and
D2) decreased during stress [122–124, 126, 127, 129]. The majority of studies [120,
124, 126–129] agreed that StdNN and HF decreased during stress, while LF/HF
and LF increased during stress [116, 120, 121, 123, 125, 126, 128, 129]. Regarding
StdNN, only one study [123] out of the 4 [123, 124, 127, 129] considering this feature,
reported an increasing value during stress. This may be due to the fact that in [123]
the authors analysed HRV excerpts of 3 minutes, without assessing the validity of
ultra-short HRV features, while in [124, 127, 129] the authors analysed the standard
5 minutes HRV excerpts. Regarding LF, 3 studies [120, 124, 127] out of 8 [120,
121, 124–129] considering this feature, reported a decreasing value during stress.
However, these studies adopted study designs significantly different from the oth-
ers. Different from the others, the first two studies used physical movements during
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the stress session: in Hjortskov et al. [120], participants used the dominant hand
to digit random numbers on the left part of a keyboard; in Taelman et al. [127],
participants used the mouse cursor to indicate the correct answer choosing between
three alternatives. Different from the other protocols, the use of the hand activated
a cortical area that is not triggered by the designs adopted by the remaining stud-
ies, where there is no physical activity. These results were also consistent with the
findings reported in Yu et al. [139] with arithmetic test, in which the participants
were required to use the keyboard. The other study reporting a decreased value of
LF during the stress session was Tharion et al. [124], which, however, measured the
physiological response to the mental stress during the day of the University examina-
tion, and not during the examination, as done in [45, 126], which also used academic
examination as stressor. In this regard, there is a consensus that the reaction to
a stressful situation is composed of several phases [135], each implying a different
response of the ANS and therefore, a different HRV modulation. Finally, only one
non-linear HRV feature, dfa1, reported by two studies [45, 121], achieved completely
opposite results, and both with statistical significance. No clear explanation for such
heterogeneous results can be inferred by the two papers.
Regarding the meta-analysis, the pooled values of 7 HRV features (MeanNN,
StdNN, RMSSD, pNN50, D2, HF and LF/HF) out of the 9 meta-analysed changed
significantly during mental stress. The pooled values of those 7 features should be
regarded as they are more reliable than those presented by each paper and therefore,
considered as pivot values for the studies presented in Chapter 5. For instance,
the increase of the pooled LF/HF was statistically significant whereas it was not
statistically significant in 6 out of the 7 papers reporting this HRV features. Since
the p-value is strongly dependent on the sample size, a possible explanation is that
the number of volunteers enrolled in each of those 6 studies was too small compared
with the LF/HF mean differences measured, which, in turn, were too small compared
with the standard deviations measured in each group during stress and rest [131].
Regarding the LF, the pooled results would have become statistically significant if
the three studies employing a different design (as discussed above, [127] and [120]
moving hands, [124] measuring stress in the day of examination and not during it)
were excluded. In fact, removing these 3 studies the pooled mean difference for
LF during stress was 286.56 ms2 (CI 95% 183.89-389.23, p-valueă0.01, fixed effect
model), calculated on 164 subjects with very low heterogeneity. Therefore, more
studies should investigate the effect of moving hands or low physical activity during
stress sessions.
Finally, it is hard to discuss the results for dfa1, since the two studies calculating
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this HRV feature adopted similar protocols and comparable sample sizes. Melillo et
al. [45] enrolled approximately double the number of subjects, but the SD measured
in the stress session was too high, affecting the weight of the study. Moreover, only
a few studies [45, 121, 123] investigated the non-linear HRV features and their
behaviours during mental stress. Furthermore, due to the low number of subjects
enrolled in these studies [45, 121, 123] the outcomes are not easily comparable with
those for the linear HRV analysis. Therefore, further studies investigating non-linear
HRV features during mental stress are still needed.
The decreases of MeanNN, RMSSD, pNN50, StdNN reflected a depressed HRV
during stress. This is consistently confirmed by the pooled values of HRV frequency
features, among which HF proved to decrease significantly, reflecting a decreased
HRV variability. Moreover, the observed decrease in D2 during stress sessions can
be interpreted as a reduced complexity of the HRV, reflecting lower adaptability
and fitness of the cardiac pacemaker and a functional restriction of the participating
cardiovascular elements [123]. Finally, the frequency domain features consistently
supported the idea that during stress there is a general depression in HRV with a re-
lative displacement of the vago-sympathetic balance, during which the sympathetic
activation relatively overcomes the parasympathetic one. In fact, the LF accounting
for activation of both the parasympathetic and sympathetic system, increased, while
the HF, that is associated with the parasympathetic system activation, decreased.
This result was confirmed by the increase in LF/HF. These outcomes confirmed the
induced shift of the ANS balance towards the sympathetic activation and the para-
sympathetic withdrawal during acute mental stress [129]. This phenomenon was
explained through the theory of the fight or flight response, which supports the idea
that there is an inhibition of the vagus and a prevalence of the sympathetic system
during a stressful situation [135]. This result could change if the stressing session
was measured after (and not during) the stress event, as demonstrated in [124] and
consistently with the phases of the stress as described in [135].
3.2.2.14 Conclusion and recommendations
In conclusion, this review proved that there was a consensus on the HRV features
changing consistently during mental stress. Particularly, the results of the pooled
HRV features provided pivot values for at least 7 HRV features that changed sig-
nificantly during stressing sessions. These significant changes confirmed previous
results about the induced shift of the ANS balance towards the sympathetic activ-
ation and the parasympathetic withdrawal during acute mental stress. However,
huge heterogeneity among studies investigating the physiological response to men-
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tal stress was observed in this review. Moreover, this review identified gaps in the
existing literature proving that future studies are needed to confirm the behaviour
of non-linear HRV features and ultra-short HRV features during stress. In fact, only
3 out of the 12 studies investigated non-linear HRV analysis and only 4 out of the
12 studies investigated HRV recordings of less than 5 min .
Finally, this review informed the study designs for the studies presented in the
following chapters. In fact, future studies are recommended to: clearly define the
study design (i.e., length of HRV features) and the study protocol (i.e., definition of
stressor, avoid high physical activity if not required) according to the best available
evidence; to analyse HRV features accordingly to international guidelines; to use
statistical tests consistent with the HRV measure distribution (i.e., check if HRV
features are normally distributed or not); to check HRV stationarity if HRV features
are longer than 5 minutes; to measure stress session according to the goal of the
study (i.e., during, before or after the stress session).
Moreover, based on the results of this review, it was clear that not many
studies have investigated ultra-short HRV features to detect stress and some studies
extracted HRV features in excerpts shorter than 5 minutes without assessing the
validity of the latter. This was mainly due to the lack of clear guidelines on how to
analyse HRV in the ultra-short term. Therefore, a review of the existing methods
used to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features as good surrogates of short
term ones, not only to detect stress, was carried out and presented in the next
section (deliverable 1b).
3.2.3 Literature review on methods to assess ultra-short HRV fea-
tures
As demonstrated in the previous sections, only a few studies have investigated men-
tal stress using ultra-short HRV features and fewer studies questioned the validity
of ultra-short HRV features. Therefore, a literature review of the existing methods
used to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features was carried out.
In e-health monitoring the conventional 5 minute recordings might be unsuit-
able, due to real-time requirements. In fact, ultra-short term HRV analysis, espe-
cially in combination with wearable sensors, may allow continuous and real-time
monitoring of an individual's stress level, which may be important in some circum-
stances or professions (e.g., surgeons, aeroplane pilots), but numerous challenges
have arisen from shortening HRV excerpts below 5 minutes.
Many apps and wearable devices aim to perform stress analysis in real time
[140]. For instance, the StressAware app [16], the SmartCoping app [141], the
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ithlete app [20], the NeuroSky technology [19], the PulseOn wristband [18], the
Tink device [17], and many others are being released onto the market, claiming to
do HRV analysis in real time (from 10 sec to 1 min). Although there is a clear need
for such technologies, unfortunately, two problems remain unsolved: there are not
yet clear guidelines on how to analyse HRV in the ultra-short term; there is not
a clear framework to identify reliable subsets of ultra-short HRV features for the
automatic detection of stress.
Long term (nominally 24 hours) and short term (nominally 5 min) HRV fea-
tures have been widely investigated, physiologically justified and clear guidelines for
analysing HRV in 5 min or 24 hours recordings are available, whereas for ultra-short
term HRV there are no valid methods to assess its reliability. From the theoretical
point of view, it should be well-known that some HRV features are not computable
in ultra-short term [15]. For instance, it is generally recommended that spectral
analyses are performed on recordings lasting for at least 10 times more than the
slowest significant signal oscillation period. In the case of short term HRV ana-
lysis, the slower significant oscillations in the so-called Low Frequency (LF) power
spectrum bandwidth have a frequency of 0.04 Hz and therefore, a period of 25 sec.
Thus, in order to measure the LF power spectrum of HRV excerpts, at least 250
sec length HRV signals are required. In the same manner, in order to compute the
High Frequency (HF) power, at least 1 min is required. Therefore, it is not possible
to compute LF and HF power spectrum with HRV excerpts shorter than 1 min. As
far as non-linear HRV features are concerned, less has been explored in the existing
literature. However, the approximate entropy (ApEn) measure has shown to be
unreliable in excerpts lasting less than 3 min [142].
3.2.3.1 Methods and materials
Relevant studies on the use of ultra-short HRV analysis were first identified and
selected by searching on the PubMed and OvidSP databases. Articles were searched
using Boolean combinations of the following keywords or their equivalent Medical
Subject Heading (MeSH) terms: “Heart Rate Variability”, “HRV”, “ultra-short,
“very short”. Title, abstract and full text were chosen as fields for the search.
However, due to the lack of guidelines on how to analyse HRV in ultra-short term, the
nomenclature used in many scientific papers is very heterogeneous, if not misleading.
For instance, many studies performing HRV analysis on segments shorter than 5 min,
did not use the tag “ultra-short term” or did not mention the length of HRV excerpts
analysed (i.e., ultra-short, short or long term analysis). Therefore, a linear search of
references of the retrieved articles was required and performed. The heterogeneity
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and quality of the available literature led me to conduct a state-of-art review to
address the current concerns.
To limit the linear search, the following criteria were utilised: papers published
in the last 15 years (since 2003), focusing on healthy and non-pregnant adult humans.
Shortlisted papers were considered suitable for this review if they met the following
criteria:
• the subjects were human beings over 18 years old;
• HRV was analysed on excerpts shorter than 5 minutes;
• HRV features were extracted with standardised methods as described in [15].
Since guidelines on ultra-short HRV analysis were still missing and a clear physiolo-
gical interpretation of ultra-short HRV features was not available, the retrieved
literature was analysed in agreement with medical literature on surrogate outcomes
[143, 144], which is based on three main requirements: valid surrogate must be
correlated with the clinical endpoint (benchmark); a valid surrogate should capture
a reliable and sufficiently large portion of the treatment effect on the clinical end-
point; a valid surrogate should be able to predict the treatment effect on the clinical
endpoint. More details are discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.2.1.
Short term HRV analysis was assumed as the benchmark in this review.
3.2.3.2 Results and discussion
Since 2003, 29 papers [120, 122, 123, 126, 140, 145–168] have been identified. Those
studies focused on ultra-short HRV features for different purposes: 18 focused on
mental stress or mental workload detection [120, 122, 123, 126, 140, 145, 147–150,
153, 159–161, 164, 166–168]; one focused on athletic performance monitoring [151];
one focused on auditory stimuli [157]; the remaining investigated the reliability of
ultra-short HRV features in a control condition (e.g., only a resting condition). The
18 studies investigating mental stress used one or more of the following tasks to
induce mental stress: a Computer Work Task (CWT), a Flight Simulator (FS),
a Stroop Colour Word Task (SCWT), an Arithmetic Task (AT), a Memory Task
(MT), a Logic Task (LT), a Video Game Challenge (VGC), a Public Speech Task
(PST), an Academic Examination (AE), some other Physical-Mental Task (PMT).
Some papers [120, 122, 149–152, 156, 157, 165, 168] investigated only three or fewer
HRV features. Choi et al. [149] investigated frequency HRV features to detect stress
using 240 sec excerpts. De Rivecourt et al. [150] explored MeanHR, LF and HF as
indices for momentary changes in mental effort during simulated flight. However,
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only HRV frequency features were investigated at different lengths (i.e., 240, 120, 60
and 30 sec). Esco et al. [151] only investigated RMSSD during pre and post exercise,
as RMSSD proved to be a reliable feature to assess performance in athletes. They
investigated RMSSD at different time scales ( 10, 30, and 60 sec). Flatt et al. [152]
also investigated one HRV feature, RMSSD at 55 sec during a control condition.
Hjortskov et al. [120] explored only HRV frequency features (LF, HF and LF/HF)
in 3 min segments during rest and working at a computer. Li et al. [122] investigated
MeanNN, RMSSD and HF over 30 sec compared to the total duration of rest and
stress sessions (i.e., 10 min). Munoz et al. [156] also investigated only two HRV
features: StdNN, RMSSD at 10, 30 and 120 sec during a control condition. Nardelli
et al. [157] investigated Poincare´ plot features (SD1, SD2) at 15, 25 and 60 sec
during a control condition and effective sound. Thong et al. [165] investigated three
HRV features StdNN, RMSSD, HF at different time scales from 10 to 300 sec (with
a step of 10 sec) during a control condition. Wang et al. [168] investigated MeanNN,
RMSSD and HF during rest and stress sessions at 30 sec. The remaining studies
investigated more than three HRV features.
An overview of the methods employed in the 29 shortlisted papers to assess the
validity of ultra-short HRV features is synthetically reported in Fig. 3.7, whereas
the characteristics of the reviewed studies are reported in Tables 3.7 and 3.7a.
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of literature review. An overview of methods employed in the
29 shortlisted papers to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features.
As shown in Fig. 3.7, 7 of the 29 studies [120, 123, 126, 145, 149, 159, 166]
did not report any method used to validate the use of ultra-short HRV features or
reference to support the adoption of ultra-short HRV features. Eight other studies
[140, 147, 152–154, 164, 167, 168] also did not report any method used to validate
the use of ultra-short HRV features but they relied on the results of five previous
studies [150, 158, 161–163], which cannot be considered fully reliable as detailed
below. Eleven studies [122, 148, 150, 155, 157, 158, 160–163, 165], including the five
mentioned in the previous sentence [150, 158, 161–163], performed only a partial
assessment either only using statistical significance or only performing correlation
tests. In fact, three of those eleven studies [161, 162, 165] employed statistical
significance tests to prove that there were no statistically significant changes in HRV
features during the short VS ultra-short term, assuming short term HRV analysis
(i.e., 5min) as the benchmark. They concluded that ultra-short HRV features were
good surrogates of short term ones, if no-significant differences were observed, using
a significance threshold greater than 0.05 (p-valueą0.05).
Unfortunately, this result is arguable because, while a p-valueă0.05 is con-
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ventionally used to support the hypothesis that two distributions are significantly
different, it is well-known that no conclusions can be drawn for p-value greater than
0.05, as detailed in [169]. For instance, two distributions could result in a p-value
greater than 0.05 because of their cardinalities. However, one of those three studies
[161] also assessed in a second analysis ultra-short term HRV features for two con-
ditions (i.e., rest and stress) using a non-parametric test (p-valueă0.05) to find the
shortest duration that distinguished between the two conditions. Nevertheless, in
this case the results are also arguable as this study [161] relied on the results conduc-
ted on the first analysis to prove that there were no statistically significant changes
in HRV features in short VS ultra-short term using a p-value greater than 0.05.
Furthermore, one study [160] used one-way ANOVA to determine which ultra-short
HRV feature (i.e., 220, 150, 100 and 50 sec) could discriminate between rest and
stress sessions (p-valueă0.05) . However, due to the nature of HRV features, which
are non-normally distributed (especially in the frequency domain), a non-parametric
test should have been used instead.
Analogically, 7 studies [122, 148, 150, 155, 157, 158, 163] employed only cor-
relation tests to prove that ultra-short term HRV features behaved as short term;
in fact, they concluded that ultra-short HRV features were good surrogates if signi-
ficantly correlated with their equivalent short HRV features. This result is arguable
because, as stated by Fleming et al. [143], “a correlate does not make a surrogate”,
although it is the first step for the identification of a good surrogate.
Only two studies [146, 151] performed both statistical significance tests and
correlation analysis. Unfortunately, also in these two studies, the statistical signific-
ance analysis consisted only of observing if the p-value was greater than 0.05, which
is not a suitable method as discussed above.
Some studies employing invalid statistical significance analysis reported mis-
leading results, especially regarding HRV frequency features. Baek et al. [146] and
Salahuddin et al. [162] computed VLF in 270 sec and 50 sec excerpts although, as
reported also in [15], VLF is only reliable in long term HRV analysis. De Rivecourt
et al. [150], who employed only correlation analysis, and Salahuddin et al. [162],
who employed an arguably statistical significance test, reported that LF and HF are
reliable in segments lower than 30 sec, while, as already discussed and also stated
in [15], at least 250 and 60 sec are necessary for LF and HF respectively.
Finally, only one study [156] investigated the validity of ultra-short HRV fea-
tures in a more rigorous way. In fact, Munoz et al. [156] compared 10, 30, and 120
sec HRV features with 5 min ones, using Pearson's correlation test (after having
normalised HRV features with log-transformation), Bland-Altman plots [170] and
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Cohen's d statistical test [171]. Unfortunately, in this study, the authors reported
the results of only 2 time-domain HRV features under one standard condition (i.e.,
resting).
Hence, among the 29 identified papers, 1 paper justified the adoption of ultra-
short HRV features with a rigorous method but focused only on 2 time-domain HRV
features. Conversely, 7 papers did not provide any justification, 8 papers based
their choice on unreliable articles, 11 papers performed only a partial assessment
(i.e., either statistical significance or correlation tests) and 2 papers performed a
complete assessment (both statistical significance and correlation tests) but using
statistical significance tests improperly. Moreover, eight studies [120, 147, 149, 154,
158–161] enrolled a very low number of subjects, therefore, no firm conclusions can
be drawn from their results. Overall, none of those 29 studies proposed a valid
method to identify reliable subsets of ultra-short HRV features or surrogates of the
short term HRV features to allow the detection of the event of interest (e.g., stress).
Therefore, future studies in this area are required.
Consequently, this short review demonstrated that there is a clear lack of rigor-
ous methods to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features and to identify reliable
subsets of ultra-short HRV features to detect mental stress using ultra-short term
HRV analysis to enable reliable real-time stress detection using wearable sensors
and portable devices. In other words, the reviewed literature highlighted that some
valuable methodologies are available and already in use, but in a very fragmented
way, resulting in inappropriate or inaccurate practices.
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Table 3.7: Characteristics of studies investigating ultra-short HRV.
Author, Year Physiologi
cal signals 
HRV features 
investigated 
Length 
(sec) 
Condition N. 
Sub 
Justification for ultra-
short HRV adoption  
Arza et al., 2015  HRV MeanHR, StdNN, 
RMSSD, pNN50, VLF, 
LF, HF, LF/HF and  
LFnu 
180 Rest/Stress 25 None 
Baek et al.,  2015  HRV MeanHR, StdNN, 
RMSSD, pNN50, VLF, 
LF, HF, LF/HF, 
TotPow, , LFnu and 
HFnu 
270 to 
10 
Control 500  Stat.: Kruskal–Wallis 
test (p-val>0.05) 
 Cor.: Pearson's 
correlation analysis and 
Bland-Altman plot 
Boonnithi et al., 2011  HRV MeanNN, StdNN, 
MeanHR, StdHR, 
RMSSD, pNN50, VLF, 
LF, HF, LF/HF, LFnu, 
HFnu 
50 Rest/Stress 6  Referred to literature  
Brisinda et al., 2014  HRV, BP All features reported in 
Table I, except HRV 
index and TINN 
120, 60, 
30 
Rest/Stress 113  Cor.: ICC 
Choi et al., 2009  HRV LF, HF, LF/HF 240 Rest/Stress 3  None 
De Rivecourt et al., 2008  HRV,eye 
activity 
MeanHR, LF and HF 240, 
120, 60, 
30 
Rest/mental 
workload 
19  Cor.: Pearson's on log 
transformed features  
Esco et al., 2014  HRV RMSSD 60, 30, 
10 
Pre/Post 
exercise 
23  Stat.: ANOVA 
(p>0.05), Cohen's d 
 Cor.: ICC and Bland-
Altman graph on log 
transformed features 
Flatt et al., 2013  HRV RMSSD 55 Control 25  None-referred to 
literature   
Hjortskov et al., 2004  HRV, BP LF, HF and LF/HF 180 Rest/Stress 12  None  
Kim et al., 2008  HRV StdNN, RMSSD, 
pNN50, HRV index, 
TINN, LF, HF 
180 Rest/Stress 68  None-referred to 
literature  
Kwon et al., 2016  HRV StdNN, RMSSD, 
MeanHR, LF, HF, 
LF/HF, TotPow, LFnu 
and HFnu 
30 Control 14  None-referred to 
literature   
Li et al., 2009  HRV MeanNN, RMSSD and 
HF 
30 Rest/Stress 399  Cor.: Pearson on log 
transformed features  
Mayya et al., 2015  HRV StdNN, RMSSD, 
pNN50, LF, HF, LF/HF, 
SD1, SD2, and dfa1 
60 Rest/Stress 49  None-referred to 
literature  
McNames et al., 2006  HRV MeanHR, StdNN, 
RMSSD, LF, HF, 
LF/HF, TotPow, LFnu 
and HFnu 
600 to 
10 
Control 54  Cor.: ICC 
Munoz et al., 2015  HRV SDNN and RMSSD 120, 30, 
10 
Control 3.387  Cor.: Pearson and 
Bland-Altman plot on 
log transformed 
features 
 Stat.: Cohen's d 
Nardelli et al., 2017  HRV SD1 and SD2 60, 25, 
15 
Rest/Sound 32  Cor.: Spearman 
correlation and Bland-
Altman plot 
Nussinovitch et al., 2011  HRV MeanNN, StdNN, 
RMSSD, HRV index, 
pNN50, LF, HF, 
TotPow 
60 to 10 Control 7  Cor.: ICC 
 
GSR: Galvanic Skin Responses; EMG: Electromyography: EEG: Electroencephalography; BP:
Blood Pressure; SC: Skin Conductance; ACC: Actigraphy; Stat: Statistical analysis; Cor:
Correlation; ICC: Intra-class correlation analysis.
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Table 3.7a: Characteristics of studies investigating ultra-short HRV (cont).
Author, Year Physiologic
al signals 
HRV features 
investigated 
Length 
(sec) 
Condition N. 
Sub 
Justification for 
ultra-short HRV 
adoption  
Pandey et al., 2016  GSR, HRV MeanNN, StdNN, 
MeanHR, StdHR, 
RMSSD, VLF, LF and HF 
60 Rest/Stress 15  None 
Papousek et al., 2010  HRV, BP MeanHR,  LF, HF and 
LF/HF 
180 Rest/Stress 65  None 
Pereira et al., 2017  HRV MeanNN, StdNN, 
RMSSD,  pNN20, pNN50,  
LF, HF, LF/HF, LFnu, 
SD1, SD2, SampEn and 
dfa1 
220 to 50 Rest/Stress 14  Stat.: ANOVA 
between Rest and 
Stress at different 
time scale (p<0.05) 
Salahuddin et al., 2007  HRV MeanNN, RMSSD, 
pNN50, HRV index, 
TINN, VLF, LF, HF, 
LF/HF, LFnu and HFnu  
150 to 10 Rest/Stress 24  Stat.: Kruskal-
Wallis test at each 
condition between 5 
min and each time 
length (p>0.05), and 
Wilcoxon sign-
ranked test between 
rest and stress at 
different time length 
(p<0.05) 
Salahuddin et al., 2007  HRV MeanNN, RMSSD, 
pNN50, HRV index, 
TINN, VLF, LF, HF, 
LF/HF, LFnu and HFnu 
150 to 10 Control 6  Stat.: Kruskal-
Wallis test (p>0.05) 
Schroeder et al., 2004  HRV MeanNN, StdNN, 
MeanHR, RMSSD, HF, 
LF, LFnu, HFnu 
360, 180, 
10 
Control 63  Cor.: ICC on log 
transformed 
features, and 
multivariate 
repeated measures 
Schubert et al., 2009  HRV MeanHR, StdNN,LF, HF, 
LF/HF and  D2 
180 Rest/Stress 50  None 
Sun et al., 2010  HRV, ACC, 
GSR 
MeanNN, StdNN, 
MeanHR, StdHR, 
RMSSD, pNN50, LF, HF, 
LF/HF 
60 Rest/Stress 20  None-referred to 
literature   
Thong et al., 2003  HRV SDNN, RMSSD and HF 300 to 10 Control 25  Stat.: two-way 
ANOVA (p>0.05), 
Wang et al., 2009  HRV MeanNN, RMSSD and HF 30 Rest/Stress 735  None-referred to  
literature   
Wijsman et al., 2011  HRV, SC, 
EMG 
MeanHR, StdNN, LF, HF 
and LF/HF 
120 Rest/Stress 30  None 
Xu et al., 2015  GSR,EMG, 
EEG, HRV 
MeanHR, pNN50, LF, HF, 
LF/HF 
180, 30 Rest/Stress 44  None-referred to 
literature 
 
GSR: Galvanic Skin Responses; EMG: Electromyography: EEG: Electroencephalography; BP:
Blood Pressure; SC: Skin Conductance; ACC: Actigraphy; Stat: Statistical analysis; Cor:
Correlation; ICC: Intra-class correlation analysis.
Moreover, among the 29 studies reported, only 7 [140, 148, 149, 159, 164, 166,
167] proposed a model to automatically detect stress using ultra-short HRV features
as shown in Table 3.8.
Xu et al. [167] enrolled 44 subjects and proposed a model based on K-means
clustering and regression analysis to detect stress levels using different physiological
signals (i.e., GRS, EMG, EEG and HRV) segmented at 3 min. Wijsman et al.
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[166] enrolled 40 subjects of which only 18 were used to develop a linear classifier
using different physiological signals (i.e., GRS, EMG and HRV) segmented at 2
min. Sun et al. [164] enrolled 20 subjects and proposed a tree classifier to detect
stress levels using different physiological signals (i.e., GRS, accelerometers and HRV)
segmented at 1 min. Choi et al. [149] enrolled 3 subjects and proposed a model
based on a K-nearest Neighbour Search (IBK) method to detect stress using HRV
and principal dynamic mode features segmented at 4 min. Brisinda et al. [148]
enrolled 113 policemen and proposed a model based on a discriminant analysis
classifier to detect stress using HRV features calculated over 1 min and 2 min.
Pandey et al. [159] enrolled 15 subjects and proposed a stress detection algorithm
based on IBK method using 1 min HRV and GRS features. However, Sun et al.
[164], Choi et al. [149] and Brisinda et al. [148] proposed models that were built
on the assumption that ultra-short HRV features were relevant according to the
available literature, although Brisinda et al. [148] confirmed their findings using only
Intra-class Correlation Analysis (ICC) analysis [172]. Mayya et al. [140] enrolled
49 subjects and proposed a method for automatically detecting mental stress using
a smartphone and focusing on 1 min HRV features. The model was built on the
assumption that ultra-short HRV features were relevant according to the available
literature [161], which has been proved to lack a robust method to identify ultra-
short HRV features that are good surrogates of short HRV features. Unfortunately,
none of these seven papers adopted a rigorous method to select reliable ultra-short
HRV features.
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Table 3.8: Characteristics of the models aiming to detect stress via ultra-short HRV
features.
Author, Year Models  Physiological 
signals 
Stressors N. of 
features  
Validation\ 
Testing  
ACC SEN SPE 
Xu et al., 2015 Cluster, 
regression 
analysis 
GSR, EMG, 
EEG and 
HRV 
PMT 15 LOO 85% N.R. N.R. 
Pandey et al., 2016 IBK GSR, HRV SCWT, AT,  
MT and LT  
16 N.R.  LSL=67%, 
MSL =73%,  
HSL =100% 
N.R. N.R. 
Choi et al., 2009 IBK  HRV SCWT and AT 2  LOO  77% N.R. N.R. 
Brisinda et al., 2014 Discriminant 
analysis  
HRV  Tactical 
training 
scenarios 
3 N.R. 92% 93% 91% 
Mayya et al., 2015 multinomial 
logic 
regression  
HRV SCWT, AT,  
MT  and ST  
2 LOO 80.5% 84% 70% 
Wijsman et al., 2011 Fisher’s 
Least Square 
Linear 
Classifier 
HRV, SC and 
EMG 
AT,  MT  and 
LT 
 9  5-fold cross 
validation 
80% N.R. N.R. 
Sun et al., 2010 Decision 
tree 
HRV, ACC 
and GSR 
SCWT and AT 26 10-fold 
cross fold 
92% N.R. N.R. 
 
 
IBK: Nearest Neighbour Search; NB: Naïve Bayesian; PMT: Physical-Mental Task; SCWT: Stroop Color Word Task; AT: Arithmetic 
Task; MT: Memory Task; LT: Logic Task; ST: Public Speech Task; ACC: Accuracy; SEN: Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity; NR: Not Reported; 
LOO: leave one out cross validation; LSL: Low Stress Level; MSL: Medium Stress Level; HSL: High Stress Level  
ACC: Accuracy; SEN: Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity; NR: Not Reported; IBK: Nearest Neighbour
Search; PMT: Physical-Mental Task; SCWT: Stroop Colour Word Task; AT: Arithmetic Task;
MT: Memory Task; LT: Logic Task; ST: Public Speech Task; LOO: Leave One Out cross
validation; LSL: Low Stress Level; MSL: Medium Stress Level; HSL: High Stress Level.
3.2.3.3 Conclusion
This short review demonstrated that there is a clear lack of rigorous methods for
the selection of good surrogates for short term HRV features. Consequently, there
is still the need to develop accurate and valid methods to detect mental stress using
ultra-short term HRV analysis in order to enable reliable real-time event detection
using wearable sensors and portable devices.
In Chapter 4 a novel approach to assess which ultra-short HRV features are
good surrogates of short HRV ones is presented. In Chapter 5, the same framework
is applied to identify ultra-short HRV features used to detect mental stress in real-life
and laboratory scenarios.
Therefore, the studies presented in the following chapters are the first proposing
a rigorous method to detect mental stress using ultra-short HRV analysis.
3.3 Literature review on accidental falls in later-life
The second part of this chapter presents a brief description of the main fall risk
factors, existing prevention and prediction programmes and some of the existing
monitoring technologies to detect and predict falls in the elderly. Moreover, existing
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studies concerning fall prediction and HRV are also discussed (deliverable 2a).
3.3.1 Fall definition
Falls are a serious health problem in the elderly, especially during their permanence
in nursing homes and hospitals. In community-dwelling elderly adults, the fall rate
is more than 30%; people aged 65 and older have the highest risk of falling, and
50% of people older than 80 years fall at least once a year [173, 174]. The number of
elderly adults increases at an accelerating rate and falls represent a costly issue with
serious negative consequences for quality of life [173]. In fact, falls are estimated
to cost the NHS more than £2.3 Billion per year affecting the family members and
carers of people who fall as well, since minor injuries (28%), soft injuries (11%)
and fractures (5%) frequently occur following a fall [173]. As well as the physical
consequences, there are also psychological ones, constituting what is known as the
“post-fall syndrome”, which include fear of another fall, and the loss of self-esteem
and independence, compromising the patient's lifestyle and impacting on family
caregivers.
Defining a fall is a challenge in itself. For example, the National Database of
Nursing Quality Indicators defines a fall as “an unplanned descent to the floor with
or without injuries” [175], whereas the World Health Organization defines a fall as
“an event which results in a person coming to rest inadvertently on the ground or
floor or some lower level” [176]. Regardless of the definition, a fall is often the
result of interactions between intrinsic and the extrinsic risk factors. The former
includes patient age, history of recent falls, mobility impairment, urinary incontin-
ence or frequency, certain medications and postural hypertension; the latter refers
to physical environments such as rising from a bed or chair, unsupervised toileting
and environment hazards [176].
Since falls in the elderly increase morbidity and mortality, unsurprisingly fall
prevention has become an important topic either in the development of prevention
programmes, including screening tools, or monitoring technologies for the detection
and prediction of falls.
However, the prevention, detection and prediction of a fall have often been
confused. Therefore, in Table 3.9 the main aim, methods and tools used to pre-
vent, detect and predict a fall are summarised. Falls prevention approaches aim to
increase older adults' strength and balance, identify and remove hazards in their
environment, increase awareness of falls and associated risk factors, correct clinical
conditions that may increase fall risk, or some combination of these approaches in
order to reduce the risk of falling. Fall detection aims to mitigate some of the adverse
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consequences of a fall (e.g., reduce the time the elderly remain lying on the floor
after falling); a fall detection can be identified through an assistive device whose
main objective is to alert when a fall event has occurred. Fall prediction aims to
predict the next fall in a high-risk subject. At the moment no standardised tests for
predicting fall risk have been developed based on inertial sensor-based assessment,
but the use of wearable, unobtrusive, low cost and low size, inertial sensors appears
promising.
Table 3.9: Fall prevention, detection and prediction.
Tasks Main aim Methods Tools 
Prevention ↓ risk of 
falling 
• Risk assessment 
• Intervention 
• Monitoring 
• Scale and physical tests 
• Physical training,  home interventions 
• High risk referred to local fall clinics/GP 
Detection ↓ falls 
harms 
• Risk Assessment 
• Monitoring and automatic 
warnings 
• Ambient sensors 
• Wearable sensors (mainly accelerometers 
and gyroscopes) 
Prediction Avoid next 
fall 
• Risk assessment 
• Monitoring 
• Intervention 
• Physical tests 
• Ambient sensors  
• Wearable sensors (mainly accelerometers 
and gyroscopes) 
 
3.3.2 Risk factors
Falls are caused by complex interactions between multiple risk factors (Fig. 3.8),
including long-term or short-term predisposing factors, which may be modified by
age, disease and the environment. Fall risk factors are commonly referred to by two
broad domains [174, 177, 178]:
Intrinsic factors The intrinsic factors (i.e., patient related) are chronic disorders
and neurological deficits, increasing age, muscle weakness, gait and balance
impairment, postural hypotension, medication use, low body mass index, his-
tory of recurrent falls, vision impairment, special toileting needs, urinary in-
continence, comorbid illness, depression, and cognitive impairment.
Extrinsic factors The extrinsic factors (i.e., external to the patient) are classified
as environmental factors, obstacles in a path of travel, poor lighting, slippery
floors, uneven surface, footwear, clothing, and behavioural factors (e.g., activ-
ities and choices that can destabilise balance, such as sudden movements or
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wearing improper shoes, inappropriate walking aids or assistive devices).
Evidence demonstrates that the risk of falling increases according to the number of
intrinsic or extrinsic factors that the subject presents or encounters [174, 177].
Figure 3.8: Risk factors for falls. The inner circle represents the main causes of a
fall, whereas the outer circles are the respective risk factors.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that women have an increased risk of falling
in comparison to men, perhaps due to factors associated with the female gender,
like osteoporosis or medication use [177]. Furthermore, individuals with impaired
gait have been associated with an increased risk of falls. The elderly with impaired
mobility are 1.65 times more likely to fall. Another two risk factors that distinguish
between fallers and recurrent fallers are impaired cognition and Parkinson's disease.
In particular, some studies showed that Parkinsonism is one of the causes of recurrent
falls in the elderly [177]. Finally, poor self-rated health is the remaining significant
variable for recurrent falls [177].
The most frequent comorbidities of hospitalised patients for a fall are cardi-
ovascular diseases such as hypertension (63%), coronary atrial fibrillation (30%),
artery disease (25%), and congestive heart failure (20%) [63]. Therefore, a primary
investigation of health status may be useful in identifying those at risk of falling. In
fact, different prevention programmes may be helpful as assessment instruments in
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order to identify those at risk of falling [174, 178].
3.3.3 Fall prevention
Since falls can be caused by many factors and the elderly who fall often present
several risk factors, an assessment with multiple components that aims to identify a
person's risk factor for falling is extremely helpful. All fall prevention programmes
include education components, intended to raise awareness about risk factors and
interventions that reduce risks, for the purpose of preventing future falls. However,
there is no evidence that education alone reduces falls, but it is a vital part of any
multifactorial intervention. For instance, a multifactorial intervention with multiple
components may be identified as the first step to address the risk factors for falling
[174, 176].
3.3.3.1 Prevention tools
The multifactorial assessment followed by multifactorial intervention is believed to
be necessary for fall prevention [174, 176, 178]. Older people who present medical
attention because of a fall, or recurrent falls or gait problems are often offered a
multifactorial assessment, performed by healthcare professionals. The multifactorial
assessment may include the following:
• identification of falls history;
• assessment of gait;
• assessment of osteoporosis risk;
• assessment of fear relating to falling;
• assessment of visual impairment;
• assessment of cognitive impairment and neurological examination;
• assessment of urinary incontinence;
• cardiovascular examination and medication review.
On the other hand, all older people with recurrent falls or assessed as being at elev-
ated risk of falling are considered for an individualised multifactorial intervention,
which may include:
• strength and balance training;
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• home hazard assessment and intervention;
• vision assessment and referral;
• physical restraints;
• medication review with modification or withdrawal.
Methods and tools for assessing fall risk in home-dwelling older persons with minor
functional problems are several, for instance functional balance and mobility assess-
ment, including the use of the Berg Balance Scale [179, 180], the Tinetti Mobility
Scale [181], the Morse fall scale [182], the Functional Gait Assessment [183], the Bal-
ance Evaluation Systems Test [184], the STRATIFY fall scale [185], the Hendrich II
Fall Risk Model [186] the Timed Up-and-Go [187], the 5-step test and floor transfer
[188], the functional reach [189], getting up from lying on the floor [190], one-leg
balance [191], stop walking when talking [192] and timed walk/distance walked [188].
However, most of these tools that have been proposed for fall risk assessment
have discriminated poorly between fallers and non-fallers, none of which are univer-
sally accepted. In fact, a recent systematic review [193] reported that the accuracy
of tools for detecting fall risks in acutely hospitalised ill-patients such as the Morse,
STRATIFY and Hendrich II Fall Risk Model tools are very low. The evidence
base indicates that multifactorial interventions are effective at reducing falls but
not able to detect or predict a fall [176]. A recent Cochrane review showed that
multifactorial interventions in hospitals reduce the rate of falls (rate ratio 0.69, 95%
CI: 0.49 - 0.96), but it was not easy to isolate their specific effect in predicting a fall
[194].
Overall, these preventing programmes may only help to promote independence
and improve physical and physiological functions.
3.3.4 Fall prediction tools
Some fall risk assessment tools are available with some evidence to support their
use in predicting the risk of falls. Physical and mobility tests are sometimes used
to predict falls. However, the sensitivity and specificity of these tools are low. In
fact, a recent systematic review concluded that one of the most used physical tests:
the Timed Up and Go test, commonly used as screening tool to assist clinicians to
identify patients at risk of falling, has also been used to predict falls [195]. However,
the analysis carried out by Barry et al. [195] indicated that the Timed Up and Go
score is not a significant predictor of falls with a pooled specificity of 74% (95% CI
0.52-0.88) and sensitivity of only 31% (95% CI 0.13-0.57).
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Another study, conducted by Tiedemann et al. [196] compared the abilities of
eight mobility tests (i.e.,sit-to-stand test [197], pick-up-weight test [198], half-turn
test [198], alternate-step test [198], six-metre-walk [199], stair ascent and descent
[200], falls surveillance [201]) for predicting multiple falls in a large sample of older
community-dwelling people. The tests demonstrated poor to fair sensitivity and
specificity (Table 3.10) in identifying older people at risk of multiple falls. Therefore,
these tests should only be used as initial screens for identifying older people in need
of further assessment.
Table 3.10: Mobility tests proposed in literature for predicting falls.
Tasks Author, year Sensitivity  Specificity  
Timed Up and Go
 
Barry et al., 2014
* 
31% 74% 
Sit-to-stand once
 
Tiedemann et al., 2008 49% 58% 
Sit-to-stand five times Tiedemann et al., 2008 66% 55% 
Pick-up-weight test Tiedemann et al., 2008 11% 93% 
Half-turn test Tiedemann et al., 2008 78% 28% 
Alternate-step test Tiedemann et al., 2008 69% 56% 
Six-metre walk Tiedemann et al., 2008 50% 68% 
Stair ascent Tiedemann et al., 2008 54% 58% 
Stair descent Tiedemann et al., 2008 63% 55% 
 
*Systematic review with meta-analysis
3.3.5 Monitoring technologies for fall detection and prediction
Several fall risk prevention tools have been developed to identify at-risk populations
and guide intervention by highlighting remediable risk factors for falls and fall-
related injuries. Despite the numerous clinical scores developed, these methods
often depend on individual observation and subjective interpretation, which make
the assessment resulting inconsistent [202] and with limited accuracy in recall [203].
Some standard tests also require subjective judgements. The need for objective
and clinically applicable methods is clear. Therefore, modern sensor technologies
and healthcare can help to close this gap and allow for un-obtrusive quantitative
monitoring of patients in their environment.
There is an increasing interest in an alternative emerging strategy as well as
in the development of sensor systems with light and sound alarms used to predict
and not just to prevent a fall [204]. The problem of these systems is that in all
the applications reported in the literature, the alarm is generated every time the
elderly are exposed to a risky situation (i.e., rising from a bed) regardless of the
real condition of the subject. This generates an unsustainable rate of false positives,
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causing the abandonment of the technologies.
According to the existing literature [173], there are two main classes of sensor
technologies in terms of sensor position: wearable and non-wearable. However, most
of the current technologies are based on the detection of movement by pressure, po-
sition and infrared light, which may be used for the detection and not the prediction
of the fall. In fact, few sensor technologies are used to predict falls in the elderly,
which are based on the study of how biomedical signals vary before a fall happens.
Fall detection and prediction systems are both aimed at reducing the con-
sequences of a fall using various sensors and algorithms, however, there are some
key differences.
Fall detection systems alert the user and healthcare provider after a fall has
occurred to expedite and improve the medical care provided. These systems are
aimed at identifying different kinds of falls: falls from walking or standing, falls from
standing on supports, falls from sleeping or lying in a bed and falls from sitting on
a chair. These systems often use threshold-based algorithms to detect falls. The
performance metrics for fall detection systems include precision (true positive rate),
specificity (true negative rate), and the false positive rate. Moreover, fall detection
systems mainly focus on physiological risk factors such as gait, mobility, and vision.
On the other hand, fall prediction systems are aimed at alerting the subjects
before the occurrence of a fall thus preventing the emotional and health consequences
of a fall. These systems should identify all scenarios and circumstances leading to
falls and provide a framework to predict them. This framework must be construc-
ted based on data acquired from various scenarios surrounding fall-related events.
Information on fall-related events is usually collected through questionnaires, fall di-
aries, and phone calls. Although these data collection practices do provide relevant
information, the information is not always reliable. This happens because people
often forget or remember incorrectly the exact conditions of their fall [205]. There-
fore, this information should often be augmented with physiological data collected
from various sensors to improve the overall reliability and accuracy of the proposed
systems.
3.3.5.1 Non-wearable sensors
Most non-wearable sensors have been developed to detect falls and these devices can
be gathered in three categories [173, 206]:
1. video-based monitoring of real time movement;
2. acoustic frequency or floor vibration-based monitoring, where falls are detected
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by analysing the frequency components of sound or vibration caused by the
impact of the falls;
3. activity monitoring devices.
As far as the first two categories are concerned, they are primarily focused on the
detection of falls; in fact, the intent of these two categories is only to minimise the
time between a fall and arrival of medical attention [173, 206–208].
As far as the third category is concerned, there is a wide array of passive mon-
itoring activity but also some intelligent sensors such as Intelligent bed care system,
which combines bed sensors with a recording of physiological measurements [209].
Spetz et al. [209] developed the first prototype of a sensor technology to predict a
fall developing complex algorithms which were able to identify potential problems
measuring heart rate and respiration of an older person. Therefore, if an older per-
son's heart rate and respiration raised beyond his/her expected physiological range
the patient is considered at risk and an alarm call for medical attention is made
[209]. Although falls were reduced with this system [209], the authors did not re-
port the level of significance, which fails to draw any firm conclusions. However, it
is well-established that falls do not occur only in small areas such as bed and chair
but in a variety of conditions and a wide array of spatial and temporal distributions,
therefore, these technologies may be restrictive [173].
3.3.5.2 Wearable sensors
Wearable sensors are mobile electronic devices that can be worn or embedded in
clothing or accessories [206]. Recent interest in this field has produced a variety of
applications related to the elderly. Most of them can be attached to a patient's tight
or foot and they are mostly based on recognising the change in pressure and proper
acceleration [210–213]. In fact, most of the studies in the literature use accelerometry
data along with threshold-based algorithms to detect fall-related events [205].
Several challenges still exist in the implementation of this technology; in fact, it
appears that the sensors based on pressure and proper acceleration are not feasible
and accurate due to the number of false alarms, which could be nuisance for older
people and could lead to disuse [173, 206].
On the other hand, some devices show promising developments in the prediction
of falls through the acquisition of physiological measurements, although some of
them are not available yet commercially or are being used in limited settings [206].
However, it is worth mentioning some of them such as the MEMSWear [214, 215],
AMON [216] and Smart Vest [217] devices.
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MEMSWEAR is a wearable smart shirt that can predict fall events through
the use of motion sensors such as gyroscopes and accelerometers, and physiological
sensors used to analyse ECG signals and blood pressure. These measurements are
important data inputs to complex mathematical models used to predict the immin-
ence of a fall and alert medical attention. As far as the acquired biomedical signals,
the blood pressure sensing is the first physiological sign that is investigated to de-
termine abnormality in humans that might bring about fainting. ECG sensing is the
next biomedical signals to determine an abnormality. An embedded microcontroller
is used to calculate heart rate and monitor the ECG signal for life-threatening ar-
rhythmias. This technology is able to remotely monitor vital human signals, which
when implemented in a fall prediction model may be a reliable support for fall pre-
diction; however, there have been no clinical trials to confirm the validity of the
technology.
AMON is a wrist-worn medical monitoring and alert system, which collects and
evaluates vital signs such as heart rate and heart rhythm via ECG, temperature,
blood pressure and blood oxygen saturation. Heart rate, skin temperature, oxygen
saturation are monitored continuously, but blood pressure and one-lead ECG are
only measured 3 times a day. However, some inconsistency in the vital data have
been reported, in fact, although the blood pressure was considered reliable, body
temperature could not be accurately analysed, blood oxygen saturation was not a
reliable signal and the ECG recording provided a high level of noise.
Finally, Smart Vest is a wearable physiological monitor system, which is built
into a t-shirt. Different biomedical signals such as heart rhythm via ECG, heart rate,
oxygen saturation, body temperature, blood pressure and galvanic skin response
are acquired. However, Smart Vest is still a prototype and many issues need to be
addressed [217].
One of the main limitations of wearable sensors based on physiological monit-
oring to predict falls is the number of false positives in machine learning algorithms
due to the rarity of the events. In fact, the evaluation of fall detection and pre-
diction approaches has almost exclusively focused on the accuracy of the detection
or prediction algorithm. There is, therefore, the need to develop new classification
methods for improving both sensitivity and specificity [218].
3.3.6 HRV and fall prediction
Many existing wearable sensors are based on gyroscopes and accelerometer signals
and very few studies have investigated HRV as a tool to assess the risk of falling.
However, it has been demonstrated that there is a significant association between a
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depressed HRV and the risk of falling, suggesting that a depressed HRV could be
a new independent risk factor for falls [63, 219, 220]. Nevertheless, the majority of
studies have focused their attention on fall detection rather than fall prediction via
HRV [221–223].
To the best of the author's knowledge, only two studies [64, 224] investigated
the discrimination power of HRV features for fall prediction. Isik et al. [224] con-
ducted a retrospective study on 33 older adults who had fallen in the last 12 months
and the control group included 31 subjects who had never experienced falls. The
patients in the study group were examined with 24h Holter ECG. HRV and Heart
Rate Turbulence (HRT) features were extracted and they demonstrated that older
subjects with recent falls had significantly worse HRT parameters than matched
non-falling counterparts. In Table 3.11, only the HRV features investigated and the
respective p-values are reported. However, no significant changes were observed in
the HRV features' variations between fallers and non-fallers.
Table 3.11: HRV features from 24h in fallers and non-fallers [224].
HRV Features Fallers (n = 33) No-fallers (n = 31) P-value 
HR (1/min) 72.65 ± 10.62 75.29 ± 6.67 0.243 
StdNN (ms) 111.18 ± 34.36 124.78 ± 32.61 0.110 
RMSSD (ms) 29.70 ± 19.51 27.28 ± 17.65 0.606 
PNN50 (%) 4.89 ± 7.27 5.15 ± 7.75 0.888 
24 hour LFnu 52.7 ± 15.2 54.6 ± 17.4 0.650 
24 hour HFnu 24.4 ± 11.6 22.2 ± 10.1 0.417 
LF/HF ratio 3.0 ± 2.2 3.3 ± 2.1 0.490 
 
 
 
 
 
Melillo et al. [64] did not report any values for the HRV features investigated
between fallers and non-fallers, whereas they developed a model to predict falls using
HRV features extracted from 24h ECG recordings. The developed model was able to
automatically predict a future fall among hypertensive patients with 72% accuracy
as shown in Table 3.12. However, the standard classification methods used in [64]
reported high number of false positives as shown in the low sensitivity values.
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Table 3.12: Best performance of the adopted classification methods using HRV
features from 24h in fallers and non-fallers [64].
Methods AUC ACC SEN SPE DOR (95% CI) 
RF 46.3% 67.3 % 21.3 % 85.1 % 1.5 (0.6–3.6) 
RTF 51.5% 67.9 % 21.3 % 86.0 % 1.6 (0.7–3.9) 
AB 51.7% 68.5 % 25.5 % 85.1 % 2.0 (0.9–4.5) 
MB 54.1% 63.7 % 17.0 % 81.8 % 0.9 (0.4–2.2) 
RB 63.9% 69.0 % 40.4 % 80.2 % 2.7 (1.3–5.7) 
RB and PCA 67.6% 72.0 % 51.1 % 80.2 % 4.2 (2.0–8.7) 
 
RF: Random Forest; RTF: Rotation Forest; AB, AdaBoost; MB, MultiBoost; RB, RUSBoost;
RB and PCA, RB enhanced with PCA. AUC: Area Under the Curve; ACC: Accuracy; SEN:
Sensitivity; SPE: Specificity; DOR: Diagnostic Odds Ratio.
3.3.7 Conclusion and limitations
Overall, there are many preventive programmes promoting independence and im-
proving physical and physiological functions, however, the evidence base indicates
that multifactorial interventions are effective at reducing falls, but not able to pre-
dict a fall [176]. Moreover, these methods often depend on individual observations
and subjective interpretation, which make the assessment inconsistent [202] and
with limited accuracy. Therefore, the need for objective and clinically applicable
methods is clear.
Along with the prevention of a fall, more important and effective is the predic-
tion of a fall before an injury may aggravate the elderly situation and enhance the
mean cost of a fall. Therefore, the current interest has been shifted from preventing
a fall to “fall prediction” and this is the main reason for a growing number of wear-
able technologies released on the market aiming to predict falls. Nevertheless, there
are still challenges and many researchers are still wondering whether the current
sensor systems can reliably predict falls and fall-related injuries in older people.
Many sensor technologies are in their early stages of development and they need
extensive testing regarding validity, reliability, acceptability and utility. In fact, they
present several limitations regarding the reliability of physiological parameters as
well as accurate algorithms for fall prediction [173, 206].
A recent systematic review [218] highlighted that many of the proposed techno-
logies presented several limitations including an elevated occurrence of false alarms,
the obtrusiveness of those technologies and their cost-effectiveness [64]. Regarding
cost-effectiveness, the majority of the proposed approaches require the use of addit-
ive sensors (mainly accelerometers, gyroscopes or ambient sensors) having no other
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direct utility for older citizens' health and therefore, determining unsustainable ad-
ditional costs [64, 218]. Also, the mechanism that accelerometers, gyroscopes or
ambient sensors use, cannot detect all the risk factors for falls and even the sensors
to acquire those signals are not comfortable to wear for the elderly.
Therefore, recent studies have investigated the hypothesis that physiological
variation in biomedical signals (i.e., HRV) can be a potential marker of fall risk and
prediction. In fact, it has been demonstrated that there is a significant association
between a depressed HRV and the risk of falling, suggesting that a depressed HRV
could be a new independent risk factor for falls [63, 219, 220]. However, the majority
of studies have focused their attention on fall detection rather than fall prediction
via HRV [221–223].
3.4 Conclusions
This chapter identified gaps in the existing literature on stress detection and fall
prediction via HRV.
The review of the existing literature on mental stress and HRV identified mul-
tiples gaps proving that future studies are needed to confirm the behaviour of ultra-
short HRV features during stress. Furthermore, there is an evident lack of rigorous
methods for the selection of ultra-short HRV features that are good surrogates of
short HRV features and consequently, there is still the need for developing accurate
and valid methods to detect mental stress using ultra-short term HRV analysis in
order to enable reliable real-time event detection using wearable sensors and port-
able devices. In fact, in Chapter 4 a novel method to assess which ultra-short HRV
features are good surrogates of short ones is presented and different experiments
were designed and carried out to demonstrate its efficacy (Chapter 5).
The current evidence of “prediction of falls in the elderly” is inconsistent
whether the multifactorial interventions tools and current sensor systems can pre-
dict falls and fall-related injuries in the elderly. However, recent studies confirmed
that multifactorial interventions are effective at reducing falls, but are not able to
predict a fall whereas wearable sensors still lack validity, reliability, acceptability
and utility. Therefore, objective and clinically applicable methods are necessary.
Indeed, one of the main limitations of wearable sensors based on physiological
monitoring to predict falls is the number of false positives in machine learning al-
gorithms due to the rarity of the events. In fact, the evaluation of fall detection
and prediction approaches have almost exclusively focused on the accuracy of the
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detection or prediction algorithm. There is, therefore, huge interest in developing
more structured classification approaches for improving both algorithms' sensitiv-
ity and specificity rates [218]. Moreover, although it has been demonstrated that
there is a significant association between a depressed HRV and the risk of falling,
few studies have investigated HRV as a biomarker to predict falls. As matter of
fact, HRV could be a non-invasive and a cost-effective tool for fall prediction, which
could show better results than current prediction programmes. Therefore, there is
the need for methods based on non-invasive biomedical signal (e.g., HRV) analysis
to automatically identify future fallers and reduce the number of false positives.
A robust approach to reduce false positive numbers is presented in Chapter 4
and novel results are presented in Chapter 6.
In conclusion, the review of the existing literature on mental stress and HRV
identified multiples gaps proving that:
• future studies are needed to confirm the behaviour of ultra-short HRV features
during stress;
• there is a clear lack of rigorous methods for the selection of ultra-short HRV
features that are good surrogates of short HRV features.
Likewise, the review of the existing fall prevention, detection and predictions tools
highlighted different gaps:
• the need for objective and clinically applicable methods to prevent and predict
falls;
• the need to develop structured classification approaches for improving both
the algorithms' sensitivity and specificity to predict a fall.
The following chapters present the solutions to the identified gaps, proposing new
approaches (Chapter 4) and applying them to two specific case studies (Chapters 5
and 6).
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Chapter 4
Development of Methods and
Tools to Monitor Cardiovascular
and Autonomic Response in
Real-life Settings
4.1 Chapter overview
The previous chapter reviewed the existing literature on mental stress detection and
fall prediction in later-life. Methodological and problem-specific gaps were identified
for both case studies.
This chapter presents the frameworks and tools developed to answer the re-
search questions (refer to Chapter 1, section 1.4) arising from the theoretical lim-
itations outlined in the current literature in monitoring the CVS and the ANS
interaction in real-life settings and from the existing gaps identified for the specific
case studies.
The main objectives (Obj 1, 2 and 3) are tackled in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
4.2 Theoretical approaches to biomedical signal pro-
cessing and machine learning in real-life settings
Signal processing and machine learning techniques are frequently combined to solve
specific problems. In particular, signal processing is used to pre-process data coming
from wearable sensors before applying machine learning techniques to detect or
predict adverse healthcare events. Proper use of both signal processing and machine
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learning techniques is the key to successfully detect or predict dysfunctions between
the CVS and the ANS. However, recent studies show inappropriate use of either
signal processing or machine learning techniques resulting in unreliable algorithms
for the detection or prediction of adverse events in real-life settings. Therefore, the
approaches and tools described in this chapter could accelerate the development of
sensor processing systems by providing useful tools for the advancements in applied
signal processing and machine learning techniques to real-life data.
The first part of this chapter is focused on a novel framework to investigate to
what extent biomedical signals (i.e., HRV) can be shortened (i.e., ă 5min) without
losing important physiological information. In other words, whether HRV features
extracted from ultra-short excerpts (i.e., ă 5min) can be considered good surrogates
of short HRV features. In fact, this is the most prominent requirement for wearable
sensors to detect or predict adverse healthcare events in quasi-real-time.
The second part of this chapter is focused on defining frameworks to improve
machine learning techniques in order for them to cope with small and unbalanced
datasets. In fact, another important issue for establishing a reliable supervised learn-
ing strategy in real-life settings and preventing over-fitting problems is to properly
make use of the available samples, especially when the number of available samples
is small or when one or more classes occur far less frequently than others.
4.2.1 How to determine surrogates of biomedical signals
Many applications claim to perform real-time problem detection using only a few
seconds of physiological signals (e.g., HRV, conductance skin response, breathing
rate and so on). In particular, ultra-short HRV (less than 5 minutes) is being used
more and more to investigate CVS and ANS dysfunction using wearable sensors
in real-life settings. Therefore, the demands of ultra-short term HRV analysis for
monitoring individual's well-being status is significantly increasing due to the dif-
fusion of wearable sensors in the healthcare industry, especially for its usefulness in
mobile phones and smartwatches. In e-health monitoring, in fact, the conventional
5 minutes recordings might be unsuitable, due to real-time requirements. Neverthe-
less, numerous challenges have arisen by shortening HRV excerpts below 5 minutes.
In the existing literature (refer to Chapter 3, section 3.2.3), there are not yet
clear guidelines on how to analyse HRV in the ultra-short term and there are no
clear frameworks to identify reliable subsets of ultra-short HRV features for the
automatic detection of adverse healthcare events. Consequently, there is still the
need to develop accurate and valid methods to detect adverse events using ultra-
short term HRV analysis, in order to enable reliable real-time adverse event detection
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using wearable sensors and portable devices.
The proposed frameworks aim to explore to what extent ultra-short HRV fea-
tures can be used to estimate short term ones, which are still to be considered as a
benchmark for HRV analysis.
Due to the lack of rigorous references for ultra-short HRV analysis, the frame-
works presented in the next section are in alignment with the medical literature
on surrogate outcomes [143, 144]. In fact, in medicine, and particularly in clinical
trial design, in order to cope with this kind of problem, the concept of a surrogate
endpoint (or marker) was introduced.
Definition of surrogates In medicine, various definitions of a surrogate have
been proposed over the years. A surrogate measure is a marker, which is used
to estimate a real clinical endpoint, when this is undesired (e.g., death) or when it
cannot be directly observed or measured. Several regulatory bodies (e.g., the FDA1,
NICE2) have started to accept evidence from clinical trials that show a direct clinical
benefit in using surrogate markers.
As defined by Temple [225],“a surrogate endpoint is a laboratory measurement
or a physical sign used as a substitute for a clinically meaningful endpoint that
measures directly how a patient feels, functions, or survives. Changes induced by
a therapy on a surrogate endpoint are expected to reflect changes in a clinically
meaningful endpoint”.
In a workshop organized by the NIH [226], the following definition was also
recommended: “a biomarker intended to substitute for a clinical endpoint. A clin-
ical investigator uses epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophysiologic, or other scientific
evidence to select a surrogate endpoint that is expected to predict clinical benefit,
harm, or lack of benefit or harm”.
In medical practice, different statistical approaches have been developed in an
attempt to validate surrogate endpoints [144]. These approaches have both strengths
and limitations. Most importantly, different approaches may yield different results.
Existing methods to find surrogates in medicine Various statistical ap-
proaches have been proposed, however, it appears that all validation methods focus
on the following three requirements [143, 144]:
1. a valid surrogate must be correlated with the clinical endpoint (i.e., with a
correlation coefficient above 0.7 as specified in [227]);
1Food and Drug Administration, https://www.fda.gov/.
2National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, https://www.nice.org.uk/.
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2. a valid surrogate should capture a reliable and sufficiently large portion of the
treatment effect on the clinical endpoint;
3. a valid surrogate should be able to estimate the treatment effect on the clinical
endpoint.
Validation of these three requirements needs distinct statistical approaches.
In fact, proving whether or not a marker is a good surrogate of a real clinical
outcome can be quite difficult, and a combination of appropriate statistical and
correlation tests is required. Although a rich body of literature has been produced
to answer this question, some authors still disagree on the issue and the sentence
“a correlate does not make a surrogate”, first used by Fleming et al. [143], became
a mantra in this field. In fact, there is a common misconception that if a marker
correlates with the true clinical outcome, it can be used as a valid surrogate end-
point, replacing the true clinical outcome. However, a much stronger condition than
correlation is required to be sure that a surrogate is valid and can be used to replace
a real clinical outcome. Another common misconception is that a marker X can be
considered a good surrogate of a clinical outcome Y, if statistical null-hypothesis
tests demonstrate no-significant differences between X and Y. This is a major mis-
conception because statistical differences may reveal themselves only in particular
conditions (e.g., when a sufficient number of measures are observed). In addition,
both correlation and statistical tests are often used improperly (e.g., parametric
tests used for non-normally distributed features).
Based on the definitions reported above, in biomedical engineering, we can
define a surrogate as “a physiological signal used as a substitute of a physiologically
justified signal that can reflect changes in the subject's status reliably compared to
the gold standard”.
Therefore, in order to identify ultra-short HRV features that are “good” sur-
rogates of the gold standard (5 min HRV features) novel frameworks are developed
following the main requirements used in medicine. The presented frameworks are
developed for both assessing the validity of ultra-short HRV features in a control
situation and identifying reliable subsets of ultra-short HRV features to allow the
detection of an adverse healthcare event. The former case aims to prove that ultra-
short HRV features do not change behaviour with respect to short term ones. The
latter aims to assess that:
1. ultra-short HRV features behave as short term ones for the same conditions
(i.e., at rest or during stress), intra-group assessment;
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2. ultra-short HRV features maintain the same behaviours for the two conditions
over different lengths, inter-group assessment.
4.2.1.1 Framework to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features in
a control condition
A general framework in agreement with medical practice [228] and the existing
literature is proposed by the author in Fig. 4.1, in the case where HRV features are
investigated only during a control condition in segments shorter than 5 min.
The only use of statistical or correlation tests to explore whether ultra-short
HRV features can be considered good surrogates of short term ones, is methodologic-
ally erroneous. In particular, no conclusion can be drawn relying only on statistical
tests proving that the p-value between ultra-short HRV features and the benchmark
(short term HRV features) is greater than 0.05. Indeed, a p-value greater than
0.05 is not a statistical discriminator. For instance, a p-value could be greater than
0.05 only because the number of subjects enrolled is not sufficient. Many studies
in the literature (refer to Chapter 3, section 3.2.3), concluded that ultra-short HRV
features were good surrogates of short term ones, if no-significant differences were
observed, using a significance threshold greater than 0.05 (p-valueą0.05). Unfortu-
nately, this result is debatable because, while a p-valueă0.05 is conventionally used
to support the hypothesis that two distributions are significantly different, it is well-
known that no conclusions can be drawn for p-value greater than 0.05, as detailed
in [169]. Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 4.1, before performing proper statistical
tests, it should be considered whether the features are significantly correlated over
different time scales. Significant correlation suggests that there is a significant asso-
ciation. Nonetheless, this association could be biased. The Bland-Altman method
[170] estimates this bias and how it diverges with an increase in the magnitude of
the short term feature (i.e., benchmark). According to this test, two features are
considered unbiased, if the dispersion of their mean difference remains within a con-
ventional threshold (i.e., 95% LoA, Line of Agreement) [130]. Once correlation has
been proven and bias excluded, the statistical significance can be explored. Munoz
et al. [156] proposed the use of the Cohen's d statistic to quantify the agreement
of HRV features over different time scales relative to their within-group variation
[229]. Therefore, according to the proposed algorithm, a feature can be considered
a good surrogate if correlated, non-biased and significantly in agreement across the
different time scales.
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Figure 4.1: The algorithm to assess if ultra-short HRV features can be considered
good surrogates of short-term ones for one condition (e.g., only at rest). The correl-
ation coefficient is represented as ρ; p-val is the p-value associated with correlation
analysis; LoA is the line of agreement in Bland-Altman plot.
The algorithm reported in Fig. 4.1 can be further articulated in the case
where the ultra-short HRV features are non-normally distributed (Fig. 4.2). As
far as correlation tests are concerned, there are several non-parametric tests, which
have been proposed. Alternatively, HRV features can be log-transformed before
using a parametric test. The Bland-Altman test is parametric too, as it calculates
the 95% LoA around the mean. In the case of non-normally distributed features,
the dispersion should be investigated around the median, and not the mean, when
computing the 95% LoA [170, 230]. Finally, since Cohen's d statistic assumes a
normal distribution for the input features, a log-transformation of HRV features
is required before applying this test [171]. Alternatively, the Cliff's Delta statistic
could be used for non-normally distributed data as it is a non-parametric effect size
measure that quantifies the amount of difference between two groups of observations
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beyond p-value interpretation [231].
Figure 4.2: Methodological framework to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV
features as surrogates of 5 min HRV ones under a control condition. All the analyses
should be run between the benchmark and each time scale.
4.2.1.2 Framework to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features
under two conditions
A novel framework in alignment with the best available medical practice is presen-
ted in Fig. 4.3 to investigate ultra-short HRV features under two different condi-
tions (e.g., rest and stress). The full methodological framework is also presented in
Chapter 5, section 5.2.6, Fig. 5.7.
In the case where two different conditions are explored (e.g., stress VS rest),
further adjustments are required to the previous framework (Fig. 4.2). In fact, the
algorithm proposed in Fig. 4.3 aims to prove that:
• ultra-short HRV features behave as short term ones for the same conditions
(i.e., at rest or during stress), intra-group assessment;
• ultra-short HRV features maintain the same behaviours for the two conditions
over different lengths (i.e., if StdNN diminishes during stress, this change
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should be observed both for short and ultra-short term data), inter-group
assessment.
As the first step, surrogate features have to be correlated with benchmark ones (i.e.,
short term HRV) both for a control condition (e.g., a rest phase) and during the
event to be detected (e.g., a stress phase). This can be verified using intra-group
correlation analysis for different time lengths, i.e., for the same condition. For
instance, StdNN (as well as any other HRV feature) extracted from 5min excerpts
during rest (or stress), has to be significantly correlated with StdNN extracted from
any shorter than 5min excerpts during rest (or stress).
For the second step, visual investigation of bias between means (or medians for
non-normally distributed features) has to be performed via Bland Altman plots for
each condition (e.g., rest and stress).
For the third step, the set of surrogate features has to preserve a large propor-
tion of the information of the event to be detected (i.e., a significance test for each
time scale and/or trend analysis). This can be verified using inter-group statistical
tests for each time length, but for the different conditions. Therefore, it is necessary
to verify, using non-parametric tests (unless HRV features are normally distributed
or log-transformed), which ultra-short HRV feature maintains statistical evidence
that the median (or mean) differs significantly (p-valueă0.05) for the two different
conditions (e.g., between rest and stress) across the time period windows.
For the fourth and last step, the trends of the HRV features (i.e., if HRV
features decrease or increase during stress) should remain consistent across time
lengths. In fact, an HRV feature can be assumed to maintain the same behaviour
across different time period windows if the statistical significance test has a p-value
less than 0.05 between the control and the experimental conditions for each time
length and if the ultra-short HRV feature's trends change between the control and
the experimental conditions consistently with the equivalent short HRV feature (e.g.,
if MeanNN decreases significantly during stress over 5min, this significant trend has
to be consistently maintained for shorter time lengths).
Once those 4 steps have been performed, it can be assumed that an ultra-short
HRV feature is a good surrogate of the equivalent short one, if:
1. the feature maintains the same behaviour between control and experimental
conditions over the investigated time period windows;
2. the ultra-short HRV feature was highly and significantly correlated (e.g., a
correlation coefficient greater than a given threshold (e.g., 0.7) and p-value
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lower than 0.05), with the corresponding short feature, across the time period
windows under both control and experimental conditions.
Also, after having identified the subset of good surrogates, their discrimination power
in detecting the event of interest with sufficient accuracy can be explored in order
to automatically classify the two conditions.
Figure 4.3: Methodological framework to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV
features as surrogates of 5 min HRV ones to detect an adverse event.
1 The analysis should be run between the benchmark and each time scale during
both control and experimental conditions. 2Repeated at each time scale.
According to these requirements a Matlab tool to determine ultra-short HRV
features as good surrogates of short HRV features under one or two conditions was
developed and is reported in Appendix A. The developed tool is generalised for any
application requiring the use of HRV analysis in the ultra-short term. Fig. 4.4 shows
the pseudocode for the proposed frameworks.
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 Input file/files 
If [only one condition] 
if [normally distributed] 
then parametric correlation/regression between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Bland-Altman Plots between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Cohen’s statistic between the benchmark and each time scale 
else [non-normally distributed] 
then non-parametric correlation between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Bland-Altman Plots for non-normally distributed data between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Cliff’s Delta statistic between the benchmark and each time scale 
end 
else [two conditions] 
if [normally distributed] 
for [each condition] 
then parametric correlation/regression between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Bland-Altman Plots between the benchmark and each time scale 
end  
for [each time scale] 
then  parametric tests between the two conditions 
then trend analysis across time scales 
end 
else [non-normally distributed] 
for [each condition] 
then non-parametric correlation between the benchmark and each time scale 
then Bland-Altman Plots non-normally distributed data between the benchmark and each time 
scale 
end  
for [each time scale] 
then  non-parametric tests between the two conditions 
then trend analysis across time scales 
end 
end 
end 
 
Figure 4.4: Pseudocode to assess the validity of surrogates.
The developed tool takes as input a matrix of HRV features extracted from
the benchmark length and matrices of HRV features extracted over different time
scales. The input matrix is a numerical matrix presenting observations arranged
in rows and features in columns as shown in Fig. 4.5. The dimension of the input
matrices depends on the number of observations and features extracted.
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Figure 4.5: An example of input matrix. Observation are arranged in rows and HRV
features in columns.
As output, the tool returns the HRV features that are good surrogates of the
benchmark at the investigated time scales. The output is returned in the same
format as the input matrices (Fig. 4.5).
In Chapter 5, this framework is applied to a specific case study: mental stress
detection. The proposed framework is applied to identify ultra-short HRV features
that are good surrogates of short term ones in detecting mental stress.
4.2.1.3 Matlab tool to investigate biomedical surrogates
In this section, a Matlab tool developed to support researchers in identifying the
best surrogates based on the input data is presented (Fig. 4.6). The tool is targeted
at researchers having familiarity with Matlab.
The UML sequence diagram of the tool is presented in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.6: An overview of the developed tool to investigate surrogates. The in-
puts for the tool are matrices (i.e., HRV features extracted at different time scales)
that the user wants to investigate. The tool consists of three main function blocks
to run correlation analysis, investigate a Bland-Altman plot and explore statically
significant differences across different time scales.
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The Matlab code was checked for errors and standards compliance through
debugging functions. It was also tested to refine the requirements until the design
was fully functional and no unintended behaviours were encountered. The accuracy
of each function (i.e., correlation functions, statistical analysis functions, etc.) was
tested comparing the results with well-known and validated tools (e.g., IBM SPSS
Statistics [232]).
To the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first tool developed in Matlab
to investigate surrogates based on the frameworks presented in the above sections.
The output of the tool is given as general statistics of the input matrices and
the final matrices containing only the features which are considered good surrogates
for the benchmark (i.e., short term HRV features). The analysis typically takes from
2 to 5 minutes depending on the input size.
The main function is designed to receive user input whether the user wants to
investigate surrogates for one condition (e.g., only resting) or two conditions (e.g.,
rest and stress conditions). Based on the user's response, the main function calls:
1. The “SurrogateOneCondition” function, which takes as input two (or more)
matrices from .csv files (Fig. 4.5):
• a benchmark matrix, with observations arranged in rows and features in
columns and a header with features' names;
• a matrix, which needs to be investigated (e.g., features extracted at dif-
ferent time scales), having the same size and structure as the benchmark
matrix.
Then, it checks for normality (skewness) and if the features are non-normally
distributed the user can decide whether to log-transform the features or pro-
ceed using non-parametric analysis. The function then calls:
(a) The “Stat” function, which computes the mean, standard deviation and
percentiles if normally distributed whereas it computes the median, stand-
ard deviation and percentiles if non-normally distributed.
(b) The “Correlation” function, which performs parametric (i.e., Pearson's
correlation) or non-parametric correlations (i.e., Spearman's correlation).
(c) The “BlandAltmanPlts” function, which calls the function “BlandAlt-
man” to produce BlandAltman plots using parametric or non-parametric
analysis. The features that show a statistically significant correlation
coefficient with the benchmark are then selected.
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(d) The “StatOneCondition” function, which performs parametric (i.e., Co-
hen's d function) or non-parametric (Cliff's delta function) analysis on
the correlated features to investigate the effect size between the bench-
mark features and the ultra-short features.
At this stage, the features that show good agreement are selected as good
surrogates of the benchmark.
2. The “SurrogateTwoConditions” function takes as input two (or more) matrices
from .csv files:
• a benchmark matrix, with observations arranged in rows and features in
columns, as the last column the class labels (in binary), and a header
with features' names;
• a first matrix, which needs to be investigated (e.g., features extracted
over different time scale, e.g., 3min) having the same size and structure
as the benchmark matrix;
• a second matrix, which needs to be investigated (e.g., features extracted
over different time scale, e.g., 1min) having the same size and structure
as the benchmark matrix.
Then, it checks for normality (skewness) and if the features are non-normally
distributed the user can decide whether to log-transform the features or pro-
ceed using a non-parametric analysis. The function then calls:
(a) The“Stat” function, which computes the mean, standard deviation and
percentiles and, performs t-test analysis if normally distributed whereas
it computes the median, standard deviation and percentiles and performs
a Wilcox Rank test analysis if non-normally distributed.
(b) The “Correlation” function, which performs parametric (i.e., Pearson's
correlation) or non parametric correlations (i.e., Spearman's correlation)
between the benchmark and the ultra-short features for both rest and
experimental conditions.
(c) The “BlandAltmanPlts” function, which calls the function “BlandAlt-
man” to produce BlandAltman plots using parametric or non-parametric
analysis. Plots are produced for both conditions between the benchmark
and the ultra-short features. The features that show a statistically signi-
ficant correlation coefficient with the benchmark for both conditions are
then selected.
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(d) The “Stat” function, which is then called again taking as input the cor-
related features and using parametric or non-parametric analysis to in-
vestigate which feature changes significantly between the two conditions
for each time scale.
(e) The “TrendAnalysis” function, which investigates if all the features main-
tain the same trends across different time scales.
At this stage, the features that maintain the same behaviour between
the control and experimental conditions for the investigated time period
windows are selected as good surrogates of the benchmark.
The Matlab scripts are reported in Appendix A, section A.2.
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4.2.2 Data-driven machine learning techniques for biomedical sig-
nals in real-life settings
The diffusion of machine learning techniques in healthcare application areas is a sub-
ject of considerable ongoing research. Machine learning techniques provide methods
and tools that can help solve diagnostic and prognostic problems across a variety of
medical domains.
With the increase of healthcare services in real-life settings using vital signs
provided by wearable sensors, the use of machine learning techniques is growing sig-
nificantly. However, there are several unsolved challenges for the use of classification
methods with small and unbalanced datasets. In fact, learning from a given data
set to build a classification model becomes difficult when the available sample size is
small or unbalanced. According to computational learning theory, the sample size in
machine learning techniques has a major effect on the learning performance. There-
fore, to build a correct classification model a sufficient amount of training data are
required. However in the real world, there are many situations where the availability
of data is restricted as some adverse events (e.g., falls, stroke, etc.) are rarely detec-
ted generating highly unbalanced datasets. In addition, the scarcity of good quality
data in a real-life setting can generate small datasets. Furthermore, many events
(e.g., stress, training performances, gait assessment) are investigated in-lab settings
also generating small datasets which may lead to ineffective algorithms because of
the lack of validation and testing procedures, that could give false or misleading
information on the subject's status if applied to real-life settings.
Therefore, improved frameworks to refine already existing machine learning
techniques for small and unbalanced datasets are presented in the next sections.
4.2.2.1 How to cope with small balanced datasets
A small dataset is very much a relative and subjective concept that needs to be
defined. A dataset is considered small if it presents less than 10 occurrences per
predictor variable [76]. This condition is characteristic of the biomedical engineer-
ing domain, where complexity and the high cost of experiments often constrain the
number of available samples [233]. Another possible reason may be the miscalcula-
tion of the sample size during the study design. In fact, standard statistical methods
mainly used to calculate the minimum sample size may be restrictive for modelling
purposes. This problem is tackled in Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.1.
In the existing literature, different studies have tried to explore a way to develop
accurate classifiers using a low sample size. Many of the methods proposed in the
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literature manipulate the dataset to achieve high accuracy, but lose vital information
and make communication with clinicians more complicated.
Existing methods in the literature One of the most used techniques to deal
with small data is the use of artificial data to increase the sample size and increase the
predicted accuracy in machine learning. In fact, adding some artificial data to the
system in order to accelerate learning stability and to increase learning accuracy is
one effective approach [234]. The virtual data concept is used in many small dataset
learning methods. It was first proposed by Niyogi et al. [235] in the study of human
face recognition. Another method based on multiple runs for model development and
surrogate data analysis for model validation was proposed by Shaikhina et al. [236].
Surrogate data were generated from random numbers to mimic the distribution of
the original dataset. This method seems to work for regression tasks based on small
dataset. A more common technique to deal with small data is bootstrapping, which
was first introduced by Efron [237]. Given a dataset of size n, a bootstrap sample
is created by sampling n instances uniformly from the data (with replacement).
However, bootstrapping can be shown to fail and bias the overall estimated accuracy
in any required direction [238].
Other traditional methods to validate algorithms based on small datasets are
the holdout approach, K-fold cross- and Leave-one-out (LOO) validations. The
holdout approach partitions the data into two mutually exclusive subsets called
training and test sets. It is common to design 2/3 of the data as training set and the
remaining 1/3 as test set. Moreover, the holdout approach in random subsampling
is repeated K times and the estimated accuracy is derived by averaging the runs.
However, the main assumption of the independence of the instances in the test set
from those in the training set is violated in random subsampling causing bias in the
overall accuracy. Additionally, the holdout approach makes insufficient use of the
data as usually a third of the data are not used for training the classifier. The other
methods are the K-fold cross- and LOO validations. In the K-fold cross-validation
approach, the dataset D is randomly split into K mutually exclusive subsets D1,
D2,..., DK of approximately equal size. The classifier then trains and tests K times;
each time t P 1,2,...,K is trained on the set D
Dt
and tested on the set Dt. Concerning
LOO validation, the training is performed on the dataset of n-1 samples and tested
on the remaining; it is repeated n-1 times. LOO is usually preferred for small
datasets, however K-fold-cross-validation could also work by choosing an appropriate
value for K, which depends on the number of samples available in the dataset.
Although some of these techniques have been shown to work on some datasets,
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there are still some limitations to be addressed in order to avoid manipulation of
the data, and generate general and reliable algorithms.
Proposed Framework Different from the existing methods, the proposed frame-
work employs a set of rules to develop a reliable and general algorithm that does
not lose vital information in the data and is easy for clinicians to understand.
The proposed framework consists of well-defined steps: splitting the datasets
into separate folders, a feature selection process, then training, validating and testing
the classifier.
Splitting of the dataset An important requirement in dealing with small
datasets is an accurate feature selection based on the number of samples available
for an independent dataset. In fact, the most common mistake in machine learning
applications is to perform feature selection on the whole dataset. As a consequence,
to reduce overfitting problems and bias in the overall accuracy of the classifier, the
whole dataset can be randomly split per subject into two folders: Folder 1 (60 % )
can be used for feature selection, for training and validating the classifiers; Folder 2
(40 %) for testing the classifier (Fig. 4.9). Although the best approach is to select
the minimum set of features using a different folder from the one adopted to train
the machine learning classifier [76], due to the small number of subjects, feature
selection and training could be performed on the same folder.
Figure 4.9: Splitting of the dataset into two folders. The whole dataset is split into
two folders for feature selection, training, and testing respectively.
Feature Selection Feature selection is mainly used to limit the amount and
dimensionality of the data or to select features that correlate well with the target
class (observed healthcare event). Moreover, as a rule of thumb, for each predictor
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variable at least 10 occurrences are necessary to avoid overfitting problems [76]. For
instance, in order to cope with a binary problem of 40 occurrences per class, the
maximum number of predictor variables should be 4. Therefore, to minimise the
overfitting risk in a machine learning algorithm, the number of features used in the
algorithm and its cardinality should be limited by the number of subjects presenting
the event to detect.
In the existing literature, different feature selection methods are used and they
can be subdivided into those that are unsupervised, i.e., unaware of class attributes
(e.g., the removal of a feature with the same constant values throughout the whole
dataset: PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and MF (Matrix Factorization)) and
those that are supervised, i.e., driven by class information [239]. The latter group
includes filter methods using information gain. However, the most common methods
for feature selection are: the Wrapper, Relief Attribute Evaluation with Ranker
and PCA. The Wrapper method takes into account class information by evaluating
feature sets based on the performance of the classifier. Hence, the resulting feature
set is tailored to a given classification method. The Wrapper method is the most
‘aggressive’ feature selection method. The Relief method is also supervised, but
does not optimize feature sets directly for classifier performance. Thus, it takes into
account class information in a ‘less aggressive’ manner than the Wrapper method.
PCA is an unsupervised feature selection method and hence, it does not take into
account class information at all and it is not easy for clinicians to interpret [240].
Therefore, a simple and robust approach to perform feature selection was pro-
posed as shown in Fig. 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Framework for feature selection. The feature selection process is per-
formed in a separate folder (Folder 1) and it consists of two main steps: relevance
and redundancy analysis. Relevance analysis refers to a statistical significance test
and redundancy analysis is explored via a correlation test.
As mentioned above, feature selection is performed in a separate folder (i.e.,
an independent part of the dataset) instead of using the whole dataset. In the case
of small datasets, feature selection is performed in the same folder as the training,
but in the case of bigger datasets, feature selection is performed in an independent
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folder.
Feature selection is based on two main stages: relevance analysis and redund-
ancy analysis. The relevance analysis refers to a statistical significance test such as
a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test in case of binary problems and non-normally distrib-
uted data and it aims to identify the features changing more significantly between
two conditions. All those features changing significantly between the two condi-
tions (p-value less than 0.05) are selected at this stage. All the relevant features
(p-valueă0.05) are then further minimised with the redundancy analysis aiming to
exclude highly significant correlated features. Notions of measure redundancy are
normally explored in terms of feature correlation. It is widely accepted that two fea-
tures are redundant of each other if their values are strongly correlated. The features
with a correlation coefficient (parametric or not parametric depending on the nature
of the data) above a certain threshold (e.g., greater than 0.7) in absolute magnitude
and with a significant p-value (less than 0.05) are considered highly correlated. In
this final stage, only the combinations of features relevant and non-redundant are
then considered for the next steps. Moreover, in the proposed framework the max-
imum number of features presented in each combination is selected according to the
rule that for each predictor variable at least 10 occurrences are necessary to result
in a classifier with reasonable predictive value as described in [76]. Therefore, in the
case where a dataset contains 40 subjects presenting the event to be detected, the
combinations of features could not contain more than 4 features.
The best combination of features is then selected as the one achieving the
best performance during training. The significance and generality of this subset of
features are finally validated in the remaining one or two folders, depending on the
size of the available dataset.
It is important to note that Folder 1 before starting the feature selection, is an
MxN matrix, with N equal to the number of features (typically N can range from 2
to 40) and M equal to the number of subjects (or observations) in this folder. After
the feature selection, Folder' 1 contains all the combinations of relevant and non-
redundant features (MxN ' matrix, with N ' less or equal to the number of features
and M equal to the number of subjects in the folder).
Training, validation and testing Different machine learning methods can
be used to develop classifiers aiming to automatically detect the event based on the
selected combinations of features.
The training of the machine learning models and algorithm parameter tun-
ing are performed in Folder' 1. Each of the methods should be used with all the
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combinations of relevant and non-redundant features.
Moreover, Folder' 1 is also used to validate the models using a K-fold-cross-
validation. The choice of the K-value is crucial in order to achieve high overall
accuracy and reduce bias in the model. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, the K-value
should allow each of the K-subsets to have at least 10 occurrences presenting the
events to detect. For instance, if Folder' 1 contains 40 subjects presenting the
events to be detected, the maximum number of the K-value should be equal to four.
Stratified K-cross-validation (i.e., this means that each K-subset contains roughly
the same proportion of the two types of class labels) is preferred to LOO, which is
less robust as it induces fewer perturbations.
The models are then tested on an independent set (Folder 2) as shown in Fig.
4.11. Among the different machine learning methods used to train, validate and
test, the best-performing model can be chosen as the classifier achieving the highest
Area under the ROC Curve (AUC), which is a reliable estimator of both sensitivity
and specificity rates. AUC was calculated as reported in Table 2.5. However, in
the case where multiple classifiers have the same AUC, the model employing less
number of features is chosen (i.e., less complex).
Binary classification performance measures are usually adopted according to
the standard formulae reported in Chapter 2, section 2.4.2.
Figure 4.11: Model training, validation and testing for small balanced datasets.
The training-validation procedure is repeated for each of the m machine learning
methods used (j=1, . . . , m). For each machine learning methods used, the Confusion
Matrix (CMj) and the AUCj are calculated. The best method is the one with the
max pAUCjq.
The following procedure to develop an automatic classifier detecting an adverse
event using a small dataset has been shown to be reliable (as presented in Chapter
5, section 5.2) and to not alter the data themselves as bootstrapping or the use of
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artificial data may.
4.2.2.2 Matlab tool to develop an automatic classifier using small bal-
anced datasets
In this section, a Matlab tool is developed to support researchers in performing
feature selection, training, validating and testing using small datasets (Fig. 4.12).
Figure 4.12: An overview of the developed tool to develop classifiers using small
datasets. The tool consists of four main function blocks to split the dataset in input
into two separate folders, run the feature selection process, train and validate the
different machine learning methods considered and test the classifiers. The output
of the tool is given as the best model to detect or predict an event.
The tool is targeted at researchers having familiarity with Matlab. The pseudo-
code for the tool is shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Input file 
Split dataset in two folders  
Run feature selection process on Folder 1 
Run significance analysis  
    if [normally distributed] 
then use t-test  
    else [non-normally distributed ] 
then use Wilcoxon rank test 
     end 
Run correlation analysis on relevant features 
  if [normally distributed] 
then use Pearson’s correlation 
   else [non-normally distributed ] 
then use Spearman’s correlation 
    end 
Calculate the maximum number of features to use in the classification 
Generate all the possible combinations 
For [each ML methods] 
For [all feature combinations] 
Train and validate on Folder’ 1 
end  
Select the best features and classifier 
Test  on Folder 2 
end 
Select the best methods based on AUC and classifier complexity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Pseudocode for the tool for small datasets. ML: Machine Learning,
AUC: Area Under the Curve.
The UML sequence diagram for the complete tool is presented in Fig. 4.14.
The feature selection process alone is presented in Fig. 4.15.
The Matlab code was checked for errors and standards compliance through de-
bugging functions. It was also tested to refine the requirements until the design was
fully functional and no unintended behaviours were encountered. The accuracy of
each function (i.e., correlation analysis, statistical analysis, classification functions,
etc.) was tested comparing the results with well-known and validated tools (i.e.,
IBM SPSS Statistics [232] and Weka for classifications [241]).
The main function is designed to call different sub-functions. The main sub-
functions are responsible for splitting the datasets into folders, running feature se-
lection, training, validating and testing small datasets. The outputs of the tool are
given as the best classifier, confusion matrix, binary performance rates and ROC
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curve.
In detail, the main function calls:
1. The “SplittingDataset” function, which takes as input a matrix (.csv file) with
observations arranged in rows and features in columns. The file contains a
header with features' names, the first column contains IDs of the subjects (i.e.,
anonymised number identification) and the last column the binary class labels.
This function returns two folders split in 60% (‘Folder 1’) and 40% (‘Folder
2’) of the dataset for feature selection, training and testing respectively.
2. The “FeatureSelectionProcess” function, which performs feature selection on
Folder 1 and gives in return all the possible combinations of relevant and
non-redundant features (‘Feature Comb’). Based on the nature of the data
(normally distributed or not), parametric or non-parametric analyses are per-
formed accordingly. In fact, this function is mainly composed of:
(a) The “Stat” function, which performs parametric or non-parametric ana-
lysis to identify the features changing significantly between the two con-
ditions (‘Relevant Features’).
(b) The “Correlation” function, which performs parametric or non-parametric
correlation analysis and gives in return the correlation matrix with rel-
evant and non-correlated features (‘Relevant, non-correlated Features’).
(c) The “MaxNumberofFeatures” function, which determines the maximum
number of features for the specific dataset (‘MaxNumberFeatures’) (i.e.,
number of subjects presenting the event to detect
10
(4.1)
where 10 represents the number of occurrences necessary for each pre-
dictor variable).
(d) The “Redundancy” function, which takes as input the correlation matrix
and based on the maximum number of features that can be used to de-
velop the classifier, it generates all the possible combinations of relevant
and non-redundant features (‘Feature Comb’).
3. The “GenerateTablestraining” function, which generates a structure of the
matrices with all the best combinations of features (‘Folder 1: Training Data’).
4. The “TrainClassifier” function, which takes as input the matrices generated
by “GenerateTablestraining” function and returns: the classifier (with val-
idation), the best parameters for each classifier that minimise the estimated
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cross-validation loss, the confusion matrices and ROC curves (‘Feature Comb,
AUC, Trained Classifier’). However, this function is called several times for
the different machine learning methods used. This function calls:
(a) The “MaxNumbCrossVal” function, which computes the maximum num-
ber of K-subsets that can be used during the validation process.
5. The “ClassifierSelection” function, which finds for each of the machine learn-
ing methods, the best classifier and the combination of HRV features (‘Best
Feature Comb’) based on the AUC values and number of features employed
by the classifiers (i.e., minimum complexity).
6. The “GenerateTablestesting” function, which generates matrices based on
Folder 2 using the best combination of features (‘Folder 2: Testing Data’).
7. The “Testing” function, which tests the models in Folder 2. As output, the
classifiers' performances (‘Classifier Performance’) and ROC curves are given.
8. The “ModelSelection” function, which selects the best model among the differ-
ent machine learning methods used based on the AUC values and the number
of features employed (i.e., minimum complexity).
This tool is highly adaptable to different biomedical problems and integration of
other tools such as Weka [241] could be combined with the proposed tool to perform
classification tasks.
The Matlab scripts are reported in Appendix A, section A.3.
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Figure 4.15: UML sequence graph of the Matlab tool for feature selection process.
The objects' blocks represent the functions, the straight arrows the inputs for each
function and the dashed arrows the return outputs.
4.2.2.3 How to cope with unbalanced datasets
A balanced dataset is very important in order to develop accurate and reliable
classifiers. Typically real-world data are usually imbalanced and this is one of the
main causes for the decrease of generalisation in machine learning algorithms. A
dataset is said to be imbalanced if there are significantly more data points of one
class and fewer occurrences of the other class [242]. One of the main reasons for
unbalanced dataset in medicine is due to the difficulty of observing some events, also
called rare events, such as falls, deaths and strokes. In fact, in medical datasets,
high-risk patients tend to be the minority class. Most existing classification methods
tend to not perform well on minority class examples when the dataset is extremely
imbalanced. In fact, the sensitivity and specificity gap significantly reduces when
the training set is balanced.
In the existing literature, different studies have tried to explore a way to de-
velop accurate classifiers using unbalanced datasets. However, many of the methods
proposed in the literature are more likely to overfit and less likely to be generalised.
Existing methods in the literature Sampling strategies have been used to over-
come the class imbalance problem by either eliminating some data from the majority
class (under-sampling) or by adding some artificially generated or duplicated data
to the minority class (over-sampling), thereby manipulating the class distribution in
the training set to maximise performance [243, 244]. In fact, these approaches incur
the cost of overfitting or losing important information. Directed or focused sampling
techniques select specific data points to replicate or remove. Japkowicz [245] pro-
posed to resample minority class instances lying close to the class boundary, whereas
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Kubat and Matwin [246] proposed resampling majority class such that borderline
and noisy data points are eliminated from the selection. Yen and Lee [247] pro-
posed cluster-based under-sampling approaches for selecting the representative data
as training data to improve the classification accuracy. Liu et al. [248] developed two
ensemble learning systems to overcome the deficiency of information loss introduced
in the traditional random undersampling method. Chawla et al. [249] designed
a sophisticated algorithm based on nearest neighbours to generate synthetic data
for oversampling (SMOTE) and combined it with undersampling approaches and
achieved significant improvements over random sampling techniques. Padmaja et
al. [250] proposed an algorithm, called Majority Filter-based Minority Prediction
(MFMP) achieving better performance than random resampling approaches. Es-
tabrooks et al. [251] dealt with the rate of resampling required and proposed a
combination scheme heavily biased towards under-represented class to mitigate the
classifiers' bias towards the majority class.
At the algorithmic level, solutions include adjusting the costs of the various
classes so as to counter the class imbalance, adjusting the probabilistic estimate at
the tree leaf (when working with decision trees), adjusting the decision threshold,
boosting, bagging and recognition-based (i.e., learning from one class) rather than
discrimination-based (two class) learning [252]. However, these approaches can in-
crease the likelihood of overfitting and discard potentially useful information which
could be important for building rule classifiers.
Apart from these solutions, evaluation of the classifier for imbalanced datasets
has always remained a big challenge. Provost and Fawcett [253] proposed the ROC
convex hull method for estimating classifier performance whereas Kubat and Matwin
[246] used the geometric mean to assess the classifier performance. However, the
greatest disadvantage of these solutions is that they are very specific to the data
and sometimes to the classification method.
Therefore, there are still many problems and challenges to be solved in order to
develop reliable and accurate automatic classifier to detect rare events. A simple and
effective framework to tackle the class imbalance problem for binary classifications
in medicine is now proposed.
Proposed framework Different from existing methods, the proposed framework
does not manipulate the data to achieve high performance, but it applies a set of
rules reducing the risk of overfitting and dependency from the specific dataset used.
The proposed framework consists of well-defined steps: splitting the dataset
into separate folders, a feature selection process, then training, validating and testing
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the classifier.
In a different manner from the framework proposed to cope with small datasets,
more attention is focused on the training and validation of unbalanced datasets.
Splitting of the dataset In the case where the dataset presents an adequate
number of instances, the whole dataset can randomly be split per subject into three
folders (Fig. 4.16): Folder 1 (usually the 34 %) can be used for feature selection;
Folder 2 (39%) is used for training and validating the classification models; finally,
Folder 3 (27 %) is adopted to evaluate the performance of the developed classification
models. In the case of a highly imbalanced dataset, each folder should contain the
same proportional percentage of minority instances.
Figure 4.16: Splitting of the dataset into three folders. The whole dataset is split into
three folders for feature selection, training and testing respectively. The percentage
of instances (or subjects) should be the same for the majority and minority classes
in each folder.
The subjects not included in Folder 1, are randomly assigned to Folder 2 or
Folder 3 according to a K:2 ratio. The reason behind this splitting is that the
remaining subjects are split into 2 folders according to the number of K-subsets
used for cross validation [76]. K-value should be chosen carefully as it should allow
for each K-subset to have at least 10 instances presenting the event to detect.
Feature Selection The number of features used in a machine learning al-
gorithm should be strongly limited by the number of subjects presenting the event
to detect in each folder, in order to minimise the risk of over-fitting. However, select-
ing the minimum set of features using the same folder utilised to train the machine
learning algorithm can reduce the generalisability of the final decisional algorithm.
Therefore, the features should be, where possible, minimised using only Folder 1.
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The same procedure described in section 4.2.2.1 is also applied to this case. How-
ever, in the case of imbalanced datasets, the maximum number of features that can
be used in the classification process is strongly limited to the number of subjects
(i.e., belonging to the minority class) presenting the event to detect or predict.
Training, validation and testing Different machine learning methods can
be used to develop classifiers aiming to automatically detect the event based on the
selected combinations of features. Regarding algorithm parameters, they are tuned
during training in Folder 2. Each of the methods should be used with all of the
combinations of relevant and non-redundant features, coming from the analysis run
using Folder 1. Given the relatively small and unbalanced number of events (minor-
ity class) in each K-subset, the K-cross-validation procedure is a critical step. In
fact, although the cross-validation is stratified, the random allocation of one subject
to one of the K-subsets can significantly alter the cross-validation estimates. There-
fore, training and cross-validation procedures need to be repeated multiple times
and tested for consistency. The cross-validation procedure needs to be repeated n
times, with n equal to or greater than the number of instances belonging to the
minority class, and cross-validation estimates averaged over those n iterations. This
procedure needs to be performed for each machine learning method used to develop
predictive algorithms, as shown in Fig. 4.17.
Figure 4.17: Model training, validation and testing for unbalanced datasets. The
training-validation procedure is repeated n times (i=1, . . . , n) for each of the m
machine learning methods used (j=1, . . . , m). For each iteration, the Confusion
Matrix (CMi,j) and the AUCi,j are calculated. The best method is the one with
the max p ˆAUCjq.
Testing a classifier involves analysing its performances on a set of subjects that
is independent of the training and validation set. Accordingly, Folder 3 is used
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to test the trained algorithms. Finally, the best performing algorithm is selected
as the one achieving the highest averaged AUC, which is a reliable estimator of
both sensitivity and specificity rates and, in the case of an equal AUC average, the
algorithm with minimal structural complexity (i.e., the minor number of employed
features). To evaluate the classifier for imbalanced datasets, ROC curves and DOR
can be employed.
In the case of a small unbalanced dataset, the same framework can be followed,
splitting the dataset into two folders rather than three.
This methodology is applied to a specific case study: accidental falls prediction
in later-life in Chapter 6.
4.2.2.4 Matlab tool to develop automatic classifier using unbalanced
datasets
In this section, a Matlab tool is developed to support researchers in performing
feature selection, training, validation and testing using unbalanced datasets (Fig.
4.18).
Figure 4.18: An overview of the developed tool to develop classifiers using unbal-
anced datasets. The tool consists of four main function blocks to split the dataset in
input into three separate folders, run the feature selection process, train and validate
different machine learning methods and test the classifiers. The training, validation
and testing are iterated n times to reduce overfitting problems. The output of the
tool is given as the best model to detect or predict an event.
The tool is targeted at researchers having familiarity with Matlab. The pseudo-
code of the tool is shown in Fig. 4.19.
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Input file 
Split dataset in three folders  
Run feature selection process on Folder 1 
Run significance analysis  
    if [normally distributed] 
then use t-test  
    else [non-normally distributed ] 
then use Wilcoxon rank test 
     end 
Run correlation analysis on relevant features 
  if [normally distributed] 
then use Pearson’s correlation 
   else [non-normally distributed ] 
then use Spearman’s correlation 
    end 
Calculate the maximum number of features to use in the classification 
Generate all the possible combinations 
Calculate N: number of iterations 
For [each ML methods] 
For [1:N] 
For [all feature combinations] 
Train and validate on Folder 2 
end 
Select the best features and classifier 
Test on Folder 3 
end 
end  
Select the best method based on AUC and classifier complexity 
 
Figure 4.19: Pseudocode of the tool for unbalanced datasets. ML:Machine Learning,
AUC: Area Under the Curve.
The UML sequence diagram of the complete tool is presented in Fig. 4.20.
The Matlab code was checked for errors and standards compliance through de-
bugging functions. It was also tested to refine the requirements until the design was
fully functional and no unintended behaviours were encountered. The accuracy of
each function (i.e., correlation analysis, statistical analysis, classification functions,
etc.) was tested comparing the results with well-known and validated tools (i.e.,
IBM SPSS Statistics [232] and Weka for classifications [241]).
The main function is designed to call different sub-functions. The main sub-
functions are responsible for splitting the datasets into folders, running feature se-
lection, training, validating and testing unbalanced datasets. The outputs of the
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tool are given as the best classifier, confusion matrix, binary performance rates and
ROC curve.
In detail, the main function calls:
1. The “SplittingDataset” function, which takes as input a matrix (.csv file)
with observations arranged in rows and features in columns. The file contains
a header with features' names, the first column IDs of the subjects and the
last column the class labels (in binary). This function returns three folders
split into 34% (‘Folder 1’), 39% (‘Folder 2’) and 27% (‘Folder 3’) for feature
selection, training, and testing respectively. The same percentages are kept
for the minority class in each folder.
2. The “FeatureSelectionProcess” function, which performs feature selection in
Folder 1 and returns all the possible combinations of relevant and non-redundant
features (‘Features Comb’). Based on the nature of the data (e.g., normally
distributed or not), parametric or non-parametric analyses are performed ac-
cordingly. In fact, this function is mainly composed of:
(a) The “Stat” function, which performs parametric or non-parametric ana-
lysis to identify the features changing significantly between the two con-
ditions.
(b) The “Correlation” function, which performs parametric or non-parametric
correlation analyses and returns correlation matrix.
(c) The “MaxNumberofFeatures” function, which determines the maximum
number of features for the specific dataset.
(d) The “Redundancy” function, which takes as input the correlation mat-
rix and based on the maximum number of features that can be used
to develop the classifier, it generates all of the possible combinations of
relevant and non-redundant features.
3. The “GenerateTablestraining” function, which takes as input Folder 2 and
generates a structure of matrices with all of the best combinations of features
(‘Folder 2: Training Data’).
4. The “MinNumbN” function, which computes the minimum number of itera-
tions (n), and based on the user input returns the number of iterations (‘N
iteration’) that the training, validation and testing procedures need to be re-
peated.
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5. The “TrainClassifier” function, which takes as input the matrices generated
by “GenerateTablestraining” function and gives in return the classifier (with
validation), the best parameters for each classifier that minimise the estimated
cross-validation loss, the confusion matrices and ROC curves (‘FeatureComb,
AUC, Trained Classifier’). This function calls:
(a) The “MaxNumbCrossVal” function, which computes the maximum num-
ber of K-subsets that can be used during the validation process.
6. The “ClassifierSelection” function, which finds for each of the machine learning
methods the classifier (over n repetition) and the best combination of HRV
features based on AUC values.
7. The “GenerateTablestesting” function, which generates matrices based on
Folder 3 using the best combination of features selected previously (‘Folder
3: Testing Data’).
8. The “Testing” function, which tests the classifiers on Folder 3. As output, the
classifiers' performances and ROC curves are given.
9. The “ModelSelection” function, which selects the best model among the differ-
ent machine learning methods based on the averaged AUC values and number
of features employed (i.e., minimum complexity).
This tool is highly adaptable to different biomedical problems and integration of
other tools such as Weka [241] could be combined with the proposed tool to perform
other classification tasks.
The Matlab scripts are reported in Appendix A, section A.4.
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4.3 Conclusions and limitations
The first part of this chapter presented a novel approach to assess whether ultra-
short HRV features are good surrogates of short term HRV features. As demon-
strated in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, there was an urgent need to develop a rigorous
method to assess the validity and reliability of ultra-short HRV features. Although
the proposed framework could be used for any application in which ultra-short and
continuous monitoring of vital signs via wearable devices can be relevant, the presen-
ted framework is only adopted in regards to ultra-short HRV features and mental
stress detection in Chapter 5.
The second part of this chapter presented improved frameworks to refine ma-
chine learning techniques for small and unbalanced datasets (sections 4.2.2.1 and
4.2.2.3). Although there are many algorithms coping with feature selection, small
and unbalanced datasets, the presented frameworks attempt to overcome limitations
that were identified in the existing algorithms. The proposed frameworks to develop
automatic classifiers for small and unbalanced datasets have been mainly investig-
ated in binary problems, but they could be extended to multiclass problems, even
though they have not been tested yet.
Overall, the developed methods presented in this chapter have been applied
to specific problems in Chapters 5 and 6 but they could also be used in other
applications.
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Chapter 5
Cardiovascular and Autonomic
Response to Mental Stress
5.1 Chapter overview
The previous chapter presented the methodological frameworks and tools developed
in an attempt to overcome the main limitations identified in the existing literature
to monitor the ANS and the CVS in real-life settings.
In particular, in this chapter the framework to identify HRV surrogates in the
ultra-short term and the approach to cope with small datasets are applied to a
specific case study: the detection of mental stress via HRV. In fact, in this chapter,
the relationship between the CVS and ANS is investigated as a means to detect
acute mental stress.
Detection of mental stress via ultra-short HRV analysis is chosen as a case
study, not only because is a burgeoning problem for modern society and causes al-
terations in both the CVS and the ANS, but also because the need of shortening
HRV below 5 minutes (standard length) is a requirement for many off-the-self wear-
able sensors claiming to perform real-time stress detection. Nevertheless, shortening
physiological signals - such as HRV - below standard recommendations may cause
a loss of reliability and accuracy in the detection of mental stress.
The study workflow is presented in Fig. 5.1. A systematic review of the
literature was carried out (in Chapter 3, section 3.2.2) to understand the relationship
between HRV and ANS during stress, to extract significant HRV features and their
pivot values and also to inform on future study designs (deliverable 1a). From the
systematic review, it was clear that few studies investigated mental stress using
ultra-short HRV features and even less assessed the validity of the latter before
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investigating their discriminant values to detect stress. Therefore, a review of the
existing methods to assess the validity of ultra-short HRV features was carried out
(deliverable 1b) (please refer to Chapter 3, section 3.2.3). The results were surprising
as none of the reviewed studies proposed a valid method to identify reliable subsets
of ultra-short HRV features or surrogates of short term HRV features to allow the
detection of the event of interest (e.g., stress). Therefore, in this chapter ultra-
short HRV features are investigated during real-life stress and in-lab experiments
(deliverables 1c and 1d) to identify ultra-short term HRV features that are “good”
surrogates of short HRV features (i.e., ultra-short HRV features that maintain the
same behaviour between the control and experimental conditions for the investigated
time period windows) and to automatically detect mental stress in healthy subjects
(deliverable 1f). Hence, four experiments were designed and carried out: stress
assessment in real-life (E1); stress assessment in individual cognitive tasks (i.e., a
Stroop Colour Word Test, E2); stress assessment in a group war scenario simulator
(i.e., a war rescue mission in challenging virtual gaming, E3) and assessment of
the impact of real and in-lab stressors (E4). From the experiments carried out
in laboratory environments, the use of existing in-lab stressors turned out to be
less stressful than real-life stress. Therefore, the power of in-lab data was explored
(deliverable 1e) and a new model to detect mental stress in-lab was also developed
to investigate the validity of ultra-short HRV features in a wider population.
Figure 5.1: Workflow for Case Study 1. In order to investigate the relationship
between the CVS and the ANS during mental stress, several steps have been under-
taken to select ultra-short HRV features that are good surrogates of short term ones
and develop an automatic classifier to detect stress via ultra-short HRV features.
In this chapter the main objectives 1 and 2, and the deliverables 1c, 1d, 1e are
tackled.
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5.2 Detection of mental stress in real life
Previous studies proved that long and short HRV features change consistently dur-
ing mental stress and have shown to reliably capture mental stress in laboratory and
real-life scenarios. However, much less work has been done on real-life stress detec-
tion via ultra-short term HRV analysis, but the demand for ultra-short term HRV
analysis for monitoring an individual's well-being status is significantly increasing
due to the proliferation of wearable sensors in the healthcare industry.
Therefore, the main goal of this study was to investigate which extent ultra-
short HRV features are “good” surrogates of short HRV features (deliverable 1c) to
automatically detect mental stress in real-life (deliverable 1f).
The data used for the first experiment (E1) were acquired prior to the work
performed in this thesis and not by the author. This experiment was focused on
data analysis and not on the generation of new data.
5.2.1 Dataset
The data were acquired from 42 students using a commercial electrocardiograph.
The data acquisition was carried out in the School of Biomedical Engineering of
the University Federico II, in Naples and therefore, approved by the Local Ethics
Committee, as described in [45]. All the participants were healthy students at the
University Federico II of Naples. The data were acquired on two different days
within a month: the first recording was performed during an ongoing verbal AE
(i.e., a stress session) before the Easter break (which in Italy lasts less than 10
days), while the second one was taken in a controlled resting condition (i.e., rest
session) after the vacation. The resting condition was measured at the same hour
of the day as for the stress session, in order to minimise circadian cycle effects on
the HRV, and in the same menstrual cycle for women, as this is also a relevant
measure for HRV features [254]. The participants were examined under standard
conditions during rest and stress sessions: in the same quiet room, at a comfortable
temperature, while sitting. Three lead ECG was recorded for at least 30 minutes for
both the rest and stress sessions. The first 15 minutes (i.e., adaptation time) were
excluded due to the high intensity of the real-life stressor and one ECG excerpt of
5 min was extracted and analysed. The investigators induced the participants to
talk during the resting session, as they had done during the verbal examination, as
talk has proven to alter respiration and therefore, HRV features. Participants were
invited to refrain from drinking alcohol in the 24 hours before the data acquisition,
and take no more than 2 cups of tea or coffee, as alcohol, caffeine and tea alter
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HRV features. The participants enrolled had no history of heart disease, systemic
hypertension, metabolic disorders or other diseases potentially influencing HRV.
They were not obese and did not consume medication in the 24 hours preceding the
experiments. All the participants signed specific informed consent form before the
acquisition.
5.2.2 Hardware and software
Hardware The ECGs were acquired using a commercial electrocardiograph (Easy
ECG Pocket, manufactured by Ates Medical), which allows 3 lead clinical research
ECG acquisitions, with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz and a resolution of 12 bits
per sample.
Software The different analyses were carried out using different software. The
pre-processing of ECG signals was carried out using the PhysioNet's toolkit. Physio
Toolkit is a large and growing library of software for: physiologic signal processing
and analysis, detection of physiologically significant events using both classical tech-
niques and novel methods based on statistical physics and nonlinear dynamics, in-
teractive display and characterisation of signals, creation of new datasets, simulation
of physiologic and other signals, quantitative evaluation and comparison of analysis
methods, and analysis of nonequilibrium and nonstationary processes. Different
functions were used for this study as detailed in section 5.2.4.
HRV analysis was carried out using the Kubios software. Kubios is an open-
source software tool for studying the variability of heart beat intervals [32]. The
final version of the software is compiled on a stand-alone C language application
using the Matlab compiler Suite 2.3 and the free Borland C-Builder 5.5 compiler
[32]. The graphic user interface (GUI) allows the user to analyse the data easily.
All the statistical analysis was carried out using in-house tools developed in
Matlab2016b.
Machine learning algorithms were developed using the Weka Platform (version
3.6.10) and Matlab2016b software. Weka is issued by the University of Waikato
as an open source software under the GNU General Public License [241]; it is a
collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. The algorithms
can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from Java code. Weka contains
tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules,
and visualisation. It is also well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes
[241].
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5.2.3 Data analysis
Fig. 5.2 describes the main stages of the data analysis carried out for this study. The
ECGs were analysed and HRV features extracted from short excerpts (5 min, con-
sidered the benchmark in this study) and during shorter excerpts as detailed in sec-
tion 5.2.4. The framework described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.1, was applied to the
HRV features extracted from short and ultra-short time lengths in order to identify
in a robust manner the ultra-short HRV features that are good surrogates of short
term ones to detect stress. After having identified the subset of good surrogates,
their discrimination power in detecting mental stress with sufficient accuracy was
explored as detailed in section 5.2.7. The most common machine learning methods
used in the existing literature on mental stress detection (please refer to Chapter
3, section 3.2) were used to develop an automatic classifier to detect stress via
ultra-short HRV features. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP), K-Nearest Neighbour (IBK), C4.5 and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
were considered and developed using the Weka tool.
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Figure 5.2: Data analysis flow for real-life stress. ECGs were acquired during a
stressful situation, pre-processed and HRV features extracted. Statistical analysis
identified HRV features that changed significantly during rest and stress conditions.
Short and ultra-short HRV features were analysed to investigate the validity of
ultra-short HRV analysis. Data-driven machine learning methods (i.e., Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest Neighbour (IBK),
C4.5 and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)) were used to develop an automatic
classifier to detect stress via ultra-short HRV features.
5.2.4 HRV analysis
As shown in Fig. 5.4, the RR interval time series were extracted from ECG records
using an automatic QRS detector, WQRS, available in the PhysioNet's toolkit [255],
based on nonlinearly scaled ECG curve length features [256]. An illustrative example
of the raw NN (or RR, since no ectopic beats were detected) interval series over
different time scales is shown in Fig. 5.3. However, no conclusions can be drawn
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from these raw NN series, therefore, HRV features are then extracted and analysed.
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(a) Raw NN series at 5 min during rest session. (b) Raw NN series at 5 min during stress session.
(c) Raw NN series at 3 min during rest session. (d) Raw NN series at 3 min during stress session.
(e) Raw NN series at 2 min during rest session. (f) Raw NN series at 2 min during stress session.
(g) Raw NN series at 1 min during rest session. (h) Raw NN series at 1 min during stress session.
(i) Raw NN series at 30 sec during rest session. (j) Raw NN series at 30 sec during stress session.
Figure 5.3: Raw NN series for one subject during the AE rest and stress sessions
over different time scales (i.e., 5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min and 30 sec.)
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QRS review and correction were performed using WAVE, which is the graphical
user interface to visualise a biomedical signal provided by PhysioNet and includes
facilities for interactive annotation editing [257]. The automatic QRS detection was
followed by manual review.
Figure 5.4: HRV processing workflow for real-life stress. NN/RR is the ratio of the
total RR intervals labelled as NN (normal-to-normal beats). Short term HRV is
analysed in 5 min excerpts. Ultra-short term HRV is analysed in excerpts of 3, 2, 1
and 0.5 min length.
The fraction of total RR intervals labelled as normal-to-normal (NN) intervals
was computed as the NN/RR ratio. Since ectopic beat correction methods were not
adopted and more than one RR excerpt was available for each subject, the NN/RR
ratio was used to identify a window of time of sufficient quality, excluding those
windows of time in which this ratio was lower than a threshold. Thresholds of 80%
[255] and 90% [258] have been proposed. In the current study, in which subjects were
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healthy and young, sitting in a comfortable position, a threshold of 90% was chosen
and still no records were excluded. Therefore, short HRV features were computed
from the first 5 min after the adaptation time for all of the subjects (Fig. 5.5).
Figure 5.5: Excerpt extraction. 5min segments were extracted after the adaptation
period for both rest and stress conditions.
The same 5 min excerpts were later used to extract shorter NN excerpts (Fig.
5.6, left-hand side) from which the ultra-short HRV features were computed. The
initial choice of extracting the central excerpts was arbitrary. Therefore, in order
to assess this choice, the shortest significant excerpt time length, resulting from
the statistical significance and correlation analysis, was extracted from different
locations within the 5 min excerpts (Fig. 5.6, right-hand side).
Figure 5.6: Segmentation process for real-life stress. The ultra-short HRV features
were extracted from the central position of the 5 min NN excerpts (left-hand side).
This procedure was repeated for the shortest significant length of NN excerpts. The
shortest excerpt was extracted from different positions, without overlapping (right-
hand side).
The HRV analysis was performed using the Kubios software [32]. Time, fre-
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quency and non-linear features were analysed according to international guidelines
(Chapter 2, section 2.4.1). In particular, frequency domain features were extracted
from power spectra estimated with autoregressive (AR) model methods (Fig. 2.5).
As reported in Table 5.1, 23 HRV features were extracted in the 5 min, 3 min, 2
min, 1 min, and 30 sec excerpts and subsequently analysed. However, not all the
HRV features were computable in ultra-short time excerpts. In fact, it is generally
recommended that spectral analyses are performed on recordings at least 10 times
longer than the wavelength of the lower frequency limit that is at least 2 min for the
Low Frequency power (LF). Therefore, LF was not computed for excerpts below 2
min along with LF/HF ratio and total power. Additionally, High Frequency power
(HF) was not computed for excerpts below 1 min [15]. As far as non-linear HRV
features are concerned, less has been explored in the existing literature. However,
approximate entropy (ApEn) values were excluded for lengths below 3 min, since
they have been shown to be unreliable [142]. Moreover, when the length of the data
was reduced to 30 sec, most of the non-linear features became non-computable, due
to the lack of samples.
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Table 5.1: HRV features.
HRV Features Units Description 
Time Domain 
MeanNN [ms] The mean of NN interval 
StdNN [ms] Standard deviation of NN intervals 
MeanHR [1/min] The mean heart rate 
StdHR 1/min] Standard deviation of instantaneous heart rate values 
RMSSD [ms] Square root of the mean squared differences between successive NN intervals 
NN50 - Number of successive NN interval pairs that differ more than 50 ms 
pNN50 [%] NN50 divided by the total number of NN intervals 
Frequency Domain 
LF [ms
2
] Low Frequency power (0.04-0.15Hz)  
HF [ms
2
] High Frequency power (0.15-0.4 Hz) 
LF/HF - Ratio between LF and HF band powers 
TotPow [ms
2
] Total power  
Non Linear Domain 
SD1, SD2 [ms] The standard deviation of the Poincare’ plot perpendicular to (SD1) and along 
(SD2) the line-of-identity 
ApEn        - Approximate entropy 
SampEn - Sample entropy 
D2 - Correlation dimension 
dfa1, dfa2 - Detrended fluctuation analysis: Short term and Long term fluctuation slope 
RPlmean [beats] Recurrence plot analysis: Mean line length 
RPlmax [beats] Recurrence plot analysis: Maximum line length 
REC [%] Recurrence rate 
RPadet [%] Recurrence plot analysis: Determinism 
ShanEn - Shannon entropy 
 
5.2.5 Statistical analysis
A normality test was run to show that the HRV features are non-normally dis-
tributed. Therefore, the median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th
percentiles were calculated for all subjects to describe the distribution of the HRV
features for the rest and stress sessions at 5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min, and 30 sec.
5.2.6 Multi-scale HRV comparison: short VS ultra-short
The framework presented in Chapter 4, section 4.2.1.2 to identify ultra-short HRV
features surrogates under two conditions (i.e., rest and stress conditions) was applied
to this case study. Accordingly, a non-parametric statistical significance test and
correlation analysis were performed in parallel as shown in Fig. 5.7, to select the
subset of ultra-short HRV features that are good surrogates of short term HRV
features.
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5.2.6.1 Non-parametric statistical significance and trend analyses
The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to investigate the statistical
significances (p-valueă0.05) of the HRV features' variation between the stress and
rest sessions for each excerpt length (i.e., 5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min, and 30
sec). The trends of the HRV features were also reported, where possible, using the
following convention:
‚ two arrows,Ó (orÒ), were used to report a significant (p-valueă0.05) decrease
(or increase) of a feature during the stress session;
‚ one arrow was used for non-significant variations: Ó (or Ò ) indicated a non-
significant (p-valueą0.05) decrease (or increase) of a feature during the stress
session.
Trend analysis consisted of inspecting any change in the trends of the HRV
features across time scales. An HRV feature was assumed to maintain the same
behaviour across the 5 different time-scales (5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min, and 30 sec)
if:
1. the Wilcoxon's test p-value was less than 0.05 between rest and stress condi-
tions at each time-scale;
2. the ultra-short HRV feature's trend changed between the rest and stress ses-
sions consistently with the equivalent short HRV feature's trend.
5.2.6.2 Correlation analysis and Bland-Altman plots
The Spearman's rank correlation was used to investigate to what extent an ultra-
short HRV feature was correlated with the equivalent short HRV feature. Spear-
man's rank correlation was used as HRV features are non-normally distributed. In
fact, Spearman's rank correlation is a non-parametric test used to measure the stat-
istical dependence between the rankings of two variables and does not make any
assumptions about their distribution. Spearman's rank correlation is described by
Spearman's correlation coefficient (ρ) measuring the strength and direction of the
association between two ranked variables. The threshold limit for ρ was set to 0.7; ρ
greater than 0.7 describes a strong association between two ranked variables [227].
The statistical significance of this association is demonstrated by a p-value (pρ)
lower than 0.05.
As a first step, each ultra-short HRV feature was investigated against the equi-
valent short HRV feature during a resting condition (Fig. 5.7). Secondly, each
ultra-short HRV feature was also explored during a stress condition.
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However, a correlation coefficient is blind to the possibility of bias caused by
the difference in the mean or median between two measurements, more specifically
a strong correlation does not necessarily imply a close agreement. Therefore, Bland-
Altman procedure was used to calculate the 95% Line of Agreement (LoA) [130].
Although, the Bland-Altman procedure works better with normalized data, non-
parametric methods were used to assess the degree of agreement between short
and ultra-short HRV features. In fact, median and Interquartile Range (IQR) were
calculated and Wilcoxon's rank test was used to estimate the p-value. In contrast
to the traditional Bland-Altman plots, the measurements of the 5 min excerpts were
plotted on the x-axis [156]. The bias was calculated as the median difference between
the HRV features at 5 min and the ultra-short HRV features.
5.2.6.3 Feature subset selection
At this stage, it was assumed that an ultra-short HRV feature was a good surrogate
of the equivalent short term one, only if:
‚ the feature maintained the same behaviour between rest and stress at each
time scale as detailed above;
‚ the ultra-short HRV feature was highly and significantly correlated (i.e. ρ ą
0.7 and pρ ă 0.05) with the corresponding short HRV term feature, across all
the time scales in both the rest and stress sessions.
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Figure 5.7: Methodological workflow for the identification of the good surrogates.
HRV features at each time scale were analysed via a statistical significance test (p:
p-value ă 0.05). HRV features were also investigated with trend analysis: Ó (Ò):
significantly lower (higher) under stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress
(pą0.05). Only the features that maintained the same behaviour were selected.
Moreover, HRV features were also investigated via correlation analysis across time
scales in both the rest and stress conditions. HRV features that showed to be
significantly and highly correlated were selected (ρ: Spearman's rank coefficient
ą0.7; pρ: Spearman's rank p-value ă0.05). The HRV features that maintained
the same behaviour and highly correlated across time scales were selected as good
surrogates.
5.2.7 Data-driven machine leaning
Short HRV features (benchmark) were used to train, validate and test an automatic
classifier to detect mental stress. The performance of this classifier was then tested
inputting ultra-short HRV features to assess the discriminant power of ultra-short
term HRV analysis.
The framework introduced in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1 to cope with small
dataset was applied to this study. Accordingly, the whole dataset was split per
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subject into two folders: Folder 1 (60%) was used for feature selection, for training
and validating the classifiers; Folder 2 (40%) was used to test the model.
5.2.7.1 HRV feature selection
In order to minimise the over-fitting risk in the machine learning models, the number
of features used in the model and its cardinality was limited by the number of
subjects presenting the event to detect (i.e., stress) [76].
Although the best approach is to select the minimum set of features using a
different folder from the one adopted to train the machine-learning model, due to
the small number of subjects in this study, feature selection and model training were
performed on the same folder (Folder 1: 25 subjects).
Because 5 min is defined as the standard length for short term HRV analysis,
the feature selection process was performed using 5 min HRV excerpts accordingly
applied to the proposed framework presented in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1. Among
the 23 HRV features initially computed, only those that showed to be good surrog-
ates in the ultra-short time excerpts entered the feature selection process. Therefore,
the dataset contained in Folder 1 before starting the features selection, was a NxM
matrix, with N equal to the number of good surrogate features and thus less than or
equal to the number of HRV features initially extracted (i.e., Nď23) and M equal to
the number of subjects in this folder (i.e., 25). The feature selection was based on
two main stages: the relevance analysis and the redundancy analysis. The former
was performed using a non-parametric statistical test, which aimed to identify the
HRV features changing more significantly across the stress and rest sessions. Since
not all the HRV features were normally distributed, (i.e., frequency features have
non-symmetric distributions) the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was adopted. All the
HRV features changing significantly between the stress and rest sessions (p-value less
than 0.05) were selected at this stage. All the relevant HRV features (p-valueă0.05 )
were then further minimised with the redundancy analysis aiming to exclude highly
correlated features. Therefore, only one feature from each cluster of features mu-
tually correlated was selected using Spearman's rank correlation. After the feature
selection, Folder' 1 presented all the possible combinations of relevant and non-
redundant HRV features.
5.2.7.2 Machine learning methods
The five most commonly applied machine-learning methods were used to develop
a classifier aiming to automatically detect mental stress based on short term HRV
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features. The machine learning methods were: a Support Vector Machine (SVM),
which belongs to a general field of kernel-based machine learning methods and is
used to efficiently classify both linearly and non-linearly separable data; a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP), which consists of an artificial neural network of nodes (processing
elements) arranged in layers ; a K-Nearest Neighbour (IBK) approach, which finds
a group of K objects in the training set that are closest to the test object, bases the
assignment of a label on the predominance of a particular class in the neighbourhood;
C4.5, which builds decision trees from a set of training data, using the concept of
information entropy; Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), which aims to find linear
combinations of the input features that can provide an adequate separation between
two classes.
Regarding the model parameters, for the MLP classifier, the learning rate (LR)
ranged from 0.3 to 0.9, the momentum (M) from 0.2 to 1 and the number of excerpts
(NE) from 100 to 2000 [259]; for the SVM, polynomial kernel function was used,
varying the degree (E) from 1 to 5 [260, 261]; for IBK, K was varied from 1 to 5
[262]. C4.5 trees were developed by varying confidence factor (CF) for pruning from
0.05 to 0.5 and the minimum number of instances per leaf (ML) from 2 to 20 [263].
The model parameters were tuned during training in Folder' 1. The best parameters
for each method were chosen as the ones that optimise their overall accuracy.
Each of these methods was used with all the combinations of relevant and non-
redundant HRV features. The possible combinations counted N out of the selected
features, with N spanning from 3 to 4 features, as the subjects presented the event
to be detected in the dataset were 42.
5.2.7.3 Training, validation and testing
The training of the machine-learning methods (including feature selection and model
parameter tuning) was performed on the Folder' 1 (25 subjects) and using 5 min
HRV features (benchmark). Folder' 1 was further divided into 3 equal sized sub-
samples, according to the 3-fold person-independent cross-validation approach.
The model was then tested on Folder 2 (17 subjects) using the short and ultra-
short HRV features to assess their efficacy in automatically detecting mental stress.
Binary classification performance measures were adopted according to the stand-
ard formulae reported in Chapter 2 , section 2.4.2. Among the five different machine-
learning methods used to train, validate and test the classifiers (SVM, MLP, IBK,
C4.5, and LDA), the best-performing model was chosen as the classifier achieving
the highest Area under the Curve (AUC), which is a reliable estimator of both sens-
itivity and specificity rates. In addition, the ROC curve for the best model was
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constructed.
5.2.8 Results
ECGs recorded from 42 healthy subjects were analysed in the current study. Sub-
jects with age from 18 to 25 years old were no obese (Body Mass Index (BMI)
22.3˘ 2.7) and they were not taking any medication for the duration of the study.
5.2.8.1 Statistical analysis
HRV features median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th percentiles and
p-value were calculated on 5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min, and 30 sec NN data series
and presented in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 respectively.
Table 5.2: HRV features in rest and stress from 5 min NN data series. AE experi-
ment.
Short term: 5 min 
Rest 
 
 
 
Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 726.988 83.695 647.623 776.4
95 
483.594 66.464 446.02
7 
512.257 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 59.642 18.383 44.455 70.00
7 
36.619 16.266 26.438 46.990 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 82.976 9.704 78.038 93.13
8 
125.242 16.711 117.42
2 
135.807 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 6.378 1.812 5.579 7.234 9.084 3.350 6.997 11.509 0.000 ↑↑ 
RMSSD(ms) 33.806 14.719 22.848 42.49
0 
34.120 16.643 18.069 46.997 0.996 ↑ 
NN50 (-) 49.500 41.888 17.000 80.00
0 
55.000 68.568 12.000 102.000 0.499 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 12.332 11.336 3.899 19.72
2 
9.218 10.004 1.984 17.354 0.341 ↓ 
LF (ms2) 1661.164 1252.05
2 
995.772 2497.
857 
454.370 874.45
3 
186.01
6 
1070.18
3 
0.000 ↓↓ 
HF (ms2) 381.739 488.299 212.089 591.2
65 
141.648 23 .87
1 
67.719 344.740 0.000 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 4.646 2.512 2.811 6.424 3.267 2. 81 1.943 4.662 0.011 ↓↓ 
TotPow (ms2) 3313.660 2160.75
7 
1953.02
7 
4694.
222 
1045.95
8 
1709.4
37 
427.80
9 
2214.64
3 
0.000 ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) 23.936 10.423 16.172 30.08
1 
24.146 11. 77 12.788 33.267 0.996 ↑ 
SD2 (ms) 79.555 24.420 61.047 94.59
2 
46.969 22.878 31.713 57.903 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 1.103 0.125 1.020 1.193 0.933 0.240 0.842 1.178 0.012 ↓↓ 
SampEn (-) 1.325 0.272 1.111 1.546 0.876 0.392 0.760 1.228 0.000 ↓↓ 
D2 (-) 3.179 1.090 2.245 3.544 1.496 1.283 0.469 2.575 0.000 ↓↓ 
dfa1 (-) 1.439 0.161 1.283 1.511 1.043 0.446 0.690 1.447 0.000 ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) 0.716 0.183 0.644 0.954 0.767 0.136 0.679 0.852 0.862 ↑ 
RPlmean (beats) 10.439 2.479 9.519 12.68
8 
13.326 6.771 11.105 16.920 0.002 ↑↑ 
RPlmax (beats) 282.000 111.223 178.000 384.0
00 
179.000 136.59
9 
86.000 282.000 0.004 ↓↓ 
REC (%) 32.570 6.276 29.553 37.59
2 
43.252 12.050 36.107 49.023 0.000 ↑↑ 
RPadet (%) 98.776 0.858 98.314 99.20
4 
99.254 1.277 98.138 99.633 0.034 ↑↑ 
ShanEn (-) 3.139 0.233 3.044 3.363 3.418 0.398 3.210 3.642 0.001 ↑↑ 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
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Table 5.3: HRV features in rest and stress from 3 min NN data series. AE experi-
ment.
Ultra-short term: 3 min 
 Rest Stress   
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 725.245 82.975 651.83 773.57 482.705 67.077 443.36 522.57 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 57.709 17.957 41.214 69.298 35.211 17.773 26.797 46.104 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 83.367 9.644 78.045 92.336 124.860 17.098 117.070 136.07 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 6.251 1.866 5.397 7.449 8.943 3.488 6.452 12.57 0.000 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 33.283 14.465 24.099 42.016 34.344 16.637 18.856 46.81 0.764 ↑ 
NN50 (-) 28.500 24.984 10.000 44.000 35.500 40.741 7.000 66 0.359 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 11.941 11.087 3.831 19.731 9.968 9.954 1.728 17.5 0.418 ↓ 
LF (ms2) 1397.950 1475.536 569.630 2224.400 415.345 852.459 106.490 889.28 0.000 ↓↓ 
HF (ms2) 297.630 442.760 173.440 516.530 101.281 281.341 56.541 291.13 0.000 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 4.597 2.746 2.912 5.674 3.607 3.353 1.553 5.126 0.048 ↓↓ 
TotPow (ms2) 2529.000 2154.584 1845.000 4745.000 735.500 2056.264 286.000 1642 0.000 ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) 23.583 10.253 17.081 29.774 24.317 11.779 13.349 33.147 0.785 ↑ 
SD2 (ms) 77.528 23.960 54.410 90.998 40.775 25.432 30.339 58.666 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 0.987 0.093 0.923 1.039 0.870 0.192 0.780 1.049 0.041 ↓↓ 
SampEn (-) 1.350 0.258 1.173 1.531 0.928 0.420 0.701 1.275 0.000 ↓↓ 
D2 (-) 3.045 1.069 2.044 3.385 1.398 1.208 0.331 2.417 0.000 ↓↓ 
dfa1 (-) 1.440 0.190 1.302 1.543 1.075 0.468 0.653 1.382 0.000 ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) 0.728 0.188 0.614 0.875 0.761 0.170 0.624 0.867 0.911 ↑ 
RPlmean (beats) 10.171 2.876 8.898 13.569 13.224 7.291 10.427 16.665 0.023 ↑↑ 
RPlmax (beats) 179.000 65.203 110.000 230.000 141.000 96.181 74.000 201 0.117 ↓↓ 
REC (%) 33.058 7.586 27.676 38.662 42.708 14.129 32.762 50.409 0.003 ↑↑ 
RPadet (%) 98.774 0.935 98.097 99.249 99.195 1.541 97.826 99.632 0.074 ↑ 
ShanEn (-) 3.089 0.264 2.943 3.332 3.361 0.428 3.131 3.5907 0.009 ↑↑ 
 
MD: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
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Table 5.4: HRV features in rest and stress from 2 min NN data series. AE experi-
ment.
Ultra-short term: 2 min 
 Rest Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend  
MeanNN (ms) 720.278 97.448 651.239 767.654 477.222 69.265 440.625 528.335 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 49.102 19.016 39.252 69.378 34.953 18.357 26.144 43.930 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 83.786 14.068 78.615 92.636 126.107 17.810 115.474 137.403 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 6.147 2.044 5.174 7.253 8.481 3.560 6.715 12.470 0.000 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 32.819 14.947 20.201 39.421 34.791 17.349 17.536 47.076 0.986 ↑ 
NN50 (-) 16.000 16.992 7.000 26.000 23.000 28.112 3.000 42.000 0.496 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 9.650 11.153 3.784 16.129 10.333 10.147 1.038 16.342 0.452 ↑ 
LF (ms2) 1359.861 1362.08 736.544 2559.88 416.867 997.892 145.482 836.823 0.000 ↓↓ 
HF (ms2) 312.068 443.887 165.133 564.119 134.815 280.732 61.680 264.583 0.000 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 4.498 2.977 2.997 5.899 3.321 3.195 1.517 5.093 0.031 ↓↓ 
TotPow (ms2) 2460.120 2046.27 1637.19 4269.09 814.113 2180.51 305.468 1735.69 0.000 ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) 23.275 10.610 14.323 27.963 24.651 12.291 12.430 33.350 1.000 ↑ 
SD2 (ms) 66.157 25.363 53.775 93.058 38.650 26.374 29.384 55.751 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 0.856 0.086 0.796 0.893 0.809 0.153 0.692 0.929 - - 
SampEn (-) 1.311 0.337 1.128 1.502 0.952 0.405 0.663 1.210 0.000 ↓↓ 
D2 (-) 2.603 1.018 1.798 3.148 1.187 1.241 0.320 2.765 0.002 ↓↓ 
dfa1 (-) 1.419 0.219 1.346 1.590 0.988 0.482 0.656 1.542 0.000 ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) 0.651 0.220 0.572 0.864 0.690 0.213 0.592 0.847 0.549 ↑ 
RPlmean (beats) 9.821 3.798 8.565 12.312 12.828 8.599 9.998 15.587 0.021 ↑↑ 
RPlmax (beats) 135.000 48.793 82.000 156.000 109.000 72.475 62.000 181.000 0.734 ↓ 
REC (%) 31.491 8.596 26.695 38.403 40.450 15.503 31.421 49.258 0.011 ↑↑ 
RPadet (%) 98.780 1.003 98.046 99.207 99.154 1.797 98.224 99.685 0.089 ↑ 
ShanEn (-) 3.008 0.307 2.854 3.225 3.232 0.429 3.030 3.506 0.021 ↑↑ 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05); -: not computable. In bold HRV
features changing significantly between rest and stress conditions.
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Table 5.5: HRV features in rest and stress from 1 min NN data series. AE experi-
ment.
Ultra-short term: 1 min 
Rest Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value  Trend  
MeanNN (ms) 725.169 87.204 658.022 777.922 492.167 78.866 450.060 539.117 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 48.554 18.505 40.710 63.065 33.978 17.420 25.249 43.979 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 83.153 10.087 77.476 91.438 122.54 18.442 111.54 133.686 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 5.799 2.433 4.624 6.731 8.003 3.500 6.124 10.981 0.000 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 30.806 15.435 25.018 38.449 31.269 18.370 13.395 45.394 0.823 ↑ 
NN50 (-) 7.500 8.396 4.000 14.000 11.500 14.956 1.000 23.000 0.382 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 10.201 10.539 4.444 17.722 10.156 11.444 0.848 16.556 0.505 ↓ 
LF (ms2) 1605.80 1567.53 563.291 2711.66 284.95 828.234 112.01 725.210 - - 
HF (ms2) 367.511 381.504 190.97 497.14 103.37 280.790 42.947 230.933 0.000 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 4.398 3.216 2.906 5.730 3.443 4.408 1.427 6.237 - - 
TotPow (ms2) 2557.33 2143.55 1464.61 4488.42 550.97 1614.007 212.826 1335.339 - - 
SD1 (ms) 21.919 10.988 17.790 27.369 22.197 13.042 9.514 32.244 0.775 ↑ 
SD2 (ms) 66.060 24.540 55.730 85.111 36.032 24.563 27.547 53.614 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 0.602 0.085 0.545 0.655 0.629 0.098 0.584 0.696 - - 
SampEn (-) 1.305 0.336 1.166 1.639 0.984 0.455 0.727 1.474 0.001 ↓↓ 
D2 (-) 2.509 0.875 1.737 2.868 1.317 1.196 0.417 2.632 0.002 ↓↓ 
dfa1 (-) 1.473 0.221 1.205 1.577 1.200 0.505 0.785 1.545 0.009 ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) 0.684 0.337 0.552 0.957 0.684 0.276 0.553 0.913 0.540 ↓ 
RPlmean (beats) 8.410 2.493 7.388 9.519 10.558 4.509 7.426 13.639 0.075 ↑ 
RPlmax (beats) 67.000 16.783 51.000 77.000 71.000 32.599 36.000 97.000 0.681 ↑ 
REC (%) 29.679 7.495 24.992 36.131 34.787 13.899 25.887 44.335 0.107 ↑ 
RPadet (%) 98.278 1.311 97.248 98.799 98.076 2.246 95.955 99.301 0.957 ↓ 
ShanEn (-) 2.659 0.293 2.471 2.864 2.933 0.372 2.623 3.151 0.005 ↑↑ 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05); -: not computable. In bold HRV
features changing significantly between rest and stress conditions.
Table 5.6: HRV features in rest and stress from 30 sec NN data series. AE experi-
ment.
Ultra-short term: 30 sec 
Rest Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 720.853 89.963 650.870 772.564 480.738 72.726 444.000 529.298 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 48.619 18.875 33.701 66.484 31.894 18.916 19.215 41.428 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/mim) 83.864 10.562 77.769 92.424 124.951 18.788 113.421 135.618 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/mim) 5.583 2.782 4.300 6.792 6.850 4.633 5.209 11.562 0.021 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 30.829 17.345 21.260 42.370 28.998 21.791 10.732 47.465 0.247 ↓ 
NN50 (-) 3.500 5.190 1.000 8.000 3.500 8.143 0.000 14.000 1.000 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 8.957 12.375 2.564 22.500 5.489 11.979 0.000 19.737 0.238 ↓ 
LF (ms2) 1207.038 1820.654 525.548 2956.652 180.888 1156.513 83.894 512.759 - - 
HF (ms2) 242.283 928.954 142.342 453.410 69.902 214.315 31.608 157.711 - - 
LF/HF (-) 5.292 5.237 1.760 8.531 3.699 7.685 1.320 7.962 - - 
TotPow (ms2) 2051.232 7451.549 1058.81 3868.496 366.116 2403.753 162.112 1198.807 - - 
SD1 (ms) 22.090 12.422 15.277 30.397 20.695 15.527 7.671 33.938 0.239 ↓ 
SD2 (ms) 64.777 25.347 43.553 89.512 34.382 25.793 22.181 47.197 0.000 ↓↓ 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05); -: not computable. In bold HRV
features changing significantly between rest and stress conditions.
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5.2.8.2 Multi-scale HRV comparison: short VS ultra-short
Table 5.7 summarises the results of the significance and trend analyses, presenting
the HRV features' trends at each time-scale. Table 5.7 also reports which features
were calculated for the different excerpt lengths (i.e., features indicated with '-' were
not computable).
Table 5.7: HRV features' trends.
HRV features 5 
min 
3 
min 
2 
min 
1 
min 
30  
sec 
MeanNN (ms) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ 
NN50 (-) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ 
pNN50 (%) ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓ 
LF (ms2) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - - 
HF (ms2) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - 
LF/HF (-) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - - 
TotPow (ms2) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - - 
SD1 (ms) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ 
SD2 (ms) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) ↓↓ ↓↓ - - - 
SampEn (-) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - 
D2 (-) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - 
dfa1 (-) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ - 
dfa2 (-) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ - 
RPlmean (beats) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑ - 
RPlmax (beats) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓ ↑ - 
REC (%) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑ - 
RPadet (%) ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ - 
ShanEn (-) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ - 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05); -: not computable.
As shown in Table 5.7, from 5 min excerpts of NN data series, 18 of the 23 selec-
ted HRV features showed significant changes from the resting to the stress condition.
12 of these 18 features decreased significantly during stress, while the remaining 6
features (MeanHR, StdHR, RPlmean, REC, RPadet and ShanEn), showed a signific-
ant increase. The second column in Table 5.7 demonstrates that from 3 min excerpts
of NN data series all of the 23 features were computable and 12 features decreased
significantly during stress, while 5 (MeanHR, StdHR, RPlmean, REC, and ShanEn)
increased significantly. However, RPadet, which showed significant increase during
5 min excerpts, failed to show any significant change when the data length was
shortened below 5 min. The changes in the features extracted from the 2 min ex-
cerpts, shown in the third column of Table 5.7, present the same significant trends as
the 3 min features, apart from ApEn, which is not computable, and RPlmax, which
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is no longer significant (p-valueă0.05). The changes in the features extracted from 1
min excerpts, shown in the fourth column of Table 5.7, present the same significant
trends as the 2 min features, except for 3 HRV frequency features (LF, LF/HF ratio,
TotPow), which are not computable, and 2 non-linear HRV features (RPlmean and
REC), which are no longer significant (p-valueă0.05). The changes in the features
extracted from the 30 sec excerpts, shown in the fifth column of Table 5.7, present
the same significant trends as the 1 min features, apart from those features that are
not computable.
Table 5.8 shows the results of the correlation analysis. Time domain HRV
features maintained a significantly high correlation coefficient at 3 min, 2 min, and
1 min. Conversely, from 30 sec excerpts, StdNN showed a Spearman correlation
coefficient above 0.70 at rest and below 0.70 during stress, while StdHR showed a
Spearman coefficient below 0.70 during both rest and stress. Regarding frequency
domain HRV features, they were highly correlated with the equivalent short HRV
features at each time-scale (i.e., from 3 min to 1 min) during both rest and stress
conditions. As far as non-linear features are concerned, SD1 maintained a constant
behaviour between the short and ultra-short term excerpts during the rest and stress
sessions whereas SD2 was less correlated over 30 sec during stress. ApEn, SampEn,
D2, RPlmean, RPlmax, REC, RPadet and ShanEn were highly correlated with short
term HRV features for the 3 min excerpts during the rest and stress conditions,
but they resulted in being less correlated in shorter time-scales. In general, HRV
features resulted less correlated in rest than during stress conditions. This is most
likely due to the fact that HRV showed a more depressed dynamic during stress.
Due to this first analysis, the HRV features computed on 30 sec excerpts were at this
point excluded from the rest of the study due to the low number of HRV features
behaving coherently with the benchmark.
The results from the correlation analysis were supported by the visual inspec-
tion of the Bland-Altman plots. A decrease in the bias and the 95% LoA was
observed as the excerpt lengths increased for all of the HRV features (see Appendix
B, section B.1, Fig. B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6).
As a result, MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF and SD2 were selected as
good surrogates of short HRV features to detect mental stress, as they responded
consistency across all the excerpt lengths (i.e., from 5 min to 1 min). Moreover,
the discrimination power to automatically detect stress from these features across
all the excerpt lengths (i.e., from 5 min to 1 min) was also proved as detailed in the
next section.
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Table 5.8: Correlation analysis of ultra-short HRV VS short HRV features.
  Rest Phase Stress Phase 
HRV features 3 vs 5 min  2 vs 5 min 1 vs 5 min 30 sec vs 5 min 3 vs 5 min  2 vs 5 min 1 vs 5 min 30 sec vs 5 min 
MeanNN (ms) 0.984 0.890 0.975 0.936 0.985 0.937 0.955 0.964 
StdNN (ms) 0.954 0.875 0.905 0.749 0.962 0.912 0.791 0.640 
MeanHR (1/min) 0.984 0.891 0.975 0.947 0.985 0.938 0.954 0.964 
StdHR (1/min) 0.914 0.789 0.796 0.635 0.971 0.904 0.784 0.696 
RMSSD (ms) 0.961 0.914 0.946 0.859 0.983 0.928 0.915 0.852 
NN50 (-) 0.972 0.883 0.949 0.822 0.971 0.920 0.905 0.894 
pNN50 (%) 0.967 0.882 0.943 0.818 0.969 0.915 0.913 0.881 
LF (ms2) 0.894 0.886 - - 0.921 0.916 - - 
HF (ms2) 0.915 0.906 0.901 - 0.925 0.915 0.798 - 
LF/HF (-) 0.830 0.839 - - 0.846 0.807 - - 
TotPow (ms2) 0.897 0.882 - - 0.900 0.905 - - 
SD1 (ms) 0.961 0.914 0.945 0.862 0.983 0.928 0.915 0.852 
SD2 (ms) 0.956 0.865 0.876 0.707 0.941 0.898 0.755 0.694 
ApEn (-) 0.771 0.169 - - 0.918 0.790 - - 
SampEn (-) 0.855 0.666 0.681 - 0.931 0.826 0.599 - 
D2 (-) 0.922 0.674 0.330 - 0.967 0.876 0.816 - 
dfa1 (-) 0.661 0.687 0.637 - 0.927 0.908 0.799 - 
dfa2 (-) 0.633 0.611 0.673 - 0.767 0.563 0.485 - 
RPlmean (beats) 0.837 0.708 0.645 - 0.901 0.730 0.503 - 
RPlmax (beats) 0.738 0.588 0.583 - 0.896 0.737 0.678 - 
REC (%) 0.880 0.643 0.608 - 0.892 0.689 0.513 - 
RPadet (%) 0.852 0.645 0.495 - 0.948 0.817 0.642 - 
ShanEn (-) 0.795 0.661 0.614 - 0.907 0.720 0.463 - 
 
All the correlations resulted significant (pρ ă 0.05); in bold Spearman's correlation coefficient (ρ)
greater than 0.7; -: not computable.
5.2.8.3 Classification and performance measurements
Regarding the feature selection process, all of the six HRV features (MeanNN,
StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2), selected as good surrogates of short HRV
features resulted as also being relevant in Folder 1. This was not a trivial result
given the lower number of subjects included in Folder 1. In fact, a reduction in the
number of subjects may result in an increase in the p-values. Among the 6 features,
as shown in Table 5.9, SD2 resulted in being significantly correlated with 4 features,
therefore, it was the first excluded. MeanNN resulted in being highly correlated
to MeanHR, as expected, but not with the other features. Between MeanNN and
MeanHR, MeanNN was chosen as it is easier to compute using wearable devices.
Regarding the two standard deviations, StdHR was selected as it was not correlated
with the other features. Consequently, HF, which resulted as being significantly
correlated only with StdNN (which was excluded), was selected too. Therefore,
as result of the redundancy analysis, the minimum set of relevant but mutually
non-correlated features resulted to be: MeanNN, StdHR, and HF.
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Table 5.9: Correlation among HRV features in Folder 1.
 MeanNN StdNN MeanHR StdHR HF SD2 
MeanNN 1 0.669 -0.980 -0.518 0.503 0.755 
StdNN  1 -0.614 0.205 0.815 0.979 
MeanHR   1 0.591 -0.454 -0.720 
StdHR    1 0.138 0.038 
HF     1 0.785 
SD2      1 
 
All the correlations resulted as being significant (pρ ă 0.05); in bold the Spearman's correlation
coefficient (ρ) greater than 0.7.
Each machine learning method was trained and validated with this combination
of short HRV features using Folder' 1. The classifiers were then tested on short HRV
features using Folder 2 as shown in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10: Model performance measurements estimated on the test set (Folder 2)
for 5 min excerpts.
Meth. Parameters AUC SEN SPE ACC 
MLP LR=0.3; M=0.2;NE=500 98% 100% 88% 94% 
SVM PolyKernel, E=1.0 88% 88% 88% 88% 
C4.5 CF=0.25; ML=2 94% 88% 100% 94% 
IBK K=2 99% 88% 100% 94% 
LDA - 98% 88% 100% 94% 
 
Meth.: methods; MLP: Multilayer Perceptron; SVM: Support Vector Machine; C4.5: decision
trees; IBK: Neighbor Search; LDA: Linear Discriminate Analysis; LR: Learning Rate; M:
Momentum; NE= Number of Excerpts; E=Degree; CF= Confidence Factor; ML= Minimum
Number of Instances per Leaf; AUC: area under the curve; SEN: sensitivity; SPE: specificity;
ACC: accuracy.
According to the criteria defined in Chapter 4 and section 2.4.2, the IBK clas-
sifier showed the highest AUC with 88% sensitivity, 100% specificity, 94% accuracy,
and 99% AUC, using MeanNN, StdHR and HF as HRV features. Therefore, the IBK
was chosen as the model to automatically detect mental stress. The IBK model was
then tested using ultra-short HRV features in Folder 2 to further evaluate their
capability to automatically detect mental stress (Table 5.11).
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Table 5.11: Model performance measurements on different time-scale excerpts.
Duration  AUC SEN SPE ACC 
3 min 97% 94% 94% 94% 
2 min 93% 94% 88% 91% 
1 min 93% 82% 94% 88% 
 
AUC: area under the curve; SEN: sensitivity; SPE: specificity; ACC: accuracy.
The ROC curves for the final model at different lengths are presented in Fig.
5.8.
Figure 5.8: ROC curves of the IBK final model developed using real-life data for
different time-scale excerpts.
The length of the data seemed to affect the performance of the model to a
small degree. However, as shown in Table 5.11, the model outperformed for 3
min time-scale with 97% AUC. In fact, compared to the short term performances,
using 3 min excerpts sensitivity increased by 6% and specificity decreased by 6%
respectively. Nevertheless, the model still achieved good performances also using 1
min HRV excerpts. After observing these results, the model was also assessed on all
consecutive 1 min excerpts (as shown in Fig. 5.6, right-hand side) within the 5 min
NN data series in order to see if the performances changed based on the extracted
excerpts. The performances using the 1 min HRV features proved to be consistently
good with 86 ˘ 4.1% sensitivity, 95˘4.4% specificity and 92˘3.75% accuracy.
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5.2.9 Discussion
The current experiment aimed to investigate if ultra-short HRV features were reliable
surrogates of short term ones to automatically detect mental stress. This is a topic
of growing interest as demonstrated by the numerous apps and wearable devices
presented on the market. However, as demonstrated in the previous Chapter 3, to
the best of the researcher's knowledge, none of the studies in the existing literature
investigated and identified in a rigorous way any subset of ultra-short features to
automatically detect mental stress.
Regarding the method, this study presented an innovative framework to assess
the minimum length of HRV excerpts to detect mental stress in healthy young sub-
jects. In fact, only two studies [160, 161] evaluated the reliability of ultra-short HRV
features during a stress condition. As reported in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, in Tables
3.7 and 3.7a, Pereira et al. [160] used only a parametric statistical test (one-way
ANOVA) to determine which HRV features (i.e., 220, 150, 100 and 50 sec) could
discriminate between rest and stress sessions (p-valueă0.05) with small windows
of analysis. The results from Pereira et al. [160] showed that MeanNN, StdNN,
RMSSD and pNN20 are the most discriminating features to differentiate between
stress in 50 sec window; in the presented study, MeanNN and StdNN over 60 sec
were also considered as good surrogates of short ones, whereas RMSSD showed that
has not able to discriminate between rest and stress and pNN20 was not computed
according to the existing guidelines [15]. Salahuddin et al. [161] used only the
non-parametric Kruskal Wallis test to assess that ultra-short term analysis was not
significantly different to short term analysis if the p-value was greater than 0.05 and
Wilcoxon sign-rank test (p-valueă0.05) to find the shortest duration that distin-
guished between rest and stress. In other words, no correlation or machine learning
methods were utilised to validate their findings. Moreover, if the p-value is greater
than 0.05 then the null hypothesis can be neither rejected nor accepted. There-
fore, no conclusions can be drawn using only the statistical significance tests (e.g.,
Kruskal Wallis test), which make the results reported in [161] not sufficiently reli-
able. In addition, the Salahuddin et al. study enrolled only 24 subjects. Therefore,
even if the method proposed in [161] could be considered reliable (and it is not),
a higher number of subjects would have resulted in different (probably smaller) p-
values, changing the results entirely. Unfortunately, this study [161] was the paper
used as justification by the majority of works in this area for the use of ultra-short
HRV features. In fact, many wearable systems [140, 152, 154] and scientific studies
[147, 148, 153, 164] monitoring stress via ultra-short term HRV analysis have based
their feature selection on Salahuddin et al. [161] results.
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Two other studies [151, 157] investigated the use of ultra-short HRV features,
but in different conditions (i.e., physical activity, acoustic stimulation). In fact,
Esco and Flatt [151] determined the agreement between ultra-short RMSSD fea-
ture computed in 10, 30 and 60 sec and conventional longer excerpts of 5 min in
male athletes under resting and post-exercise conditions. They used ANOVA test
to investigate if that ultra-short RMSSD was not significantly different from the
standard 5 min RMSSD (p-valueą0.05) and used intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC) analysis to investigate if ultra-short RMSSD was highly correlated with 5 min
RMSSD. However, no statistical tests were run to evaluate the significant difference
and trends of RMSSD were not investigated between pre- and post-exercise. Lastly,
Nardelli et al. [157] investigated the reliability of SD1 and SD2 from 15 to 60 sec
compared to 5 min and 1 hour in healthy subjects at rest and during an experiment
of emotional acoustic simulation. They used Spearman's correlation analysis and
Bland-Altman plots. However, they only investigated two non-linear features and
no statistical tests were run (or reported) to evaluate the significant difference and
trends in SD1 and SD2 between rest and effective sounds.
Moreover, few studies have assessed the reliability of ultra-short HRV features
as surrogates of standard short HRV features only during controlled resting con-
ditions. Nussinovitch et al. [158] compared HRV calculated from 5 min, 1 min
and 10 sec excerpts from 70 subjects using intra-class correlation (ICC), which is a
parametric correlation test assuming that variables are normally distributed, which
for frequency domain HRV features is never true unless a log-transformation is per-
formed. McNames and Aboy [155] also used the ICC to compare the accuracy of
HRV calculated from data lengths spanning from 10 sec to 10 min with 5 min re-
cordings, using the R-R interval dataset posted on PhysioNet. Baek et al. [146]
investigated the relationship between standard 5 min and ultra-short HRV, from a
wide range of age groups under a controlled resting condition. They used Pearson's
correlation to investigate the linear relationship between short HRV and ultra-short
HRV, as well as the Kruskal-Wallis to test the statistical significance (p-valueą0.05)
of differences between ultra-short and standard 5 min HRV. However, the Pearson's
correlation would assume a normal distribution for both variables, but HRV features
have shown not to be. Moreover, even if the correlation is high, if the Kruskal-Wallis
p-value is greater than 0.05 then the null hypothesis can be neither rejected nor ac-
cepted. Munoz et al. [156] investigated HRV features in the time domain in 10, 30
and 120 sec compared to 5 min, using a more rigorous method. In fact, they used
Pearson's correlation, after log-transforming HRV features, Bland-Altman plots and
Cohen's d. However, they investigated only two time HRV features (StdNN and
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RMSSD) over a resting condition.
Regarding the results achieved in this study, the statistical analysis in the
short term showed a significantly depressed HRV during stress, in agreement with
the systematic literature review (Chapter 3, section 3.2.2). Ultra-short term HRV
features also resulted in being significantly depressed during mental stress over each
time-scale. Concerning the HRV features in time domain, all of them maintain the
same behaviour across the 5 different time-scales (i.e., 5 min, 3 min, 2 min, 1 min,
and 30 sec). Moreover, four of them (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR and StdHR) were
also significantly different between rest and stress periods and were significantly
correlated (Spearman's rank ρ ą 0.7) across time-scales (i.e., each ultra-short vs
short time-scale per each feature). These results, achieved with a more robust
method, confirmed the findings of Baek et al. [146], McNames and Aboy [155],
Nussinovitch et al. [158] and Munoz et al. [156], which showed that MeanNN,
StdNN, MeanHR are reliable for lengths from 5 min to 1 min in controlled resting
condition. However, some HRV features that showed to be good surrogates in the
literature, failed to show good results in the present study. The interpretation of this
result could be that the method used in the present study is based on more stringent
and reliable requirements (i.e., inter-group and intra-group assessments through the
use of appropriate statistical tests), compared to other studies, which demonstrated
significant methodological limitations, as discussed above. Concerning the HRV
features in the frequency domain, it is well-known that a minimum of 1 minute is
required to estimate HF and a minimum of 2 minutes is required to estimate the LF
component [15]. Accordingly, the present study proved that for HRV features in the
frequency domain, such as LF, the minimum length is 2 minutes. Additionally, the
HF component could be extracted for 1 min excerpts, as confirmed by the fact that
in this study HF resulted in being a good surrogate of the 5 min equivalent. In fact,
as also proved by Baek et al. [146] , LF had a very low Pearson's coefficient below
2 min whilst HF below 1 min. In relation to non-linear HRV features, no study
has investigated their reliability in excerpts shorter than 5 minutes. The current
study empirically proved that non-linear HRV features lose their utility for excerpts
below 3 minutes mainly due to computational problems. In fact, non-linear HRV
features require a high number of samples in order to appreciate the dynamics of
the heartbeat series over time. Only two non-linear HRV features (SD1 and SD2)
showed to be good surrogates over 3, 2 and 1 min length as also shown by Nardelli
et al. [157]. Therefore, it is recommended that researchers consider excerpt lengths
above 3 minutes if interested in understanding how HRV reflects a chaotic system.
Lastly, the present study showed a model able to detect stress with higher
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accuracy than the models presented in the existing literature. In fact, as also de-
scribed in Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.12, two studies [45, 128] proposed a model to
detect mental stress using short term HRV analysis.
Melillo et al. [45] adopted the same dataset as in this study. They proposed
a model based on LDA, employing only three HRV non-linear features: SD1, SD2
and ApEn for short term HRV analysis (5 min). The model proposed in their
study achieved sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, respectively of 86%, 95% and
90%, which are lower than the performance achieved by the model developed in this
study. A possible reason for that may lie in the use of a less robust method to cope
with small dataset. In fact, they did not perform a feature selection process on an
independent folder and the use of linear classifier -such as LDA- may not be able
to discriminate at high accuracy between rest and stress conditions. Another study
conducted by Traina et al. [128] studied the Pearson's correlation among frequency
domain measures before and after the stress session, demonstrating that those cor-
relations were significant. However, as discussed above, the Pearson's correlation
is based on the assumption that the HRV measures are normally distributed, but
HRV frequency features are not.
Seven studies, as described in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, Table 3.8, developed a
model to detect mental stress using ultra-short HRV features. Mayya et al. [140]
proposed a method for automatically detecting mental stress using smartphone and
1 min HRV features. The model was built on the assumption that ultra-short HRV
features were relevant according to the available literature [161, 162], which has
been proved to lack a robust method to identify ultra-short HRV features that are
good surrogates of short HRV features. They used a multinomial logistic regression
applied to 2 features, RMSSD and dfa1, and achieved 80.5% accuracy, which is
lower than the accuracy achieved in the present study, supporting the idea that
an erroneous ultra-short feature selection can generate low performances. Choi
et al. [149], Brisinda et al. [148] and Sun et al. [164] also proposed a method
to automatically detect mental stress focusing on 4 min, 2 min and 1 min HRV
features respectively. Also in these studies, the models were built on the assumption
that ultra-short HRV features were relevant according to the available literature,
although Brisinda et al. confirmed their findings using only ICC analysis. These
studies used linear classifiers achieving accuracy lower than the one achieved in the
current study. Other models were developed using ultra-short term HRV analysis
along with other physiological measurements, but are not discussed, as this is not
in line with the scope of this study. Overall, none of those papers achieved better
results than the ones presented in this study. This also supports the fact that a
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reliable identification of good surrogates is important in order to identify a good
set of features aiming to detect mental stress. The current study proved that IBK
was able to detect stressed subjects with 88%, 100%, 94% sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy respectively, using short term HRV features (MeanNN, StdHR and HF).
IBK was the most recurrent machine learning used among the 7 papers identified in
the existing literature [149, 159, 166].
5.2.10 Conclusion and applications
Currently, 5 min recordings are regarded as being an appropriate option for HRV
analysis to detect mental stress in healthy subjects. However, the continued rise
in the interest of everyday wearable devices being able to instantaneously assess
mental stress level is rising the attention of the scientific community around the use
of HRV features computed in excerpts shorter than 5 min.
This study proved that not all the ultra-short HRV features were good sur-
rogates of short term ones. In fact, only six ultra-short HRV features resulted in
being good surrogates of short term ones: MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF,
and SD2. These six features displayed consistency across all of the excerpt lengths
(i.e., from 5 min to 1 min) and good performance if employed in a well dimensioned
automatic classifier (i.e., each predictor variable presents at least 10 “occurrences”
[76]). Moreover, an automatic classifier based on IBK was able to detect stressed
subjects with very high performances, using 3 min HRV analysis, and relatively
good performances using 1 min HRV excerpts. The former achieved sensitivity, spe-
cificity and accuracy of 94%, 94% and 94% respectively and the latter achieved 82%
sensitivity, 94% specificity and 88% accuracy. The method employed to develop the
machine learning model, described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.1, led to better results
compared to the study conducted on the same dataset by Melillo et al. [45], which
did not adopt different folders for training and testing and performed the feature
selection process on all of the dataset.
In conclusion, it is possible to automatically detect mental stress using ultra-
short HRV features with excerpts not shorter than 1 min. According to the specific
application, 3 or 2 min excerpts could be preferable, because features having a clear
physiological significance (e.g., HF and LF) remain computable. Finally, it is useful
to mention that the proposed methodology could be used in any application aiming
to automatically detect a condition using ultra-short HRV features. In particular,
the proposed method can improve the identification of the minimal length of HRV
excerpts enabling the detection of an anomaly in real time.
The results of the present work could be applied to the situation of a mental
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effort such as an exam or job interview, that represents a long period under stress,
but more studies are necessary to understand the response of HRV metrics in shorter
fright situations.
Therefore, due to the low number of subjects enrolled in this study, more
experimental studies were carried out to enrol more subjects in order to verify if
ultra-short HRV feature may be useful to detect stress in a wider sample. The
choice of having laboratory experiments was due to the degree of control it provides
in order to assess the relationship between acute mental stress and ultra-short term
HRV analysis. However, the major disadvantage of experimental studies is that
the nature of the experiment may be very unlike what people might actually do
in everyday life. Although the experiments were modelled as far as possible on
simulating real acute mental stress according to the existing literature, the effect of
in-lab stressors resulted in a less powerful stress; also this point is discussed in the
following sections.
5.3 Detection of mental stress in laboratory settings
The study carried out on a real-life stressor (i.e., an Academic Examination (AE))
assessed the validity of ultra-short HRV features through a robust framework. How-
ever, due to the low number of subjects enrolled using the real-life stressor, exper-
imental data were gathered through two independent experiments in-lab settings
(deliverable 1d), by using the Stroop Colour Word Test (SCWT) and a highly paced
video game challenge (VGC) as cognitive stressors. Two different in-lab stressors
were used to investigate in more detail the effect of in-lab stress.
These studies aimed to explore the power of in-lab stressors (deliverable 1e)
and to train, validate, and test an automatic model to detect mental stress using
ultra-short HRV features in order to verify the relevance of using ultra-short HRV
features to detect stress (deliverable 1f).
5.3.1 Experiment designs
Based on the results of the systematic literature review presented in Chapter 3,
section 3.2.2, the main steps followed to design reliable and valid experiments were:
• identifying the population, the universe of people to which the study could be
generalised;
• identifying a sample from the subset of the population;
• identifying the sampling frame, i.e., eligible members from the population;
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• identifying the medical devices and instruments to use during the experiment;
• identifying the location of the experiment;
• identifying the protocol to follow during the experiments.
For both of the experiments (E2 and E3) every participant was exposed to the
same environment, including the characteristics of the room and the instruction the
participants received.
5.3.1.1 Study population
The minimum number of subjects was estimated using two different methods. The
first method is the traditional statistical method. In fact, sample size is often a
statistical concept that involves determining the number of observations or replic-
ates (the repetition of an experimental condition used to estimate the variability
of a phenomenon) that should be included in a statistical sample to have sufficient
statistical power [264]. However, this concept is not completely true for predictive
modelling. Therefore, a second method was used to estimate the minimum number
of observations for predictive models.
The first method estimated a minimum number of 42 subjects. This was calcu-
lated using standard statistical methods [264]. The most common feature reported
by previous studies was the power spectrum high frequencies (HF); the mean differ-
ences and the standard deviation of the HF were calculated during the meta-analysis
conducted in Chapter 3, section 3.2.2. Therefore, since the experiments were re-
peated in the same subject twice under different conditions (i.e., rest and stress),
the minimum number was calculated as follows: the mean HF difference in liter-
ature was 265.616 ms2 with an estimated pooled standard deviation of 1,555 ms2;
assuming a type I error=0.05 and a power of 80% [264], the estimated minimum
number was 42 subjects.
However, 42 subjects represent the minimum number for statistical purposes,
therefore, according to Forest et al. [76], the minimum number for predictive mod-
elling was estimated to be 150 subjects for the two independent experiments using
SCWT and VGC. This number was calculated linking the model complexity to the
population sampling. According to Foster [76], in order to avoid overfitting, a min-
imum number of 10 “events” is necessary for each attribute to result in a classifier
with reasonable predictive value. For instance, an automatic classifier with a min-
imum of 3 unknown attributes (e.g., parameters and/or variables) should be trained
using at least 30 observations. Moreover, in order to reduce the observations' inter-
dependency, the classifier should be trained on only a third of the whole dataset, in
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order to perform feature selection and testing on independent data. Therefore, the
subjects should be split into three folders to reduce bias and overfitting problems
[76, 265]:
• Folder 1 for feature selection;
• Folder 2 for training and validation;
• Folder 3 for testing.
Therefore, a minimum number of 30 subjects should be included in each folder.
However, the splitting of the subjects into folders for balanced datasets could
be:
• 20% for Folder 1 (i.e., feature selection);
• 60% Folder 2 (i.e., training and validation);
• the remaining 20% in Folder 3 (i.e., testing).
Consequently, assuming that the minimum number of attributes would be 3, the
number was estimated to be 150 subjects (Fig. 5.9).
Hence, the minimum number of subjects enrolled for the SCWT and VGC
ranged from 42 to 150 volunteers.
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Figure 5.9: The minimum sample for predictive modelling. This method links the
model complexity to the required population sampling. As rule of thumb, 10 ob-
servations (subjects) are needed for each attribute in the final model. Moreover, in
order to reduce the observations' interdependency, the classifier should be trained
only on a third of the whole dataset to perform feature selection and tested on in-
dependent data. Therefore, the subjects should be split into three folders, each of
which with a specific percentage of observations.
To achieve a high degree of reliability and consistency, the criteria for eligibility
of the sample were:
• age between 20 and 40 years old;
• no history of heart disease or systemic hypertension;
• normal BMI, i.e., 18.5 to 24.9;
• no consumption of drugs or alcohol before the experiment;
• for females, the experiment was carried out outside their menstrual cycle.
The previous criteria were chosen in agreement with the existing literature (Chapter
2, section 2.2.1.2) in order to generalise the results coming from the experiments.
In fact, different studies have reported that ageing is associated with depressed
HRV and parasympathetic function [266, 267]. As far as the second criterion is
concerned, it has been demonstrated that hypertension leads to changes in HRV as
well as heart disease may corrupt the ECG signal, entailing a lack of reliability in
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the study [268, 269]. Moreover, a normal BMI avoids undesired corruptions of the
signal and assures reliability and accuracy of the results [270, 271]. The condition
that drugs and alcohol were forbidden before the experiment was made in order
to not alter HRV patterns, since the consumption of drugs and alcohol varies the
sympathetic and parasympathetic functions [272, 273]. Lastly, the menstrual cycle
has also been shown to be a relevant measure for HRV features [254].
5.3.1.2 Stroop Word Colour Test (SCWT) and Video Game Challenge
(VGC) implementation
According to the existing literature, the SCWT and the VGC were chosen as the
two most common cognitive stressors used to study human psycho-physiological
responses to mental stress in laboratory scenarios.
Cognitive stressors also called acute stressors induce cognitive demands [274].
The cognitive tasks also represent the most convenient and applicable acute stressors
with a high psychological relevance to respondents [275]. In fact, they are:
• convenient, unobtrusive modes of test administration;
• applicable to a wide range of potential respondents;
• psychologically relevant to respondents;
• minimal, standardised motor response requirements.
Furthermore, sympathetic nerve response to mental stress is strongly influenced by
the perception of difficult and demanding tasks such as the SCWT and the VGC.
In fact, they both induce changes in autonomic responses of the SNS, which
relates to physiological measures, such as changes in HRV [13, 276, 277] . Different
studies have shown that pacing a SCWT or VGC resulted in substantial heart
rate accelerations [13, 276, 277]. In fact, they are accompanied by heightened HR
levels and a decrease in MeanNN during the performance of a SCWT and a VGC.
Moreover, the SNS indicator calculated by spectral analysis (LF, HF, LF/HF) of
HRV might be sensitive to reflect a slight increase in cardiac SNS activity during a
SCWT and a VGC, as shown in Table 3.4 [122, 129].
Stroop colour word test A SCWT is a challenging task, whose prominent fea-
ture is the conflict or interference situation during which the subject must name the
colour of the ink of the ink-words when the colour and word are incongruent [13].
According to previous literature [278–281], the SCWT was designed in two parts in
order to increase the level of difficulty over time.
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The first part of the test showed congruent word-colour cards. The words were
shown on a white background; the size of each card was 5 by 5 words. The first part
lasted for 23 cards; each card for around 5 seconds. The subject was asked to read
aloud as many words as he/she could, from left to right, without caring about the
ink used for the words (Fig. 5.10, left-hand side).
The second part was designed employing incongruent cards at higher speed
(i.e., 100 cards for 3 sec each). The cards lasted for the same time and they were
skipped with the same speed, but the task of the subject was different. The subject
was asked to pronounce the colour of the word-ink from left to right (Fig. 5.10,
right-hand side).
Figure 5.10: SCWT example slides. On the left-hand side, a congruent slide example
(first part), during which the subject was asked to read aloud as many words as
he/she could, from left to right, without caring about the ink of the words. On
the right-hand side, an incongruent slide example (second part), during which the
subject was asked to pronounce the colour of the word-ink from left to right.
A Matlab code producing congruent and incongruent colour-words with blue,
green, black, red, yellow, magenta, cyan colours, was employed to generate four
different kinds of cards with increasing difficulty level for the second part of the
SCWT [282]:
• small problems with matching colours;
• large problems with matching colours;
• small problems with non-matching colours;
• large problems with non-matching colours.
The SCWT test was, then, assembled using video-maker software. A random com-
bination of the four types of card was used in order to not create a repeated pattern
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for the second part of the SCWT. Explanation slides were inserted before each part.
Between the first and the second part a break of 24 seconds, with the relative ex-
planations and examples, was included. The entire task lasted for not more than 7
minutes (Fig. 5.12).
Video game challenge A platform based on a commercially available first-person
shooting game was created to mimic a situation of a hostage rescued by a special
weapons and tactics counter-terrorist team to simulate a cognitive demanding task
such as real working life stress. The game was modified in several ways by a soft-
ware developer. The game was manipulated so that participants could not “die” to
complete the task, they could use the same weapon (i.e., a gun) or change weapon
(i.e., knife). The task was always performed under the same scenario (i.e., the same
game map) with the hostage position kept constant. Subjects were unaware of the
manipulation of the commercial game. The entire experiment was remotely run and
monitored through a centralised server. This also allowed us to provide detailed
instructions to the participants at the beginning of the task.
For the first 3 minutes of the session and before the beginning the experi-
mental task, the author demonstrated the main commands to play the game and
participants performed a round trial of 1 minute to familiarise themselves with the
controls. The game was ranked as adequate for subjects aged 16 and above. The
video game interface is shown in Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.11: VGC interface.
5.3.1.3 Ethical approvals
These studies were approved by the Biomedical and Scientific Research Ethics Com-
mittee (BSREC) of The University of Warwick, assuring the anonymity and no
side-effects or possible disadvantages for the subjects. All subjects were carefully
instructed on the study protocol and informed consent was given prior to examina-
tions (ref. REGO-2014-656, REGO-2014-656 AMO1). BSREC approval letters are
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reported in Appendix B, section B.2.
5.3.1.4 Study protocol
All subjects were examined under standard conditions: a quiet room with minimisa-
tion of stimuli, during the morning, minimising physical motions and other stimuli
possibly affecting HRV.
5.3.1.5 SCWT protocol
128 healthy volunteers with no history of heart disease, systemic hypertension or
another disease potentially influencing HRV were enrolled. They were not obese
and did not consume medication, drugs or alcohol in the 24 hours preceding the
experiment. All the subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Volunteers were instructed to sit comfortably in an arm-chair and not move
unless necessary. Continuous ECG recordings were performed during rest and stress
sessions. The rest session was recorded for 6 minutes during which the subjects
were asked simple questions (see Appendix B, section B.2), regarding age, weight
and height in order to induce them to talk. Before the stress session started, a brief
introduction to the test was explained through demonstrative videos. Finally, the
SCWT was administered using a 28” screen for 7 nominal minutes.
ECGs were recorded continuously during the experiment. No ECG signal was
recorded during the instructions.
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Figure 5.12: SCWT protocol. At the start of the experiment, the author gave
instructions (60 sec) to the participants regarding the task that they needed to
undertake. An ECG signal was acquired during a resting condition for 6 nominal
minutes during which the participants were invited to talk. After a small break
(approximately 24 sec), CSCWT (Congruent SCWT) and ISCWT (Incongruent
SCWT) test were undertaken.
5.3.1.6 VGC protocol
42 healthy volunteers with no history of heart disease, or other disease potentially
influencing HRV were examined in the Behavioural Science Laboratory of the War-
wick Business School. Subjects were not obese and did not assume medication,
drugs or alcohol in the 24 hours preceding the experiment. All subjects were right-
handed with normal or corrected-to-normal vision to reduce heterogeneity in the
results [283]. None of the subjects was expert in the task. All subjects reported
daily computer usage and were skilled at operating a mouse and keyboard.
The author gave instructions to the participants to help them familiarise them-
selves with the game. During the rest session, the signal was recorded for 6 minutes
in which the subjects were asked to compile a questionnaire on general information
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(see Appendix B, section B.2) using a mouse and keyboard, in order to standardise
the conditions between the rest and stress sessions (i.e., use of the PC). During the
stress session, the shooter video-game containing fast-paced content (i.e. war scenes,
gun fighting) was shown using a 24” screen, and ECG signal was recorded for the
entire duration of the game, namely 5 minutes (Fig. 5.13).
The ECGs were recorded continuously during the experiment. No ECG signal
was recorded during the instructions.
Figure 5.13: VGC protocol. At the start of the experiment, the author gave instruc-
tions (3 min) to the participants regarding the task that they needed to undertake.
An ECG signal was acquired during resting condition for 6 nominal minutes dur-
ing which the participants filled in a survey on demographic information. After a
small break (approximately 30 sec), a trial of 1 min was performed, and finally, the
participants played the VGC for 5 nominal minutes.
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5.3.2 Hardware and software
Hardware For both experiments, the ECG signal was recorded using a Zephyr
BioPatch device (Annapolis, USA) as shown in Fig. 5.14. The Zephyr BioPacth can
be used in two different ways through the patch or through the strap, both ways
expected to be positioned under clothing on the left under the chest. In respect to
a subject's privacy, the subject was invited to go into a separate room to wear the
device. To avoid any gender-related discomfort or embarrassment, the subject was
assisted by a staff member of his/her gender.
Figure 5.14: Zephyr BioPatch (on the left-hand side) and Zephyr BioPatch side
strap (on the right-hand side).
A one lead ECG was acquired with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz and a
digital resolution up to 12 bits. The BioPatch is a unique and easy way to record
ECG signals. It is comfortable, small and it attaches to traditional disposable ECG
electrodes. Furthermore, Heart Rate Confidence and Respiration Confidence are
continually calculated using the signal to noise ratio and other parameters that
indicate the device is worn correctly and the data are medically valid. The ECG
waveform is filtered and amplified based on proprietary circuitry designed for high
levels of body movement. Data were continuously logged using an on-board flash
memory. ECGs were subsequently downloaded to a PC for further offline pre-
processing as explained in the next sections.
Moreover, in both experiments, the Nexus 10 was also used as benchmark. The
NeXus-10-MK II (Mind Media, Herten, The Netherlands) offers 4 single channel in-
puts, 2 dual channel inputs, 1 oximetry/ trigger (with NeXus Trigger Interface)
input and 1 digital input. The Nexus-10 is capable of measuring a wide variety of
modalities simultaneously, such as brainwaves (EEG, SCP), muscle tension, heart
rate, relative blood flow, skin conductance, respiration and temperature. It com-
municates wirelessly through Bluetooth or use of a USB extender cable, in order
to record data at higher sample rates. It is equipped with a high-grade lithium-ion
battery pack and an SD flash memory card slot, enabling full ambulatory use of
this portable device. With the high medical grade connectors that lock-in, there is
neither noise nor artefact when touching or pulling them. Artefacts through move-
ment of cables or other external sources of noise are reduced to a minimum, because
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of cutting-edge active noise cancellation technology and carbon coated cables. The
single-lead ECG was acquired with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz and a digital
resolution up to 24 bits. Data acquired with the Nexus 10 were used in case the
signal acquired from the Zephyr BioPatch was corrupted. However, it was not the
case for these experiments.
Figure 5.15: The NeXus-10 (MindMedia).
Software Different analyses were carried out using different software. The pre-
processing of ECG signals was carried out using the PhysioNet's toolkit as detailed
in section 5.2.2. HRV analysis was conducted using Kubios. A full description is
detailed in 5.2.2. All of the statistical analysis were carried out using in-house tools
developed in Matlab2016b. Machine learning algorithms were developed using the
Weka Platform (version 3.8.01) and Matlab2016b software.
5.3.3 Data analysis
Fig. 5.16 describes the main stages of the data analysis carried out for this study.
The acquired ECGs were analysed and HRV features extracted from short term
excerpts (5 min) and 1 min excerpts, which resulted in the shortest length to reliably
observe changes during stress, as detailed in section 5.2.8. The statistical analyses
were run separately for the SCWT and the VGC. HRV features were investigated for
5 min and 1 min excerpts. The effect of real and in-lab stressors was also explored.
Finally, the discrimination power of ultra-short HRV features in detecting mental
stress was investigated via machine learning techniques.
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Figure 5.16: Data analysis flow for in-lab stress. ECGs were acquired during stressful
situations, pre-processed and HRV features extracted. Statistical analysis identified
HRV features that changed significantly during rest and stress conditions. The effect
of real and in-lab stressors was investigated. Data-driven machine learning methods
(i.e., SVM, MLP, IBK, C4.5 and LDA) were used to develop an automatic classifier
to detect passive stress via ultra-short HRV features.
5.3.4 HRV analysis
As shown in Fig. 5.19, the RR interval time series were extracted from ECG records
using an automatic QRS detector, WQRS, available in the PhysioNet's toolkit [255].
An illustrative example of the raw NN (or RR, since no ectopic beats were detected)
interval series over different time scales is shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 for the SCWT
and VGC respectively. However, no conclusions can be drawn from these raw NN
series, therefore, HRV features are then extracted and analysed.
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(a) Raw NN series at 5 min during rest session. (b) Raw NN series at 5 min during stress session.
(c) Raw NN series at 1 min during rest session. (d) Raw NN series at 1 min during stress session.
Figure 5.17: Raw NN series for one subject during the SCWT rest and stress sessions
over 5 min and 1 min excerpts.
(a) Raw NN series at 5 min during rest session. (b) Raw NN series at 5 min during stress session.
(c) Raw NN series at 1 min during rest session. (d) Raw NN series at 1 min during stress session.
Figure 5.18: Raw NN series for one subject during the VGC rest and stress sessions
over 5 min and 1 min excerpts.
QRS review and correction were performed using WAVE. The automatic QRS
detection was followed by manual review.
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Figure 5.19: HRV processing workflow for in-lab stress. NN/RR is the ratio of the
total RR intervals labelled as NN (normal-to-normal beats). Short term HRV is
analysed in 5 min excerpts. Ultra-short term HRV is analysed in excerpts of 1 min
length.
The fraction of total RR intervals labelled as normal-to-normal (NN) intervals
was computed as NN/RR ratio. Thresholds of 80% [255] and 90% [258] have been
proposed. In studies enrolling only healthy and young subjects, a lower NN/RR
ratio is mainly associated with movement artefacts. In the current study, in which
subjects were healthy and young, sitting in a comfortable position, a threshold of
90% was chosen and still no records were excluded. The ECGs from both experi-
ments were segmented and the last 5 min were extracted from the rest and stress
sessions and HRV features were computed as shown in Fig. 5.20. Moreover, the
central 1 min segments (Fig. 5.20) in both rest and stress sessions and for both ex-
periments were also extracted and HRV features were computed. 23 HRV features
(Table 5.1) were extracted from the standard 5 min segments, whereas 6 ultra-short
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HRV features (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2) were extracted
from 1 min HRV excerpts as they showed to be good surrogates of short HRV
features in 1 min excerpts.
(a) Segmentation process for the SCWT. The last 5 min segments were extracted for both
rest and stress conditions. The central 1 min segments were also extracted within the
selected 5min segments for both rest and stress conditions.
(b) Segmentation process for the VGC. The last 5 min segments were extracted for both rest
and stress conditions. The central 1 min segments were also extracted within the selected
5min segments for both rest and stress conditions.
Figure 5.20: Segmentation process for in-lab stress. 5min and 1min segments for
both experiments during rest and stress were analysed.
The HRV analysis was performed using the Kubios software [32]. Time and
frequency and non-linear features were analysed according to international guidelines
in Chapter 2, section 2.4.1. Frequency domain features were extracted from power
spectra estimated with autoregressive (AR) model methods.
5.3.5 Statistical analysis
A normality test was run to show that the HRV features are non-normally dis-
tributed. Therefore, the median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th
percentiles were calculated to describe the distribution of HRV features over 5 min
and 1 min. The non-parametric Wilcoxon's Signed-Rank Test was used to investig-
ate the statistical significances between the stressor session and a baseline for both
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experiments at 5 min and 1 min NN excerpts.
5.3.5.1 Comparison real VS in-lab stressors: exploratory analysis
In order to explore the effects of using real and in-lab stressors on short term HRV
features (i.e., 5 minutes), a group analysis was performed as shown in Fig. 5.21. As
for both experiments the same HRV features were reported, an interaction test was
carried out. Short term HRV analysis was investigated as it is widely explored and
assumed as the gold standard for HRV analysis.
After having investigated the effect of real and in-lab stressors within groups
(i.e., rest VS stress), the effect size was investigated among groups using an inde-
pendent, non-parametric statistical test: the Kruskal Wallis test. The null hypo-
thesis was that no differences were observed across the studies. The cut-off value
was a p-value less than 0.05.
The effect size was calculated as the absolute difference between rest and stress
(i.e., ‘unstandardised’ difference) [284, 285]. The use of ‘unstandardised’ difference
(i.e., raw difference between two groups) was preferable as the majority of the HRV
features were significantly non-normally distributed [285]. In fact, when the outcome
is reported on a meaningful scale and all studies in the analysis use the same scale,
the effect size can be performed directly on the raw difference in values. The primary
advantage of the raw difference is that it is intuitively meaningful.
Moreover, profile plots (median and standard error) of HRV features for all
three experiments were reported for both rest and stress conditions.
However, it is important to take into account that the experiments were carried
out using different stressors (i.e., an AE, a SCWT and a VGC), performed on
different sample size and using different protocols, although the same inclusion and
exclusion criteria were employed to enrol volunteers.
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Figure 5.21: Conceptual difference between within- and between-group test. The
horizontal arrow indicates a within-group test. The tests were performed using a
Wilcoxon's Signed-Rank test and the results were p-values that measure the effect of
the test within the group on HRV features. The vertical arrow indicates a between-
group interaction test. This test was performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test and the
results were p-values that measure the effect of the test between groups on HRV
features.
5.3.6 Data-driven machine learning
A new classifier, different from that previously achieved using real-life data, was
developed using ultra-short HRV features extracted from the two independent in-
lab experiments. This was mainly due to the different stressors used (real VS lab
stressors). Moreover, only ultra-short HRV features were used to develop the clas-
sifier in order to verify the relevance of using ultra-short HRV features to detect
stress.
The ultra-short HRV features extracted from the SCWT were used to train and
validate an automatic classifier to detect acute mental stress, as shown in Fig. 5.22.
The ultra-short HRV features extracted from the VGC were used to test the model.
The reason behind this choice was purely experimental in order to understand if the
classifier was able to discriminate among different lab stressors. Moreover, although
the two lab stressors showed different responses to mental stress in the behaviours
of the HRV features, the ultra-short HRV features used to develop the classifier
reported the same trends in both the SCWT and VGC.
The SCWT dataset was split into two folders: Folder 1 (40% of subjects, 52
subjects) was used for feature selection; Folder 2 (60% of subjects, 76 subjects)
was used to train and validate the classifiers. The entire VGC dataset was used to
test the model (Folder 3). The features selection process was two-staged: applying
relevance and the redundancy analyses as described in section 5.2.7.1. Training and
validation of the machine-learning models (including the model parameter tuning)
were performed using a 10-fold person-independent cross-validation approach.
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Five different machine-learning methods were used to train, validate and test
the classifiers (SVM, MLP, IBK, C4.5 and LDA). Each of these methods was used
with all the possible combinations of N out the D selected features (with D equal to
the number of the selected features and N spanning from 3 to D). The best model
was chosen as the classifier achieving the highest Area under the Curve (AUC),
which is a reliable estimator of both sensitivity and specificity rates. The model was
then tested on the VGC dataset (i.e., 42 subjects). Binary classification performance
measures were adopted according to the standards reported in Chapter 2, section
2.4.2. In addition, a ROC curve for the best model was constructed.
Figure 5.22: Data-driven machine learning workflow. The data acquired via SCWT
were used to perform feature selection process, train and validate the classifiers.
The data acquired via VGC were utilised as testing.
5.3.7 Results
128 healthy volunteers (49 females; age: 25˘3.85 years; BMI: 24.3 ˘ 4.7) with no
history of heart disease, systemic hypertension or other diseases potentially influen-
cing HRV were enrolled during the SCWT experiments. 42 healthy volunteers (12
females; age: 24˘4.5 years; BMI: 21.3˘1.5) with no history of heart disease, or other
disease potentially influencing HRV were examined during the VGC experiments.
5.3.7.1 Statistical analysis
Normality test was run to show that HRV features are non-normally distributed.
Therefore, the median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th percentiles
and p-values were calculated for the HRV features extracted from 5 min and 1 min
NN data series for SCWT and VGC experiments. Statistical analyses performed
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are given in Tables 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.
Short term HRV analysis was investigated between rest and the SCWT (stress)
conditions. As shown in 5.12, the MeanNN reported a significant decrease, whereas
MeanHR and StdHR showed a significant increase over the stress session. During
the SCWT session, LF and LF/HF ratio showed a significant increase while HF
decreased. Most of the non-linear HRV features reported a significant decrease,
while dfa1 reported a significant increase during the stress session. As also reported
in Table 5.13, the HRV features computable in 1 min showed the same trends as the
5 min HRV features as already demonstrated in the previous study (section 5.2).
Table 5.12: HRV features in rest and stress from 5 min NN data series. SCWT
experiment.
Short term 5 min 
Rest Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 805.049 115.483 727.526 886.289 730.891 108.187 668.504 809.091 0.000 ↓↓ 
StdNN (ms) 64.539 29.277 51.561 89.569 63.327 25.927 51.414 80.578 0.534 ↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 75.490 11.020 68.260 83.127 82.783 12.114 74.855 90.709 0.000 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 6.286 3.102 5.098 8.187 6.974 5.395 5.851 9.099 0.029 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 40.423 24.413 29.184 57.766 40.217 21.631 26.620 51.874 0.392 ↓ 
NN50 (-) 64 53.965 26.5 117.5 66.5 48.485 27 99 0.832 ↑ 
pNN50 (%) 17.157 17.008 7.010 33.525 17.705 13.391 5.994 26.301 0.353 ↑ 
LF (ms2) 1230.325 1574.108 736.124 2209.155 1696.763 1648.102 1028.244 2911.249 0.006 ↑↑ 
HF (ms2) 740.685 1220.06 346.590 1355.921 577.964 753.706 252.930 948.707 0.006 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 2.067 2.018 1.211 3.633 2.963 2.478 1.967 4.219 0.001 ↑↑ 
TotPow (ms2) 3830.58 4257.718 2431.51 6963.021 3727.483 3840.861 2404.829 5808.06 0.780 ↓ 
SD1 (ms) 28.623 17.291 20.661 40.911 28.478 15.316 18.844 36.731 0.391 ↓ 
SD2 (ms) 92.81 61.266 76.434 137.787 80.153 735.444 64.886 102.457 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 1.078 0.109 1.006 1.138 1.094 0.105 1.014 1.156 0.366 ↑ 
SampEn (-) 1.335 0.301 1.145 1.505 1.286 0.244 1.116 1.449 0.278 ↓ 
D2 (-) 3.239 1.130 2.383 3.647 3.396 1.015 2.687 3.751 0.186 ↑ 
dfa1 (-) 1.248 0.243 1.045 1.394 1.342 0.183 1.199 1.454 0.000 ↑↑ 
dfa2 (-) 0.937 0.198 0.823 1.069 0.772 0.213 0.634 0.926 0.000 ↓↓ 
RPlmean (beats) 11.831 6.948 9.360 14.496 9.840 3.709 8.568 11.966 0.000 ↓↓ 
RPlmax (beats) 256 116.193 159 336 265.5 118.924 176.5 353.5 0.320 ↑ 
REC (%) 35.769 11 30.107 42.313 31.142 8.211 26.584 37.158 0.001 ↓↓ 
RPadet (%) 98.831 1.228 97.975 99.345 98.608 0.957 98.082 99.100 0.244 ↓ 
ShanEn (-) 3.255 0.404 3.016 3.473 3.075 0.312 2.912 3.293 0.001 ↓↓ 
 
MD: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
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Table 5.13: HRV features in rest and stress from 1 min NN data series. SCWT
experiment.
Ultra-short term 1 min 
Rest Stress 
HRV Features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
         MeanNN (ms) 810.298 118.733 738.154 895.75 726.834 108.509 668.558 809.648 0.000 ↓↓ 
         StdNN (ms) 56.785 30.965 35.988 75.440 56.439 24.656 44.032 70.928 0.523 ↓ 
         MeanHR (1/min) 74.52 11.367 67.987 82.091 83.106 12.129 74.436 90.306 0.000 ↑↑ 
         StdHR (1/min) 5.067 3.33 3.717 7.181 6.416 3.625 4.991 8.007 0.000 ↑↑ 
         HF (ms2) 689.102 1487.38 275.495 1232.26 415.356 661.036 208.708 819.132 0.001 ↓↓ 
         SD2 (ms) 96.129 49.324 70.550 145.008 73.109 32.076 56.553 92.867 0.000 ↓↓ 
 
MD: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
Short term HRV analysis was investigated between rest and the VGC (stress)
conditions. As shown in Table 5.14, StdNN showed a significant decrease, while
StdHR decreased significantly during the stress session. The frequency HRV features
showed a significantly depressed trend over the VGC session, except for the LF/HF
ratio. Most of the non-linear HRV features decreased during the stress session,
except for ApEn and SampEn. Table 5.15 reports the HRV features computed over
1 min excerpts. All the HRV features reported the same trends in the equivalent 5
min HRV features as already demonstrated. This was a further demonstration that
the ultra-short HRV features : MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF and SD2,
are good surrogates of short term HRV features.
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Table 5.14: HRV features in rest and stress from 5 min NN data series. VGC
experiment.
Short term 5 min 
Rest Stress 
HRV features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 791.745 104.628 715.756 873.264 768.963 114.1736 677.085 850.922 0.359 ↓ 
StdNN (ms) 65.430 29.584 53.170 92.028 48.146 23.856 36.820 63.105 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 76.768 10.629 69.737 85.441 78.783 12.797 70.910 89.019 0.436 ↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 5.359 1.958 4.125 6.363 6.730 2.405 5.822 8.904 0.000 ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) 39.428 21.372 28.571 56.426 32.342 20.852 23.138 46.358 0.111 ↓ 
NN50 (-) 64 52.074 29 116.75 40 60.670 14 99.5 0.129 ↓ 
pNN50 (%) 16.236 15.697 7.212 32.251 11.11 17.719 3.479 28.365 0.116 ↓ 
LF (ms2) 1439.429 1456.573 769.872 2272.208 711.467 859.242 373.944 1532.006 0.000 ↓↓ 
HF (ms2) 529.558 1024.198 325.887 938.927 267.596 837.695 174.1 588.753 0.004 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 2.3858 2.018 1.559 3.725 2.326 2.907 1.523 3.607 0.763 ↓ 
TotPow (ms2) 4201.23 4516.778 2629.507 7513.44 2044.663 2929.521 1219.117 3626.977 0.000 ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) 27.921 15.132 20.227 39.96 22.907 14.768 16.379 32.828 0.111 ↓ 
SD2 (ms) 89.288 40.081 70.465 123.28 61.748 31.820 47.491 85.22 0.000 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 1.082 0.0944 1.025 1.147 1.138 0.090 1.090 1.193 0.001 ↑↑ 
SampEn (-) 1.280 0.246 1.122 1.462 1.499 0.254 1.327 1.651 0.000 ↑↑ 
D2 (-) 3.341 1.112 2.365 3.741 2.768 1.35 1.189 3.751 0.170 ↓ 
dfa1 (-) 1.270 0.204 1.158 1.406 1.166 0.247 1.007 1.309 0.006 ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) 1.003 0.162 0.899 1.117 0.933 0.185 0.807 1.077 0.027 ↓↓ 
RPlmean (beats) 12.482 6.659 10.285 15.929 10.554 4.717 8.65 14.317 0.012 ↓↓ 
RPlmax (beats) 284 95.879 224.75 358 259 143.054 105.25 360.25 0.065 ↓ 
REC (%) 38.404 10.651 31.004 44.263 33.523 8.909 27.082 38.81 0.004 ↓↓ 
RPadet (%) 99.033 0.965 98.365 99.457 98.369 1.436 97.303 99.02 0.001 ↓↓ 
ShanEn (-) 3.326 0.383 3.140 3.557 3.148 0.353 2.921 3.468 0.016 ↓↓ 
 
 MD: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
Table 5.15: HRV features in rest and stress from 1 min NN data series. VGC
experiment.
Ultra- short term 1 min 
Rest Stress 
HRV Features MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
         MeanNN (ms) 792.034 114.077 735.186 869.194 758.905 113.986 678.796 842.041 0.137 ↓ 
         StdNN (ms) 56.942 29.116 35.958 77.743 39.446 26.611 29.931 55.919 0.008 ↓↓ 
         MeanHR (1/min) 76.226 11.468 69.493 82.262 79.283 12.929 71.795 88.567 0.163 ↑ 
         StdHR (1/min) 4.058 2.426 3.461 5.633 5.3 2.587 3.710 7.253 0.042 ↑↑ 
         HF (ms2) 411.148 850.439 248.185 889.212 246.649 919.256 165.290 595.443 0.029 ↓↓ 
         SD2 (ms) 72.136 40.079 46.540 105.426 48.776 35.743 38.796 73.214 0.004 ↓↓ 
 
MD: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; trend analysis: Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) under
stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress (pą0.05). In bold HRV features changing
significantly between rest and stress conditions.
5.3.7.2 Comparison real VS in-lab stressors: exploratory results
Exploratory results on the effect of real and in-lab stressors are presented in Tables
5.16 and 5.17. The results should be carefully assessed as the experiments were
carried out on different samples, which could cause heterogeneity in the results.
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Therefore, many differences among the experiments could be due to different sample
size, the use of various stressors and protocols.
In Table 5.16 are reported the trends in the short HRV features during rest and
stress sessions for the real and in-lab stressors. 18 out of 23 HRV features changed
significantly between rest and stress using a real stressor (i.e., AE), whereas 12 and
14 out of 23 HRV features changed significantly between rest and the SCWT, and the
VGC respectively. StdHR, LF, HF, SD2, dfa1, RPlmean, REC and ShanEn changed
significantly using real and in-lab stressors. In particular, StdHR (i.e., increased
significantly under stress), HF and SD2 maintained the same trends (i.e., decreased
significantly under stress) among the different stressors. This was a great result as
StdHR, HF and SD2 were among the ultra-short HRV features that were assessed as
good surrogates of short HRV features, and they maintained the same trends under
different stressors.
In Table 5.17, median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th percentiles
were calculated from the absolute difference between stress and rest for each short
term HRV feature during an AE, a SCWT and a VGC. Moreover, the effects of the
real and in-lab stressors were investigated for all of the features and the p-values are
reported in Table 5.17. The effects were reported between an AE and a SCWT, an
AE and a VGC, and a SCWT and a VGC. As reported in the last three columns
of Table 5.17, most of the short HRV features changed significantly between the
real and in-lab stressors. However, although there is no agreement (p-valueă0.05)
between most of the HRV features in real and in-lab stress, more analysis should
be carried out using the same sample to confirm the hypothesis that a real stressor
is more effective than an in-lab stressor. Furthermore, some differences were also
reported between the two in-lab stressors, and a possible explanation could lie in
the fact that they were carried out using different protocols.
The difference in effects and trends can also be observed through a visual
inspection in Fig. 5.23 and 5.23a. Observing most of the HRV features it is evident
that during the real stressor there was greater activation of the “fight or flight”
response than during the in-lab stressors. In particular, MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR,
StdHR, LF, TotPow, ApEn, SampEn, D2, dfa1, Rplmean, Rplmax and REC showed
higher activation during real rather than in-lab stressors.
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Table 5.16: HRV features' trends during real and in-lab stressors.
HRV Features 
Trend in 
AE 
Trend in 
SCWT 
Trend in 
VGC 
MeanNN (ms) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓ 
StdNN (ms) ↓↓ ↓ ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑ 
StdHR (1/min) ↑↑ ↑↑ ↑↑ 
RMSSD (ms) ↑ ↓ ↓ 
NN50 (-) ↑ ↑ ↓ 
pNN50 (%) ↓ ↑ ↓ 
LF (ms
2
) ↓↓ ↑↑ ↓↓ 
HF (ms
2
) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) ↓↓ ↑↑ ↓ 
TotPow (ms
2
) ↓↓ ↓ ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) ↑ ↓ ↓ 
SD2 (ms) ↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) ↓↓ ↑ ↑↑ 
SampEn (-) ↓↓ ↓ ↑↑ 
D2 (-) ↓↓ ↑ ↓ 
dfa1 (-) ↓↓ ↑↑ ↓↓ 
dfa2 (-) ↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
RPlmean (beats) ↑↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
RPlmax (beats) ↓↓ ↑ ↓ 
REC (%) ↑↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
RPadet (%) ↑↑ ↓ ↓↓ 
ShanEn (-) ↑↑ ↓↓ ↓↓ 
 
AE: Academic Examination; SCWT: Stroop Colour Word Test; VGC: Video Game Challenge; Ó
(Ò): significantly lower (higher) under stress (pă0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) under stress
(pą0.05).
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Figure 5.23: Profile plots of median and Standard Error (SEM) for the Rest Con-
dition (RC) and the Stress Condition (SC) using different stressors. AE: Academic
Examination; SCWT: Stroop Colour Word Test; VGC: Video Game Challenge; -
:dimensionless.
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Figure 5.23a: Profile plots of median and Standard Error (SEM) for the Rest Con-
dition (RC) and the Stress Condition (SC) using different stressors. AE: Academic
Examination; SCWT: Stroop Colour Word Test; VGC: Video Game Challenge; -
:dimensionless (cont.).
5.3.7.3 Classification and performance measurements
Regarding the feature selection, the 1-min HRV features (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR,
StdHR, HF and SD2) were analysed in Folder 1. 5 (MeanNN, MeanHR, StdHR,
HF and SD2) out of six HRV features also resulted in being relevant for this folder.
This was not a trivial result given the lower number of subjects presented in Folder
1 than in the whole dataset. Among the 5 relevant features, 4 HRV features resulted
non-correlated. However, MeanHR was not excluded as it was only highly correlated
with MeanNN (Table 5.18). Consequently, all of the possible combinations of the
5 selected HRV features that proved relevant and non-redundant with each other
(Table 5.19) were investigated.
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Table 5.18: Correlation among HRV features in Folder 1.
 MeanNN MeanHR StdHR HF SD2 
MeanNN 1 -0.980 -0.152 0.365  0.440 
MeanHR 
 
1 0.216 -0.318 -0.408 
StdHR 
  
1 0.265 0.424 
HF 
   
1 0.446 
SD2 
    
1 
 
All the correlations resulted significant (pρ ă 0.05); in bold Spearman's correlation coefficient (ρ)
greater than 0.7.
Each machine learning method was trained and validated with all of the possible
HRV feature combinations using Folder 2.
Table 5.19: Combinations of relevant and non-redundant HRV features.
ID HRV Feature Combinations 
1  MeanNN, StdHR,  HF, SD2  
2 MeanHR, StdHR,  HF, SD2 
3  MeanNN, StdHR, HF     
4  MeanNN, StdHR, SD2     
5  MeanNN, HF, SD2 
6 MeanHR, StdHR, HF 
7 MeanHR, StdHR, SD2   
8 MeanHR, HF, SD2 
9 StdHR, HF, SD2 
 
The classifiers were then tested using Folder 3 (Table 5.20). According to the
criteria defined in Chapter 4, the IBK classifier showed the highest AUC with 64%
sensitivity, 85% specificity and 75% accuracy using MeanNN, StdHR, HF and SD2
as HRV features.
The performances of the IBK using different HRV feature combinations (Table
5.19) are shown in Fig. 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: IBK performance against HRV features combinations.
Table 5.20: Model performance measurements estimated on test set (Folder 3) on 1
min excerpts.
Meth. Parameters AUC SEN SPE ACC 
MLP 
LR=0.2; M=0.3; 
NE=800 
62% 48% 79% 63% 
SVM RBF; G=8.5 63% 64% 62% 63% 
C4.5 CF=0.0001; ML=2 63% 81% 57% 69% 
IBK K=1 75% 64% 86% 75% 
LDA - 57% 90% 29% 60% 
 
Meth.: methods; MLP: Multilayer Perceptron; SVM: Support Vector Machine; C4.5: decision
trees; IBK: Neighbor Search; LDA: Linear Discriminate Analysis; LR: Learning Rate; M:
Momentum; NE= Number of Excerpts; RBF= Radial Basis Function kernel; G=Gamma; CF=
Confidence Factor; ML= Minimum Number of Instances per Leaf; AUC: area under the curve;
SEN: sensitivity; SPE: specificity; ACC: accuracy.
The ROC curve for the final model is shown in Fig. 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: ROC curve of the IBK model developed using in-lab data via 1min
HRV features.
5.3.8 Discussion
The current study aimed to investigate the validity of ultra-short HRV features
to detect mental stress in a wider sample. Two different experiments were car-
ried out in laboratory environments due to the degree of control and repeatability
they provide. These experiments demonstrated that the subset of ultra-short HRV
features (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF and SD2) selected in the previ-
ous study on real-life data were also able to discriminate between non-stressed and
stressed subjects using in-lab stressors.
Regarding the results achieved using in-lab stressors, the statistical analysis
computed on 5 min HRV features for the SCWT showed approximately the same
results as for the VGC. However, some HRV features showed different behaviour
between the SCWT and the VGC. In fact, LF and dfa1 decreased significantly over
VGC whereas they showed a significant increase during the SCWT. This could be
due to the different protocols employed in the two experiments. In fact, whilst
during the SCWT the subject did not move, but only spoke, during the VGC the
subject moved their hands to play, which, as already demonstrated during the meta-
analysis in Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.13, could cause a change in some HRV features,
especially for LF. Moreover, a significant increase in the LF power and a significant
decrease in the LF/HF power showed a withdraw of the sympathetic function during
the ‘fight or flight’ response in SCWT, which was less evident during the VGC. In
the existing literature the majority of the studies have shown a significant increase
of LF power, despite some studies having reported a decrease in LF during the stress
session. However, those studies have used as a short-stressor, computer tasks and
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physical tasks, which as stated in the previous chapters, elicit the SNS less than
the other short-term stressors. The same explanation may be used for the different
trends for LF/HF ratio, compared with the existing literature.
The HRV features from the SCWT and the VGC showed similar trends with
the pooled HRV features (Table 3.6). In particular, MeanNN, StdNN, RMSSD, HF
showed the same trends during the SCWT and the VGC, and with the pooled HRV
features. Moreover, LF/HF showed a significant increase during SCWT in line with
the pooled LF/HF (Table 3.6), whereas it showed a non-significant decrease during
the VGC. Controversially, dfa1 showed a significant increase during the SCWT
whereas it significantly decreased during the VGC in agreement with the pooled
dfa1. One of reasons may be a higher activation of the sympathetic nervous system
during the SCWT than VGC.
Other studies [116, 129, 140, 149, 159, 164, 286], employing the SCWT, also
reported congruent results with this study, showing an increase in the LF and a
decrease in vagal regulation of HRV (i.e., HF). As far as the non-linear HRV features
are concerned, during the stress session, the majority of them showed a significant
decrease in agreement with the literature. However, in contrast with the existing
literature, dfa1 showed a significant increased.
The results from the VGC are also in agreement with the literature employing
the same stressor [14, 122]. They reported an increase in HF and a decrease in the
LF proving less parasympathetic activity during video games, as the LF component
is now recognised to reflect both SNS and PNS [127, 287]. In fact, it can be spec-
ulated that LF could reflect the simultaneous dominance in sympathetic or vagal
activation probably mediated through baroreflex, and these changes might depend
on the individual intensity of different stressors to activate sympathovagal balance.
Indeed, some differences were shown among the real and in-lab stressors. The
artificiality of the in-lab experiment settings may have produced unnatural beha-
viour that did not reflect real life, i.e., low ecological validity, and therefore, the
results achieved using in-lab stressors may not be generalisable to a real-life set-
ting. Although for many HRV features there was no agreement (a p-value less than
0.05) between real and in-lab stress, it cannot be claimed that they behaved com-
pletely differently. However, observing Figs. 5.23 and 5.23a, several HRV features
showed higher activation during real than in-lab stressors. The differences repor-
ted in some HRV features' trends between real and in-lab stress could be due to
stress-related changes in heart time irreversibility, which could depend on the un-
derlying response system evoked by different stressors, i.e. active versus passive
stress [288]. In this case, the active stress is something that subjects are actively in-
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volved with (e.g., meeting a deadline of some type, academic examinations), and it is
associated predominantly with cardiac beta-adrenergic (a class of sympathomimetic
agents) activity, whereas passive stress (e.g., SCWT and VGC) elicits physiological
responses reflecting alpha-adrenergic activation, which produces a lower response to
stress than beta-adrenergic activity. Moreover, in active stressors, direct pathways
from prefrontal regions are able to activate hypothalamic and brainstem autonomic
control centres, leading to changes in the cardiac control system balance. In contrast,
neurocardiac reactivity induced by a passive stressor is associated with autonomic
regulatory subcortical centres (hypothalamus, brainstem), and at the level of the
peripheral organ the heart. Therefore, diverse neurophysiological regulatory path-
ways could explain the controversial findings in heart rate time irreversibility indices
between active (i.e., AE) and passive stressors (SCWT and VGC). However, some
differences in HRV features between real and in lab-stressors could be also due to
the different sample size and protocols employed in the various experiments.
Regarding the ultra-short HRV features (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR,
HF, and SD2) extracted from 1 min excerpts, they showed the same trends in both
the SCWT and the VGC but also with the real stressor. Therefore, these results
confirmed that the chosen subset of ultra-short HRV features was the one more
reliable to detect stress. However, the model developed using real-life data was not
compatible with in-lab data as the stressors used in the laboratory environments
have been proved to be less stressful. Therefore, the six HRV features were also
used to develop an automatic classifier to detect passive stress. The model used was
IBK and it achieved sensitivity, specificity and accuracy rates of 64%, 86%, 75%
respectively. The low efficacy of in-lab or passive stressors was also reflected in a
lower sensitivity rate compared to the one achieved using real-life data. This model
achieved a lower performance than previous studies [140, 148]. But the studies
reported in Table 3.8 did not follow a robust methodology to develop the automatic
classifier as many did not have a feature selection process or a testing procedure to
validate the results.
5.3.9 Conclusion
This study proved that it is possible to detect stress using ultra-short HRV features,
this result consolidated the previous results achieved in the study on real stress.
In fact, the six ultra-short HRV features (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF,
and SD2) also showed to be significant during in-lab stress and they maintained the
same trends in both real and in-lab stress sessions.
However, the use of in-lab stressors proved to be less effective than a real
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stressor. In fact, standard laboratory stressors do not always engage the subjects'
affective response as social interaction stressors (e.g., public speaking tasks or aca-
demic examinations), which are often applied to provide a more appropriate social
context in which negative emotions might be elicited. This was also shown by a
drop in performance of the algorithm developed using in-lab data.
5.4 Conclusions and limitations
The continuing interest in everyday wearable devices being able to instantaneously
assess mental stress levels is rising the attention in the scientific community around
the use of HRV features computed in excerpts shorter than 5 min. Nevertheless, from
the review of the existing literature, a gap was found in the investigation of mental
stress using ultra-short HRV features. As a consequence, this study demonstrated
that not all the ultra-short HRV features were good surrogates of short term ones.
Only six ultra-short HRV features resulted to be good surrogates of short term ones:
MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2. Those six features displayed
consistency across all of the excerpt lengths (i.e., from 5 min to 1 min) and good
performance if employed in a well dimensioned automatic classifier, which achieved
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 82%, 94% and 88% respectively with only 1
min excerpts using a real-life stressor.
The efficacy of the ultra-short HRV features was also proved for a wider sample
size using in-lab stressors (SCWT and VGC). In fact, the six ultra-short HRV fea-
tures (MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2) also showed to be signi-
ficant during in-lab stress and they maintained the same trends for both real and
in-lab stress. However, the use of in-lab stressors showed to be less effective than
real stressors. In fact, although the analysis performed was only exploratory, the ef-
fect of in-lab stressors showed to be lower than real stressor. Indeed, in-lab stressors
elicit an engagement of the subject, which is different from real stressor eliciting a
much stronger arousal. Therefore, the differences in HRV features among real and
in-lab stressors could be mainly due to the elicitation of different mental states. The
algorithm developed using in-lab data also showed a drop in performance achieving
64%, 85% and 75% for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy respectively, using 1 min
excerpts.
In conclusion, although the results are promising, the effect of ultra-short HRV
features was only investigated in healthy subjects with a limited age range (age
between 20 and 40 years old) and using only real and cognitive stressors. Therefore,
in order to generalise the presented results future experiments should investigate the
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effect of ultra-short HRV features in a population with a wider age range. Moreover,
breathing rate was not monitored during the acquisitions as it is usually monitored
for respiratory sinus arrhythmia, even though it can cause quite significant changes
in HRV features.
The next chapter presents the second case study and application of the frame-
work presented in Chapter 4 to cope with unbalanced datasets.
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Chapter 6
Cardiovascular and Autonomic
Response to Falls in Later-life
6.1 Chapter overview
The previous chapter explored the CVS and ANS response to mental stress in
real-life and in-lab settings. Pragmatic frameworks were applied: to investigate
ultra-short HRV features as good surrogates of short ones, and to improve machine
learning methods to cope with small datasets.
In this chapter, the framework presented in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3 to cope
with unbalanced datasets via machine learning techniques is applied to a specific
case study: fall prediction in later-life. In fact, in this chapter the relationship
between the CVS and the ANS is investigated as a potential means to predict falls
in later-life via HRV.
Fall prediction was chosen as case study not only because it is of relevant
importance to the scientific community, but also because it is one of the best cases
of rare events, which if, not predicted in time, could cause severe harm to the subject.
In particular, this chapter presents the results of a study aiming to develop
a method to predict falls using short-term HRV analysis in hypertensive patients.
This is a particular subgroup of older citizens because of drug prescriptions and
prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors for falls for this group. Nevertheless, this
is a significant subgroup, given the incidence of hypertension , which rises from the
60% in the 6th decade to the 70% in the 7th with a steep increase in the subsequent
decades of life [289].
The study workflow is presented in Fig. 6.1. The main fall risk factors, pre-
vention and prediction programmes along with the existing monitoring technologies
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to detect and predict falls in the elderly were reviewed (deliverable 2a) in Chapter
3, section 3.3 and the need was highlighted to develop new classification methods
based on non-invasive signals to predict rather than detect a fall. Therefore, since
few studies have investigated HRV in fallers showing that there is a significant asso-
ciation between a depressed HRV and the risk of falling, a new study was developed
to assess whether HRV could be used as a tool to predict falls (Fig. 6.1).
As opposed to the few previous studies investigating HRV in fallers [64, 224],
which were focused on 24-hour HRV analysis, this is the first study describing the
results obtained with short term HRV analysis, which is much easier and cheaper in
terms of translation into everyday outpatient clinical practice. This study focused
on short term HRV analysis and not on ultra short term HRV analysis as there is not
a high demand for shortening HRV excerpts below the standard recommendations
for fall prediction. Moreover, since this is the first study investigating HRV analysis
below 24h for fall prediction, short term HRV analysis was preferred to ultra-short
term analysis as short term HRV analysis is still considered the gold standard for
HRV analysis.
The proposed approach is based on the idea that it is possible to detect con-
stantly depressed ANS status early, which increases the risk of falling significantly.
In fact, according to the existing literature, 42% of falls among the community-based
older population are due to transient problems, which are significantly related to
the CVS and the ANS conditions [290], including: gait/balance disorders, syncope,
weakness, dizziness/vertigo, drop attacks and postural hypertension [174, 177, 178].
As opposed to other wearable technologies used in previous studies, HRV can
be extracted from ECG, largely used to monitor and screen patients over 60 years
old. In fact, ECG monitoring is beneficial for several cardiovascular diseases, and
the application of ECG monitoring during real-life activities is under investigation
for several purposes and particularly because of its effectiveness as early detector
of cardiovascular diseases worsening [64, 291, 292]. Accordingly, most of the wear-
able and ambient sensing technologies aiming to monitor older subjects in real-life
settings should include ECG or HRV monitoring.
Therefore, whilst older citizens could be sceptical of wearing technologies em-
bedding accelerometers and gyroscopes “only” for falls prevention, it is expected
that the same users would be less sceptical of adopting technologies that have been
already proven to be effective for other cardiovascular diseases. In other words,
enriching those technologies under exploration today with an ECG sensor could be
a convenient combination in order to predict/detect a fall, while also being used
to monitor cardiovascular problems. For these reasons, in this study, the popula-
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tion considered was of hypertensive patients undergoing regular outpatient visits,
for which ECG recordings were already be prescribed in order to monitor the risk
of other cardiovascular events [64]. Moreover, other well-known risk factors for
falls (e.g., multiple-prescriptions) are also systematically monitored and recorded in
hypertensive patients undergoing regular outpatient visits, facilitating this study.
In this study, the most informative HRV features are investigated to predict
falls in later life (deliverable 2b) and different from other methodologies used in
previous studies, this study presents a model to automatically identify subjects at a
higher risk of falling via HRV features (deliverable 2c) using advanced data mining
methods for unbalanced datasets as described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3. In fact,
the methods used in this study reduced the number of false positive classification
that are a considerable problem for many wearable devices.
Figure 6.1: Workflow for Case Study 2. In order to investigate the relationship
between the CVS and the ANS during falls, several steps have been undertaken to
identify the short term HRV features that are associated with a risk of falling and
develop an automatic classifier to predict falls in later-life.
In this chapter, objective 3 and individual deliverables referred to Case Study
2 are tackled.
6.2 Dataset
The data acquisition was carried out in the outpatient clinic for hypertension at
the University Hospital of Naples Federico II, and therefore, it was approved by the
Local Ethics Committee. All the participants signed specific informed consent to
allow the use of their data for this study. The patients were recruited between the
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1st January 2012 to the 10th November 2013 at the Centre of Hypertension of the
University Hospital Federico II. Hypertensive patients were enrolled in this study if
they met the following inclusion criteria:
• autonomous home dwelling over 55 years old;
• without cognitive impairments;
• without a history of falls in previous years.
For the baseline, a nominal 24h ECG Holter registration was performed, together
with other periodic controls for hypertension management. The patients were hy-
pertensive patients undergoing regular outpatient visits, for which ECG recordings
were regularly prescribed in order to monitor the risk of other cardiovascular events.
This avoided providing a further element of stress to the patient.
Demographic patient characteristics such as age, gender, BMI, Body Surface
area (BMA), a history of stroke, diabetes and hypertension were recorded at the
baseline along with blood pressure levels (diastolic and systolic), cholesterol values
(Low (LDL) and High (HDL) Density Lipoprotein), history of hypertensive drugs
(alpha- and beta-Blockers, ACE inhibitor and dihydropyridine) and finally, meas-
urement of the intima-media thickness (IMT), left ventricular mass index and the
blood ejection fraction to assess any history of cardiovascular problems.
The patients were followed up for 12 months after the recordings in order to
record major cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events, i.e., fatal or non-fatal acute
coronary syndrome including myocardial infarctions, syncopal events, coronary re-
vascularization, fatal or non-fatal stroke, transient ischemic attacks and falls. All
the events were adjudicated by the Committee for Event Adjudication in the Hy-
pertension Centre. Adjudication was based on patient history, contact with the
reference general practitioner and clinical records documenting the occurrence of
the event/arrhythmia. However, this study was only focused on fall events. Falls
were self-reported by patients. The following definitions for accidental falls were
used in order to instruct patients and operators: “an unplanned descent to the floor
with or without injuries” and/or “an event which results in a person coming to rest
inadvertently on the ground or floor or some lower level” [175].
6.3 Hardware and software
Hardware ECGs were recorded using a Holter ECG Cardioscan DMS 300-3A
and downloaded using the Cardioscan software (V12.0; DMS Holter, Stateside, NV,
USA).
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Software The different analyses were carried out using different software. The
pre-processing of the ECG signals was carried out using the PhysioNet's toolkit as
detailed in Chapter 5, section 5.2.2.
HRV analysis was carried out with Kubios. A full description of the software
is also detailed in Chapter 5, section 5.2.2. All the statistical analyses were carried
out using in-house tools developed in Matlab2016b.
Machine learning algorithms were developed using the Weka Platform (version
3.8.01) and Matlab2016b software.
6.4 Data analysis
The main stages of the data analysis, carried out for this study, are described in
Fig. 6.2. The acquired ECGs were analysed and HRV features extracted from short
excerpts (5 min). The statistical analyses were used to investigate the statistical
significances of features' variation between fallers and non-fallers.
The methodology described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3, was applied to this
study in order to predict accidental falls in real-life settings via short term HRV
features.
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ECGs during baseline 
ECG processing and HRV features 
extraction 
Statistical Analysis 
Data-driven machine learning  
Automatic classifier to predict falls via 
HRV 
Figure 6.2: Data analysis flow. ECGs were acquired during a baseline assessment for
hypertensive patients. The ECGs were pre-processed and HRV features extracted.
Statistical analysis identified HRV features that changed significantly between fallers
and non-fallers. Data-driven machine learning methods (NB, MNB, SVM, MLP,
IBK) were used to develop an automatic classifier to predict falls via short term
HRV features.
6.5 Short term HRV analysis
As shown in Fig. 6.3, the series RR beat intervals were obtained from ECG record-
ings using an automatic QRS detector based on a nonlinearly scaled ECG curve
length feature [256]. The QRS detection was performed through the WQRS imple-
mentation, freely available from PhysioNet.
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Figure 6.3: HRV processing workflow. NN/RR is the ratio of the total RR intervals
labelled as NN (normal-to-normal beats). Short term HRV is analysed over 5 min
excerpts.
An illustrative example of the raw NN (or RR, as no ectopic beats were de-
tected) interval series for a faller and non-faller is shown in Fig. 6.4. However,
no conclusions can be drawn from these raw NN series, therefore, short term HRV
features were then extracted and analysed.
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(a) Raw NN series for a faller.
(b) Raw NN series for a non-faller.
Figure 6.4: Raw NN series for one faller and non-faller during baseline session for
over an hour.
All the Holter recordings were started in the early morning (i.e., from 8:30 am
to 9:30 am). In order to avoid the “white coat effect” and maximally standardise
the protocol (i.e., minimise heterogeneity due to the circadian cycle), the second and
third hours of each recording were considered (approximately between 10:30 am and
12:30 pm). From these two hours the first 11 consecutive 5-minutes excerpts were
used for the analysis. The two hours were initially selected and a quality check
was performed using the NN/RR ratio. Each excerpt was only included among the
consecutive 11 if the NN/RR ratio resulted in more than a value of 90%. Accord-
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ing to the protocol, a subject would have been excluded if 11 consecutive excerpts
would not have been identifiable in those two hours. This did not happen in the
current study, since among the 11 segments no ectopic beats were detected or extrac-
ted. Standard linear HRV analysis according to International Guidelines [15] was
performed. Moreover, non-linear features were computed according to the recent
literature [45].
As shown in Table 6.1, time domain HRV features, reliable over 5 min HRV
analysis, were calculated. The frequency domain HRV features were computed with
AR methods. The generalised frequency bands in the case of the short term HRV
recordings were low frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz) and high frequency (HF, 0.15-
0.4 Hz). The included frequency domain features were absolute for each band,
LF, HF, and the LF/HF power ratio. Non-linear HRV was analysed using the
following methods: Poincare´ Plot (PP), Approximate Entropy (ApEn), Correlation
Dimension (CD), Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) and Recurrence Plot (RP).
Table 6.1: HRV features.
HRV Features Units Description 
Time Domain 
MeanNN [ms] The mean of NN interval 
StdNN [ms] Standard deviation of NN intervals 
MeanHR [1/min] The mean heart rate 
StdHR 1/min] Standard deviation of instantaneous heart rate values 
RMSSD [ms] Square root of the mean squared differences between successive NN intervals 
NN50 - Number of successive NN interval pairs that differ more than 50 ms 
pNN50 [%] NN50 divided by the total number of NN intervals 
Frequency Domain 
LF [ms
2
] Low Frequency power (0.04-0.15Hz)  
HF [ms
2
] High Frequency power (0.15-0.4 Hz) 
LF/HF - Ratio between LF and HF band powers 
TotPow [ms
2
] Total power  
Non Linear Domain 
SD1, SD2 [ms] The standard deviation of the Poincare’ plot perpendicular to (SD1) and along 
(SD2) the line-of-identity 
ApEn        - Approximate entropy 
SampEn - Sample entropy 
D2 - Correlation dimension 
dfa1, dfa2 - Detrended fluctuation analysis: Short term and Long term fluctuation slope 
RPlmean [beats] Recurrence plot analysis: Mean line length 
RPlmax [beats] Recurrence plot analysis: Maximum line length 
REC [%] Recurrence rate 
RPadet [%] Recurrence plot analysis: Determinism 
ShanEn - Shannon entropy 
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6.6 Statistical analysis
A normality test was run to show that the HRV features are non-normally distrib-
uted. Therefore, the median (MD), standard deviation (SD), 25th and 75th percent-
iles were calculated to describe the distribution of the HRV features for fallers and
non-fallers. The non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to investigate
the statistical significances of the features' variation between fallers and non-fallers.
The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was chosen as several HRV features, as expected,
were not normally distributed. Baseline continuous and categorical variables were
presented as the median (˘ standard deviation) or as count (percentage), respect-
ively. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test and Chi-square test were adopted to compare
continuous and categorical variables, respectively, between those who experienced a
fall and those who did not.
6.7 Data-driven machine learning
According to the framework presented in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3, the whole data-
set was split per subject into three folders (Fig. 6.5): Folder 1 (34%) was used for
feature selection; Folder 2 (39%) was used for training and validating the classific-
ation models; finally, Folder 3 (27%) was adopted to evaluate the performance of
the developed classification models. The subjects not included in Folder 1 were ran-
domly assigned to Folder 2 or Folder 3 according to a 3:2 ratio. The reason for this
asymmetric splitting was that Folder 2 was further split into 3 subsamples because
of the 3-fold cross-validation technique.
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Figure 6.5: Splitting of the dataset into three folders. The whole dataset is split
into three folders for feature selection, training and testing respectively.
6.7.1 HRV feature selection
Selecting the minimum set of features using the same folder utilised to train the
machine learning model can reduce the generalisability of the final decisional model.
Therefore, the HRV features were only minimised using Folder 1 (58 patients, of
which there were 12 fallers). The feature selection was based on two main stages:
the relevance analysis performed by the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test and redundancy
analysis in terms of feature correlation as also described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3.
The relevance analysis aimed to identify the HRV features changing more signi-
ficantly among fallers and non-fallers. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was adopted
as not all the HRV features were normally distributed. All the HRV features chan-
ging significantly between fallers and non-fallers (p-valueă0.05) were selected at this
stage. All of the relevant HRV features (p-valueă0.05) were then further minimised
with the redundancy analysis aiming to exclude highly correlated features. Notions
of measure redundancy were explored in terms of feature correlation via Spearman's
rank correlation. The features with a Spearman's rank coefficient above 0.7 in ab-
solute magnitude and with a significant p-value (less than 0.05) were excluded. In
this final stage, only the combinations of relevant and non-redundant HRV features
were considered for the next steps. In this way, the feature selection process helped
in the selection of a smaller set of significant features, simplifying the medical inter-
pretation of the achieved results and directing attention only on the most important
and informative parts of the signal.
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6.7.2 Machine learning methods
Five different machine-learning methods were used to develop models aiming to
automatically detect future fallers based on HRV features: Na¨ıve Bayes (NB), which
uses the Na¨ıve Bayes' formula to calculate the probability of each class given the
values of all of the attributes and assuming conditional independence and Gaussian
distribution of the attributes; Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes (MNB), which is based
on Bayes' theorem (Bayes rule), with the additional incorporation of frequency
information and a multinomial distribution for each of the features; a Support Vector
Machine (SVM), which belongs to a general field of kernel-based machine learning
methods used to efficiently classify both linearly and non-linearly separable data;
a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) consisting of an artificial neural network of nodes
(processing elements) arranged in layers; a K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier (IBK),
which finds a group of K object in the training set that are closest to the test object,
and bases the assignment of a label on the predominance of a particular class in
this neighbourhood. Regarding the model parameters: for the MLP classifier, the
learning rate (LR) varied from 0.3 to 0. 9, the momentum (M) from 0.2 to 1 and
the number of epochs from 100 to 2000 [259]; for the SVM, basis function kernel
was used varying gamma (G) from 105 to 10 [260]; for the IBK, K varied from 1
to 5 [262]. The model parameters were tuned during training in Folder 1. The
best parameters for each method were chosen as the ones that optimise their overall
accuracy.
Each of those methods was used with all the possible combinations of N out
the D selected features (with D equal to the number of features selected and N equal
to 3 as the subjects presenting the event to predict (fallers) were 34 in number.).
6.7.3 Training, validation and testing
The training of the machine-learning models was performed on Folder 2 (67 pa-
tients, of whom 13 patients experienced a fall). Folder 2 was further divided into 3
equal sized subsamples, according to the 3-fold person-independent cross-validation
approach. Of these 3 subsamples, 2 subsamples were used as training data and
the remaining one was retained for validating the model. The process was then
repeated 3 times, with each of the 3 subsamples used exactly once as the valida-
tion data. Finally, the cross-validated estimations were computed by averaging the
performances over the 3 validation subsamples. Binary classification measures were
adopted according to the standard formulae reported in Chapter 2, section 2.4.2,
Table 2.5. Nevertheless, given the relatively small and unbalanced number of events
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(falls) in each subsample; the random allocation of one subject to one of the three
subsamples can significantly alter the cross-validation estimates. Therefore, the
cross-validation procedure was repeated 10 times and the cross-validation estimates
were averaged over those 10 iterations. This procedure was performed 5 times: one
for each machine-learning method used to develop the predictive models (Fig. 6.6).
Testing a classifier involves analysing its performances on a set of subjects
that is independent from the training and validation set. Accordingly, Folder 3 (45
patients) was used to test the trained models. Finally, the best performing model was
selected as the one achieving the highest averaged AUC, which is a reliable estimator
of both sensitivity and specificity rates and, in the case of an equal AUC average, the
model with minimal structural complexity. In this case, model structural complexity
refers to the number of features included in the predictive model [74, 76].
Figure 6.6: Model training, validation and testing. For each of the 5 learning-
machine methods used (j=1,. . . , 5), the training-validation procedure was repeated
10 times (i=1,. . . , 10). For each iteration, the Confusion Matrix (CMi,j) and the
AUCi,j were calculated. The best method was the one with the max ˆAUCj .
6.7.3.1 Final model generation
For the best performing method, a meta-model was produced by averaging the
coefficients of the hyperplanes separating fallers from non-fallers for each of the
10 models generated during the validation process. The performances of this final
model were computed using Folder 3. In addition, the Diagnostic Odds Ratio (DOR)
was computed and the ROC curve for the best model was constructed.
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6.8 Results
The current study was performed enrolling 170 hypertensive patients (including 56
females and 114 males), age 72 ˘8 years, of which 34 subjects experienced a fall
within 3 months from the baseline assessment. The patients’ characteristics are
reported in Table 6.2. According to the baseline data, no statistically significant
differences were observed between fallers and non-fallers. In other words, baseline
characteristics were not able to distinguish between fallers and non-fallers.
Table 6.2: Patient baseline characteristics.
Clinical features 
 
Non-Fallers 
MD±SD 
Fallers 
MD±SD 
 p-value 
Age (Years) 71.85(±7.046) 70.33(±9.6) 0.22 
Gender (Female) 45(26.7%) 12(7.14%) 0.93 
History of  Hypertension 46(27.8%) 12(7.2%) 0.90 
History of stroke 13(7.8%) 2(1.2%) 0.43 
Diabetes 22(13.1%) 5(3%) 0.68 
Diastolic BP(mmHg) 76.00(±8.97) 75.92(±11.75) 0.69 
Systolic BP (mmHg) 136.76(±20.15) 144.44(±21.31) 0.06 
Total cholesterol 176.96(±36.34) 188.86(±40.99) 0.13 
LDL(mg/dl) 101.56(±30.012) 113.67(±35.16) 0.11 
HDL(mg/dl) 52.25(±13.33) 51.33(±13.61) 1.00 
BMI(kg/m2) 27.76(±4.06) 27.27(±4.13) 0.43 
BSA(m2) 1.89(±0.16) 1.9(±0.22) 0.84 
Alpha-blockers 21(12.6%) 7(4.2%) 0.64 
Beta-blockers 56(33.7%) 13(7.8%) 0.45 
ACE inhibitor 45(27.1%) 14(8.43%) 0.64 
Dihydropyridine 35(21.08%) 9(5.4%) 0.82 
IMT Mean(mm) 1.57(±0.45) 1.41(±0.36) 0.07 
IMT Max(mm) 2.35(±0.75) 2.23(±0.89) 0.19 
LVMi(g/m2) 131.84(±26.32) 133.62(±22.99) 0.68 
EF(%) 58.90(±11.24) 63.47(±6.51) 0.05 
 
BP: blood pressure; BMI: Body Mass Index; BSA: Body Surface area; IMT: intima-media
thickness; LVMi: left ventricular mass index; EF: ejection fraction.
6.8.1 Statistical analysis
Table 6.3 reports the median (MD), the standard deviation (SD), the 25th and the
75th percentiles for the 23 HRV features extracted from faller and non-faller patients
for the whole dataset. The last column of Table 6.3 shows the Wilcoxon Signed-
Rank test p-values for the features' variation between fallers and non-fallers. As
shown in Table 6.3, 21 out of 23 HRV features changed significantly between fallers
and non-fallers. In particular, lower values for all of the time domain features except
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MeanHR was observed in fallers. Moreover, LF, HF and total power were lower in
fallers, while LF/HF increased. This result indicated a sympathetic dominance or
parasympathetic withdrawal in fallers. Furthermore, the statistical analysis showed
that fallers had significantly lower SD1, SD2 and D2, which are positively correlated
with parasympathetic withdrawal. The statistical analysis also showed significantly
higher ApEn, SampEn, dfa1, dfa2, D2, REC, RPlmax, RPlmean, RPadet, and ShanEn
values. These results indicated low predictability of fluctuations in successive NN
intervals in fallers. In other words, the cardiovascular system becomes less responsive
to internal or external stimuli in fallers than non-fallers.
The statistical analysis was also repeated for each of the eleven 5-min segments
and neither the p-values or the features' trends changed from the analysis reported
in Table 6.3. This consolidated the idea that short term HRV analysis could be used
to identify the risk of falling.
Table 6.3: HRV features in non-fallers and fallers.
HRV Features Non-Fallers Fallers   
 MD SD 25th 75th MD SD 25th 75th p-value Trend 
MeanNN (ms) 773.751 244.921 640.612 899.311 782.92 185.511 676.532 901.701 0.162 ↑ 
StdNN (ms) 57.351 64.911 35.600 91.913 46.212 70.110 30.800 73.810 0.000 ↓↓ 
MeanHR (1/min) 83.862 10.224 77.114 92.445 124.744 17.845 111.200 132.651 0.001 ↑↑ 
StdHR (1/min) 5.753 1.991 4.241 6.458 3.923 1.8923 4.623 5.221 0.185 ↓ 
RMSSD (ms) 48.655 64.721 26.254 86.456 29.255 83.489 19.901 50.400 0.002 ↓↓ 
NN50 (-) 30.000 39.911 11.000 62.000 16.256 35.545 6.000 28.000 0.000 ↓↓ 
pNN50 (%) 9.425 16.552 3.500 22.656 4.855 12.785 1.600 9.100 0.003 ↓↓ 
LF (ms2) 1000.201 950.232 100.110 2000.000 700.123 900.111 500.000 2000.001 0.001 ↓↓ 
HF (ms2) 1600.000 900.010 200.201 800.000 600.021 202.036 400.236 3400.000 0.000 ↓↓ 
LF/HF (-) 6.625 1.537 0.466 11.085 9.712 2.014 0.575 21.123 0.001 ↑↑ 
TotPow (ms2) 2500.236 2143.254 1465.220 4478.002 735.001 2035.365 282.002 1335.365 0.005 ↓↓ 
SD1 (ms) 34.448 45.910 18.587 61.222 20.711 59.151 14.112 35.612 0.000 ↓↓ 
SD2 (ms) 71.726 79.720 43.260 115.552 60.597 72.626 40.501 91.432 0.003 ↓↓ 
ApEn (-) 0.944 0.216 0.765 1.052 0.960 0.235 0.771 1.071 0.001 ↑↑ 
SampEn (-) 1.060 0.516 0.701 1.453 1.238 0.577 0.752 1.612 0.000 ↑↑ 
D2 (-) 0.902 0.287 0.714 1.106 1.035 0.389 0.783 1.261 0.001 ↑↑ 
dfa1 (-) 0.876 0.295 0.666 1.078 0.975 0.323 0.753 1.151 0.000 ↑↑ 
dfa2 (-) 0.800 1.390 0.065 2.377 0.464 1.346 0.048 1.903 0.005 ↓↓ 
RPlmean (beats) 0.445 0.161 0.325 0.525 0.451 0.156 0.367 0.534 0.004 ↑↑ 
RPlmax (beats) 126.001 106.456 67.002 212.002 184.002 109.900 111.001 289.236 0.000 ↑↑ 
REC (%) 15.275 14.790 9.735 23.044 16.861 14.901 11.812 24.910 0.000 ↑↑ 
RPadet (%) 0.990 0.022 0.981 1.000 0.990 0.010 0.991 1.000 0.001 ↑↑ 
ShanEn (-) 3.344 0.589 2.970 3.781 3.421 0.581 3.211 3.888 0.001 ↑↑ 
 
MD.: Median; SD: Standard Deviation; Trend;Ó (Ò): significantly lower (higher) in fallers
(p ă 0.05); Ó (Ò ): lower (higher) in fallers (p ą 0.05). In bold HRV features changing significantly
between fallers and non-fallers.
6.8.2 Classification and performance measurements
HRV feature selection, performed on Folder 1, showed that 16 HRV features were
relevant (i.e., changed significantly also in this folder). Among the 16 relevant
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features, the correlation matrix was produced as shown in Table 6.4. Consequently,
all the possible 3-feature combinations of those 16 features that resulted as relevant
and non-redundant with each other were investigated.
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Table 6.5 reports the performance measurements (mean and standard devi-
ation) estimated on the independent test set for the 5 models, averaged over the 10
iterations. According to the criteria, the Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes' model outper-
formed the other data-mining methods achieving the best mean value of performance
measures over 10 iterations: 72% sensitivity, 61% specificity and 68% accuracy.
Table 6.5: Performance measurements (Mean˘ SD) estimated on the test set (Folder
3).
Method Parameters AUC (%) SEN (%) SPE (%) ACC (%) 
NB - 687.5 55.624.7 75.013.2 72.28.7 
MNB  - 70.07.8 72.210.9 61.17.4 67.85.9 
SVM RBF; G=1.6 58.010.2 22.211.6 81.99.9 68.97.8 
MLP LR=0.6; M=0.4; 
NE=1800 
60.06.2 5.616.5 84.79.3 71.16.0 
IBK K=1 54.010.3 22.212.2 79.26.4 67.86.1 
 
NB: Na¨ıve Bayesian; MNB: Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayesian; SVM: Support Vector Machine; MLP:
Multilayer Perceptron; IBK: Neighbor Search; RBF= Radial Basis Function kernel; LR: Learning
Rate; M: Momentum; NE= Number of Excerpts; AUC: area under the curve; SEN: sensitivity;
SPE: specificity; ACC: accuracy.
A meta-model was generated by averaging the coefficients of the hyperplanes
separating fallers and non-fallers obtained at each iteration of the training and
validation process. In log-space, the Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes' meta-model equation
was:
´0.20SD1` 0.05RPlmax ´ 0.05ShanEn´ 0.59 – 0 (6.1)
The interpretation of equation 6.1 could be the following: “a subject is classified
as a faller they lie above the hyperplane”. In other words, a subject is identified at
high risk of falling if:
´0.20SD1` 0.05RPlmax ´ 0.05ShanEn´ 0.59 ą 0 (6.2)
Using this interpretation, the Diagnostic Odds Ratio (DOR) for this model
was 4.9 (CI 95%: 1.49 - 11.7). The ROC curve for the model estimated from the
independent test set is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: ROC curve of the Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes' final model.
6.9 Discussion
The current study proposed a mathematical model to automatically assess the risk of
first-time falls in hypertensive patients, based on a few HRV features (SD1, RPlmax
and ShanEn ). These features were extracted from 11 consecutive 5-minutes HRV
excerpts extrapolated from the second and third hour of Holter registrations (ap-
proximately between 10:30 am and 12.30 pm).
The statistical analysis showed that fallers presented generally depressed time
and frequency HRV features and an increase in non-linear heartbeat dynamics. It
is known that HRV depression can be due to drug therapy or ageing. However,
the results suggested that this difference was not due to those factors, because, as
reported in Table 6.2, no statistically significant differences were observed in drug
therapy or age between the fallers and non-fallers.
These results confirmed the previous findings on long term HRV analysis [64].
Also, another study [224] investigating HRV features' changes between fallers and
non-fallers demonstrated the same features' trends for MeanNN, StdNN, pNN50 and
LF, although they did not find statistically significant differences between fallers and
non-fallers. This result could be due to several reasons, including the following: in
[224] only linear long term HRV analysis was performed; it enrolled a smaller sample
size (about 60 patients); they used the history of falls and not future falls to classify
the subjects.
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In this study, statistically significant differences in both linear and non-linear
HRV features emerged between fallers and non-fallers. However, the non-linear
ones appeared to have better discrimination ability: the 3 non-linear features selec-
ted during the feature selection phase (SD1, RPlmax, ShanEN) were then utilised
independently by each machine learning method. During the testing, the best per-
formances were achieved by the Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes' model, with relatively
high sensitivity (72%), specificity (61%), accuracy (68%) and a DOR of 4.9 (CI 95%
1.49-11.7). The other models (NB, SVM, MLP, IBK) achieved high specificity and
accuracy but quite low sensitivity during the testing. One of the reasons might be
that these methods were not able to deal with the nature of the dataset (i.e., highly
unbalanced), whereas Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes’ method showed better performance
in dealing with an unbalanced dataset. Therefore, Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes model
was selected as the best model according to the highest AUC. However, for other
applications (e.g., screening), other criteria (e.g., the highest sensitivity rate) could
represent a better choice.
In a previous study [64], an automatic classifier based on 24-hours HRV features
was proposed achieving a DOR of 4.2 (CI 95% 2.0-8.7). As opposed to Melillo et
al. [64], the current study achieved better results by using 1-hour recordings and
analysing the HRV on 5 min excerpts (short term analysis). Furthermore, the
model presented in the current study was developed through a rigorous training,
validation and testing procedure, using three independent subsets of data for feature
selection, model training and testing and averaging the performances by repeating
the procedure ten times. Moreover, this method based on HRV showed higher DOR,
sensitivity and specificity to predict falls than functional mobility tests (Table 3.10)
[195, 196].
The results presented in this study reinforce the idea that dysfunctions between
the CVS and the ANS are associated with a higher risk of falling and can be used
to predict future fallers. According to previous findings [64], the reasons could be
that a depressed HRV reflects a reduced capability to react to extrinsic risk factors
avoiding falls.
6.10 Conclusions, applications and limitations
The current study proposed a method based on short term HRV analysis to auto-
matically identify future fallers among hypertensive patients aged 55 or over. The
presented classifier achieved satisfactory results through a rigorous validation pro-
cedure, enabling to predict fallers with a sensitivity rate of 72% and a specificity
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rate of 61%. Moreover, the method used to develop the machine learning model,
described in Chapter 4, section 4.2.2.3, achieved better results than the study con-
ducted on the same dataset by Melillo et al. [64], which used standard algorithms
for unbalanced datasets without splitting the dataset into folders and only using a
cross-validation procedure without testing.
The method proposed in this study is clinically feasible since it only requires
1-hour ECG recordings, which are often performed in cardiovascular patients also
through wearable devices [293]. For instance, the method proposed does not require
the use of other technologies such as wearable accelerometers or pressure matrices,
which are not used in everyday clinical practice. For this reason, the method pro-
posed could be easily integrated along with other clinical tools for estimating the
risk of falling and could be widely used in outpatient settings to identify high-risk
patients who need further assessment and could benefit from fall prevention pro-
grammes or fall detection systems [294–298]. This is important as falls depend on
hundreds of risk factors and the integration of complimentary approaches could be
more effective in predicting falls. For instance, the mechanisms that accelerometers
or gyroscopes use could perform better across a population in which other intrinsic
risk factors are frequent. In fact, focusing on hypertensive patients may have nar-
rowed the study to a population where risk factors for falls due to cardiovascular
problems were prevalent. Therefore, although hypertension affects 60% of people
in the 6th decade of life, 70% in the 7th and so far, future studies on a different
population and combining different approaches seems to be needed.
In fact, this study presents few limitations that should be considered before ad-
opting this method in other contexts. This study focused on hypertensive patients,
which represent special a population with distinguished characteristics, different
from the population of community-dwelling older citizens. The patients were en-
rolled in an outpatient clinic for hypertension and not in a falls clinic. Therefore,
important information, such as the exposure to other independent intrinsic/extrinsic
risk factors for falls could not be assessed or used to independently verify the res-
ults. Moreover, the falls recordings were based on patient self-reports and potentially
relevant characteristics of the recorded falls were not systematically recorded. Al-
though patients were instructed on how to report a fall [175], the subjective quality
of the data could have biased the results. Therefore, future work should consider
this variable more carefully.
The next chapter presents the main conclusions of the thesis and how limita-
tions could be addressed in future work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Chapter overview
This chapter presents the main conclusion of this thesis. Section 7.2 re-emphases the
research aim, the primary biomedical signals used and the case studies explored. In
section 7.3 the main contributions to the body of knowledge are presented regarding
the technical and clinical knowledge advancements. Sections 7.4 and 7.5 report the
answers to the research questions and the main objectives presenting a summary of
findings and conclusions. Finally, section 7.6 highlights the main limitations met in
the research and the roadmap for future work.
7.2 Research aim
The main aim of this thesis was to develop reliable and accurate frameworks and
tools to monitor the relationship between the CVS and the ANS in real-life settings
via biomedical signal processing and machine learning techniques to predict adverse
healthcare events and automatically detect the onset of unhealthy risky situations.
As HRV is one of the best known biomedical signal, reliable and non-invasive
tools available to monitor the relationship between the CVS and the ANS in real-
life settings, it was selected as the main biomedical signal in this thesis. In support
of that, HRV has been already used in several studies as a predictor of adverse
healthcare events.
Mental stress and fall prediction in later-life were chosen as case studies as
they are important problems for modern society. Moreover, it is known that mental
stress causes alterations in both the CVS and the ANS and many wearable tech-
nologies attempt to detect stress in real-time, enhancing the interest in ultra-short
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HRV analysis. Also, mental stress is easy to replicate in laboratory and real-life
settings. On the other side, fall prediction in later-life is one of the best examples
of rare healthcare events and it still presents many challenges to be addressed (e.g.,
technology- and algorithm-wise).
7.3 Contribution to the body of knowledge
This research produced novel results and a significant knowledge advancement for
both the investigated health and wellbeing problems and as well as the technical
and methodological approaches.
Regarding the technical and methodological knowledge advancements, this re-
search was the first proposing a systematic approach to select ultra-short HRV
features that are reliable surrogates of 5min HRV features. This result was achieved
combining both standard statistical and machine learning methods. Since clear
guidelines on ultra-short HRV analysis were not available, and clear methods to
assess ultra-short HRV features were also missing, the presented framework was de-
veloped in alignment with the medical literature on surrogate outcomes [143, 144].
Moreover, a protocol more robust than the existing methods for the prediction
of rare events (i.e., unbalanced datasets) was developed using machine learning al-
gorithms. The framework was developed by splitting the whole dataset into three
folders: for feature selection, for training and validating the classification models
and for evaluating the performance of the developed classification models. Further-
more, to minimise the overfitting problem, a cross-validation procedure was repeated
multiple times as the number of events to predict (i.e., falls) was the minority class.
Concerning the investigated health and wellbeing problems, this research proved
that it is possible to automatically detect real mental stress with 1min recordings
achieving sensitivity, specificity and accuracy rates of above 80%. This may seem
a small achievement, but there is a recognisable difference in detecting acute men-
tal stress in 1min or 5min during risky jobs (e.g., whilst performing neurosurgery,
driving a truck or flying an aeroplane).
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7.1, shortening HRV features below the standard
5min achieved better results than the study presented by Melillo et al. [45], which
applied less robust machine learning techniques to the same dataset and used stand-
ard 5min HRV analysis. This suggested that HRV features computed in excerpts
shorter than 5min are closer to the stress dynamics.
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Figure 7.1: ROC curves comparison between Melillo et al. [45] and the study
presented in this thesis to detect mental stress in real-life settings.
In relation to the prediction of falls in later-life, this research was the first
demonstrated that short term HRV recordings could be used to identify future fallers
with a sensitivity, specificity and accuracy rates of 72%, 61%, 68% respectively. This
was the first time this causal dependency was demonstrated and several clinical
studies are now testing those results on wider populations.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7.2, the study performed in this thesis achieved
better results than the study presented by Melillo et al. [64], which applied to the
same dataset less robust machine learning techniques (i.e., the dataset was not split
into different folders for feature selection, training-validation and testing and the
cross-validation procedure was not repeated multiple times to avoid bias) and used
24H HRV analysis (long HRV analysis).
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Figure 7.2: ROC curves comparison between Melillo et al. [64] and the study
presented in this thesis to predict falls in later-life via HRV.
In conclusion, the results achieved in this thesis showed better results than
previous studies due to the application of more structured frameworks to allow
the translation of traditional laboratory methods of signal processing and machine
learning techniques into real-life settings for the detection or prediction of adverse
healthcare events.
7.4 Research questions and answers
Shifting healthcare monitoring techniques from the laboratory to real-life scenarios is
very challenging. The current shift towards the use of advanced sensors in everyday
objects (e.g., smartwatches) is strongly increasing the need for reliable methods and
tools to analyse healthcare information acquired in real-life settings for wellbeing
applications. Consequently, two research questions were explored and investigated:
Research Question 1: to what extent can the length of biomedical signals be
shortened without losing their physiological meaning?
Research Question 2: how can current machine learning techniques be improved
to reliably assess the interaction of the CVS and the ANS in real-life settings?
Regarding the first question, shortening physiological signals below the stand-
ard recommendations is of great interest in the scientific community as it may cause
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a loss of reliability and accuracy in the detection or prediction of adverse health-
care events. Prior to the work performed in this thesis, few studies investigated the
use of ultra-short term HRV and none of them proposed a reliable and accurate
method to understand to what extent HRV features can be shortened below the
standard recommendations. Previous standard methods found in the medical liter-
ature were based on correlation indices only, which suited descriptive statistics, but
not predictive ones. Therefore, a new robust approach to explore to what extent
ultra-short HRV features can be considered reliable surrogates of 5min HRV features
was presented in this thesis. The aforementioned approach could also be used in
other applications in which ultra-short and continuous monitoring of the CVS/ANS
via wearable devices can be relevant (e.g., loss of attention in critical jobs.).
Regarding the second question, although many existing machine learning tech-
niques to cope with small and unbalanced datasets are already in use in the existing
literature, structured recommendations and guidelines to develop accurate machine
learning algorithms to detect or predict adverse healthcare events using biomedical
signals are still missing. Therefore, referring to existing machine learning techniques,
recommendations and theoretical frameworks are suggested to reliably improve the
assessment of the interaction of the CVS and the ANS using wearable sensors in
small and unbalanced datasets.
7.5 Research objectives: summary of findings and con-
clusions
A summary of the main conclusions is presented in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Summary of the main results.
  
Case studies 
 
Objectives Main Conclusions Thesis Chapters 
CS1: mental 
stress detection  
 
Obj1: 
method to 
assess ultra-
short HRV 
A robust 
framework to 
assess ultra-short 
HRV was 
developed based 
on the existing 
literature. 
Chapter 3 & 4 & 5 
Obj2: ML 
for small 
dataset 
A ML classifier 
was developed to 
automatically 
detect stress using 
1 min HRV 
features achieving 
better 
performances than 
other methods in 
the literature. 
Chapter 4 & 5 
CS2: prediction 
of  falls in later-
life  
Obj3: ML 
for 
unbalanced 
dataset 
For the first time it 
was proved that 
short term HRV 
recordings can be 
used to identify 
future fallers. A 
structured 
framework for ML 
techniques to 
predict falls was 
developed. 
Chapter 3 & 4 & 6 
The first objective was to:
Objective 1: develop a novel approach to assess the reliability of biomedical signals
length shorter than the standard recommendations in real-life settings.
In Chapter 4, a theoretical framework to select ultra-short HRV features that are
reliable surrogates of 5min HRV features was proposed for the first time. This
was accomplished by exploring the cardiovascular and autonomic response to men-
tal stress in healthy subjects (Case Study 1). In Chapter 3, through a systematic
review of the literature (deliverables 1a and 1b), it was demonstrated that little
attention has been paid thus far to ultra-short term HRV analysis (i.e., less than 5
min) and no reliable methods were used to assess to what extent ultra-short HRV
features could be used as surrogates of short ones. Consequently, in order to fill this
gap and seek answers to the research questions, data were collected and analysed
from three experiments: stress assessment in real life during an academic examina-
tion (AE); stress assessment in individual cognitive tasks (i.e., a Stroop Colour Test
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(SCWT)); stress assessment in a group war scenario simulator (i.e., a war rescue
mission in immersive and collaborative virtual gaming, VGC). For the first experi-
ment, 42 healthy subjects were enrolled and monitored under two conditions: during
an oral examination (i.e., a stress condition) and at resting after the aster holiday
break. A robust protocol was applied consisting of: 1) extracting HRV features of
different lengths (i.e., 5min (benchmark), 3min, 2min, 1min, 30sec) and applying
statistical tests to observe whether the extracted HRV features were significantly
different between groups (i.e., HRV features of the same length during rest and
stress phases) and within groups (i.e., ultra-short HRV features versus 5min HRV
features during rest and stress phases); 2) training and validating machine learning
methods using 5min HRV features and testing them on ultra-short HRV features
to verify if ultra-short HRV features can effectively be used to automatically detect
mental stress (deliverables 1c and 1f). This study led to the development of a new
robust framework to explore to what extent ultra-short HRV features can be con-
sidered reliable surrogates of 5min HRV features. This is currently of great interest
as the continued rise of everyday wearable devices being able to instantaneously
assess mental stress level is raising the attention of the scientific community around
the use of HRV features computed over excerpts shorter than 5 minutes. This study
proved that not all of the ultra-short HRV features were good surrogates of short
term ones. In fact, only six ultra-short HRV features resulted in being good surrog-
ates of short term ones: MeanNN, StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2. These
six features displayed consistency across all the excerpt lengths (i.e., from 5 min to 1
min) and good performance if employed in a well dimensioned automatic classifier.
In fact, an automatic classifier based on the K-nearest neighbours algorithm (IBK)
was able to detect stressed subjects with very high performance, using 3min HRV
analysis, and relatively good performance using 1min HRV excerpts. The former
achieved sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 94%, 94% and 94% respectively and
the latter achieved 82% sensitivity, 94% specificity and 88% accuracy . Therefore,
this suggested that it is possible to automatically detect mental stress using ultra-
short HRV features with excerpts not shorter than 1 min. According to the specific
application, 3 or 2 min excerpts could be preferable, because features having a clear
physiological significance (e.g., HF and LF) remain computable. The model de-
veloped in this work could be applied to the situation of a mental effort such as an
exam or job interview, that represents a long period under stress. Finally, it is useful
to mention that the proposed methodology could be used in any application aiming
to automatically detect a condition using ultra-short HRV features. In particular,
the proposed method can improve the identification of the minimal length of HRV
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excerpts required to enable the detection of an anomaly in quasi-real time.
However, due to the low number of subjects enrolled in this experiment, more
experimental studies were designed and carried out to enrol more subjects with the
aim to verify if ultra-short HRV feature may be useful in detecting stress. The choice
of having laboratory experiments was due to the degree of control they provide in
order to assess the relationship between acute mental stress and ultra-short term
HRV analysis. However, the major disadvantage of experimental studies is that the
nature of the experiment may differ from what people might actually do in everyday
life. In fact, although the experiments were modelled as much as possible to simulate
a real acute mental stress according to the existing literature, the effect of in-lab
stressors resulted in them being less stressful than real-life stress. ECGs from 170
healthy subjects were acquired and analysed under rest and stress conditions (i.e.,
the SCWT and the VGC). This provided sufficient information to quantify the loss
of performance using in-lab stressors and automatically detect mental stress using
ultra-short signals acquired via wearable devices (deliverables 1d, 1c and 1f). The
studies carried out in the laboratory environments demonstrated that it is possible
to detect mental stress using ultra-short HRV features consolidating the results
reported in the previous study. In fact, the six ultra-short HRV features (MeanNN,
StdNN, MeanHR, StdHR, HF, and SD2) selected using a real stressor also showed
to be significant during in-lab stress and they maintained the same trends for both
real and in-lab stress. They also showed good discriminatory power when employed
in a well-dimensioned classifier developed using in-lab stressors.
The second and third objectives were:
Objective 2: develop a pragmatic framework to improve machine learning tech-
niques for small datasets.
Objective 3: develop a pragmatic framework to improve machine learning tech-
niques for unbalanced datasets (i.e., reducing the number of false positive
classifications and overfitting problems to predict rare events).
In Chapter 4, theoretical frameworks for small and unbalanced datasets were presen-
ted and in Chapters 5 and 6 the proposed frameworks were applied to the two specific
case studies.
The proposed framework to improve machine learning techniques for small
datasets was applied to Case Study 1, in particular to real-life stress. The dataset
consisted of 42 healthy students undertaking a verbal academic examination. Al-
though many algorithms already exist to cope with small datasets, the proposed
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framework gathered together simple adjustments to improve the performance of
classifiers and avoid overfitting problems. The problem of having a small dataset is
often due to the scarcity of real data or a miscalculation of the minimum sample
number in the study designs. In fact, in Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.1, a novel approach
to calculate the minimum sample number for predictive models was proposed based
on the study design and the desirable complexity of the model.
The approach proposed to improve machine learning algorithms for the pre-
diction of rare events (i.e., unbalanced datasets) was applied to Case Study 2: “the
cardiovascular and autonomic response to falls in later life”, which is a typical case
of a rare, but severe, event that if not predicted in time may cause more severe clin-
ical conditions. In Chapter 3, through a review of the main fall risks and existing
technologies and tools to predict falls (deliverable 2a) it was evident that the use
of HRV as a tool to predict falls in the elderly was still primordial in the scientific
community and that there was the need for objective and clinically applicable meth-
ods to prevent and predict falls. Therefore, a study was carried out to address the
existing gaps. The study consisted of a dataset of more than 4000 hours of con-
tinuous ECG recordings, acquired from 170 hypertensive patients (mean age above
55), of which 34 experienced an accidental fall (defined as an unintentionally coming
to the ground or some lower level, not due to syncope) within three months from
the recording after the baseline assessment was carried out. The most informative
HRV features to predict falls in later-life were identified (deliverable 2b) and a model
through rigorous training, validation and testing procedure, using three independent
subsets of data for feature selection, model training and testing and averaging the
performances by repeating the procedure ten times was developed to automatically
predict falls (deliverable 2c). From the clinical point of view, this study proved
that dysfunctions between the CVS and the ANS are associated with higher risk
of falling. This study provided the first evidence that short term HRV recordings
could be used to identify future fallers with a sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
rates of 72%, 61%, 68% respectively. This was the first time this causal dependency
was demonstrated and several clinical studies are now testing those results in wider
populations [299, 300].
Overall, the development of basic methods and tools for enhancing the mon-
itoring of CVS and ANS dynamics in real-life settings were applied to burgeoning
problems: mental stress and accidental falls in later life, producing novel results and
a significant knowledge advancement for both the investigated health and wellbeing
problems and the technical and methodological ones.
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7.6 Limitations and future work
This thesis provides a first attempt at proposing novel approaches to translate signal
processing and data mining techniques from controlled environments (i.e., hospitals
and research laboratories) into real-life settings using wearable sensors to detect
or predict adverse healthcare events. In particular, novel frameworks to assess the
validity of ultra-short HRV features and improve machine learning techniques for
small and unbalanced datasets were explored. However, due to time and resource
constraints, this research presents the following limitations.
In fact, although the developed approaches presented in this thesis could also
be used in many healthcare applications, they were only applied to two specific
problems (mental stress and accidental falls). Moreover, the validity of the proposed
frameworks for small and unbalanced datasets was not compared to the existing
methods. Nevertheless, for the two already acquired datasets: mental stress in real-
life and falls in later-life, standard methods for small and unbalanced datasets were
used by Melillo et al. [45, 64] and showed lower performances than the ones achieved
in this research (Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 ).
This thesis also provides a first attempt to detect stress in healthy subjects
using ultra-short HRV and predict falls in later-life using short HRV features.
Concerning the first case study (Fig. 7.3), ultra-short HRV features were not in-
vestigated in correlation with breathing rate, due to controversial concerns about the
necessity to control breathing rate in relation to HRV features, however, since ultra-
short HRV features have not been explored comprehensively and thoroughly, they
should be assessed in relation to breathing rate and their validity investigated, espe-
cially in the frequency domain. Moreover, with the joint analysis of respiration and
HRV, a more reliable characterisation of ANS response to stress could be obtained.
Another factor to take into account toward the generalisation of the presented stress
algorithm, is the investigation of ultra-short HRV features in different populations
(e.g., older, with cardiovascular problems) and in different stressful situations (e.g.,
using a different kinds of stressors, such as physical, emotional, working stressors in
real-life situations). Other aspects that should be evaluated to better detect stress
are the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that could affect stress levels such as diet,
quality of sleep and fitness levels. In regard to these, a first trial to investigate the
quality of sleep associated with stress levels was carried out, however only 10 sub-
jects were included in the trial and among them, only two subjects reported a poor
quality of sleep, therefore, no conclusions could drawn. Another important step for
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the development of a general algorithm that could then be embedded in wearable
devices is to associate HRV with other biomedical signals to achieve better accuracy
than HRV alone. Indeed, actigraphy signals could also increase context awareness.
In fact, analysis of physiological signals is more meaningful when presented along
with situational context awareness which is necessary if the algorithms have to be
embedded in wearable sensors. Moreover, they could discriminate between different
stressors and help monitoring behavioural activities. Therefore, the final goal would
be the development of an integrated wearable sensor to detect and monitor stress
levels in risky situations or jobs.
Figure 7.3: Roadmap for future work to improve mental stress detection. Several
steps need to be assessed before generalising the proposed model to detect stress.
In relation to the second case study (Fig. 7.4), this presents some limita-
tions that should be considered before adopting these methods in other contexts.
This study was focused on hypertensive patients, which represent a special popula-
tion with distinguished characteristics, different from the population of community-
dwelling older citizens. Therefore, the association between short HRV features and
the risk of falling should also be extended to a more general population, in par-
ticular, short HRV features should be investigated in patients with Parkinson's,
cardiovascular problems and hospitalised patients. Moreover, exposure to other in-
dependent intrinsic/extrinsic risk factors for falls could be used to independently
verify the results. Therefore, intrinsic factors such as visual impairment, gait and
balance problems and sleep quality should be investigated using non-invasive bio-
medical signals (e.g., EMG, HRV). On the other hand, extrinsic factors such as a
lack of stairs handrails, obstacles and tripping hazards and psychoactive medication
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should also be investigated using cameras and actigraphy. Therefore, the final goal
would be to develop an integrated wearable sensor to predict falls using vital signs
to also control other risky situations that ageing could cause (e.g., strokes).
Figure 7.4: Roadmap for future work to improve fall prediction in later-life. Several
steps need to be assessed before generalising the proposed model to predict falls.
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Appendix A
Matlab Tools
A.1 Matlab tool for meta-analysis
The Matlab tool for meta-analysis is reported in this section.
1 function Call MetaAnalizza(Matrix)
2 %%This MATLAB tool was created to run meta-analysis, using means and
3 %%standard deviations from different studies exploring two ...
different groups
4 %%(i.e., treatments and controls groups).
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %% Input: Matrix=[ ID # A Mean A SD A # B Mean B SD B]
7 %%ID:Study identification
8 %%# A: number of subjects in control group
9 %%# B: number of subjects in treatment group
10 %%Mean A and Mean B: mean values for control and treatment groups
11 %%respectively
12 %%SD A and SD B: standard deviation value for control and ...
treatment groups
13 %%respectively
14 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
15 %% Output: StatFinal and Forest Plot
16 %%StatFinal: one numerical row reporting: the total population, ...
heterogeneity
17 %%and related p-value, model (i.e., random or fixed), the effect ...
size, 95% CI and p-value.
18 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
19 %%Created by Rossana Castaldo, Univeristy of Warwick, Feb 2014.
20 %%Revised by Rossana Castaldo, Dicember 2016
21 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
22 % Studies' IDs
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23 texts=table2array(Matrix(:,1));
24 Matrix=table2array(Matrix(:,2:end));
25 % This Function will choose if a Random or Fixed Model needs to ...
be used
26 [Model Mod num p Q Isq]=ModelSelection(Matrix);
27 %This function will compute the weight for each study based on random
28 %or fixed model
29 [T s var T Low High w PercentageWeightofStudy ...
tprob]=WeightCalculation(Matrix, Mod num)
30 % Final result of the meta-analysis
31 [MD var MD SD MD LowS HighS Sum sub total pS]=MainStat(w,T, Matrix)
32 StatFinal=table(p, Q, Isq, Model, MD, LowS, HighS, pS);
33 %This function will compute the statistical analysis to obtain a ...
Forest
34 %plot
35 texts=[texts; 'Polled']
36
37 T=[T; MD];
38 Low=[ Low; LowS];
39 High=[ High; HighS]
40 N=[ Matrix(:,1);sum(Matrix(:,1))];
41 p=[ tprob pS ];
42 celldata={texts, T, Low, High,N, p};
43 figure, Forest(celldata,PercentageWeightofStudy)
44
45 end
1 function [Model Mod num p Q Isq]=ModelSelection(Matrix)
2
3 [p Q,Isq]=Q test(Matrix);
4 if p>0.05
5 Model=string({'Fixed'});
6 Mod num=1;
7 else
8
9 Model=string({'Random'});
10 Mod num=2;
11 end
12 end
1 function [p Q Isq]=Q test(Matrix)
2 [T s var T Low High w]=WeightCalculation(Matrix,1); %here we use ...
fixed model to calculate weight, therefore,Mod num=1
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3 [n study l]=size(Matrix);
4 Q=w'*(T-(w'*T)/sum(w)).ˆ2;
5 p = chi2cdf(Q,n study-1,'upper');
6 Isq=100*((Q-(n study-1))/Q);
7 end
1 function [T s var T Low High w PercentageWeightofStudy ...
tprob]=WeightCalculation(Matrix, Mod num)
2 %MATRICE=[# A Mean A SD A # B Mean B SD B]
3 %OUT=B-A
4 [n study l]=size(Matrix);
5 if (Mod num==1); %Fixed Model
6 n A=Matrix(:,1);
7 Mean A=Matrix(:,2);
8 SD A=Matrix(:,3);
9
10 n B=Matrix(:,4);
11 Mean B=Matrix(:,5);
12 SD B=Matrix(:,6);
13
14 s=(((n A-1).*SD A.ˆ2+(n B-1).*SD B.ˆ2)./(n A+n B-2)).ˆ.5;
15 var T=s.ˆ2.*(1./n A+1./n B);
16
17 T=Mean B-Mean A;
18 Low= T-1.96*var T.ˆ.5;
19 High=T+1.96*var T.ˆ.5;
20 CI 95=[T-1.96*var T.ˆ.5 T+1.96*var T.ˆ.5];
21 w=1./var T;
22 PercentageWeightofStudy= 100.*(w./sum(w));
23
24 for i=1:n study
25 s(i)=(((n A(i)-1).*SD A(i).ˆ2+(n B(i)-1).*SD B(i).ˆ2)./...
26 (n A(i)+n B(i)-2)).ˆ.5;
27 var Tind(i)=s(i).ˆ2.*(1./n A(i)+1./n B(i));
28 Tind(i)=Mean B(i)-Mean A(i);
29 Low(i)=Tind(i)-1.96*var Tind(i).ˆ.5
30 High(i)= Tind(i)+1.96*var Tind(i).ˆ.5;
31 % Calculate T-Statistic
32 v(i)= (n A(i)+n B(i))-2;
33 tval(i) = ( Mean B(i)-Mean A(i)) / ...
sqrt((SD B(i)ˆ2/n B(i))+((SD A(i)ˆ2)/n A(i)));
34 tdist2T = @(t,v) (1-betainc(v/(v+tˆ2),v/2,0.5)); % ...
2-tailed t-distribution
35 tdist1T = @(t,v) 1-(1-tdist2T(t,v))/2; % ...
1-tailed t-distribution
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36 tprob(i) = 1-[tdist2T(tval(i),v(i))]
37 end
38
39
40
41 else %Random Model
42 [n study l]=size(Matrix);
43 n A=Matrix(:,1);
44 Mean A=Matrix(:,2);
45 SD A=Matrix(:,3);
46
47 n B=Matrix(:,4);
48 Mean B=Matrix(:,5);
49 SD B=Matrix(:,6);
50
51 s=(((n A-1).*SD A.ˆ2+(n B-1).*SD B.ˆ2)./(n A+n B-2)).ˆ.5;
52 var T=s.ˆ2.*(1./n A+1./n B);
53 T=Mean B-Mean A;
54 Low=T-1.96*var T.ˆ.5;
55 High=T+1.96*var T.ˆ.5;
56 CI 95=[T-1.96*var T.ˆ.5 T+1.96*var T.ˆ.5];
57
58 w1=1./var T;
59
60 w mean=sum(w1)/n study;
61
62 U=sum(w1)-(sum(w1.ˆ2)/sum(w1));
63 %Check
64 [p Q]=Q test(Matrix);
65
66 if (Qď(n study-1))
67 tau sq=0
68 else
69 tau sq=(Q-(n study-1))/U;
70 end
71
72 w=(1./((1./w1)+tau sq));
73 PercentageWeightofStudy= 100.*(w./sum(w));
74
75 for i=1:n study
76 s(i)=(((n A(i)-1).*SD A(i).ˆ2+(n B(i)-1).*SD B(i).ˆ2)./...
77 (n A(i)+n B(i)-2)).ˆ.5;
78 var Tind(i)=s(i).ˆ2.*(1./n A(i)+1./n B(i));
79 Tind(i)=Mean B(i)-Mean A(i);
80 Low(i)=Tind(i)-1.96*var Tind(i).ˆ.5
81 High(i)= Tind(i)+1.96*var Tind(i).ˆ.5;
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82 % Calculate T-Statistic
83 v(i)= (n A(i)+n B(i))-2;
84 tval(i) = ( Mean B(i)-Mean A(i)) / ...
sqrt((SD B(i)ˆ2/n B(i))+((SD A(i)ˆ2)/n A(i)));
85 tdist2T = @(t,v) (1-betainc(v/(v+tˆ2),v/2,0.5)); % ...
2-tailed t-distribution
86 tdist1T = @(t,v) 1-(1-tdist2T(t,v))/2; % ...
1-tailed t-distribution
87 tprob(i) = 1-[tdist2T(tval(i),v(i))]
88 end
89 end
1 function [MD var MD SD MD Low High Sum sub total p]=MainStat(w,T, ...
Matrix)
2 n A=Matrix(:,1);
3 n B=Matrix(:,4);
4 Sum sub total=sum(Matrix(:,1))
5 MD=(w'*T/sum(w));
6 var MD=(1/sum(w));
7 SD MD=var MDˆ.5;
8 Low=MD-1.96*var MD.ˆ.5
9 High=MD+1.96*var MD.ˆ.5;
10 CI 95=[Low High];
11 % Calculate Z-Statistic
12 Z=MD/SD MD;
13 p=normcdf(Z);
14 Summation=[MD, Low, High, Sum sub total, p];
15 end
1 function Forest(celldata, PercentageWeightofStudy) %texts, ...
mean,low,high,size2,p
2 texts=celldata{1,1}
3 texts=flip(texts')
4 mean=celldata{1,2}
5 mean=flip(mean')
6 low=celldata{1,3}
7 low=flip (low)
8 high=celldata{1,4}
9 high=flip(high)
10 size2=celldata{1,5}
11 size2=flip(size2')
12 p=celldata{1,6};
13 p=flip(p');
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14 PercentageWeightofStudy=flip(PercentageWeightofStudy);
15 subplot(1,2,1)
16 n=length(texts);
17
18 for n=1:length(texts)
19 text(0,n,texts{n});
20 numbers = sprintf('%9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f', ...
mean(n),low(n),high(n), p(n));
21 text(0.5,n,numbers);
22 end
23 text(0,n+1,'Study')
24 text(0.5,n+1,'MD')
25 text(0.65,n+1,'Low')
26 text(0.8,n+1,'High')
27 text(0.95,n+1,'p-val');
28
29 axis([0,1.5,0,length(texts)+1])
30 set(gca,'visible','off')
31
32 subplot(1,2,2)
33 plot([low high]',[1;1]*(1:length(mean)),'k')
34 axis([-max(abs(low))-1,max(abs(high))+1,0,length(mean)+1])
35 hold on
36 if sign(low(1))==sign(high(1)) && sign(low(1))==-1
37 sizeSumm=-(abs(high(1))+abs(low(1)))/2
38 else
39 if sign(low(1))==sign(high(1))&& sign(low(1))==1
40 sizeSumm=(abs(high(1))+abs(low(1)))/2;
41 else
42 if sign(low(1)) sign(high(1))
43 sizeSumm=(high(1)+low(1))/2;
44 end
45 end
46 end
47 for i=length(texts):-1:2
48
49 plot(mean(i),i,'ks','markerSize',...
50 PercentageWeightofStudy(i-1)+2,...
51 'MarkerEdgeColor','k','MarkerFaceColor','k')
52 set(gcf, 'Units', 'Normalized', 'OuterPosition', ...
53 [0, 0.04, 1, 0.96]);
54
55 end
56 hold on %
57 %
58 x=[sizeSumm high(1) sizeSumm low(1)];
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59 y=[0.8 1 1.2 1];
60 plot(x,y)
61 fill(x,y,'k')
62 hold on
63 plot([0 0], ylim,'--k') % line no effect % because mean difference
64 xlabel('Mean Difference')
A.2 Matlab tool to identify biomedical surrogates
The Matlab tool to identify surrogates is reported in this section.
1 function[results]=main ()
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This Matlab tool was created to identify surrogate features. It
4 %%differentiates whether the features need to be investigate in one
5 %%condition (i.e., resting) or two conditions (i.e., resting and stress)
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7 %%The final output: A table containing the main descriptive ...
statistics and
8 %%a table with the final surrogate features
9 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10 %%Created by Rossana Castaldo, Univeristy of Warwick, 2017
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 %%USER input:
13 prompt = 'Do you have one condition? Enter yes if you do or no if you ...
have two conditions: ';
14 x = input(prompt,'s');
15 switch x
16 case 'yes'
17 %call for function using one condition
18 [Tablestat,SurrogateFeature] = Surrugateonecondition(x);
19 case 'no'
20 %call for function using two conditions
21 [Tablestat,TableSTATSurrogates,SurrogateFeature] = ...
Surrugatetwoconditions(x); %call for function using two ...
conditions
22 otherwise
23 display('error! Please enter yes or no')
24 end
25 results={Tablestat, SurrogateFeature};
26 end
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12 function [Tablestat,SurrogateFeatureMatrices] = Surrugateonecondition(x)
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4 %%This tool was developed to indentify the subset of surrogates ...
features comparing the
5 %%benchmark features (normal length) and ultra-short
6 %%features (shorter length). In particular, this script was used to ...
compare
7 %%only two different time scales, but it can be adapted if more time ...
scales
8 %%are available.
9 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10 %%USER input: files .csv with features in columns and as header the
11 %%features' names
12 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
13 %%The output of this tool produces basic stat of the datasets
14 %%(using parametric or non-parametric methods) and the subset of features
15 %%that are identified as good surrogates of the benchmark.
16 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
17 display('Select data set benchmark...')
18 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
19 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
20 benchmarktbl = readtable(complete path);
21 VarNames=benchmarktbl.Properties.VariableNames;
22 benchmarkarray=table2array(benchmarktbl);
23
24 display('Select data set 1st time length...')
25 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
26 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
27 FirstTimeLengthtbl = readtable(complete path);
28 FirstTimeLengtharray=table2array(FirstTimeLengthtbl);
29 %%
30 s=size(benchmarkarray);
31 if  isequal(s,size(FirstTimeLengtharray));
32 error('data1 and data2 must have the same size');
33 end
34 %%
35 [Rows Columns]=size(benchmarkarray);
36 %test for normality
37 for i=1:Columns
38 [h(i),p(i)] = lillietest(benchmarkarray(:,i)); %if h=1 the feature is ...
non-normally distributed
39 end
40 CountNONNormaly=sum(h==1);
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41 if CountNONNormaly==Columns
42 display('All features are non-normally distributed')
43 else
44 if CountNONNormaly==0
45 display('Data is normally distributed')
46 else
47 if CountNONNormaly>(Columns/2)
48 display('Many features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test')
49 else
50 if CountNONNormaly<(Columns/2)
51 display('Some features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test or ...
apply log-transformation')
52 end
53 end
54 end
55 end
56 Condition=(CountNONNormaly‰0);
57 if Condition
58 prompt = 'Do you want to log-transform your data? Enter yes if you do ...
or no if you do not: ';
59 str = input(prompt,'s');
60 switch str
61 case 'yes'
62 for i=1:Columns
63 benchmarkarray(:,i)=log( benchmarkarray(:,i));
64 FirstTimeLengtharray(:,i)=log(FirstTimeLengtharray(:,i));
65 end
66 CountNONNormaly=0;
67 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
68 case 'no'
69 CountNONNormaly‰0;
70 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
71 otherwise
72 end
73 end
74 %%
75 %General statistic indexes
76 TablestatBenchmark=Stat(benchmarkarray,VarNames',Condition, x)
77 TablestatFirstTime=Stat(FirstTimeLengtharray,VarNames',Condition, x)
78 Tablestat={TablestatBenchmark, TablestatFirstTime};
79 %%
80 % First step: correlation analysis
81 [D]=correlation(benchmarkarray, FirstTimeLengtharray, Condition, x)
82 rho M=logical(D.diagMask)';
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83 VarNamesCorrelated=VarNames(rho M);
84 %%
85 %Second step is visual inspection using parametric Bland-Altman Plot
86 [cr, fig, statsStruct]= ...
BlandAltmanPlts(benchmarkarray,FirstTimeLengtharray,Condition, x);
87
88 l=sum(rho M==1);
89 rho M=logical(rho M);
90 %Selection of the features that are significant correlated
91 CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray=FirstTimeLengtharray(:,rho M);
92 CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarray=benchmarkarray(:,rho M);
93 %%
94 %Third step is measuring the effect size
95 [D,SurrogateFeatureMatrices]=StatOneCond(CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarray, ...
CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray,VarNamesCorrelated, Condition);
96
97 end
1 function [Tablestat,TableSTATSurrogates,SurrogateFeatureMatrices] = ...
Surrugatetwoconditions(x)
2 %%This tool was developed to indentify the subset of surrogates ...
features comparing
3 %%the benchmark features (normal length) and ultra-short
4 %%features (shorter length)in two different conditions. In ...
particular, this script was used to compare
5 %%only two different time scales with the benchmark, but it can be ...
adapted if more time scales
6 %%are available. The outputs of this tool are: basic stat of the ...
dataset at
7 %%different time scale (using parametric or non-parametric methods) ...
and the subset of features
8 %%that are identified as good surrogates of the benchmark at ...
different time scales.
9 %%
10 %Input Data Section
11
12 display('Select data set benchmark...')
13 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
14 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
15 benchmarktbl = readtable(complete path);
16 VarNames=benchmarktbl.Properties.VariableNames;
17 VarNames=VarNames(1:end-1);
18 benchmarkarray=table2array(benchmarktbl);
19
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20 display('Select data set 1st time length...')
21 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
22 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
23 FirstTimeLengthtbl = readtable(complete path);
24 FirstTimeLengtharray=table2array(FirstTimeLengthtbl);
25
26
27 display('Select data set 2nd time length...')
28 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
29 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
30 SecondTimeLengthtbl = readtable(complete path);
31 SecondTimeLengtharray=table2array(SecondTimeLengthtbl);
32 %%
33 s=size(benchmarkarray);
34 if  isequal(s,size(FirstTimeLengtharray),size(SecondTimeLengtharray));
35 error('Matrices must have the same size');
36 end
37 [Rows Columns]=size(benchmarkarray);
38 %%
39 %Test for normality
40 for i=1:Columns
41 [h(i),p(i)] = lillietest(benchmarkarray(:,i)); %if h=1 the feature is ...
non normally distributed
42 end
43 CountNONNormally=sum(h==1);
44 if CountNONNormally==Columns
45 display('All features are non-normally distributed')
46 else
47 if CountNONNormally==0
48 display('Data is normally distributed')
49 else
50 if CountNONNormally>(Columns/2)
51 display('Many features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test')
52 else
53 if CountNONNormally<(Columns/2)
54 display('Some features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test ...
or apply log-transformation')
55 end
56 end
57 end
58 end
59 %%
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60 Condition=(CountNONNormally‰0);
61 if Condition
62 prompt = 'Do you want to log-transform your data? Enter yes if you do ...
or no if you do not: ';
63 str = input(prompt,'s');
64 switch str
65 case 'yes'
66 for i=1:Columns
67 benchmarkarray(:,i)=log( benchmarkarray(:,i));
68 FirstTimeLengtharray(:,i)=log(FirstTimeLengtharray(:,i));
69 SecondTimeLengtharray(:,i)=log(SecondTimeLengtharray(:,i));
70 end
71 CountNONNormaly=0;
72 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
73 case 'no'
74 CountNONNormaly‰0;
75 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
76 otherwise
77 end
78 end
79 %%
80 Tablestat1=Stat(benchmarkarray, VarNames',Condition,x);
81 Tablestat2=Stat(FirstTimeLengtharray,VarNames', Condition,x);
82 Tablestat3=Stat(SecondTimeLengtharray, VarNames', Condition,x);
83 field1='TableStatBenchmark';
84 field2='TableStatFirstTimeLength';
85 field3='TableStatSecondTimeLengt';
86 Tablestat=struct(field1,Tablestat1, field2, Tablestat2, field3, ...
Tablestat3);
87 %%
88 % The first step correlation analysis
89 D1=correlation(benchmarkarray,FirstTimeLengtharray, Condition,x);
90 D2=correlation(benchmarkarray,SecondTimeLengtharray, Condition,x);
91 %%
92 %The second step is visual inspection using parametric Bland-Altman Plot
93 [cr1, fig, statsStruct1]= ...
BlandAltmanPlts(benchmarkarray,FirstTimeLengtharray, Condition);
94 [cr2, fig, statsStruct2]= ...
BlandAltmanPlts(benchmarkarray,SecondTimeLengtharray, Condition);
95 %%
96 %% Decision Rule to select only highly significant correlated ...
features among all the time scales investigated
97 for i=1:Columns-1
98 if D1.diagExp(i)==1 && D1.diagExp(i)==D1.diagControl(i)
99 rhoF1(i)=1;
100 else
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101 rhoF1(i)=0;
102 end
103 if D2.diagControl(i)==1 && D2.diagControl(i)==D2.diagExp(i)
104 rhoF2(i)=1;
105 else
106 rhoF2(i)=0;
107 end
108 end
109
110
111
112 rhoF1=logical(rhoF1);%Indices of the features that are highly ...
significant between the benchmark and the first time scale
113 rhoF2=logical(rhoF2); %Indices of the features that are highly ...
significant between the benchmark and the Second time scale
114 CorrelatedVarNamesF1=VarNames(rhoF1');
115 CorrelatedVarNamesF2=VarNames(rhoF2');
116 CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray=FirstTimeLengtharray(:,rhoF1);
117 group2=FirstTimeLengtharray(:,end);
118 CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray=...
119 [CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray,group2];
120 CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF1=benchmarkarray(:,rhoF1)
121 group1=benchmarkarray(:,end);
122 CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF2=benchmarkarray(:,rhoF2)
123 CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF1= ...
[CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF1,group1];
124 CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF2= ...
[CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF2,group1];
125 CorrelatedDataSecondTimeLengtharray=SecondTimeLengtharray(:,rhoF2);
126 group3=SecondTimeLengtharray(:,end);
127 CorrelatedDataSecondTimeLengtharray=...
128 [CorrelatedDataSecondTimeLengtharray,group3];
129 %%
130 %The third step is measuring the effect via statistical test
131 [Tablestat1 reductedF1,PvaluesF1]=Stat(CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF1, ...
...
132 CorrelatedVarNamesF1', Condition,x);
133 [Tablestat1 reductedF2, ...
PvaluesF2]=Stat(CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF2,...
134 CorrelatedVarNamesF2', Condition,x);
135 [Tablestat2 reducted, ...
PvaluesFirt]=Stat(CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray,...
136 CorrelatedVarNamesF1', Condition,x);
137 [Tablestat3 reducted, ...
PvaluesSecond]=Stat(CorrelatedDataSecondTimeLengtharray,...
138 CorrelatedVarNamesF2', Condition,x);
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139
140 PosSignChanging1F1=(PvaluesF1<0.05);
141 %Var NameF1=CorrelatedVarNames(PosSignChanging1F1)'
142 PosSignChanging1F2=(PvaluesF2<0.05);
143 %Var NameF2=CorrelatedVarNames(PosSignChanging1F2)'
144 PosSignChanging2=PvaluesFirt<0.05;
145 Var Name2=CorrelatedVarNamesF1(PosSignChanging2)'
146 PosSignChanging3=(PvaluesSecond<0.05);
147 Var Name3=CorrelatedVarNamesF2(PosSignChanging3)'
148 for i=1:size(PosSignChanging1F1)
149 if PosSignChanging1F1(i)==1 && ...
PosSignChanging1F1(i)==PosSignChanging2(i)
150 PosTot(i)=1
151 else
152 PosTot(i)=0
153 end
154 end
155 for i=1:size(PosSignChanging1F2)
156 if PosSignChanging1F2(i)==1 && ...
PosSignChanging1F2(i)==PosSignChanging3(i)
157 PosTot2(i)=1
158 else
159 PosTot2(i)=0
160 end
161 end
162 PosTot=logical(PosTot);
163 PosTot2=logical(PosTot2);
164 Tablestat1 reductedF1=Tablestat1 reductedF1(PosTot,:);
165 Tablestat1 reductedF2=Tablestat1 reductedF2(PosTot2,:);
166 Tablestat2 reducted=Tablestat2 reducted(PosTot,:);
167 Tablestat3 reducted=Tablestat3 reducted(PosTot2,:); ;
168 SignificantDatabenchmarkarrayF1= CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF1(:, ...
PosTot)
169 SignificantDatabenchmarkarrayF2=CorrelatedDatabenchmarkarrayF2(:, ...
PosTot2);
170 SignificantDataFirstTimeLengtharray= ...
CorrelatedDataFirstTimeLengtharray (:, PosTot);
171 SignificantDataSecondTimeLengtharray= ...
CorrelatedDataSecondTimeLengtharray (:, PosTot2);
172 [rowsF1 columnsF1]=size(Tablestat1 reductedF1);
173 [rowsF2 columnsF2]=size(Tablestat1 reductedF2);
174 %%
175 %%
176
177 %Trend Analysis
178 [TableSTATSurrogates,K1,K2]=TrendAnalysis(Tablestat1 reductedF1,...
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179 Tablestat2 reducted,Tablestat1 reductedF2,Tablestat3 reducted);
180 %%
181 SurrogateFeatureF1=SignificantDatabenchmarkarrayF1(:,K1);%Subset of ...
Surrogate Features for first time scale investigated
182 SurrogateFeatureF2=SignificantDatabenchmarkarrayF2(:,K2);%Subset of ...
Surrogate Features for second time scale investigated
183 VarNames2=Var Name2(K1);
184 VarNames3=Var Name3(K2);
185 SurrogateFeatureF1=array2table(SurrogateFeatureF1);
186 SurrogateFeatureF1.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames2;
187 SurrogateFeatureF2=array2table(SurrogateFeatureF2);
188 SurrogateFeatureF2.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames3;
189 SurrogateFeatureMatrices={SurrogateFeatureF1, SurrogateFeatureF2};
190 end
1 function [TAB1, Pvalues]=Stat(DATA,VarNames,condition, x)
2 %%This function computes the statistical analysis. As input, it ...
takes the
3 %%matrix with observations as rows and features (predictors) as ...
columns, the states or
4 %%labels (in numerical values) as last column. The second input, the ...
condition, will help understand if parametric or
5 %%non-parametric analysis needs to be performed. Parametric test is
6 %%performed using t-test whereas non-parametric test is performed using
7 %%Wilcoxon rank test. The outputs are a matrix with statical indices and
8 %%the p-value between two different conditions.
9
10 %%
11 [rows columns]=size(DATA);
12 switch x
13 case 'no' % if two conditions
14 %Find positions of the two different conditions
15 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end));
16 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
17
18 if  condition % if the condition is false; positive condition is ...
that the data are normally distributed
19 for i=1:(columns-1)
20 [p(i),h(i)]=ranksum(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),...
21 DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
22 end
23 median Experiment=median(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
24 SD Experiment=std(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
25 Per Experiment=prctile(DATA...
26 (Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
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27
28 median Rest=median(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
29 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
30 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 ...
75])';
31
32 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
33
34 TAB1=table(VarNames, median Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
median Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
35
36 else % if the condition is true
37 for i=1:(columns-1)
38 [h(i), p(i)]= ttest(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),...
39 DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
40 end
41 %%
42 %Generate Table
43 mean Experiment=mean(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
44 SD Experiment=std(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
45 Per Experiment=prctile(DATA...
46 (Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
47
48 mean Rest=mean(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
49 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
50 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 ...
75])';
51
52 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
53
54 TAB1=table(VarNames,mean Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
mean Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
55
56
57 end
58 case 'yes' %if one condition
59 if condition
60 mean DATA=mean(DATA)';
61 SD DATA=std(DATA)';
62 Per DATA=prctile(DATA,[25 50 75])';
63 TAB1=table(VarNames, mean DATA, SD DATA, Per DATA)
64 else
65 median DATA=median(DATA)';
66 SD DATA=std(DATA)';
67 Per DATA=prctile(DATA,[25 50 75])';
68 TAB1=table(VarNames, median DATA, SD DATA, Per DATA)
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69 end
70 end
71 end
1 function [D1,SurrogateFeatureMatrices]=StatOneCond(DATAcorr1, ...
DATAcorr2, VarNamescorr, Condition )
2 %%This function identifies subset of surrogate features via effect ...
size analysis. The input is the
3 %%benchmark correlation matrix and the ultra-short time length ...
correlation matrix. Also here the
4 %%condition is needed to understand if parametric or non-parametric
5 %%stat analysis needs to be performed. The outputs are the values of ...
the stat analysis and
6 %%subset of surrogate features.
7 %%
8 [rows colomns]=size(DATAcorr1)
9 if Condition % If the features are normally distributed
10 for i=1:colomns
11 cod = cohend(DATAcorr2(:,i),DATAcorr1(:,i));
12 D(i)=abs(cod);
13 if D(i)ě0.3 %This threshold can be increased to 0.6
14 K(i)=1;
15 else
16 K(i)=0;
17 end
18 end
19 K=logical(K);
20 D1=D(K);
21 VarNameF=VarNamescorr(K);
22 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark=DATAcorr1(:,K); %Subset of Surrogate Features
23 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark=array2table(SurrogateFeatureBenchmark);
24 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark.Properties.VariableNames=VarNameF;
25 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength=DATAcorr2(:,K); %Subset of Surrogate ...
Features
26 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength=...
27 array2table(SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength);
28 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength.Properties.VariableNames=VarNameF;
29 SurrogateFeatureMatrices={SurrogateFeatureBenchmark, ...
SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength};
30 else % If the features are non-normally distributed
31 for i=1:colomns
32 D(i)=CliffDelta(DATAcorr2(:,i),DATAcorr1(:,i));
33 DModule(i)=abs(D(i));
34 if DModule(i)ě0.3
35 K(i)=1;
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36 else
37 K(i)=0;
38 end
39 end
40 K=logical(K);
41 D1=D(K);
42 VarNameF=VarNamescorr(K);
43 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark=DATAcorr1(:,K);
44 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark=array2table(SurrogateFeatureBenchmark);
45 SurrogateFeatureBenchmark.Properties.VariableNames=VarNameF;
46 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength=DATAcorr2(:,K); %Subset of Surrogate ...
Features
47 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength=...
48 array2table(SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength);
49 SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength.Properties.VariableNames=VarNameF;
50 SurrogateFeatureMatrices={SurrogateFeatureBenchmark, ...
SurrogateFeatureUltraShortlength};
51 end
1 function cod = cohend(x,y)
2 % cod = cohend(x,y);
3 % Computes Cohen's d for two independent groups using pooled standard ...
deviation.
4 % x & y are two vectors
5 % remove NaNs & reformat
6 x=x( isnan(x)); x=x(:); n1 = numel(x);
7 y=y( isnan(y)); y=y(:); n2 = numel(y);
8
9 diff = mean(x) - mean(y);
10 s1 = var(x,0);
11 s2 = var(y,0);
12 psd = sqrt( ((n1-1)*s1+(n2-1)*s2) / (n1+n2-2) ); % pooled standard ...
deviation
13 cod = diff ./ psd;
1 function d = CliffDelta(X,Y)
2 % Calculates Cliff's Delta function, a non-parametric effect magnitude
3 % test. .
4 % remove NaNs & reformat
5 X=X( isnan(X)); X=X(:); n1 = numel(X);
6 Y=Y( isnan(Y)); Y=Y(:); n2 = numel(Y);
7 % calculate length of vetors.
8 lx = length(X);
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9 ly = length(Y);
10
11 % Comparison matrix. First dimension represnts elements in X, the ...
second elements in Y
12 % Values calculated as follows:
13 % mat(i,j) = 1 if X(i) > Y(j), zero if they are equal, and -1 if X(i) ...
< Y(j)
14 mat = zeros(lx, ly);
15
16 % perform all the comparisons.
17 for i = 1:lx
18 for j = 1:ly
19 if X(i) > Y(j)
20 mat(i,j) = 1;
21 elseif Y(j) > X(i)
22 mat(i,j) = -1;
23 end
24 end
25 end
26
27 % calculate ∆.
28 d = sum(mat(:)) / (lx * ly)
1 function [D]=correlation(DATA1, DATA2, condition, x)
2 %%This function gerenates correlation matrix. The input is the
3 %%benchmark matrix and the ultra-short time length matrices. Also ...
here the
4 %%condition is needed to understand if parametric or non-parametric
5 %%correlation analysis needs to be performed. The output is a structure
6 %%with the rho values and p-values of the diagonal of the correlation
7 %%matrices computed for both conditions between the benchmark and the
8 %%ultra-short time length matrix.
9 %%
10 [rows columns]=size(DATA1);
11 switch x
12 case 'no'
13 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA1(:,end));
14 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA1(:,end)==0);
15 Pos Features Experiment2=find(DATA2(:,end));
16 Pos Features Rest2=find(DATA2(:,end)==0);
17 %%
18 %Non-parametric correlation
19 if  condition
20 %Experimental condition
21 [c E ...
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p E]=corr(DATA1(Pos Features Experiment,1:columns-1),...
22 DATA2(Pos Features Experiment2,1:columns-1),'Type','Spearman');
23 Buffer E=(abs(c E)>0.7).*(p E<0.05); % Condition to be ...
highly correlated and significant. The threshold of 0.7
24 %can be changed to a ...
more restricted one
25 M E=Buffer E;
26 D E=diag(M E);
27 rho E=diag(c E);
28 p val E=diag(p E);
29 %Control condition
30 [c R p R]=corr(DATA1(Pos Features Rest,1:columns-1),...
31 DATA2(Pos Features Rest2,1:columns-1),'Type','Spearman');
32 Buffer R=(c R>0.7).*(p R<0.05); % Condition to be highly ...
correlated and significant. The threshold of 0.7
33 %can be changed to a ...
more restricted
34 %one. However it must be ...
changed in both ...
conditions.
35 M R=Buffer R;
36 D R=diag(M R);
37 rho R=diag(c R);
38 p val R=diag(p R);
39 D=struct('diagExp',D E, 'diagControl', D R, ...
'rhoValuesExp',rho E,'pValuesExp',p val E, ...
'rhoValuesControl',rho R,'pValuesControl', p val R);
40 else %Parametric correlation
41 %Experimental condition
42 [c E p E]=corr(DATA1(Pos Features Experiment,1:columns-1),...
43 DATA2(Pos Features Experiment2,1:columns-1),'Type','Pearson');
44 Buffer E=(c E>0.7).*(p E<0.05);
45 M E=Buffer E;
46 D E=diag(M E);
47 rho E=diag(c E);
48 p val E=diag(p E);
49 %Control condition
50 [c R p R]=corr(DATA1(Pos Features Rest,1:columns-1),...
51 DATA2(Pos Features Rest2,1:columns-1), 'Type','Pearson');
52 Buffer R=(c R>0.7).*(p R<0.05);
53 M R=Buffer R;
54 D R=diag(M R);
55 rho R=diag(c R);
56 p val R=diag(p R);
57 D=struct('diagExp',D E, 'diagControl', D R, ...
'rhoValuesExp',rho E,'pValuesExp',p val E, ...
282
'rhoValuesControl',rho R,'pValuesControl', p val R);
58 end
59 case 'yes'
60 %Parametric correlation
61 if condition
62 [c p]=corr(DATA1(:,1:columns), DATA2(:,1:columns), ...
'Type', 'Pearson') ;
63 Buffer=(abs(c)>0.7).*(p<0.05);% rho must be above 0.7 ...
and p must be less than 0.05!
64 Mask=Buffer;
65 D M=diag(Mask);
66 rho=diag(c);
67 p val=diag(p);
68 D=struct('diagMask',D M, 'rhovalue', rho, 'p val', p val);
69 else
70 [c p]=corr(DATA1(:,1:columns), DATA2(:,1:columns), ...
'Type', 'Spearman') ;
71 Buffer=(abs(c)>0.7).*(p<0.05);% rho must be above 0.7 ...
and p must be less than 0.05!
72 Mask=Buffer;
73 D M=diag(Mask);
74 rho=diag(c);
75 p val=diag(p);
76 D=struct('diagMask',D M, 'rhovalue', rho, 'p val', p val);
77 end
78 end
79 end
1 function [cr, fig, statsStruct]= BlandAltmanPlts(DATA1,DATA2, ...
condition, x)
2 %%This function gerenates Bland-Altman plots. The input is the
3 %%benchmark matrix and the ultra-short time length matrix. Also here the
4 %%condition is needed to understand if parametric or non-parametric
5 %%analysis needs to be performed. "x" represents if one or two ...
conditions are being analysed.
6 %%
7 [Rows Columns]=size(DATA1);
8 switch x
9 case 'no' %Case with two conditions (e.g., rest and stress)
10 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA1(:,end));
11 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA1(:,end)==0);
12 Pos Features Experiment2=find(DATA2(:,end));
13 Pos Features Rest2=find(DATA2(:,end)==0);
14 if  condition %NON parametric features
15 for i=1:Columns-1
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16 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot at control'; % figure title
17 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
18 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of the features
19 corrinfo = {'n','SSE','r2','eq'}; % stats to display ...
of correlation scatter plot
20 BAinfo = {'RPC(%)','ks'}; % stats to display on ...
Bland-ALtman plot
21 limits = 'auto';
22 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
23 colors = 'br'; % character codes
24 else
25 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
26 1 0 0];
27 end
28 [cr R, fig, statsStruct R] = BlandAltman...
29 (DATA2(Pos Features Rest2,i),...
30 DATA1(Pos Features Rest,i),...
31 label,tit,...
32 gnames,'corrInfo',...
33 corrinfo,'baInfo',BAinfo,...
34 'axesLimits',limits,...
35 'colors',colors,...
36 'baStatsMode','Non-parametric');
37
38 end
39 for i=1:Columns-1
40 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot during experimental ...
condition'; % figure title
41 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
42 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of the features
43 corrinfo = {'n','SSE','r2','eq'}; % stats to display ...
of correlation scatter plot
44 BAinfo = {'RPC(%)','ks'}; % stats to display on ...
Bland-ALtman plot
45 limits = 'auto';
46 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
47 colors = 'br'; % character codes
48 else
49 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
50 1 0 0];
51 end
52
53 [cr E, fig, statsStruct E] = BlandAltman...
54 (DATA2(Pos Features Experiment2,i),...
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55 DATA1(Pos Features Experiment2,i), ...
56 label,tit, gnames,'corrInfo',corrinfo,...
57 'baInfo',BAinfo,'axesLimits',...
58 limits,'colors',colors,...
59 'baStatsMode','Non-parametric');
60 end
61 cr=struct('cr R',cr R, 'cr E', cr E);
62 statsStruct=struct('statsStruct R', statsStruct R,'statsStruct E', ...
statsStruct E );
63 else %normally distributed features
64 for i=1:Columns-1
65 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot at control'; % figure title
66 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
67 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of the features
68 corrinfo = {'n','SSE','r2','eq'}; % stats to display ...
of correlation scatter plot
69 BAinfo = {'RPC(%)','ks'}; % stats to display on ...
Bland-ALtman plot
70 limits = 'auto';
71 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
72 colors = 'br'; % character codes
73 else
74 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
75 1 0 0];
76 end
77 [cr R, fig, statsStruct R] = BlandAltman...
78 (DATA2(Pos Features Rest2,i),DATA1(Pos Features Rest,i),...
79 label,tit, ...
gnames,'corrInfo',corrinfo,'baInfo',BAinfo,'axesLimits',...
80 limits,'colors',colors,'baStatsMode','Normal');
81
82 end
83 for i=1:Columns-1
84 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot during experimental ...
condition'; % figure title
85 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
86 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of the features
87 corrinfo = {'n','SSE','r2','eq'}; % stats to ...
display of correlation scatter plot
88 BAinfo = {'RPC(%)','ks'}; % stats to display on ...
Bland-ALtman plot
89 limits = 'auto';
90 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
91 colors = 'br'; % character codes
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92 else
93 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
94 1 0 0];
95 end
96
97 [cr E, fig, statsStruct E] = BlandAltman...
98 (DATA2(Pos Features Experiment2,i),...
99 DATA1(Pos Features Experiment2,i),...
100 label,tit, gnames,...
101 'corrInfo',corrinfo,...
102 'baInfo',BAinfo,'axesLimits',...
103 limits,'colors',colors,...
104 'baStatsMode','Normal');
105 end
106 cr=struct('cr R',cr R, 'cr E', cr E);
107 statsStruct=struct('statsStruct R', statsStruct R,'statsStruct E', ...
statsStruct E );
108 end
109 case 'yes' %Only one condition (e.g., resting)
110 if condition % normally distributed
111 for i=1:Columns
112 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot'; % figure title
113 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
114 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of the features
115 corrinfo = {'n','SSE','r2','eq'}; % stats to display of ...
correlation scatter plot
116 BAinfo = {'RPC(%)','ks'}; % stats to display on ...
Bland-ALtman plot
117 limits = 'auto';
118 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
119 colors = 'br'; % character codes
120 else
121 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
122 1 0 0];
123 end
124
125 [cr, fig, statsStruct] = ...
BlandAltman(DATA2(:,i),DATA1(:,i), ...
126 label,tit, ...
gnames,'corrInfo',corrinfo,'baInfo',BAinfo,'axesLimits',...
127 limits,'colors',colors,'baStatsMode','Normal');
128 end
129 else % not normally distributed
130 for i=1:Columns
131 tit = 'Bland-Altman Plot'; % figure title
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132 gnames = {'units'};% insert units
133 label = {'Ultra-short Feature','Benchmark ...
Feature','units'}; % Names of data sets
134 %corrinfo = {'n','rho'}; % stats to display of ...
correlation scatter plot
135 BAinfo = {'IQR'};; % stats to display on Bland-ALtman plot
136 limits = 'auto'; % how to set the axes limits
137 if 1 % colors for the data sets may be set as:
138 colors = 'br'; % character codes
139 else
140 colors = [0 0 1;... % or RGB triplets
141 1 0 0];
142 end
143
144 [cr, fig, statsStruct] = ...
BlandAltman(DATA2(:,i),DATA1(:,i),...
145 label,tit, ...
gnames,'corrInfo',corrinfo,'baInfo',BAinfo,'axesLimits',...
146 limits,'colors',colors,'baStatsMode','Non-parametric');
147 end
148 end
149
150 end
151 end
1 % BlandAltman - draws a Bland-Altman and correlation graph for two
2 % datasets.
3 %
4 % BlandAltman(data1, data2) - data1 and data2 have to be of the same size
5 % and can be grouped for display purposes. 3rd dimension is encoded by
6 % colors and 2nd dimension by symbols. The 1st dimension contains ...
measurements
7 % within the groups.
8 % BlandAltman(data1, data2,label) - Names of data sets. Formats can be
9 % - {'Name1'}
10 % - {'Name1, 'Name2'}
11 % - {'Name1, 'Name2', 'Units'}
12 % BlandAltman(data1, data2,label,tit,gnames) - Specifies the names of the
13 % groups for the legend.
14 %
15 % BlandAltman(fig, ...) - specify a figure handle in which to
16 % display
17 % figure in which the Bland-Altman and correlation will be displayed
18 % BlandAltman(ah, ...) - specify an axes which will be replaced by the
19 % Bland-Altman and correlation axes.
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20 % rpc = BlandAltman(...) - return the coefficient of reproducibility
21 % (1.96 times the standard deviation of the differnces)
22 % [rpc fig] = BlandAltman(...) - also return the figure handles
23 % [rpc fig sstruct] = BlandAltman(...) - also return the structure of
24 % statistics for the analysis
25 %
26 % BlandAltman(..., gnames, parameter, value) - call with parameter ...
and value
27 % pairs using the following parameters:
28 %
29 % 'corrInfo' - specifies what information to display on the correlation
30 % plot as a cell of string in order of top to bottom. The following codes
31 % are available:
32 % - 'eq' - slope and intercept equation
33 % - 'r' - Pearson r-value
34 % - 'r2' - Pearson r-value squared
35 % - 'rho' - Spearman rho value
36 % - 'SSE' - sum of squared error
37 % - 'RMSE' - root mean squared error
38 % - 'n' - number of data points used
39 % {default = {'eq';'r2';'SSE';'n'} }
40 %
41 % 'baInfo' - specifies what information to display on the ...
Bland-Altman plot
42 % similar to corrInfo, but with the following codes:
43 % - 'RPC' - reproducibility coefficient (1.96*SD)
44 % - 'LOA' - limits of agreement (1.96*SD) - same as RPC but ...
different labelling
45 % - 'RPC(%)' - reproducibility coefficient and % of values
46 % - 'LOA(%)' - limits of agreement and % of values
47 % - 'CV' - coefficient of variation (SD of mean values in %)
48 % - 'IQR' - interquartile range.
49 % - 'RPCnp' - RPC estimate based on IQR (non-parametric statistics) ...
where
50 % RPCnp = 1.45*IQR  RPC (if distribution of differences is
51 % normal).
52 % See: Peck, Olsen and Devore, Introduction to ...
Statistics and
53 % Data Analysis. Nelson Education, 2011.
54 % - 'ks' - Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that difference-data is Gaussian
55 % - 'kurtosis' - Kurtosis test that difference-data is Gaussian
56 % - 'skewness' - skewness test results
57 % {default = {'RPC(%)';'CV'} }
58 %
59 % 'limits' - specifies the axes limits:
60 % - scalar - lower limit (eg. 0)
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61 % - [min max] - specifies minimum and maximum
62 % - 'tight' - minimum and maximum of data.
63 % - 'auto' - plot default. {default}
64 %
65 % 'colors' - specify the order of group colors. (eg. 'brg' for blue, ...
red, green) or
66 % RGB columns. {default = 'rbgmcky'}
67 %
68 % 'symbols' - specify the order of symbols. (eg. 'sod.' for squares, ...
69 % circles, diamonds, dots). Alternatively can be set to 'Num' to display
70 % the subject number. {default = 'sodpˆv'};
71 %
72 % 'markerSize' - set the size of the symbols on the plot (or font ...
size if
73 % using 'Num' mode for symbols. {default is 4}
74 %
75 % 'data1Mode' - how to treat data set 1:
76 % - 'Compare' - data sets 1 and 2 are being compared. Means of data1 and
77 % data2 are used for x-coordinates on Bland-Altman. ...
{default}
78 % - 'Truth' - data set 1 is considered a true reference by which data 2
79 % is being evaluated. Data 1 values are used for
80 % x-coordinates on Bland-Altman.
81 %
82 % 'forceZeroIntercept' - force the y-intercept of the linear fit on the
83 % correlation analysis to zero. {default is ...
'off'}
84 %
85 % 'showFitCI' - show fit line confidence intervals on correlation plot.
86 % {default is 'off'};
87 %
88 % 'diffValueMode' - Units for differences:
89 % - 'Absolute' - same units as the data {default}
90 % - 'relative' - differences are normalized to the reference data ...
(mean or
91 % data 1 depending on dataOneMode option).
92 % - 'percent' - same as relative, but in percent units.
93 %
94 % 'baYLimMode' - Mode for setting y-lim on BA axes.
95 % - 'Auto' - Automatically fit to the data.
96 % - 'Square' - Preserve 1:1 aspect ratio with x-axis and 0 is centered.
97 % {default}
98 %
99 % 'baStatsMode' - Statistical analysis mode for Bland-Altman ...
(differnces).
100 % - 'Normal' - normal (Gaussian) distributed statistics
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101 % - 'Gaussian' - same as 'Normal'.
102 % - 'Non-parametric' - non-parametric statistics.
103 % * NOTE: Gaussian distribution is tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
104 % test. If the data seems to violate the assumption of
105 % distribution type, a warning message is generated.
106
107
108 % by Ran Klein 2010 and adapted by Rossana Castaldo 2017
109
110 function [rpc, fig, stats] = BlandAltman(varargin)
111
112 [fig, data, params] = ParseInputArguments(varargin{:});
113 [cAH, baAH] = ConfigAxes(fig);
114
115 % Correlation plot
116 stats = CalcCorrelationStats(data, params);
117 PlotCorrelation(cAH, data, params);
118 params = FormatPlotAxes(cAH, data, params);
119 DisplayCorrelationStats(cAH, params, stats, data);
120
121 % Bland-Altman plot of differences plot
122 [stats, data, params] = CalcBAStats(stats, data, params);
123 params = PlotBA(baAH, data, stats, params);
124 DisplayBAStats(baAH, params, stats)
125
126 if  isempty(params.tit)
127 h = suptitle(params.tit);
128 set(h,'interpreter','tex');
129 end
130
131 %addLegend(cAH, baAH, params)
132
133 rpc = stats.rpc;
134
135 %% Helper functions
136
137 function [fig, data, params] = ParseInputArguments(varargin)
138
139 % optional 1st parameter is figure handle
140 if isscalar(varargin{1}) && isequal(size(varargin{1}),[1 1]) && ...
ishandle(varargin{1})
141 shift = 1;
142 fig = varargin{1};
143 else
144 shift = 0;
145 fig = [];
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146 end
147
148 % followed by two data sets of equal size
149 data.set1 = varargin{shift+1};
150 data.set2 = varargin{shift+2};
151 s = size(data.set1);
152 if  isequal(s,size(data.set2));
153 error('data1 and data2 must have the same size');
154 end
155
156 if narginěshift+3
157 label = varargin{shift+3};
158 else
159 label = '';
160 end
161 if narginěshift+4
162 params.tit = varargin{shift+4};
163 else
164 params.tit = '';
165 end
166 if narginěshift+5
167 params.gnames = varargin{shift+5};
168 else
169 params.gnames = '';
170 end
171
172 % default values
173 params.corrInfo = {'eq';'r2';'SSE';'n'};
174 params.baInfo = {'RPC(%)';'CV'};
175 params.defaultBaInfo = true;
176 params.axesLimits = 'auto';
177 params.colors = 'brgmcky';
178 params.symbols = 'sodpˆv';
179 params.markerSize = 4;
180 params.data1TreatmentMode = 'Truth';
181 params.forceZeroIntercept = 'off';
182 params.showFitCI = 'off';
183 params.baYLimMode = 'Squared';
184 params.baStatsMode = 'Normal';
185 params.diffValueMode = 'Absolute';
186
187 % parse parameter value pair options
188 i = shift+6;
189 while length(varargin)>i
190 parameter = varargin{i};
191 val = varargin{i+1};
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192 switch upper(parameter)
193 case 'CORRINFO'
194 if ischar(val)
195 params.corrInfo = {val};
196 else
197 params.corrInfo = val;
198 end
199
200 case 'BAINFO'
201 if ischar(val)
202 params.baInfo = {val};
203 else
204 params.baInfo = val;
205 end
206 params.defaultBaInfo = false;
207 case 'AXESLIMITS', params.axesLimits = val;
208 case 'COLORS', params.colors = val;
209 case 'SYMBOLS', params.symbols = val;
210 case 'MARKERSIZE', params.markerSize = val;
211 case 'DATA1MODE', params.data1TreatmentMode = val; % use the ...
'Compare' mean of data1 and data2 or 'Truth' data1
212 case 'FORCEZEROINTERCEPT', params.forceZeroIntercept = val;
213 case 'SHOWFITCI', params.showFitCI = val;
214 case 'BASTATSMODE', params.baStatsMode = val;
215 case 'DIFFVALUEMODE', params.diffValueMode = val;
216 case 'BAYLIMODE', params.baYLimMode = val;
217
218
219 end % of swich statement
220 i = i+2;
221 end
222
223 switch length(s)
224 case 1
225 s = [s 1 1];
226 case 2
227 s = [s 1];
228 case 3
229 otherwise
230 error('Data have too many dimension');
231 end
232
233 % reformat data as an array of elements and store grouping number
234 params.numElementsPerGroup = s(1); % number of elements in each group
235 params.numGroups = numel(data.set1)/params.numElementsPerGroup;
236 params.numGroupsBySymbol = s(2);
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237 params.numGroupsByColor = s(3);
238
239 if  ischar(params.colors)
240 if size(params.colors,2)‰3
241 if size(params.colors,1)==3
242 params.colors = params.colors';
243 else
244 error('Colors must be specified in either character codes ...
or RGB');
245 end
246 end
247 elseif size(params.colors,1)==1
248 params.colors = params.colors';
249 end
250 if size(params.colors,1)<params.numGroupsByColor
251 error('More groups than colors specified. Use the colors input ...
variable to specify colors for each group.');
252 end
253 if  strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num') && ...
length(params.symbols)<params.numGroupsBySymbol
254 error('More subgroups than symbols specified. Use the symbols ...
input variable to specify symbols for each subgroup, or use ...
the ''Num'' option.');
255
256 end
257 data.set1 = reshape(data.set1, [numel(data.set1),1]);
258 data.set2 = reshape(data.set2, [numel(data.set2),1]);
259 data.mask = isfinite(data.set1) & isnumeric(data.set1) & ...
isfinite(data.set2) & isnumeric(data.set2);
260 data.maskedSet1 = data.set1(data.mask);
261 data.maskedSet2 = data.set2(data.mask);
262
263 params = ResolveLabels(params,label);
264
265
266
267 %% Resolve labels and units
268 function params = ResolveLabels(params,label)
269 units = '';
270 if iscell(label)
271 if length(label)==1
272 params.d1Label = [label{1} ' 1'];
273 params.d2Label = [label{1} ' 2'];
274 params.meanLabel = label{1};
275 params.∆Label = ['\Delta ' label{1}];
276 elseif length(label)==2
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277 params.d1Label = label{1};
278 params.d2Label = label{2};
279 params.meanLabel = ['Mean ' label{1} ' & ' label{2}];
280 params.∆Label = [label{2} ' - ' label{1}];
281 else % units also provided
282 units = label{3};
283 params.d1Label = [label{1} ' (' units ')'];
284 params.d2Label = [label{2} ' (' units ')'];
285 if strcmpi(params.data1TreatmentMode,'Compare')
286 params.meanLabel = ['Mean ' label{1} ' & ' label{2} ' (' ...
units ')'];
287 else
288 params.meanLabel = [label{2} ' (' units ')'];
289 end
290 switch upper(params.diffValueMode)
291 case 'ABSOLUTE'
292 diffUnits = units;
293 case 'RELATIVE'
294 diffUnits = '';
295 params.baYLimMode = 'Auto';
296 case 'PERCENT'
297 diffUnits = '%';
298 params.baYLimMode = 'Auto';
299 otherwise
300 error(['Unsupported diffValueMode ' ...
params.diffValueMode])
301 end
302 params.∆Label = [label{2} ' - ' label{1} ' (' diffUnits ')'];
303 end
304 else
305 params.d1Label = label;
306 params.d2Label = label;
307 params.meanLabel = label;
308 params.∆Label = ['\Delta ' label];
309 end
310
311 if isempty(units)
312 params.unitsStr = '';
313 params.diffUnitsStr = '';
314 else
315 params.unitsStr = [' ' units];
316 params.diffUnitsStr = [' ' diffUnits];
317 end
318
319 %% Initialize the axes (correlation and Bland-Altman) for display
320 function [cAH, baAH] = ConfigAxes(fig)
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321 if isempty(fig)
322 fig = figure;
323 set(fig,'units','centimeters','position',[3 3 20 10],'color','w');
324 cAH = subplot(121);
325 baAH = subplot(122);
326 elseif strcmpi(get(fig,'type'),'figure')
327 cAH = subplot(121);
328 baAH = subplot(122);
329 elseif strcmpi(get(fig,'type'),'axes')
330 ah = fig;
331 pos = get(ah,'position');
332 fig = get(ah,'parent');
333 delete(ah);
334 cAH = axes('parent',fig,'position',[pos(1) pos(2) pos(3)/2 pos(4)]);
335 baAH = axes('parent',fig,'position',[pos(1)+pos(3)/2 pos(2) ...
pos(3)/2 pos(4)]);
336 else
337 error('What in tarnations is the handle that was passed to ...
Bland-Altman????')
338 end
339 set(cAH,'tag','Correlation Plot');
340 set(baAH,'tag','Bland Altman Plot');
341
342
343 %% Plot the correlation graph
344 function PlotCorrelation(cAH, data, params)
345 hold(cAH,'on');
346 for groupi=1:params.numGroups
347 if strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num')
348 for i=1:params.numElementsPerGroup
349 text(data.set2((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+i),...
350 data.set1((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+i),num2str(i),...
351 'parent',cAH,...
352 'fontsize',params.markerSize,...
353 'color',params.colors...
354 (floor((groupi-1)/params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1,:),...
355 'HorizontalAlignment','Center',...
356 'VerticalAlignment','Middle');
357 end
358 else
359 if params.numGroupsByColor==1
360 marker = params.symbols(1);
361 color = params.colors(groupi,:);
362 else
363 marker = ...
params.symbols(rem(groupi-1,params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1);
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364 color = ...
params.colors(floor((groupi-1)/params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1,:);
365 end
366 ph=plot(cAH, data.set1((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+...
367 (1:params.numElementsPerGroup)),...
368 data.set2((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+...
369 (1:params.numElementsPerGroup)),...
370 marker,...
371 'color',color);
372 set(ph,'markersize',params.markerSize);
373 end
374 end
375 xlabel(cAH,params.d2Label); ylabel(cAH,params.d1Label);
376
377
378 %% Calculate the statistical results for correlation analysis.
379 function stats = CalcCorrelationStats(data, params)
380 % Linear regression
381 if strcmpi(params.forceZeroIntercept,'on')
382 [stats.polyCoefs, stats.polyFitStruct] = ...
polyfitZero(data.maskedSet1, data.maskedSet2, 1);
383 else
384 [stats.polyCoefs, stats.polyFitStruct] = polyfit(data.maskedSet1, ...
data.maskedSet2, 1);
385 end
386 r = corrcoef(data.maskedSet2,data.maskedSet1);
387 stats.r=r(1,2);
388 stats.r2 = stats.rˆ2;
389 stats.rho = corr(data.maskedSet2,data.maskedSet1,'type','Spearman');
390 stats.N = sum(data.mask);
391 stats.SSE = ...
sum((polyval(stats.polyCoefs,data.maskedSet1)-data.maskedSet2).ˆ2);
392 stats.RMSE = sqrt(stats.SSE/(stats.N-2));
393 stats.slope = stats.polyCoefs(1);
394 stats.intercept = stats.polyCoefs(2);
395
396
397
398 function params = FormatPlotAxes(cAH, data, params)
399 if ischar(params.axesLimits)
400 if strcmpi(params.axesLimits,'Auto')
401 % Workaround - Add invisible minimum and maximum point to fix ...
Auto axes limits (text
402 % does not count for axis('auto')
403 if strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num')
404 mindata = min( min(data.maskedSet1), min(data.maskedSet2) );
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405 maxdata = max( max(data.maskedSet1), max(data.maskedSet2) );
406 ph = plot(cAH, [mindata maxdata], [mindata maxdata], '.', ...
'Visible','on');
407 end
408 params.axesLimits = axis(cAH);
409 params.axesLimits(1) = ...
min(params.axesLimits(1),params.axesLimits(3));
410 params.axesLimits(2) = ...
max(params.axesLimits(2),params.axesLimits(4));
411 if strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num')
412 delete(ph);
413 end
414 elseif strcmpi(params.axesLimits,'Tight')
415 params.axesLimits(1) = min( min(data.maskedSet1), ...
min(data.maskedSet2) );
416 params.axesLimits(2) = max( max(data.maskedSet1), ...
max(data.maskedSet2) );
417 else
418 error(['Unknown axes limit option (' params.axesLimits ') ...
detected.']);
419 end
420 else
421 if length(params.axesLimits)==1
422 a = axis(cAH);
423 params.axesLimits(2) = max(a(2),a(4));
424 else
425 % Do nothing
426 end
427 end
428 params.axesLimits(3) = params.axesLimits(1);
429 params.axesLimits(4) = params.axesLimits(2);
430
431 axis(cAH,params.axesLimits); axis(cAH,'square');
432
433
434 function DisplayCorrelationStats(cAH, params, stats, data)
435
436 x = linspace(params.axesLimits(1), params.axesLimits(2), 100);
437 [y, ∆] = polyconf(stats.polyCoefs, x, stats.polyFitStruct,'simopt','on');
438 plot(cAH, x, y, '-k');
439 if strcmpi(params.showFitCI,'on')
440 plot(cAH, x, y+∆, '-', 'Color', 0.3*[1 1 1]);
441 plot(cAH, x, y-∆, '-', 'Color', 0.3*[1 1 1]);
442 end
443 h = plot(cAH,params.axesLimits(1:2),params.axesLimits(1:2),':'); ...
set(h,'color',[0.6 0.6 0.6]);
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444 if 0 % Add 95% CI lines
445 xfit = params.axesLimits(1):(params.axesLimits(2)-...
446 params.axesLimits(1))/100:params.axesLimits(2);
447 [yfit, ∆] = polyconf(polyCoefs,xfit,S);
448 h = [plot(cAH,xfit,yfit+∆);...
449 plot(cAH,xfit,yfit-∆)];
450 set(h,'color',[0.6 0.6 0.6],'linestyle','-');
451 end
452 corrtext = {};
453 for i=1:length(params.corrInfo)
454 switch upper(params.corrInfo{i})
455 case 'EQ'
456 if  strcmpi(params.forceZeroIntercept,'off')
457 corrtext = [corrtext; ['y=' ...
mynum2str(stats.slope,3,2) 'x']];
458 elseif stats.interceptě0
459 corrtext = [corrtext; ['y=' ...
mynum2str(stats.slope,3,2) 'x+' ...
mynum2str(stats.intercept,3)]];
460 else
461 corrtext = [corrtext; ['y=' ...
mynum2str(stats.slope,3,2) 'x' ...
mynum2str(stats.intercept,3)]];
462 end
463 case 'R2', corrtext = [corrtext; ['rˆ2=' ...
mynum2str(stats.rˆ2,4)]];
464 case 'R', corrtext = [corrtext; ['r=' mynum2str(stats.r,4)]];
465 case 'RHO', corrtext = [corrtext; ['rho=' ...
mynum2str(stats.rho,4,4)]];
466 case 'SSE', corrtext = [corrtext; ['SSE=' ...
mynum2str(stats.SSE,2) params.unitsStr]];
467 case 'RMSE', corrtext = [corrtext; ['RMSE=' ...
mynum2str(stats.RMSE,2) params.unitsStr]];
468 case 'N', corrtext = [corrtext; ['n=' mynum2str(stats.N,4,0)]];
469 end
470 end
471 text(params.axesLimits(1)+...
472 0.01*(params.axesLimits(2)-params.axesLimits(1)),...
473 params.axesLimits(1)+...
474 0.9*(params.axesLimits(2)-params.axesLimits(1)),corrtext,'parent',cAH);
475
476
477 %% Calculate statistics for BA analysis
478 function [stats, data, params] = CalcBAStats(stats, data, params)
479
480 if strcmpi(params.data1TreatmentMode,'Compare')
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481 data.maskedBaRefData = mean([data.maskedSet1,data.maskedSet2],2);
482 data.baRefData = mean([data.set1,data.set2],2);
483 else
484 data.maskedBaRefData = data.maskedSet2; % previous version was ...
calaculated as RPC/mean of data.
485 data.baRefData = data.set1;
486 end
487 switch upper(params.diffValueMode)
488 case 'ABSOLUTE'
489 data.maskedDifferences = data.maskedSet2-data.maskedSet1;
490 data.differences = data.set2-data.set1;
491 case 'RELATIVE'
492 data.maskedDifferences = (data.maskedSet2-data.maskedSet1) ./ ...
data.maskedBaRefData;
493 data.differences = (data.set2-data.set1) ./ data.baRefData;
494 case 'PERCENT'
495 data.maskedDifferences = (data.maskedSet2-data.maskedSet1) ./ ...
data.maskedBaRefData*100;
496 data.differences = (data.set2-data.set1) ./ data.baRefData*100;
497 end
498 stats.differenceSTD = std(data.maskedDifferences);
499 stats.differenceMean = mean(data.maskedDifferences);
500 stats.differenceMedian = median(data.maskedDifferences);
501 [ , stats.differenceMeanP] = ttest(data.maskedDifferences,0);
502 stats.differenceMedianP = ranksum(data.set1,data.set2);
503 stats.rpc = 1.96*stats.differenceSTD;
504 stats.CV = ...
100*stats.differenceSTD/mean((data.maskedSet1+data.maskedSet2)/2);
505 stats.rpcPercent = 1.96*std(data.maskedDifferences ./ ...
data.maskedBaRefData)*100; % previous version was calaculated as ...
RPC/mean of data.
506 stats.IQR = iqr(data.maskedDifferences);
507 stats.rpcNP = stats.IQR * 1.45; % estimate of RPC if distribution was ...
Gaussian: see: R. Peck, C. Olsen, and J. Devore, Introduction to ...
Statistics and Data Analysis. Nelson Education, 2011.
508
509 [ , stats.ksp] = ...
kstest((data.maskedDifferences-stats.differenceMean)/stats.differenceSTD);
510 stats.kurtosis = kurtosis(data.maskedDifferences);
511 setat.skewness = skewness(data.maskedDifferences,1);
512
513
514 %% Plot the BA plot
515 function params = PlotBA(baAH, data, stats, params)
516 set(baAH,'units','normalized');
517 hold(baAH,'on');
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518 for groupi=1:params.numGroups
519 ref = data.baRefData((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+...
520 (1:params.numElementsPerGroup));
521 dif = data.differences((groupi-1)*params.numElementsPerGroup+...
522 (1:params.numElementsPerGroup));
523 if strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num')
524 for i=1:params.numElementsPerGroup
525 text(ref(i), dif(i), num2str(i), 'parent',...
526 baAH,'fontsize',params.markerSize,'color',...
527 params.colors(floor((groupi-1)/params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1,:));
528 end
529 else
530 if params.numGroupsByColor==1
531 marker = params.symbols(1);
532 color = params.colors(groupi,:);
533 else
534 marker = ...
params.symbols(rem(groupi-1,params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1);
535 color = ...
params.colors(floor((groupi-1)/params.numGroupsBySymbol)+1,:);
536 end
537 ph = plot(baAH,ref,dif,marker,'color',color);
538 set(ph,'markersize',params.markerSize);
539 end
540 end
541 axis(baAH,'square')
542 xlabel(baAH,params.meanLabel); ylabel(baAH,params.∆Label);
543
544 % fix limits to +/- data limit
545 if strcmpi(params.baYLimMode,'Squared')
546 a = [params.axesLimits(1:2) ...
547 [-1 1]*abs(params.axesLimits(2)-params.axesLimits(1))/2];
548 axis(baAH, a);
549 else
550 a = axis(baAH);
551 end
552
553 fontsize = 8;
554 switch upper(params.baStatsMode)
555 case {'NORMAL','GAUSSIAN'}
556 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMean+[0 0],'k')
557 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMean+stats.rpc*[1 1],':k')
558 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMean-stats.rpc*[1 1],':k')
559 text(a(2),stats.differenceMean+stats.rpc, ...
[mynum2str(stats.differenceMean+stats.rpc,2)...
560 ' (+1.96SD)'],'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
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561 'VerticalAlignment','middle','fontsize',fontsize);
562 text(a(2),stats.differenceMean,[mynum2str(stats.differenceMean,2)...
563 ' [p=' mynum2str(stats.differenceMeanP,2) ...
']'],'HorizontalAlignment',...
564 'left','VerticalAlignment','middle','fontsize',fontsize);
565 text(a(2),stats.differenceMean-stats.rpc, ...
566 [mynum2str(stats.differenceMean-stats.rpc,2) ' ...
(-1.96SD)'],...
567 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
568 'VerticalAlignment','middle',...
569 'fontsize',fontsize);
570 % if  isGaussian(stats)
571 % warning('Bland-Altman analysis is being performed using a ...
Normal distribution assumptions, but the data does not appear to ...
be normally distributed. Consider using a non-parametric analysis ...
instead. See ''baStatsMode'' option for more details.')
572 % end
573 case 'NON-PARAMETRIC'
574 m=a(1:2);
575 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMedian+[0 0],'k')
576 % x=stats.differenceMedian+stats.rpc*[1 1];
577 % y=stats.differenceMedian-stats.rpc*[1 1];
578 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMedian+stats.rpcNP*[1 1],':k')
579 plot(a(1:2),stats.differenceMedian-stats.rpcNP*[1 1],':k')
580 % h=fill([m fliplr(m)], [x fliplr(y)] ,'r')
581 % set(h,'facealpha',.5);
582 % h.FaceColor = [0.5 0.5 0.5];
583 text(a(2),stats.differenceMedian+stats.rpcNP, ...
584 [mynum2str(stats.differenceMedian+stats.rpcNP,2) ...
585 ' (+1.45IQR)'],'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
586 'VerticalAlignment',...
587 'middle','fontsize',fontsize);
588 text(a(2),stats.differenceMedian,[mynum2str(stats.differenceMedian,2)...
589 ' [p=' mynum2str(stats.differenceMedianP,2) ']'],...
590 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
591 'VerticalAlignment',...
592 'middle','fontsize',fontsize);
593 text(a(2),stats.differenceMedian-stats.rpcNP,...
594 [mynum2str(stats.differenceMedian-stats.rpcNP,2) ' ...
(+1.45IQR)' ],...
595 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
596 'VerticalAlignment','middle','fontsize',fontsize);
597 % if isGaussian(stats)
598 % warning('Bland-Altman analysis is being performed using a ...
non-parametric distribution assumptions, but the data appears to ...
be normally distributed. Consider using a Gaussian analysis ...
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instead. See ''baStatsMode'' option for more details.')
599 % end
600 % Change BA summary data overlay to RPCnp if specific overlay was
601 % not specified in he input arguments.
602 if params.defaultBaInfo
603 params.baInfo = {'RPCnp'};
604 end
605 otherwise
606 error(['Unrecognized naStatsMode ' params.baStatsMode])
607 end
608
609
610 %% Display the stats of interest on the BA plot
611 function DisplayBAStats(baAH, params, stats)
612 BAtext = {};
613 for i=1:length(params.baInfo)
614 switch upper(params.baInfo{i})
615 case 'RPC', BAtext = [BAtext; ['{\bfRPC: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpc,2) params.diffUnitsStr '}']];
616 case 'RPC(%)', BAtext = [BAtext; ['{\bfRPC: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpc,2) params.diffUnitsStr '} (' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpcPercent,2) '%)']];
617 case 'LOA', BAtext = [BAtext; ['{\bfLOA: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpc,2) params.diffUnitsStr '}']];
618 case 'LOA(%)', BAtext = [BAtext; ['{\bfLOA: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpc,2) params.diffUnitsStr '} (' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpcPercent,2) '%)']];
619 case 'CV', BAtext = [BAtext; ['CV: ' mynum2str(stats.CV,2) '%']];
620 case 'RPCNP', BAtext = [BAtext; ['{\bfRPC {np}: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.rpcNP,2) params.diffUnitsStr '}']];
621 case 'KS' % Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that difference-data is ...
Gaussian
622 BAtext = [BAtext; ['KS p-value: ' mynum2str(stats.ksp,3,3)]];
623 case 'KURTOSIS' % Kurtosis test that difference-data is Gaussian
624 BAtext = [BAtext; ['kurtosis: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.kurtosis,2,2)]];
625 case 'SKEWNESS'
626 BAtext = [BAtext; ['skewness: ' ...
mynum2str(stats.skewness,2,2)]];
627 end
628 end
629 a = axis(baAH);
630 text(a(2),a(4),BAtext,'interpreter',...
631 'tex','HorizontalAlignment','right',...
632 'VerticalAlignment','top','Parent',baAH);
633
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634
635 %% Add legend to the plot
636 function addLegend(cAH, baAH, params)
637 gnames = params.gnames;
638 if  strcmpi(params.symbols,'Num') &&  isempty(gnames)
639 lh = legend('show');
640 if iscell(gnames)
641 if length(gnames)==2
642 if iscell(gnames{1})
643 temp = cell(1,params.numGroups);
644 for groupi=1:length(gnames{1})
645 for j=1:length(gnames{2})
646 temp{groupi+(j-1)*length(gnames{1})} = ...
[gnames{1}{groupi} '-' gnames{2}{j}];
647 end
648 end
649 gnames = temp;
650 elseif iscell(gnames{2})
651 gnames = strcat(gnames{1}, '-', gnames{2});
652 end
653 end
654 end
655 cpos = get(cAH,'Position');
656 dpos = get(baAH,'Position');
657 set(cAH,'Position',cpos+[0 0.07 0 0]);
658 set(baAH,'Position',dpos+[0 0.07 0 0]);
659 set(lh,'string',gnames,'orientation','horizontal');
660 drawnow;
661 set(lh,'units','normalized');
662 pos = get(lh,'position'); pos = min(pos(3),0.9);
663 set(lh,'position',[(1-pos)/2 0.02 pos 0.05]);
664 end
665
666 %% Is the BA stats data Gaussian?
667 function answer = isGaussian(stats)
668 answer = stats.ksp > 0.05;
1 % str = mynum2str(data, sigfig, maxdec) - converts a number to a string
2 %
3 % mynum2str examples (sigfig=3 and maxdec=2)
4 % 123456.0 --> 123000
5 % 123.4560 --> 123
6 % 12.34560 --> 12.3
7 % 1.234560 --> 1.23
8 % 0.1234560 --> 0.12
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11 function str = mynum2str(data, sigfig, maxdec)
12 if isempty(data) | |  isfinite(data)
13 str = 'NA';
14 return
15 end
16
17 if nargin<2
18 sigfig = 3; % number of significant figures to display (before ...
and after .)
19 end
20 if nargin<3
21 maxdec = 2; % maximum of decimals (after the .)
22 end
23
24 if isempty(sigfig)
25 sigfig = floor(log10(abs(data)))+ 1 + maxdec;
26 end
27 e = max(-sigfig+1,floor(log10(abs(data))));
28 prec = max(-maxdec,e-sigfig+1); % precision
29 p = round(data/10ˆ(prec))*10ˆ(prec);
30 str = num2str(p);
31 i = find(str=='.');
32 % number of figures after the decimal
33 if isempty(i)
34 i = length(str)+1;
35 na = 0;
36 else
37 na = length(str)-i;
38 end
39 % number of figures befor the decimal
40 t = str(1:i-1);
41 if strcmpi(t,'0')
42 nb = 0; % a preceding zero doesn't count
43 else
44 nb = sum(tě'0' & tď'9');
45 end
46
47 % number of trailing zeros to add
48 n = min(sigfig-(na+nb),...
49 maxdec - na);
50 if n>0
51 if i>length(str)
52 str = [str '.'];
53 end
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54 str = [str '0'*ones(1,n)];
55 end
1 function [p,S,mu] = polyfitZero(x,y,degree)
2 % POLYFITZERO Fit polynomial to data, forcing y-intercept to zero.
3 % P = POLYFITZERO(X,Y,N) is similar POLYFIT(X,Y,N) except that the
4 % y-intercept is forced to zero, i.e. P(N) = 0. In the same way as
5 % POLYFIT, the coefficients, P(1:N-1), fit the data Y best in the ...
least-
6 % squares sense. You can also use Y = POLYVAL(PZERO,X) to evaluate the
7 % polynomial because the output is the same as POLYFIT.
8 %
9 % [P,S,MU] = POLYFITZERO() Return structure, S, similar to POLYFIT ...
for use
10 % with POLYVAL to calculate error estimates of predictions with P.
11 %
12 % [P,S,MU] = POLYFITZERO() Scale X by std(X), returns MU = [0,std(X)].
13 %
14 % See also POLYVAL, POLYFIT
15 %
16
17 % Copyright (c) 2013 Mark Mikofski
18 %% check args
19 % X & Y should be numbers
20 assert(isnumeric(x) && isnumeric(y),'polyfitZero:notNumeric', ...
21 'X and Y must be numeric.')
22 dim = numel(x); % number of elements in X
23 % DEGREE should be scalar positive number between 1 & 10 inclusive
24 assert(isnumeric(degree) && isscalar(degree) && degree>0 && ...
degreeď10, ...
25 'polyfitZero:degreeOutOfRange', ...
26 'DEGREE must be an integer between 1 and 10.')
27 % DEGREE must be less than number of elements in X & Y
28 assert(degree<dim && degree==round(degree), ...
29 'polyfitZero:DegreeGreaterThanDim', 'DEGREE must be less than ...
numel(X)')
30 % X & Y should be same size vectors
31 assert(isvector(x) && isvector(y) && dim==numel(y), ...
32 'polyfitZero:vectorMismatch', 'X and Y must be vectors of the ...
same length.')
33 %% solve
34 % convert X & Y to column vectors
35 x = x(:); y = y(:);
36 % Scale X.
37 % attribution: this is based on code from POLYFIT by The MathWorks Inc.
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38 if nargout > 2
39 mu = [0; std(x)];
40 x = (x - mu(1))/mu(2);
41 end
42 % using pow() is actually as fast or faster than looping, same # of ...
flops!
43 z = zeros(dim,degree);
44 for n = 1:degree
45 z(:,n) = x.ˆ(degree-n+1);
46 end
47 p = z\y; % solve
48 p = [p;0]; % set y-intercept to zero
49 %% error estimates
50 % attribution: this is based on code from POLYFIT by The MathWorks Inc.
51 if nargout > 1
52 V = [z,ones(dim,1)]; % append constant term for Vandermonde matrix
53 % Return upper-triangular factor of QR-decomposition for error ...
estimates
54 R = triu(qr(V,0));
55 r = y - V*p;
56 S.R = R(1:size(R,2),:);
57 S.df = max(0,length(y) - (degree+1));
58 S.normr = norm(r);
59 end
60 p = p'; % polynomial output is row vector by convention
61 end
1 function [TableSurrogates,K1,K2]=...
2 TrendAnalysis(Tablestat1 reductedF1,...
3 Tablestat2 reducted,...
4 Tablestat1 reductedF2,...
5 Tablestat3 reducted)
6 %%This function identifies the trends of the investigated features in ...
case of two different contions (e.g., rest and stress).
7 %%
8 [rowsF1 columnsF1]=size(Tablestat1 reductedF1);
9 [rowsF2 columnsF2]=size(Tablestat1 reductedF2);
10 a=string('+');
11 b=string('-')
12 for i=1:rowsF1
13 if Tablestat1 reductedF1{i,2}-Tablestat1 reductedF1{i,5}<0
14 trendF1(i)=1;
15 trendColF1(i)=a;
16 else
17 if Tablestat1 reductedF1{i,2}-Tablestat1 reductedF1{i,5}>0
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18 trendF1(i)=2;
19 trendColF1(i)=b;
20 else
21 trendF1(i)=3;
22 end
23 end
24 if Tablestat2 reducted{i,2}-Tablestat2 reducted{i,5}<0
25 trend2(i)=1;
26
27 else
28 if Tablestat2 reducted{i,2}-Tablestat2 reducted{i,5}>0
29 trend2(i)=2;
30
31 else
32 trend2(i)=3;
33 end
34 end
35 if trendF1(i)==trend2(i)
36 PosTotF1F(i)=1;
37 else
38 PosTotF1F(i)=0;
39 end
40 end
41 for i=1:rowsF2
42 if Tablestat1 reductedF2{i,2}-Tablestat1 reductedF2{i,5}<0
43 trendF2(i)=1;
44 trendColF2(i)=a;
45 else
46 if Tablestat1 reductedF2{i,2}-Tablestat1 reductedF2{i,5}>0
47 trendF2(i)=2;
48 trendColF2(i)=b;
49 else
50 trendF2(i)=3;
51 end
52 end
53 if Tablestat3 reducted{i,2}-Tablestat3 reducted{i,5}<0
54 trend3(i)=1;
55
56 else
57 if Tablestat3 reducted{i,2}-Tablestat3 reducted{i,5}>0
58 trend3(i)=2;
59
60 else
61 trend3(i)=3;
62 end
63 end
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64 if trendF2(i)==trend3(i)
65 PosTotF2F(i)=1;
66 else
67 PosTotF2F(i)=0;
68 end
69 end
70 K1=logical(PosTotF1F);
71 K2=logical(PosTotF2F);
72 trendColF1=trendColF1(K1)';
73 trendColF1=table(trendColF1);
74 trendColF2=trendColF2(K2)';
75 trendColF2=table(trendColF2);
76 Tablestat2 reducted=[Tablestat2 reducted(K1,:),trendColF1];
77 Tablestat3 reducted=[Tablestat3 reducted(K2,:),trendColF2];
78 TableSurrogates={Tablestat2 reducted,Tablestat3 reducted};
79
80 end
A.3 Matlab tool to develop an automatic classifier using
small balanced datasets
The Matlab tool to develop an automatic classifier using small balanced datasets is
reported in this section.
1 function[FinalModel, CPFinalModel, AUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPosFinalModel]= main()
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function calls the main function to develop a binary ...
classifier for
4 %%small datasets.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%The output of this tool is: Final Model, Confusio Matrix, AUC, and the
7 %%features used to develop the classifier.
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %%Created by Rossana Castaldo, Univeristy of Warwick, 2016
10 %%Revised 2017
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 clc
13 clear all
14 close all
15 %% Splitting Dataset into Folder 1 and 2
16 [DATAFolder1, DATAFolder2]=SplittingDataset();
17 %%
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18 %% Feature Selection
19 display('Feature Selection...')
20 [BestComb, BestCombPos]=FeatureSelectionProcess(DATAFolder1);
21 save('BestComb.mat');
22
23 %% Generate matrices for training
24 display('generate matrixes for training...')
25 trainingData = generateTablestraining(BestCombPos, DATAFolder1);
26
27 %% Training and validating classifiers
28 display('running classifier Tree...')
29 [trainedClassifierTree, validationAccuracyTree, CPTree, AUCTree] = ...
trainClassifierTree(trainingData)
30 %display('saving classifier and performances for Random Forest...')
31 %save('Class Perf Tree','trainedClassifierTree', ...
'validationAccuracyTree','CPTree' );
32 [trainedClassifierFinalTree, CPTree, ValAUCFinalTree, ...
BestFeaturesPosTree]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, ...
AUCTree,CPTree, trainedClassifierTree);
33
34 display('running classifier LDA...')
35 [trainedClassifierLDA, validationAccuracyLDA,CPLDA, AUCLDA] = ...
trainClassifierLDA(trainingData);
36 %display('saving classifier and performances for LDA...')
37 %save('Class Perf LDA','trainedClassifierLDA', ...
'validationAccuracyLDA','CPRF');
38 [trainedClassifierFinalLDA, CPLDA, ValAUCFinalLDA, ...
BestFeaturesPosLDA]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, ...
AUCLDA,CPLDA, trainedClassifierLDA);
39 %
40 %
41 % display('running classifier KNN...')
42 [trainedClassifierKNN, validationAccuracyKNN, CPKNN, AUCKNN] = ...
trainClassifierKNN(trainingData);
43 % display('saving classifier and performances for KNN...')
44 % save('Class Perf KNN','trainedClassifierKNN', ...
'validationAccuracyKNN', 'CPKNN' );
45 [trainedClassifierFinalKNN, CPKNN, ValAUCFinalKNN, ...
BestFeaturesPosKNN]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, AUCKNN, ...
CPKNN, trainedClassifierKNN);
46
47 %% Testing best classifiers
48 TestingdataTree = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder2,BestFeaturesPosTree)
49 [validationTestingTree, CPTestingTree, AUCTestingTree, ...
figTestingTree]=testing(TestingdataTree, trainedClassifierFinalTree);
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51 TestingdataLDA = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder2,BestFeaturesPosLDA)
52 [validationTestingLDA, CPTestingLDA, AUCTestingLDA, ...
figTestingLDA]=testing(TestingdataLDA, trainedClassifierFinalLDA);
53 %
54 TestingdataKNN = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder2,BestFeaturesPosKNN)
55 [validationTestingKNN, CPTestingKNN, AUCTestingKNN, ...
figTestingKNN]=testing(TestingdataKNN, trainedClassifierFinalKNN);
56 %
57 AUCTestingAll={AUCTestingTree, AUCTestingLDA, AUCTestingKNN}
58 NFeaturesALL={BestFeaturesPosTree,BestFeaturesPosLDA, BestFeaturesPosKNN}
59 trainedClassifierALL={trainedClassifierFinalTree, ...
trainedClassifierFinalLDA, trainedClassifierFinalKNN}
60 CPFinalALL={CPTestingTree,CPTestingLDA, CPTestingKNN };
61 %% Best model selection
62 [FinalModel, CPFinalModel, AUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPosFinalModel]=ModelSelection(NFeaturesALL, ...
CPFinalALL, AUCTestingAll, trainedClassifierALL)
63
64
65 end
1 function [DATAFolder1, DATAFolder2]=SplittingDataset()
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function split the dataset in two folders. Folder 1 for feature
4 %%selection and training and Folder 2 for testing.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 display('Select dataset for feature selection...')
7 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
8 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
9 a = readtable(complete path);
10 VarNames=a.Properties.VariableNames(1:end);
11 %convert Table to array
12 DATA=table2array(a);
13 [rows columns]=size (DATA);
14
15 Nsub=rows/2; %for binary balanced problems
16 ID=DATA(:,1);
17
18 for i=1:Nsub
19 DATAOrdered{i,:}=DATA(ID==i,:);
20 end
21 DATAOrdered=cell2mat(DATAOrdered);
22
23 NsubFolder1=ceil((Nsub*60)/100); %60% in Folder1
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24 DATAFolder1=DATAOrdered(1:(NsubFolder1*2), :);
25 DATAFolder1=array2table(DATAFolder1);
26 DATAFolder1.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames;
27 DATAFolder2=DATAOrdered(NsubFolder1*2:end, :);
28 DATAFolder2=array2table(DATAFolder2);
29 DATAFolder2.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames;
30 DATAFolder1;
31 DATAFolder2;
1 function [BestComb, BestGoodCombos]=FeatureSelectionProcess(a)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generate all the best combination of features that are
4 %%relevant and non-redudant.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %% Uncomment if you want to use this function alone.
7 % display('Select dataset for feature selection...')
8 % [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
9 % complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
10 % a = readtable(complete path);
11 VarNames=a.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
12 %convert Table to array
13 DATA=table2array(a);
14 [rows columns]=size (DATA);
15 for i=1:columns-1
16 [h(i),p(i)] = lillietest(DATA(:,i)); %if h=1 the feature is ...
non-normaly distributed
17 end
18 CountNONNormaly=sum(h==1);
19 if CountNONNormaly==columns
20 display('All features are non-normally distributed')
21 else
22 if CountNONNormaly==0
23 display('Data is normally distributed')
24 else
25 if CountNONNormaly>(columns/2)
26 display('Many features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test')
27 else
28 if CountNONNormaly<(columns/2)
29 display('Some features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test ...
or apply log-transformation')
30 end
31 end
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32 end
33 end
34 Condition=(CountNONNormaly‰0);
35 if Condition
36 prompt = 'Do you want to log-transform your data? Enter yes if ...
you do or no if you do not: ';
37 str = input(prompt,'s');
38 switch str
39 case 'yes'
40 for i=1:columns
41 DATA(:,i)=log( DATA(:,i));
42 end
43 CountNONNormaly=0;
44 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
45 case 'no'
46 CountNONNormaly‰0;
47 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
48 otherwise
49 display('error, please enter yes or no')
50 end
51 end
52 %% Relevance Analysis
53 [TAB1, Pvalues]=Stat(DATA,VarNames',Condition);
54 PosSignChanging=(Pvalues<0.05);
55 VarNamesSignificant=VarNames(PosSignChanging);
56 SignificantDATA=DATA(:,PosSignChanging);
57 %% Correlation
58 D=correlation(SignificantDATA, Condition);
59 %% Find the maximum number of features
60 m=MaxNumberofFeatures(DATA);
61 %% Find the best combination of relevant and non-redudant features
62 BestGoodCombos=Redundancy(D.Mask,m);
63 [d l]=size(BestGoodCombos)
64
65 for j=1:d
66 for i=1:l
67 BestComb{i}=VarNamesSignificant(BestGoodCombos{j,i});
68 end
69 end
70
71
72 end
1 function [TAB1, Pvalues]=Stat(DATA,VarNames,condition)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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3 %%This function computes the statistical analysis for the input ...
matrix and
4 %%the p-value between two different conditions. As input, it takes the
5 %%matrix with observations as rows and features (predictors) as ...
columns, the states or
6 %%labels (in binary values) as last column. The second input,the ...
condition, will help understand if parametric or
7 %%not parametric analysis needs to be performed. Parametric test is
8 %%performed using t-test whereas non-parametric test is performed using
9 %%Wilcoxon rank test.
10 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11 %%
12 [rows columns]=size(DATA);
13
14 %Find positions of the two different conditions
15 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end));
16 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
17
18 if  condition % if the condition is false; positive condition is ...
that the data are normally distributed
19 for i=1:(columns-1)
20 [p(i),h(i)]=ranksum...
21 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),...
22 DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
23 end
24 median Experiment=median...
25 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
26 SD Experiment=std...
27 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
28 Per Experiment=prctile...
29 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
30
31 median Rest=median(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
32 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
33 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 ...
75])';
34
35 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
36
37 TAB1=table(VarNames, median Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
median Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
38
39 else % if the condition is true
40 for i=1:(columns-1)
41 [h(i),p(i)]= ttest...
42 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),...
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43 DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
44 end
45 %%
46 %Generate Table
47 mean Experiment=mean...
48 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
49 SD Experiment=std...
50 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)))';
51 Per Experiment=prctile...
52 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,1:(columns-1)),...
53 [25 50 75])';
54
55 mean Rest=mean(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
56 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
57 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 ...
75])';
58
59 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
60
61 TAB1=table(VarNames,mean Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
mean Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
62
63 end
64
65 end
1 function [D]=correlation(DATA, condition)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function gerenates correlation matrixs. The
4 %%condition is needed to understand if parametric or non-parametric
5 %%correlation analysis needs to be performed. The output is a structure
6 %%with the rho values and p-values of the diagonal of the correlation
7 %%matrices.
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %%
10 [rows columns]=size(DATA)
11
12 %Not parametric correlation
13 if  condition
14
15 [c E ...
p E]=corr(DATA(:,1:columns-1),DATA(:,1:columns-1),'Type','Spearman');
16 Buffer E=((abs(c E)>0.7).*(p E<0.05)); % Condition to be highly ...
correlated and significant. The threshold of 0.7
17 %can be changed to a more restricted one
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18 Buffer E(logical(eye(size(Buffer E)))) = 0;
19 D=struct('Mask',Buffer E, 'rhoValues',c E,'pValues',p E);
20 else %Parametric correlation
21
22 [c E ...
p E]=corr(DATA(:,1:columns-1),DATA(:,1:columns-1),'Type','Pearson');
23 Buffer E=(abs(c E)>0.7).*(p E<0.05);
24 Buffer E(logical(eye(size(Buffer E)))) = 0;
25 D=struct('Mask',Buffer E, 'rhoValues',c E,'pValues',p E);
26 end
27
28
29 end
1 function n=MaxNumberofFeatures(DATA)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function calculates the maximum number of features that the model
4 %%can contain in order to avoid overfitting
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6
7 [rows columns]=size(DATA);
8 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end));
9 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
10 s=size(Pos Features Experiment);
11 if  isequal(s,size(Pos Features Rest));
12 error('same number of instances during the two conditions');
13 end
14 NumbofSub=length(Pos Features Experiment);
15 n=NumbofSub/10; %Rule of Thumb
16 n=ceil(n);
17 if n>columns
18 n=columns;
19 else
20 n=n;
21 end
1 function BestGoodCombosPos=Redundancy(M,m)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generates all the possible combinations of features. As
4 %%input, it takes the correlation matrix (M) and the max number of ...
features (m)
5 %%that a combination can contain.
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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7 n=length(M)
8 GoodCombosPos=[];
9 k=1;
10 X=1;
11 if m>n
12 m=n;
13 else
14 m=m;
15 end
16
17 for k=1:m
18 combos = nchoosek((1:n),k);
19 Ncombos=size(combos,1);
20 for i=1:Ncombos
21
22 Sums(i)=sum(sum(M(combos(i,:),combos(i,:))));
23
24 end
25
26 s(k).GoodCombosPos=find(Sums==0);
27 s(k).combos=combos;
28 Condition=(length(s(k).GoodCombosPos)>0);
29 if Condition
30
31 BestGoodCombosPos{k}=s(k).GoodCombosPos;
32 BestGoodCombos{k}=s(k).combos(s(k).GoodCombosPos,:);
33
34 end
35 clear GoodCombosPos combos Sums
36 end
37
38 end
1 function [trainingData] = generateTablestraining(BestCombPos, ...
datasettraining)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generates the training datasets for each features ...
combination
4 %%It takes as input the data from Folder 1 and the features' ...
combinations computed in
5 %%FeatureSelectionProcess function.
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7 datasettraining=datasettraining(:, 2:end); %only HRV features and class
8 VarNames=datasettraining.Properties.VariableNames
9 D=table2array(datasettraining);
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10 [l p]=size(BestCombPos);
11 for j=1:p
12 [n m]=size(BestCombPos{:,j});
13 for i=1:n
14 b=BestCombPos{:,j}
15 trainingData{j,i}=[datasettraining(:,b(i,:)), datasettraining(:,end)]
16 end
17 end
18 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierTree(trainingData)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
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33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37 %
38 % To automate training the same classifier with new data, or to ...
learn how
39 % to programmatically train classifiers, examine the generated code.
40
41
42
43 % Extract predictors and response
44 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
45 % classifier.
46 [m n]=size(trainingData);
47 for j=1:m
48 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
49 for i=1:n(j)
50 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
51
52 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
53 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames));
54 response = inputTable{:,end};
55 response=array2table(response);
56 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
57
58 % Train a classifier
59 % This code specifies all the classifier options and trains ...
the classifier.
60 VariableDescriptions = ...
hyperparameters('fitcensemble',predictors,response,'Tree');
61 classificationTree = fitcensemble(predictors, response,...
62 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto',...
63 'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
64 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName',...
65 'expected-improvement-plus'));
66
67
68 % Create the result struct with predict function
69 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
70 treePredictFcn = @(x) predict(classificationTree, x);
71
72 trainedClassifier(j,i).predictFcn = @(x) ...
treePredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
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73
74 % Add additional fields to the result struct
75 trainedClassifier(j,i).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
76 trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationTree = classificationTree;
77 trainedClassifier(j,i).About = 'This struct is a trained ...
classifier exported from Classification Learner R2016a.';
78 trainedClassifier(j,i).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of the ...
variable that is this struct, e.g. ''trainedClassifier''. ...
\n \nThe table, T, must contain the variables returned ...
by: \n c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original training ...
data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n \nFor more ...
information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
79
80
81 % Perform cross-validation
82 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
83 partitionedModel = ...
crossval(trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationTree, ...
'KFold', k);
84
85 % Compute validation accuracy
86 validationAccuracy{j,i} = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, ...
'LossFun', 'ClassifError');
87
88 % Compute validation predictions and scores
89 [validationPredictions, validationScores] = ...
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);
90 response=table2array(response);
91 C{i}= confusionmat(response,validationPredictions);
92 CP{i} = classperf(response,validationPredictions);
93 [X,Y,T,AUC{j,i},OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = ...
perfcurve(response,validationScores(:,2),1);
94 figure, plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'),grid on;
95 xlabel('False positive rate')
96 ylabel('True positive rate')
97 title('ROC')
98 end
99 end
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100 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierLDA(trainingData)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37
38
39
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40 % Extract predictors and response
41 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
42 % classifier.
43 [m n]=size(trainingData);
44 for j=1:m
45 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
46 for i=1:n(j)
47 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
48
49 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
50 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames));
51 response = inputTable{:,end};
52 response=array2table(response);
53 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
54
55
56 % Train a classifier
57 % This code specifies all the classifier options and trains ...
the classifier.
58 classificationDiscriminant = fitcdiscr(...
59 predictors, ...
60 response, ...
61 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto', ...
'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
62 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName','expected-improvement-plus'));
63 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
64 discriminantPredictFcn = @(x) ...
predict(classificationDiscriminant, x);
65
66 trainedClassifier(j,i).predictFcn = @(x) ...
discriminantPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
67
68 % Add additional fields to the result struct
69 trainedClassifier(j,i).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
70 trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationDiscriminant = ...
classificationDiscriminant;
71 trainedClassifier(j,i).About = 'This struct is a trained ...
classifier exported from Classification Learner R2016a.';
72 trainedClassifier(j,i).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of the ...
variable that is this struct, e.g. ''trainedClassifier''. ...
\n \nThe table, T, must contain the variables returned ...
by: \n c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
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matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original training ...
data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n \nFor more ...
information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
73
74 % Perform cross-validation
75 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
76 partitionedModel = ...
crossval(trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationDiscriminant, ...
'KFold', k);
77
78 % Compute validation accuracy
79 validationAccuracy{j,i} = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, ...
'LossFun', 'ClassifError');
80
81 % Compute validation predictions and scores
82 [validationPredictions, validationScores] = ...
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);
83 response=table2array(response);
84 C{i}= confusionmat(response,validationPredictions);
85 CP{i} = classperf(response,validationPredictions);
86 [X,Y,T,AUC{j,i},OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = ...
perfcurve(response,validationScores(:,2),1);
87 figure, plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
88 xlabel('False positive rate')
89 ylabel('True positive rate')
90 title('ROC')
91
92 end
93 end
94 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierKNN(trainingData)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
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10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37 %
38
39
40
41
42 % Extract predictors and response
43 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
44 % classifier.
45 [m n]=size(trainingData);
46 for j=1:m
47 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
48 for i=1:n(j)
49 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
50
51 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
52 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
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53 response = inputTable{:,end};
54 response=array2table(response);
55 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
56 % Train a classifier
57 % This code specifies all the classifier options and trains ...
the classifier.
58 %K=5;
59 classificationKNN = fitcknn(...
60 predictors, ...
61 response, ...
62 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto',...
63 'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
64 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName','expected-improvement-plus'))
65
66
67 % Create the result struct with predict function
68 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
69 knnPredictFcn = @(x) predict(classificationKNN, x);
70 trainedClassifier(j,i).predictFcn = @(x) ...
knnPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
71
72 % Add additional fields to the result struct
73 trainedClassifier(j,i).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
74 trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationKNN = classificationKNN;
75 trainedClassifier(j,i).About = 'This struct is a trained ...
classifier exported from Classification Learner R2016a.';
76 trainedClassifier(j,i).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of the ...
variable that is this struct, e.g. ''trainedClassifier''. ...
\n \nThe table, T, must contain the variables returned ...
by: \n c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original training ...
data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n \nFor more ...
information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
77
78
79 % Perform cross-validation
80 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
81 partitionedModel = ...
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crossval(trainedClassifier(j,i).ClassificationKNN, ...
'KFold', k);
82 % Compute validation accuracy
83 validationAccuracy{j,i} = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, ...
'LossFun', 'ClassifError');
84
85 % Compute validation predictions and scores
86 [validationPredictions, validationScores] = ...
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);
87 response=table2array(response);
88 C{i}= confusionmat(response,validationPredictions);
89 CP{i} = classperf(response,validationPredictions);
90 [X,Y,T,AUC{j,i},OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = ...
perfcurve(response,validationScores(:,2),1);
91 figure, plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
92 xlabel('False positive rate')
93 ylabel('True positive rate')
94 title('ROC')
95
96
97 end
98 end
99 end
1 function [k]=MaxNumbCrossVal(Folder1)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function calculates the maximum number of cross-validation ...
folders.
4 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
5 [rows columns]=size(Folder1);
6 NSub=(rows)/2;
7 k=NSub/10;
8 k=ceil(k);
9 if k==1
10 k=NSub-1;
11 else
12 k
13 end
14 end
1 function [trainedClassifierFinal, CPFinal, ValAUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPos]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, AUC, CP, ...
trainedClassifier)
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2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function selects the best classifier for each machine learning
4 %%methods used.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6
7 [l g]= size(AUC)
8
9 for i=1:g
10 [value(i),index(i)]= max([AUC{:,i}]);
11 row(i)=i
12 col(i)=index(i);
13 values(i)=value(i);
14 end
15
16 position=[row', col', value'];
17 [ValAUCFinal,ind]=max(position(:,3));
18 IndexFinal=position(ind,1:end-1);
19
20 CombPos=BestCombPos(IndexFinal(1,1),1);
21 CombPosM=cell2mat(CombPos);
22 BestFeaturesPos=CombPosM(IndexFinal(1,2),:);
23 CPFinal=CP(IndexFinal(1,2));
24
25 trainedClassifierFinal=trainedClassifier(IndexFinal(1,1),IndexFinal(1,2))
26 end
1 function [validation, C, AUC, fig]=testing(Testingdata, ...
trainedClassifier)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function tests the best classifier on Folder 2 and gives the ...
accuracy
4 %%performance, confusio matrix, AUC value and the ROC curve.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6
7 yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(Testingdata);
8 response=Testingdata(:,end);
9 response=table2array(response);
10 [row column]=size(yfit);
11 correctprediction=zeros(row,1);
12 for i=1:row
13 if yfit (i)==response(i)
14 correctprediction(i)=1;
15 else
16 correctprediction(i)=0;
17 end
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18 end
19 validation=sum(correctprediction)/length(correctprediction);
20 C = confusionmat(response,yfit);
21 CP = classperf(response,yfit);
22
23
24 [X,Y,T,AUC,OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = perfcurve(response,yfit,1);
25 fig= plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
26 xlabel('False positive rate')
27 ylabel('True positive rate')
28 title('ROC')
29
30 end
1 function [trainedClassifierFinal, CPFinalModel, AUCT, ...
BestFeaturesPos]=ModelSelection(NFeaturesALL, CP, AUCTestingAll, ...
trainedClassifierALL)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function selects among the different machine learning methods the
4 %%best classifier: max AUC and the lowest number of features used.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 [l g]= size(AUCTestingAll)
7
8 for i=1:l
9 [value(i),index(i)]= max([AUCTestingAll{:,i}]);
10 row(i)=i;
11 col(i)=index(i);
12 values(i)=value(i);
13 %position=[row, col, value];
14 end
15
16 [m n]=size(NFeaturesALL);
17 for j=1:m
18 L(j)=length([NFeaturesALL{:,j}]);
19 [valueL(j),indexL(j)]=min(L(j));
20 rowL(j)=j;
21 colL(j)=indexL(j);
22 valuesL(j)=valueL(j);
23 %position=[row, col, value];
24 end
25 position=[row', col', value'];
26 [AUCFinal,ind]=max(position(:,3));
27 IndexFinal=position(ind,1:end-1);
28
29 positionL=[rowL', colL', valueL'];
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30 [L,indL]=min(positionL(:,3));
31 IndexFinalL=positionL(indL,1:end-1);
32 AUCFinalL=AUCTestingAll(:,IndexFinalL(1,2));
33
34
35 CombPos=NFeaturesALL(IndexFinal(1,1),1);
36 CombPosM=cell2mat(CombPos);
37 BestFeaturesPos=CombPosM(IndexFinal(1,2),:);
38 AUCFinalL=cell2mat(AUCFinalL);
39 %AUCFinal=cell2mat(AUCFinal)
40 if AUCFinalLďAUCFinal
41 AUCT=AUCFinal;
42 Index=IndexFinal;
43 else
44 AUCT=AUCFinalL
45 Index=IndexFinalL;
46 end
47 trainedClassifierFinal=trainedClassifierALL(Index(1,1),Index(1,2))
48 CPFinalModel=CP(Index(1,1),Index(1,2));
49 end
A.4 Matlab tool to develop an automatic classifier using
unbalanced datasets
The Matlab tool to develop an automatic classifier using unbalanced datasets is
reported in this section.
1 function[FinalModel, CPFinalModel, AUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPosFinalModel]= main()
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function calls the main function to develop a binary ...
classifier for
4 %%unbalanced datasets.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %%The output of this tool is: Final Model, Confusio Matrix, AUC, and the
7 %%features used to develop the classifier.
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %%Created by Rossana Castaldo, Univeristy of Warwick, 2016
10 %%Revised 2017
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 clc
13 clear all
14 close all
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15 %% Splitting Dataset into Folder 1, 2 and 3
16 [DATAFolder1, DATAFolder2, DATAFolder3]=SplittingDataset();
17 %%
18 %% Feature Selection
19 display('Feature Selection...')
20 [BestComb, BestCombPos]=FeatureSelectionProcess(DATAFolder1);
21 save('BestComb.mat');
22
23 %% Generate matrices for training
24 display('generate matrixes for training...')
25 trainingData = generateTablestraining(BestCombPos, DATAFolder2);
26
27 %% Training and validating classifiers
28 display('running classifier Tree...')
29 N=MinNumbN(DATAFolder2);
30 [trainedClassifierTree, validationAccuracyTree, CPTree, AUCTree] = ...
trainClassifierTree(trainingData,N);
31 %[trainedClassifierTree, validationAccuracyTree, CPTree, AUCTree] = ...
trainClassifierTree(trainingData,N);
32 %display('saving classifier and performances for Random Forest...')
33 %save('Class Perf Tree','trainedClassifierTree', ...
'validationAccuracyTree','CPTree' );
34 [trainedClassifierFinalTree, CPTree, ValAUCFinalTree, ...
BestFeaturesPosTree]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, ...
AUCTree,CPTree, trainedClassifierTree);
35
36 display('running classifier LDA...')
37 [trainedClassifierLDA, validationAccuracyLDA,CPLDA, AUCLDA] = ...
trainClassifierLDA(trainingData, N);
38 %display('saving classifier and performances for LDA...')
39 %save('Class Perf LDA','trainedClassifierLDA', ...
'validationAccuracyLDA','CPRF');
40 [trainedClassifierFinalLDA, CPLDA, ValAUCFinalLDA, ...
BestFeaturesPosLDA]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, ...
AUCLDA,CPLDA, trainedClassifierLDA);
41 % %
42 % %
43 display('running classifier KNN...')
44 [trainedClassifierKNN, validationAccuracyKNN, CPKNN, AUCKNN] = ...
trainClassifierKNN(trainingData, N);
45 % display('saving classifier and performances for KNN...')
46 % save('Class Perf KNN','trainedClassifierKNN', ...
'validationAccuracyKNN', 'CPKNN' );
47 [trainedClassifierFinalKNN, CPKNN, ValAUCFinalKNN, ...
BestFeaturesPosKNN]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, AUCKNN, ...
CPKNN, trainedClassifierKNN);
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48
49 %% Testing best classifiers
50 TestingdataTree = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder3,BestFeaturesPosTree)
51 [validationTestingTree, CPTestingTree, AUCTestingTree, ...
figTestingTree]=testing(TestingdataTree, trainedClassifierFinalTree);
52 %
53 TestingdataLDA = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder3,BestFeaturesPosLDA)
54 [validationTestingLDA, CPTestingLDA, AUCTestingLDA, ...
figTestingLDA]=testing(TestingdataLDA, trainedClassifierFinalLDA);
55 %
56 TestingdataKNN = generateTablestesting(DATAFolder3,BestFeaturesPosKNN)
57 [validationTestingKNN, CPTestingKNN, AUCTestingKNN, ...
figTestingKNN]=testing(TestingdataKNN, trainedClassifierFinalKNN);
58 %
59 AUCTestingAll={AUCTestingTree, AUCTestingLDA, AUCTestingKNN}
60 NFeaturesALL={BestFeaturesPosTree,BestFeaturesPosLDA, BestFeaturesPosKNN}
61 trainedClassifierALL={trainedClassifierFinalTree, ...
trainedClassifierFinalLDA, trainedClassifierFinalKNN}
62 CPFinalALL={CPTestingTree,CPTestingLDA, CPTestingKNN };
63 %% Best model selection
64 [FinalModel, CPFinalModel, AUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPosFinalModel]=ModelSelection(NFeaturesALL, ...
CPFinalALL, AUCTestingAll, trainedClassifierALL)
65
66
67 end
1 function [DATAFolder1, DATAFolder2, DATAFolder3]=SplittingDataset()
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function splits the dataset into 3 folders. Folder 1 for feature
4 %%selection, Folder 2 for training and validation, and Folder 3 for ...
testing.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 display('Select dataset for feature selection...')
7 [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
8 complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
9 a = readtable(complete path);
10 VarNames=a.Properties.VariableNames(1:end);
11 %convert Table to array
12 DATA=table2array(a);
13 [rows columns]=size (DATA);
14
15 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end)==1);
16 lE=length(Pos Features Experiment);
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17 Pos Features Control=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
18 lC=length(Pos Features Control);
19 NsubEFolder1=ceil((lE*34)/100);
20 NsubCFolder1=ceil((lC*34)/100);
21 NsubEFolder2=ceil((lE*39)/100);
22 NsubCFolder2=ceil((lC*39)/100);
23 NsubEFolder3=ceil((lE*27)/100);
24 NsubCFolder3=ceil((lC*27)/100);
25
26 DATAFolder1E=DATA(Pos Features Experiment(1:NsubEFolder1), :);
27 DATAFolder1C=DATA(Pos Features Control(1:NsubCFolder1), :);
28 DATAFolder1=[DATAFolder1E; DATAFolder1C];
29 DATAFolder1=array2table(DATAFolder1);
30 DATAFolder1.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames;
31
32 DATAFolder2E=...
33 DATA(Pos Features Experiment...
34 (NsubEFolder1:(NsubEFolder1+NsubEFolder2)), :);
35 DATAFolder2C=...
36 DATA(Pos Features Control...
37 (NsubCFolder1:(NsubCFolder1+NsubCFolder2)), :);
38 DATAFolder2=[DATAFolder2E; DATAFolder2C];
39 DATAFolder2=array2table(DATAFolder2);
40 DATAFolder2.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames;
41
42
43 DATAFolder3E=...
44 DATA(Pos Features Experiment...
45 (NsubEFolder2:(NsubEFolder2+NsubEFolder3)), :);
46 DATAFolder3C=...
47 DATA(Pos Features Control...
48 (NsubCFolder2:(NsubCFolder2+NsubCFolder3)), :);
49 DATAFolder3=[DATAFolder3E; DATAFolder3C];
50 DATAFolder3=array2table(DATAFolder3);
51 DATAFolder3.Properties.VariableNames=VarNames;
52
53
54
55 DATAFolder1;
56 DATAFolder2;
57 DATAFolder3;
1 function [BestComb, BestGoodCombos]=FeatureSelectionProcess(a)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generates all the best combination of features that are
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4 %%relevant and non-redudant.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 %% Uncomment if you want to use this function alone.
7 % display('Select dataset for feature selection...')
8 % [filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.csv', ' Please select the input ...
file');
9 % complete path = strcat(pathname, filename);
10 % a = readtable(complete path);
11 VarNames=a.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
12 %convert Table to array
13 DATA=table2array(a);
14 [rows columns]=size (DATA);
15 for i=1:columns-1
16 [h(i),p(i)] = lillietest(DATA(:,i)); %if h=1 the feature is ...
non-normaly distributed
17 end
18 CountNONNormaly=sum(h==1);
19 if CountNONNormaly==columns
20 display('All features are non-normally distributed')
21 else
22 if CountNONNormaly==0
23 display('Data is normally distributed')
24 else
25 if CountNONNormaly>(columns/2)
26 display('Many features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test')
27 else
28 if CountNONNormaly<(columns/2)
29 display('Some features are non-normally distributed, ...
strongly reccomanded to use non-parametric test ...
or apply log-transformation')
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 end
34 Condition=(CountNONNormaly‰0);
35 if Condition
36 prompt = 'Do you want to log-transform your data? Enter yes if ...
you do or no if you do not: ';
37 str = input(prompt,'s');
38 switch str
39 case 'yes'
40 for i=1:columns
41 DATA(:,i)=log( DATA(:,i));
42 end
43 CountNONNormaly=0;
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44 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
45 case 'no'
46 CountNONNormaly‰0;
47 Condition=(CountNONNormaly==0);
48 otherwise
49 display('error, please enter yes or no')
50 end
51 end
52 %% Relevance Analysis
53 [TAB1, Pvalues]=Stat(DATA,VarNames',Condition);
54 PosSignChanging=(Pvalues<0.05);
55 VarNamesSignificant=VarNames(PosSignChanging);
56 SignificantDATA=DATA(:,PosSignChanging);
57 %% Correlation
58 D=correlation(SignificantDATA, Condition);
59 %% Find the maximum number of features
60 m=MaxNumberofFeatures(DATA);
61 %% Find the best combination of relevant and non-redudant features
62 BestGoodCombos=Redundancy(D.Mask,m);
63 [d l]=size(BestGoodCombos)
64
65 for j=1:d
66 for i=1:l
67 BestComb{i}=VarNamesSignificant(BestGoodCombos{j,i});
68 end
69 end
70
71
72 end
1 function [TAB1, Pvalues]=Stat(DATA,VarNames,condition)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function computes the statistical analysis for the input ...
matrix and
4 %%the p-value between two different conditions. As input, it takes the
5 %%matrix with observations as rows and features (predictors) as columns,
6 %%the states orlabels (in binary values) as last column.
7 %%The second input, condition, will help understand if parametric or
8 %%not parametric analysis needs to be performed. Parametric test is
9 %%performed using t-test whereas non-parametric test is performed using
10 %%Wilcoxon rank test.
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 %%
13 [rows columns]=size(DATA);
14
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15 %Find positions of the two different conditions
16 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end));
17 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
18
19 if  condition % if the condition is false; positive condition is ...
that the data are normally distributed
20 for i=1:(columns-1)
21 [p(i),h(i)]=ranksum...
22 (DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),...
23 DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
24 end
25 median Experiment=median(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
26 1:(columns-1)))';
27 SD Experiment=std(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
28 1:(columns-1)))';
29 Per Experiment=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
30 1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
31
32 median Rest=median(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
33 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)))';
34 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,1:(columns-1)),[25 50 ...
75])';
35
36 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
37
38 TAB1=table(VarNames, median Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
median Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
39
40 else % if the condition is true
41 for i=1:(columns-1)
42 [h(i),p(i)]= ...
ttest(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,i),DATA(Pos Features Rest,i));
43 end
44 %%
45 %Generate Table
46 mean Experiment=mean(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
47 1:(columns-1)))';
48 SD Experiment=std(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
49 1:(columns-1)))';
50 Per Experiment=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Experiment,...
51 1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
52
53 mean Rest=mean(DATA(Pos Features Rest,...
54 1:(columns-1)))';
55 SD Rest=std(DATA(Pos Features Rest,...
56 1:(columns-1)))';
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57 Per Rest=prctile(DATA(Pos Features Rest,...
58 1:(columns-1)),[25 50 75])';
59
60 Pvalues=p(1:(columns-1))';
61
62 TAB1=table(VarNames,mean Rest, SD Rest, Per Rest, ...
mean Experiment, SD Experiment, Per Experiment, Pvalues);
63
64 end
65
66 end
1 function [D]=correlation(DATA, condition)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function gerenates correlation matrices. The
4 %%condition is needed to understand if parametric or non-parametric
5 %%correlation analysis needs to be performed. The output is a structure
6 %%with the rho values and p-values of the diagonal of the correlation
7 %%matrices.
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %%
10 [rows columns]=size(DATA)
11
12 %Not parametric correlation
13 if  condition
14
15 [c E ...
p E]=corr(DATA(:,1:columns-1),DATA(:,1:columns-1),'Type','Spearman');
16 Buffer E=((abs(c E)>0.7).*(p E<0.05)); % Condition to be highly ...
correlated and significant. The threshold of 0.7
17 %can be changed to a more restricted one
18 Buffer E(logical(eye(size(Buffer E)))) = 0;
19 D=struct('Mask',Buffer E, 'rhoValues',c E,'pValues',p E);
20 else %Parametric correlation
21
22 [c E ...
p E]=corr(DATA(:,1:columns-1),DATA(:,1:columns-1),'Type','Pearson');
23 Buffer E=(abs(c E)>0.7).*(p E<0.05);
24 Buffer E(logical(eye(size(Buffer E)))) = 0;
25 D=struct('Mask',Buffer E, 'rhoValues',c E,'pValues',p E);
26 end
27
28
29 end
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1 function n=MaxNumberofFeatures(DATA)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function calculates the maximum number of features that the model
4 %%can contain in order to avoid overfitting
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6
7 [rows columns]=size(DATA);
8 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end));
9 Pos Features Rest=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
10 s=size(Pos Features Experiment);
11 if  isequal(s,size(Pos Features Rest));
12 error('same number of instances during the two conditions');
13 end
14 NumbofSub=length(Pos Features Experiment);
15 n=NumbofSub/10; %Rule of Thumb
16 n=ceil(n);
17 if n>columns
18 n=columns;
19 else
20 n=n;
21 end
1 function BestGoodCombosPos=Redundancy(M,m)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generates all the possible combinations of features. As
4 %%input, it takes the correlation matrix (M) and the max number of ...
features (m)
5 %%that a combination can contain.
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7 n=length(M)
8 GoodCombosPos=[];
9 k=1;
10 X=1;
11 if m>n
12 m=n;
13 else
14 m=m;
15 end
16
17 for k=1:m
18 combos = nchoosek((1:n),k);
19 Ncombos=size(combos,1);
20 for i=1:Ncombos
21
22 Sums(i)=sum(sum(M(combos(i,:),combos(i,:))));
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23
24 end
25
26 s(k).GoodCombosPos=find(Sums==0);
27 s(k).combos=combos;
28 Condition=(length(s(k).GoodCombosPos)>0);
29 if Condition
30
31 BestGoodCombosPos{k}=s(k).GoodCombosPos;
32 BestGoodCombos{k}=s(k).combos(s(k).GoodCombosPos,:);
33
34 end
35 clear GoodCombosPos combos Sums
36 end
37
38 end
1 function [trainingData] = generateTablestraining(BestCombPos, ...
datasettraining)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function generates the training datasets for each features ...
combination
4 %%It takes as input the data from Folder 2 and the features' ...
combinations computed in
5 %%FeatureSelectionProcess function.
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7 datasettraining=datasettraining(:, 2:end); %only HRV features and class
8 VarNames=datasettraining.Properties.VariableNames
9 D=table2array(datasettraining);
10 [l p]=size(BestCombPos);
11 for j=1:p
12 [n m]=size(BestCombPos{:,j});
13 for i=1:n
14 b=BestCombPos{:,j}
15 trainingData{j,i}=[datasettraining(:,b(i,:)), datasettraining(:,end)]
16 end
17 end
18 end
1 function N=MinNumbN(DATA)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function computes the minimum number of iteration for unbalanced
4 %%dataset. However, the user can decide if increase the minimum ...
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number of
5 %%iteration (N).
6 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
7 DATA=table2array(DATA);
8 Pos Features Experiment=find(DATA(:,end)==1);
9 Pos Features Control=find(DATA(:,end)==0);
10 n=length(Pos Features Control);
11 fprintf( 'The minimun nuber of repetion is estimated: %d.\n', n)
12 prompt ='Do you prefer an higher number? Answer yes or no....'
13 str = input(prompt,'s');
14 switch str
15 case 'yes'
16 number='insert here your number of repetition....'
17 str1 = input(number);
18
19 N=str1
20 case 'no'
21 N=n;
22 end
23 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierTree(trainingData, N)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
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24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37 %
38 % To automate training the same classifier with new data, or to ...
learn how
39 % to programmatically train classifiers, examine the generated code.
40
41
42
43 % Extract predictors and response
44 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
45 % classifier.
46
47 [m n]=size(trainingData);
48 for j=1:m
49 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
50 for i=1:n(j)
51
52 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
53
54 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
55 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames));
56 response = inputTable{:,end};
57 response=array2table(response);
58 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
59 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
60
61 for f=1:N
62 indices = crossvalind('Kfold',table2array(response),k);
63 for l = 1:k
64 test = (indices == l); train =  test;
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65 end
66
67 % Train a classifier
68 % This code specifies all the classifier options and ...
trains the classifier.
69 VariableDescriptions = ...
70 hyperparameters('fitcensemble',...
71 predictors(train,:),...
72 response(train,:),'Tree');
73 classificationTree = ...
fitcensemble(predictors(train,:),response(train,:),...
74 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto',...
75 'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
76 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName',...
77 expected-improvement-plus'));
78
79
80 % Create the result struct with predict function
81 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
82 treePredictFcn = @(x) predict(classificationTree, x);
83
84 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).predictFcn = @(x) ...
treePredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
85
86 % Add additional fields to the result struct
87 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
88 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).ClassificationTree = ...
classificationTree;
89 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).About = 'This struct is a ...
trained classifier exported from Classification ...
Learner R2016a.';
90 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of ...
the variable that is this struct, e.g. ...
''trainedClassifier''. \n \nThe table, T, must ...
contain the variables returned by: \n ...
c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original ...
training data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n ...
\nFor more information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
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91
92
93 %% Validation
94 ValidationData=[predictors(test,:), response(test,:)];
95 [validationAccuracy{j,i,f}, CP{j,i,f}, AUC{j,i,f}, ...
fig]=testingVAL(ValidationData, trainedClassifier(j,i,f))
96 end
97 end
98 end
99 end
100
101 function [validation, C, AUC, fig]=testingVAL(Testingdata, ...
trainedClassifier)
102 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
103 %%This function validates the n iteration
104 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
105
106 yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(Testingdata);
107 response=Testingdata(:,end);
108 response=table2array(response);
109 [row column]=size(yfit);
110 correctprediction=zeros(row,1);
111 for i=1:row
112 if yfit (i)==response(i)
113 correctprediction(i)=1;
114 else
115 correctprediction(i)=0;
116 end
117 end
118 validation=sum(correctprediction)/length(correctprediction);
119 C = confusionmat(response,yfit);
120 CP = classperf(response,yfit);
121
122
123 [X,Y,T,AUC,OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = perfcurve(response,yfit,1);
124 fig= plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
125 xlabel('False positive rate')
126 ylabel('True positive rate')
127 title('ROC')
128
129 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierLDA(trainingData, N)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
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3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37
38
39
40 % Extract predictors and response
41 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
42 % classifier.
43 [m n]=size(trainingData);
44 for j=1:m
45 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
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46 for i=1:n(j)
47 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
48
49 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
50 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames));
51 response = inputTable{:,end};
52 response=array2table(response);
53 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
54 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
55
56 for f=1:N
57 indices = crossvalind('Kfold',table2array(response),k);
58 for l = 1:k
59 test = (indices == l); train =  test;
60 end
61
62 % Train a classifier
63 % This code specifies all the classifier options and ...
trains the classifier.
64 classificationDiscriminant = ...
fitcdiscr(predictors(train,:),response(train,:),...
65 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto',...
66 'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
67 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName',...
68 'expected-improvement-plus'));
69
70 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
71 discriminantPredictFcn = @(x) ...
predict(classificationDiscriminant, x);
72
73 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).predictFcn = @(x) ...
discriminantPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
74
75 % Add additional fields to the result struct
76 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
77 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).ClassificationDiscriminant = ...
classificationDiscriminant;
78 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).About = 'This struct is a ...
trained classifier exported from Classification ...
Learner R2016a.';
79 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of ...
the variable that is this struct, e.g. ...
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''trainedClassifier''. \n \nThe table, T, must ...
contain the variables returned by: \n ...
c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original ...
training data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n ...
\nFor more information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
80 %% Validition
81 ValidationData=[predictors(test,:), response(test,:)];
82 [validationAccuracy{j,i,f}, CP{j,i,f}, AUC{j,i,f}, ...
fig]=testingVAL(ValidationData, trainedClassifier(j,i,f))
83
84
85
86 end
87 end
88 end
89 end
90
91 function [validation, C, AUC, fig]=testingVAL(Testingdata, ...
trainedClassifier)
92 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
93 %%This function validates the n iteration
94 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
95
96 yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(Testingdata);
97 response=Testingdata(:,end);
98 response=table2array(response);
99 [row column]=size(yfit);
100 correctprediction=zeros(row,1);
101 for i=1:row
102 if yfit (i)==response(i)
103 correctprediction(i)=1;
104 else
105 correctprediction(i)=0;
106 end
107 end
108 validation=sum(correctprediction)/length(correctprediction);
109 C = confusionmat(response,yfit);
110 CP = classperf(response,yfit);
111
112
113 [X,Y,T,AUC,OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = perfcurve(response,yfit,1);
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114 fig= plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
115 xlabel('False positive rate')
116 ylabel('True positive rate')
117 title('ROC')
118
119 end
1 function [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy, CP, AUC] = ...
trainClassifierKNN(trainingData,N)
2 % trainClassifier(trainingData)
3 % returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.
4 % This code recreates the classification model trained in
5 % Classification Learner app.
6 %
7 % Input:
8 % trainingData: the training data of same data type as imported
9 % in the app (table or matrix).
10 %
11 % Output:
12 % trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier.
13 % The struct contains various fields with information about the
14 % trained classifier.
15 %
16 % trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions
17 % on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training
18 % code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response.
19 % If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or
20 % rows).
21 %
22 % validationAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in
23 % percent. In the app, the History list displays this
24 % overall accuracy score for each model.
25 %
26 % Use the code to train the model with new data.
27 % To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line
28 % with your original data or new data as the input argument ...
trainingData.
29 %
30 % For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original ...
data set
31 % T, enter:
32 % [trainedClassifier, validationAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T)
33 %
34 % To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new ...
data T,
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35 % use
36 % yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T)
37 %
38
39
40
41
42 % Extract predictors and response
43 % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the
44 % classifier.
45 [m n]=size(trainingData);
46 for j=1:m
47 [k n(j)]=size(find( cellfun(@isempty,trainingData(j,:))));
48 for i=1:n(j)
49 inputTable = trainingData{j,i};
50
51 predictorNames = inputTable.Properties.VariableNames(1:end-1);
52 predictors = inputTable(:,(predictorNames));
53 response = inputTable{:,end};
54 response=array2table(response);
55 isCategoricalPredictor = false(1, ...
length(predictorNames(1:end-1)));
56 % Train a classifier
57 % This code specifies all the classifier options and trains ...
the classifier.
58 k=MaxNumbCrossVal(inputTable);
59
60 for f=1:N
61 indices = crossvalind('Kfold',table2array(response),k);
62 for l = 1:k
63 test = (indices == l); train =  test;
64 end
65 classificationKNN = ...
fitcknn(predictors(train,:),response(train,:),...
66 'OptimizeHyperparameters','auto',...
67 'HyperparameterOptimizationOptions',...
68 struct('AcquisitionFunctionName',...
69 'expected-improvement-plus'))
70
71 % Create the result struct with predict function
72 predictorExtractionFcn = @(t) t(:, predictorNames);
73 knnPredictFcn = @(x) predict(classificationKNN, x);
74 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).predictFcn = @(x) ...
knnPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x));
75
76 % Add additional fields to the result struct
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77 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).RequiredVariables = ...
inputTable.Properties.VariableNames;
78 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).ClassificationKNN = ...
classificationKNN;
79 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).About = 'This struct is a ...
trained classifier exported from Classification ...
Learner R2016a.';
80 trainedClassifier(j,i,f).HowToPredict = sprintf('To make ...
predictions on a new table, T, use: \n yfit = ...
c.predictFcn(T) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of ...
the variable that is this struct, e.g. ...
''trainedClassifier''. \n \nThe table, T, must ...
contain the variables returned by: \n ...
c.RequiredVariables \nVariable formats (e.g. ...
matrix/vector, datatype) must match the original ...
training data. \nAdditional variables are ignored. \n ...
\nFor more information, see <a ...
href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ...
''stats.map''), ...
''appclassification exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to ...
predict using an exported model</a>.');
81 %% Validation
82 ValidationData=[predictors(test,:), response(test,:)];
83 [validationAccuracy{j,i,f}, CP{j,i,f}, AUC{j,i,f}, ...
fig]=testingVAL(ValidationData, trainedClassifier(j,i,f))
84
85
86
87 end
88 end
89 end
90 end
91
92 function [validation, C, AUC, fig]=testingVAL(Testingdata, ...
trainedClassifier)
93 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
94 %%This function validates the n iteration
95 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
96
97 yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(Testingdata);
98 response=Testingdata(:,end);
99 response=table2array(response);
100 [row column]=size(yfit);
101 correctprediction=zeros(row,1);
102 for i=1:row
103 if yfit (i)==response(i)
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104 correctprediction(i)=1;
105 else
106 correctprediction(i)=0;
107 end
108 end
109 validation=sum(correctprediction)/length(correctprediction);
110 C = confusionmat(response,yfit);
111 CP = classperf(response,yfit);
112
113
114 [X,Y,T,AUC,OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = perfcurve(response,yfit,1);
115 fig= plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
116 xlabel('False positive rate')
117 ylabel('True positive rate')
118 title('ROC')
119
120 end
1 function [trainedClassifierFinal, CPFinal, ValAUCFinal, ...
BestFeaturesPos]=ClassifierSelection(BestCombPos, AUC, CP, ...
trainedClassifier)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function selects the best classifier for each machine learning
4 %%methods used.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6
7 [l g z]= size(AUC)
8 tf = cellfun('isempty',AUC) % true for empty cells
9 AUC(tf) = {0}
10 AUC1=cell2mat(AUC);
11
12 for i=1:g
13 for j=1:z
14 [value(j), row(j)]=max(AUC1(:,i,j));
15 Column(j)=i;
16 index(j)=j;
17 end
18 end
19
20 position=[row', Column', index'];
21 for i=1:row
22 for j=1:Column
23 BestFeaturesPos{i,j}=BestCombPos{ Column(j),row(i)}
24 end
25 end
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26
27 ValAUCFinal=value;
28
29 [g,h]=size(position);
30 for j=1:g;
31 h=1
32 CPFinal{j}=CP{position(j,h), position(j,h+1), position(j,h+2)};
33 trainedClassifierFinal{j}=trainedClassifier(position(j,h),position(j,h+1), ...
position(j,h+2))
34 end
35 end
1 function [validation, C, AUCavaraged, fig]=testing(Testingdata, ...
trainedClassifier)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function tests the best classifier on Folder 3 and gives the ...
accuracy
4 %%performance, confusio matrix, AUC value and the ROC curve.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 [m,n]=size(trainedClassifier);
7 for j=1:m
8 for f=1:n
9 trainedClassifier1=trainedClassifier{j,f}
10 %trainedClassifier.predictFcn =trainedClassifier1.predictFcn;
11 yfit = trainedClassifier1.predictFcn(Testingdata);
12 response=Testingdata(:,end);
13 response=table2array(response);
14 [row column]=size(yfit);
15 correctprediction=zeros(row,1);
16 for i=1:row
17 if yfit (i)==response(i)
18 correctprediction(i)=1;
19 else
20 correctprediction(i)=0;
21 end
22 end
23 validation{j,f}=sum(correctprediction)/length(correctprediction);
24 C {j,f}= confusionmat(response,yfit);
25 CP{j,f} = classperf(response,yfit);
26
27
28 [X,Y,T,AUC{j,f},OPTROCPT,SUBY,SUBYNAMES] = perfcurve(response,yfit,1);
29 fig= plot(X,Y,OPTROCPT(1),OPTROCPT(2),'r*'), grid on;
30 xlabel('False positive rate')
31 ylabel('True positive rate')
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32 title('ROC')
33 end
34 end
35 AUC=cell2mat(AUC);
36 AUCavaraged=mean(AUC);
37 end
1 function [trainedClassifierFinal, CPFinalModel, AUCT, ...
BestFeaturesPos]=ModelSelection(NFeaturesALL, CP, AUCTestingAll, ...
trainedClassifierALL)
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%This function selects among the different machine learning methods the
4 %%best classifier: max AUC and the lowest number of features used.
5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
6 [l g]= size(AUCTestingAll)
7
8 for i=1:l
9 [value(i),index(i)]= max([AUCTestingAll{:,i}]);
10 row(i)=i;
11 col(i)=index(i);
12 values(i)=value(i);
13 %position=[row, col, value];
14 end
15
16 [m n]=size(NFeaturesALL);
17 for j=1:m
18 L(j)=length([NFeaturesALL{:,j}]);
19 [valueL(j),indexL(j)]=min(L(j));
20 rowL(j)=j;
21 colL(j)=indexL(j);
22 valuesL(j)=valueL(j);
23 %position=[row, col, value];
24 end
25 position=[row', col', value'];
26 [AUCFinal,ind]=max(position(:,3));
27 IndexFinal=position(ind,1:end-1);
28
29 positionL=[rowL', colL', valueL'];
30 [L,indL]=min(positionL(:,3));
31 IndexFinalL=positionL(indL,1:end-1);
32 AUCFinalL=AUCTestingAll(:,IndexFinalL(1,2));
33
34
35 CombPos=NFeaturesALL(IndexFinal(1,1),1);
36 CombPosM=cell2mat(CombPos);
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37 BestFeaturesPos=CombPosM(IndexFinal(1,2),:);
38 AUCFinalL=cell2mat(AUCFinalL);
39 %AUCFinal=cell2mat(AUCFinal)
40 if AUCFinalLďAUCFinal
41 AUCT=AUCFinal;
42 Index=IndexFinal;
43 else
44 AUCT=AUCFinalL
45 Index=IndexFinalL;
46 end
47 trainedClassifierFinal=trainedClassifierALL(Index(1,1),Index(1,2))
48 CPFinalModel=CP(Index(1,1),Index(1,2));
49 end
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Appendix B
Supplementary Materials
B.1 Bland-Altman plots
The Bland-Altman plots for the six HRV features that showed to be good surrog-
ates of the equivalent short ones are reported here. The Bland-Altman plots were
generated for all the time scales (i.e., from 5 min to 30 sec) during rest and stress
conditions.
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Figure B.1: Bland-Altman plots for MeanNN across time scales during rest and
stress conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of
the ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test)
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Figure B.2: Bland-Altman plots for StdNN across time scales during rest and stress
conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of the
ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test).
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Figure B.3: Bland-Altman plots for MeanHR across time scales during rest and
stress conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of
the ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test).
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Figure B.4: Bland-Altman plots for StdHR across time scales during rest and stress
conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of the
ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test).
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Figure B.5: Bland-Altman plots for HF across time scales during rest and stress
conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of the
ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test).
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Figure B.6: Bland-Altman plots for SD2 across time scales during rest and stress
conditions. The x-axis is the short HRV feature and the y-axis is the bias of the
ultra-short compared to the short HRV feature. The area between the two dotted
lines represents the interval between the 95%LoA and the black line represents the
bias. The reference line of no bias is y “ 0. IQR: Interquartile range; p:p-value
between the short and ultra-short HRV features (Wilcoxon's rank test).
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B.2 Questionnaire and ethical approvals
This section includes the questionnaires used during the rest sessions of the SCWT
and VGC protocols, and the ethical approval letters for the two experimental studies
conducted during my Ph.D. study.
The following questionnaires were used during the rest session of the SCWT
and VGC protocols respectively. During the SCWT test, the subjects were invited
to talk, while the researcher collected the answers in the prepared sheet. During
the VGC, the questionnaire was administrated via PC using SurveyMonkey software.
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 Personal Information 
  
1. What is your ID?  
 
  
  
2. What is your gender?  
 
   Male  
   Female 
  
3. How old are you?  
 
  
  
4. What is your height (in meters)?  
 
  
  
5. What is your weight (in kg)?  
 
  
  
6. Are you taking any medication at the moment?  
 
   Yes  
   No 
  
7. If yes, can you please list them below?  
 
  
 
 
  
8. Do you have any health problems that you are aware of?  
 
   Yes  
   No 
  
9. if yes, which ones?  
 
   Sleep disorder 
   Cardiovascular problems 
Sub ID= XXX 
Date:………….. 
Time:…………… 
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   Stroke 
   Chronic fatigue 
   Untreated diabetes 
   Uncontrolled thyroid disease 
   Epilepsy 
   
Other (please specify): 
  
 
  
10. Do you use any drug? (This will be kept strongly confidential)  
 
   Yes  
   No 
2. If you are a female...  
  
11. Are you pregnant?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
  
12. If not, in which day of your menstrual cycle are you in?  
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 Personal Information 
  
1. What is your name?  
 
  
  
2. What is your gender?  
 
   Male  
   Female 
  
3. How old are you?  
 
  
  
4. What is your height (in meters)?  
 
  
  
5. What is your weight (in kg)?  
 
  
  
6. Are you taking any medication at the moment?  
 
   Yes  
   No 
  
7. If yes, can you please list them below?  
 
  
 
 
  
8. Do you have any health problems that you are aware of?  
 
   Yes  
   No 
  
9. if yes, which ones?  
 
   Sleep disorder 
   Cardiovascular problems 
Sub ID=XXX 
Date:………….. 
Time:…………… 
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   Stroke 
   Chronic fatigue 
   Untreated diabetes 
   Uncontrolled thyroid disease 
   Epilepsy 
   
Other (please specify): 
  
 
  
10. Do you use any drug? (This will be kept strongly confidential)  
 
   Yes  
   No 
2. If you are a female...  
  
11. Are you pregnant?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
  
12. If not, in which day of your menstrual cycle are you in?  
 
  
 
3. General Information  
  
13. Are you right-handed?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
  
14. Do you have normal or corrected-to-normal vision?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
 
15. Are you skilled in using mouse and keyboard?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
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16. How many hours per day do you spend at PC?  
 
  
 
 
17. Do you play video games?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
 
18. If yes, how many hours do you spent per day?  
  
  
 
18. Have you ever played to counter-strike game?  
 
   Yes 
   No 
 
19. If yes, would you consider yourself familiar with the game?  
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